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Preface to Volume z

vtl

The first volume in this collection, Intentionality and
Psycfte, consisted mainly of essays from the r97os that, by
and large, relate the development of t}te notion ofpsychic
conversion.The essays in this second volume are from the
r98os, and shift to social, political, and cultural concerns.
Insofar as I can trace my own development, I would say
that the intimate link of the two concerns, which all along
I knew existed, started to find expression while I was work-
ing on the book Psychic Conaersion andTheological Founda-
aozs (Scholars Press, r98r), and is there spelled out in some
detail in the context of an attempt to link a methodical
theology to a radical reorientation of the human sciences.
The present volume reflects as well an explicit encounter
with the concerns of hermeneutics and an inching toward
praxis as a thematic issue, though only in Theobgjt and the
Dialectics of H*tory (universiry ofloronto Press, r99o) does
the latter topic come to center stage.

Two of these essays (chapters 3 and rr) are previ-
ously unpublished. 'Psychic Conversion and Spiritual
Development' is the text of a lecture that I was asked to
give at a sgnposium on l-onergan and spirituality at Mount
Angel Abbey near Portland, Oregon, in 1984. It shows the
transition from the psychological to the social and cu[-
tural interests. 'Cosmopolis and the Situation' reflects the
concern with the postmodern issues that I came to see as

establishing the context that a contemporary systematics
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must address. It is left as it was written, as a contribution
distributed at one of the Boston College I-onerganWork-
shops in the mid-r98os. The maior statement to date on
postmodernism from a Lonergan perspective is Fred
I-awrence's r993 p aper in Theological Srzdies,'The Fragility
of Consciousness and the Postmodern Concern for the
Other.' My contribution to the issue, both here and in
Theology and the Dialectics of Histort, is far more elemen-
tary. I intend only to affirm that postmodernism is the
context to be addressed in a contemporary systematic the-
ology, and that the movement that springs from Lonergan
represents a genuine postmodern option.

The essays appear here, not in the order in which
they were either written or published (as was the case with
the essays in volume r), but, in keeping with the fine sug-
gestion of two preliminary readers, arranged into different
parts depending on different emphases. Several were writ-
ten for Boston College I-onergan Workshops, but one of
the more important papers that I gave at the Workshop is

not reprinted here:'Insight and the Ontology of Meaning'
became chapter r 9 of Theologt and the Dialectics of History.

Systematics remains my objective, and all of the es-

says in both volumes of this set are preparatory, clearing a
ground. It is a ground on which I hope others will ioin me,
for a contemporary systematics is best done in collabora-
tive fashion. But that is not up to me, and I wish only to
thank those who have asked that these essays be collected
and published together.

Robert M. Doran
r3 December I993

I're ce
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I Report on a Work in Progress

Introduction

After nearly a year of wrestling with the question of
how to integrate a process of psychic self-appropriation,
involving a good deal of dream analysis, with the dimen-
sions of interiorly differentiated consciousness promoted
by the work of Bernard I-onergan, in February of ry7 a
basic insight occurred to me that I have been laboring to
articulate, develop, test, and ampliff ever since. The in-
sight was to the effect that there is a fourth aspect offoun-
dational subjectivity, and so ofconversion, beyond the three
instances - intellectual, moral, and religious - whose
objectification constitutes in I-onergan's work the theo-
logical functional specialty 'foundations.'1 I have called this
fourth aspect of conversion 'psychic conversion.' Quite
recently I have been moved to clarifu for myself where my
work is going from here, and so to locate the work of the
past nine years within a new and more inclusive context.2
In the present paper I will describe this newly explicit con-
text and will then offer an interpretation of the two stages
through which my work of the preceding nine years has
passed.

This new context is one neither of method nor of
psychology, as the previous two phases, respectively, have
been, but explicitly one oftheology, and more precisely of
systematics. I am beginning work on a systemadcs that I
will entitle A Theologt for a World-cuhural Humanity . The

)
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first volume of this work will be devoted to two themes:

the cultural matrix of a contemporary systematics and the
meaning of integrity or authenticity within that matrix.3 It
will present a vision ofa religiously and theologically trans-
formed cosmopolis. The section dealing with integral in-
teriority will include a statement, more thorough and re-
fined than any that appears in my previous work, regard-
ing the structure of a psychology of orientations.4 But
and this is the most important point - the context even of
this psychological theory is explicitly theological.

The cultural matrix with which a contemporary
Christian systematics must mediate the significance and
role of the Christian religion is global. I understand the
global cultural matrix of our age as constinrted by several

competing and escalating sets of totalitarian ambitions,
which for purposes ofhypothetical generalization or at least

of ideal-rype' articulation, can be reduced to variations
on one or other of the two maior myths of post-Machia-
vellian modernity: the progressionist myth of automatic
expansion, unlimited progress, and exponential growth,

whose paradigmatic resultant in our day is found in
transnational corporational capitalism, and the myth of
class conflict as the indispensable and infallible means to
social harmony and iustice, the mlth that finds similar
paradigmatic expression in the Marxist states.5 A common
structural error regarding the order of values infects both
of these sets of ideological assumptions and their corre-
sponding and competing social-systemic objectifications:
namely, a subordination of the cultural values in terms of
which groups live in a world mediated and conslituted by
meaning to the social values *rat constitute a particular
social order. I understand the significance and role of
Christianity, then, within such a global cultural matrix to
consist in the promotion of a mentality that would become

incarnate in alternative communities and that would pro-

Chapur r



Theology and Culure

ceed in the order of praxis on the grounds of a rectified
conception and articulation of the genuine order of val-
ues. In such a conception religious values condition the
possibility of personal integrity, personal integrity condi-
tions the possibility of genuine cultural values, such cul-
tural values condition the possibility of a iust social order,
and a just social order conditions the possibility of an eq-
uitable distribution of particular goods. The network of
alternative communities arising from the praxis of such a
mentality must extend across both cultural and religious
boundaries. I adopt I-ewis Mumford's expression lworld-
cultural humanity' as an appropriate denomination.6

The ground of the values that motivate a world-cul-
tural humanity I locate in the four aspects or modalities of
conversion - religious, moral, intellectual, and psychic

- whose obiectification consdrutes 'theological founda-
tions.'7 The conversions will ground the praxis of world-
cultural humaniry.This praxis will be both superstructural
and inftastructural.The superstructural praxis will consist
in the interdisciplinary collaboration required to reorient
the human sciences. My work up to this point indicates
what the reorientation of one of these sciences, depth
psychology, entails, and argues that this particular reori-
entation is itself a dimension of theological foundations.
The infrastructural praxis of world-cultural subiects is in-
tent on the transformation of the myriad varieties of com-
mon sense by integrating the cosmological, anthropologi-
cal, and soteriological modes of spontaneous selflunder-
standing that constitute the authentic heritage ofthe vari-
ous cultural traditions, and by reversing the mechano-
morphic self-understanding that informs the common
sense oftotalitarian societies.sThe bulk, if not the totality,
of my intellectual energies will be devoted, for the foresee-
able future, to working out a theology that can mediate
Christian faith with the global cultural mauix in such a

t



way as to promote the emergence of a world-cultural com-
munity.

My work of the previous nine years I now under-
stand as a methodological, and consequent psychological,
preface to a theology for a world-cultural humanity. Meth-
odologically, this work complements Lonergan's objectifi-
cation of the interiority ofthe integral human subject, and
so further specifies what constirutes authenticity. Thus it
is heading toward a specification of the grounds of
orthopraxis. Psychologically, this work articulates the aes-
thetic sensitivity of the converted subiect. I have moved to
this articulation by way of a dialectical confrontation with
Jungian depth psychology. Thus both of the aspects or
phases of my work are a fitting preparation for my present
concerns: the methodological aspect because of the
transcultural structure of consciousness disengaged in
Lonergan's writings, and the psychological because ofthe
potential of Jung's insights for promoting crosscultural
understanding.The scope of my attempt to reorient Jung's
work is limited to articulating the nature ofconverted psy-
chic sensitivity. This articulation is obviously dependent
upon Lonergan's understanding of self-transcendence.
Thus the methodological phase of my work precedes the
psychological, and grounds the latter in an extension of
Lonergan's notion of generalized empirical method. kt
me add that I believe that a reorientation of much of twen-
tieth-century depth psychology could follow from my at-
tempt to outline the structure of a psychology of orienta-
dons. But I have decided to turn my own energies to the
theological task consequent upon the first two phases of
my work.

I have not yet proceeded very far in pursuing this
goal. My book Psychic Conaersion and Theological Founda-
nozs9 specifies the superstructural dimensions of the en-
deavor to form a global alternative to the totalitarianisms.

Cha?t2r r



Theobgy and Culure

It speaks of the reorientation of the human sciences on the
foundation ofthe obiectification of authenticity. But I have

yet to relate my understanding of the global cultural ma-
trix to various prevalent interpretations of culture and
politics or to begin construcdng a systematic theology to
mediate Christian faith with this matrix. I have written
very litde about the infrastructural uansformations that
would be promoted by a world-culrural humaniry though

I have received much encouragement concerning my ideas

in this regard from my students in a course on 'Religion
and Culture' at Regis College in Toronto.lo I was fortu-
nate enough to have a class in which twelve distinct cul-
rural backgrounds were represented, so I consider the en-

couragement something of a confirmation that I should
continue along the path of my explorations.

Background

7

2

Prior to the completion of any of my work to date,

my concerns went through two stages, which are reflected
in the two phases of the written work itself. The ftrst con-

cern emerged between May of ry72 and October of 1973,

when, with the assistance of Dr. Charles Goldsmith in
Milwaukee, I began a process of dream analysis that pro-
moted a process that I call psychic self-appropriation.
During these months I resolved to begin in my doctoral
dissertation the work of complementing lrnergan's inten-
tionality analysis with the psychic self-appropriation that I
was about.This stage of concern is reflected in the first, or
methodological, phase of my written work to date, which
includes the book Subject and Psychell and the articles'Psy-
chic Conversion'12 and 'Subiect, Psyche, and Theology's
Foundations.'l3 The principal function of this phase is to
generare categories for expressing an understanding of the
psyche that would be continuous with Lonergan's articu-
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lation of intentionality. I also argue in these works that
these new categories are foundational.l4 They are expres-
sive of a dimension of converted subjectivity, and so they
articulate an aspect offoundational reality. I became con-
vinced at this time that these categories afford a necessary
complement to I-onergan's account of this realiry, and so
that his notion of foundational reality was to this extent
incomplete. This claim, which I still maintain, has proved
to be the most controversial aspect of my work among
I-onergan's students. Put briefly, my conviction is that the
self-knowledge that is gained through psychic analysis is
just as transformative as is that acquired through inten-
tionaliry analysis, and that the latter can neither supply nor
substitute for the former. Forlr new foundational categories
are generated during this phase of my work: second im-
mediacy, the imaginal, psychic conversion, and the
anagogic.

My second conviction, which is as controversial
among Jungians as the first is among students ofI-onergan,
is that l-onergan's intentionality analysis is needed if one
is critically to ground a psychic analysis that avoids the
perils of self-deception concerning our authentic possi-
bilities. This conviction reached articulable form which I
was in Ziirich from October to December of r974.There I
came to see that, while psychic analysis is a necessary
complement to \$nergan's intentionality analysis, the latter
stood in a relationship of dialectic with Jung's science of
the psyche. Jungian depth psychology, as it stands, is not
complementary to Lonergan's intentionality analysis, and
the problem lies in mistaken assumptions on Jung's part
concerning the three aspects of foundational reality that
I-onergan had articulated: knowledge, morality, and reli-
gion. Jungian psychology needed to be reoriented on the
basis of l-onergan's intentionality analysis.While this con-
viction is clearly present even in the writings of the first
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phase ofmy work, the actual task of attempting the reori-
entation could not be undertaken until I had arrived at
the notion of the anagogic, and had distinguished the
anagogic from the archetypal.These developments emerge
in the last work of the first phase, the paper'Subiect, Psyche,
andTheology's Foundations.'The second phase begins to
display positively what a reoriented depth psychology would
be, and thus I refer to this phase as psychological. The
concerns of the third phase, which I described in the
inuoductory section above, begin to become apparent in
some of the later works of this period.

3 The Methodological Phase

The generation of additional foundational catego-
ries is the preoccupation of Subject and Psycle. These cat-
egories would serve to integrate psychic self-appropria-
tion with I-onergan's account of method, and so would fill
a need that was left unaddressed by I-onergan and that
had to be met before the structure offoundations was com-
plete. Since my first thorough absorption in l-onergan's
work in 1967, I had been engaged in the slow and laborious
process of explanatory self-knowledge. In May of ry72 |
began with Dr. Goldsmith a similarly intense journey
through another dimension of inner life. It did not take
long before I realized that the process of recovering, tell-
ing, and making the story of my life in which I was en-
gaged bore stiking resemblances to some of the work that
I had been engaged in under Lonergan's tutelage for some
five years, and was definitely aided by what I had learned
about myself from I-onergan, but also that the dimension
of interiority that I was now coming to understand and
take responsibility for was different from the one to which
I-onergan had introduced me. Thus I began to formulate
the question of how I could integrate these two processes

9
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of self-exploration, not simply in the unthematic manner
of living from the basis of both, but in the thematic man-
ner of articulating tieir integration in a theoretic or ex-
planatory fashion. SnbTecr and Psgche, completed in r97y,
was the first articulation of my convictions that I-onergan's
account of foundational subjectivity had to be comple-
mented by a depth psychology, and that psychic interior-
ity was indeed important and significant enough to de-
serve to be considered a dimension of'foundational real-
ity.'The opening of my own intentional consciousness to a
willingness to negotiate psychic sensitivity in an intelligent,
reasonable, and responsible fashion was such a change in
myselt and instituted such a new horizon, that I felt justi-
fied in referring to it as a fourth mode ofconversion, which
I called psychic conversion.

I have already referred to a second concern that ap-
peared but was left undevel oped in Subject and Psyche.ln
Ziirich I became quickly disillusioned with Jungian psy-
chology, which previously I had thought could be inte-
grated in a fairly straightforward way with Lonergan's
thought. I had supposed that the integration would re-
quire little more than a purging from Jungian thought of
its at least implicit Kantianism in the realms of epistemol-
ogy and metaphysics. But in Zirich I saw that much more
was demanded, that the existential problems in Jungianism
were far more profound than the cognitional difiiculties,
and that in fact a quite radical religious and moral crisis
lies behind the epistemological and metaphysical
counterpositions in Jungian literature. In effect, a zez, psy-
chology had to be proposed, if I-onergan was to be appro-
priately complemented by psychological self-knowledge.
My own readiness to carry out this task was quite incom-
plete at the time of writing Subject and Psyche, and so I
deliberately contented myself with indicating the scope of
the problem, and then devoted my atlention to the first

to



Theology and Culture II

concern of suggesting the manner in which I-onergan's
thought left itselfopen to, and demanded, a psychological
complement which it had already begun to anticipate.

The anticipation to which I refer is fowd tn Method
in TheologJt, where I-onergan speaks of the relations, first,
between feelings and values,l5 and then, in a distinct con-
text, between feelings and symbols.16I concluded to a re-
lation between values and symbols, because of their com-
mon relatedness to feelings, and I claimed that the spon-
taneous sl,rnbols that emerge from the psychic depths of
the subiect, particularly in dreams, but also in such delib-
erately undertaken exercises as those proposed by Ira
Progoff,l? provide significant help in the appropriation of
that level of intentional consciousness whose distincmess
from the cognitional emerges in I-onergan's later work:
the fourth or existential level. The relationship consists in
the fact that psychic analysis is one necessary key to the
appropriation of the fourth level ofintentional conscious-
ness. Psychic analysis helps one to know what one actually
wants, what one truly values, the real state and orientation
of one's desires.The spontaneous syrnbols of the sensitive
psyche constitute the principal data for the differentiation
of one's existential orientation to the obiectives that con-
stitute the human good, obiectives whose pursuit or ne-
glect constitutes world-constitutive and concomitant self-

constitutive praxis.
This insight setves to integrate psychic conversion

with the otler dimensions of foundational reality. !7hen
I-onergan speaks ofintellectual, moral, and religious con-
version, of their order of emergence and of their reverse

order of sublation,r8 he creates a problem that he leaves

unanswered, in my view. For intellectual conversion, at least

as this expression is usually used in his work, is in fact
intellectual self-appropriation.le It is a precise, theoretic,

explanatory self-understanding that guides a responsible
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self-determination in matters cognitional. But religious and
moral conversion precede intellectual conversion thus
conceived, and so they are not a matter of explanatory -or, for that matter, even descriptive - self-thematization.
But ifthey are to sublate intellectual conversion, they must
be raised out of their compactness and be subjected to the
process of self-appropriation, the process that leads to
interiorly differentiated consciousness. Only then will
cognitional theory find that higher integration in existential
world-constitutive agency that is implied when one speaks
of sublating intellectual by moral conversion. Now it is
psychic conversion that makes moral self-appropriation
possible, and so that enables the sublation of intellectual
by moral conversion. The dominant theme of Subject and
Psyche is the following: by exploiting the clue mentioned
earlier - the relation of feelings both to values and to
symbols - one can develop a depth psychology, integrate
this psychology with I-onergan's intentionality analysis, and
raise moral and religious conversion into the stage of
meaning governed by interiorly differentiated con-
sciousness.

The integration ofpsychic analysis with intentional-
ity analysis, as I have stated, gave rise to three new founda-
tional categories in Subject and Psyche - second imme-
diacy, the imaginal, and psychic conversion - and to a
fourth that emerged a bit later, the anagogic.

Second immediacy can be explained by contrasting it
with the spontaneously operative infrastrucrure of the sub-
ject-as-subject that I call primordial immediacy. Primor-
dial immediacy is the immediacy of the operating and feel-
ing consciousness to the sl,rnbols, concepts, and judgments
through which the world is mediated and constituted by
meaning, and to the evaluations through which the world
is motivated by values. The operational aspect of primor-
dial immediacy is mediated in I-onergan's work. My pro-
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posals speak of a complementary mediation of the affec-
tive dimensions of immediacy. Both mediations result in
objective self-knowledge, the subiect-as-obiect. But the
subject-as-object is not yet what is meant by second im-
mediacy. The latter emerges as objectivity in one's own
regard changes one's spontaneity as a subject as a result of
one's decliiozs to operate in a manner consistent with what
one has come to affitm regarding one's most authentic
possibilities. New habits of perception, insight, iudgment,
feeling, and deliberation begin to be formed, the habits
that constitute interiorly differentiated consciousness.
When this most subtle of all differentiations becomes ha-
bitual, it establishes one in a condition that I call second
immediacy and that I describe as the probably always as-
ymptotic recovery of primordial immediacy through
method. kst such a claim appear either outlandish or
gnostic, let me emphasize that what one becomes asymp-
totic ,o is wrapped in the non-luminosity that is the very
reason that primordial immediacy is, as I put it in my later
writings, a search for direction in the movement of life. \i7e

are not speaking here of anything continuous with the /u -
men gloiae, the luminosity in which we shall know even as
we are known, but of a differentiated appropriation ofour
own nescience, and so of the process of inquiry through
which, step by step, we discover the direction that is to be
found in the movement of life. In the humility that reflec-
tively owns its own nescience in a differentiated fashion is
to be found the integral foundation oftheology, of human
science, and of world-cultural humanity.

A discussion of Paul Ricoeur's understanding of the
symbol precedes my treatment of the imaginal. I find.
Ricoeur's efforts to mediate the conflict between restor-
ative and reductive hermeneutics essential for my own in-
sistence on psychic analysis as an intrinsic ingredient of
existendal self-appropriation. I also find his discussion of
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the sructure of the symbol quite illuminating. But I take

issue with him on three counts. First, I do not accept his

insistence that self-appropriation is to be mediated radi-
cally by an encounter with the externalized objectifications
of religious and cultural history; I propose rather that,
however contributory such an encounter is to our self-un-
derstanding, our very interpretation of these expressions
is grounded in our understanding ofourselves, and so that
the grounds of the hermeneutic of sltnbolic expressions

lie in our understanding ofour own spontaneous syrnbolic
experience. Second, I find that Ricoeur mistakenly under-
values the symbolic power and worth of dreams. Finally, I
propose that the teleological counterpole to the Freudian
archeology of the subject must be found in the same di-
mensions of the psyche itself, and not in the fictive Hegelian

Gersr to which Ricoeur appeals, nor even in the very real

dimensions of intentionality, however much *re teleology
of the psyche may be explained in terms of its orientation
to a participation in the obiectives of our intentional op-
erations. Jung has correctly insisted on a teleological ori-
entation within the psyche itself, and so on the inclusion
ofteleological considerations in any science of the psyche,

even if he misplaces and in fact dislocates the direction of
psychic intending. The dialectic of archeology and teleol-
ogy is experienced in sensitivity itself. This is due to the
psyche's intermediate status or position between and par-

ticiparion in the schemes of recurrence of the bodily or-
ganism, on the one hand, and the unrestricted reach of
intentionality, on the other hand. The symbols released in
our dreams are exploratory of the dialectic of the subject
within the dialectic of history. But they can be produced
as they are only because ofthe dialectic within the psyche

itself. That dialectic, I later came to see, can be under-
stood in Lonergan's terms of limitation and transcen-
dence.2o
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The imaginal is that sphere of being that is known in
uue interpretations of elemental symbolic productions. I
extend the processes of sublation to the imaginal, in an
effort to account for how such interpretations are possible.
Thus the dream is sublated into waking experience by
memory, into intelligent consciousness by interpretation,
into rational consciousness by reflection, and into existen-
tial consciousness by decision.The decision has to do with
how I am to deal with the self-knowledge gained in the
interpretation of the dream. In this way, and through the
negotiation ofthe interpreted materials, the sensitive psyche
is gradually conscripted into the self-transcendent dlrra-
mism of intentionality. The teleology of the psyche is to be
understood in terms of its potential orientation to and
participation in the objectives of intentional consciousness.
This potential is actualized only as the detachment and
disinterestedness of ordered intentionality permeates one's
affectivity.

This specification of psychic teleology differs from
the Jungian position. The elemental symbols of our
dispositionally conscious energies reflect the emergence
or non-emergence of the subiect as an originating value.
Their ground theme consists in the conflict between the
intention ofthe uanscendentals and the flight from genu-
ine humanity. This drama is a priori, in I-onergan's opera-
tive-heuristic sense of'notions' rather than in the content-
objective sense of Kant's categories. In the first volume of
A Theology for alVorld-cuhural Human i4r, I will elaborate its
theological, and so most radical, meaning.2l

Psychic conversion, the third foundational category
presented in SzbTect and Psyche, is the process that enables
a person consciously to sublate imaginal data by inten-
tional process. The psychically converted sub,ect has
learned to sublate the elemental symbols that reflect his or
her affective orientations in a world mediated and consti-
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tuted by meaning and motivated by value. In the article
'Psychic Conversion,' I spoke of this process as one in which
*re undertow ofsensitive consciousness is subiected to the
same kind of self-appropriation as in l-onergan's work was

brought to bear on cognitional activity. This means that
psychic self-appropriation as I am conceiving it is a matter
of interiorly differentiated consciousness. It corresponds
to the philosophic variety of intellectual conversion that
results from answering correctly the three questions,What
am I doing when I am knowing? !07hy is doing that know-
ing? What do I know when I do that? It would be artificial
and arbitrary to try to elaborate parallel questions to pro-
mote the process of psychic conversion. It is more accu-
rate to say instead that the detachment and disinterested-
ness of the notions ofbeing and value which the process of
philosophic conversion reveals as constitutive of authen-
ticity move one to the further question of how one can
negotiate one's affective spontaneities so that they further
the emergence ofgenuineness in one's own conscious be-
havior ratier than obstructing that emergence.\tr?here self-
knowledge becomes explanatory, as it does in philosophic
conversion, one wants the same rigor of interiorly differ-
entiated consciousness to extend to one's familiarity with
one's psychic spontaneities. 'Psychic conversion,' then, as

I am using this term, refers to more than the spontaneous
affective self-transcendence of the well-ordered psyche, or
even the spontaneous sublation and correction ofaffective
energies by the morally good person, iust as 'intellectual
conversion' in I-onergan's work usually refers to more than
the cognitive genuineness of a person who happens to be
using his or her mind intelligently and rationally as it is

meant to be used.'Psychic conversion' means rigorous,
explanatory appropriation of one's sensitive psychic expe-
rience and of its existential meaning just as 'intellectual
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conversion' means rigorous, explanatory appropriation of
one's intellecfual and rational activity.

The fourth foundational category presented in my
early work is that of rle anagogic.It is introduced, not in
Subject and Psyche, but in the article 'Subiect, Psyche, and
Theology's Foundations.' It is further elaborated in many
of the articles of the second or psychological phase of my
work, where my concern shifts from that of complement-
ing l-onergan to that of reorienting Jung. Jung spoke of
two kinds of elemental symbolism: t}te personal symbols
of the personal unconscious and the archetypal symbols
of the collective unconscious. I want to speak of a third
variety, which Jung includes under rhe rubric of arche-
typal symbols, but which I consider quite distinct. Arche-
typal symbols are taken from nature and imitate nature in
a generic and highly associative way. They correspond to
the symbolization that Eric Voegelin calls cosmological.
Anagogic symbols, on the other hand, while they may be
borrowed from nature or from history, express the rela-
tion of the person, the world, or history to the reality dis-
closed by the anthropological and./or soteriological 'leaps
in being' by which consciousness is explicitly related,
through philosophy or faith, to a world-transcendent mea-
sure of integrity. This distinction enabled me to address
myselfto the reorientation ofJungian psychology, and more
specifically to come to grips with the moral and religious
crises that lie behind the epistemological and metaphysi-
cal counterpositions in Jung's thought. The crucial issue
in Jung's work is the problem of evil. The symbolism of the
negotiation of evil is anagogic, not archetypal, and the
resolution of the problem of evil calls, not for an integra-
tion of evil with good in such a way that both good and
evil can be cultivated, as would be the case if they were
archetypal contraries, but for the decision between
contradictories, a decision made in the freedom that we

t7
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are given by our lelation with the world-transcendent and
redeeming measure of our integriry.

With the emergence of this fourth category, the first
phase of my work, that of complementing I-onergan's in-
tentionality analysis with an account of the structure of
psychic analysis, comes to a close, and the second phase,

that of suggesting a reorientation of Jungian psychology'

begins.

4 The Psychological Subiect

My efforts at reorienting Jungian psychology began

in an article that I wrote for a Festscinf honoring Frederick
E. Crowe on the occasion of his sixtieth birthday.22 Jung
had written a number of works in which he treated the

symbolic sigrrificance of the person of Christ. His late work
Aion23 contains perhaps the most thorough presentation

of his thought in this regard. Here he tries to understand
Christ's psychological importance and meaning by con-

sidering Christ as an archetype of rhe self. Now, for Jung,
wholeness, conceived as the integration ofopposites, is the

paradigm for understanding the self. Good and evil are

for him among the opposites that must be inte$ated. Christ
functions as a s),mbol of the self-as-good, and Satan as a

symbol of the self-as-evil.rJ(/holeness demands that Christ's
psychic sigrificance be complemented by and integrated
with Satan's, through the cultivation of dimensions of the

self that Christianity had reiected as evil during the
astrological Age of Pisces, in which the warring fishes

symbolized the conflict of opposites.The emerging Age of
Aquarius will wimess the cessation of the conflicts, the

reconciliation of the warring elements, the raqprochement

of Christ and Satan. I contend that Jung limited himself to
archetypal or cosmological symbolizations as expressions

of the reality of God. God for him is to be understood as
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emergent witlin the world, in a manner not unlike Hegel,s
Absolute Spirit; in fact God is to be redeemed from
unconsciousness by individuating persons. God's
unconsciousness is to be artributed to the exclusion fiom
God's conscious being of the fourth personal element of
divinity, of God's shadow, that is, of Satan. As human
subiects integrate good and evil in themselves, Satan will
be reintegrated into the conscious being of God, and God
will be at rest with God's own self.

The leap in being to a world-uanscendent God who
redeems human subjects and communities from evil seems
never to have been taken by Jung. There is for him no
furtler dimension of syrnbolism beyond the archetypal,
for there is nothing beyond *re cosmological to be sym-
bolized. His autobiographical Memories, Dreams, Reflcctions
records a dream in which Jung is invited to acknowledge
the transcendent God into whose mystery we are intro-
duced by, among other things, the experience ofinnocent
suffering.24 But in the dream ]ung refused the invitation.
The dream itself is anagogic in its syrnbolism; but, para-
doxically, it reflects the choice in which Jung ruled out an
acknowledgment of the relations to which anagogic sym-
bols refer. The irony is that Jung has provided a superb
avenue to an appropriation of the dimensions ofour inner
being that stand in need of God's redemptive love, and yet
he missed or rejected the connection between his own dis-
coveries and the Christian life of grace. The problem of
evil is resolved, not by an apocatastatic reconciliation of
evil with good, but only by the transformation of evil into
a greater good by participation in the'iust and mysterious
law of the cross.'25 Jung has penetrated so deeply into the
recesses of the psyche that he has uncovered the need for a
theological grounding ofdepth psychology. But he did not
acknowledge the necessary grounding, and so he ends up
offering a system ofthought that must, in the last analysis,

t<)
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be regarded not as a complement but as an alternative to
Christian theology and to Christian religious praxis.

Another article written at the same time,'The
Theologian's Psyche: Notes toward a Reconstruction of
Depth Psychology,'26 pursues the question of the trans-
formation that Jungian psychology will undergo when it is
encountered dialectically by an analysis ofintentional self-

transcendence. In this article the Jungian nodon of the

self is examined. This notion, as we saw, was central to

Jung's critique of the Christian ethos in Aon. I redefine
the self as the subiect, and I understand the subiect as

inextricably involved in the dialectic of authenticity and
inauthenticity. I speak ofgood and evil, respectively, as the
intelligent, reasonable, and responsible negotiation of the

tension of limitation and transcendence, matter and spirit,
on the one hand, and the failure or refusal so to negodate

this tension, and thus its displacement to one or other pole,

on the other hand.Thus I argue that good and evil cannot
be listed among the contary opposites to be negotiated by
a process that establishes their complementarity, that is,

the opposites that can be discussed under the general rubric
of limitation and transcendence. Rather, good and evil are

qualifications of that very process of negotiation itself,
depending on whether it has or has not been characterized
by the genuineness that is constituted by the taut balance

of limitation and transcendence. There is no 'both./and'
here, but only an 'either/or.'

Further nuances are introduced in the two papers

'Aesthetics and the Opposites' and 'Aesthetic Subiectivity
and Generalized Empirical Method.'27 The first of these
papers speaks of the context of psychic self-appropriation
as being quite beyond the narrow psychotherapeutic frame-
work that my earlier works are still presupposing. Further-
more, it correlates the psychic or aesthetic dimension of
subjectivity with the dramatic character of world constitu-
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tion and self-constitution. The appropriation of this di-
mension will thus take the form of a narrative which may
or may not require a psychotherapeudc setting to get one
started, but whose purpose is 'beyond therapy.'The sec-
ond paper proposes that the differentiation of the psyche
is more accurately conceived as a process of developing
one's aesthetic sensitivities than as a matter of psycho-
therapy as we usually think of the latter, and ofdeveloping
these sensitivities primarily in the area ofartistry in which
all of us are inevitably involved, the dramatic artistry of
making a work of art out of our own lives.

This theme is resumed in 'Dramatic Artistry in the
Third Stage of Meaning,'28 where psychic conversion is
argued to be the key to a self-appropriating genuineness,
that is, to a genuineness that reflectively mediates the du-
ality of limitation and transcendence. Sensitive participa-
tion in both the organism's schemes of recurrence and the
spirit's intention of objectives that are not restricted by
space and time makes of the psyche the locus in which the
tension of limitation and transcendence is experienced. This
paper also proposes tlat in psychic conversion the healing
and creative vectors of conscious development are
conroined.The retrieved genuineness that results from the
mediation, through interiorly differentiated consciousness,
of limitation and transcendence involves sensitivity itself
in the divinely originated solution to the problem of evil.
This sensitive participation is manifest especially in the
spontaneous release of the anagogic symbols that reflect
the penetration of gratia sanans to the physiological level
of the person.

The world-constirutive praxis ofthe converted sub-
ject has been emerging as a more central theme in these
last few papers. In'Metaphysics, Psychology, and Praxis,'2e
it comes to center-stage. The debate with Jung continues
in this paper as well, for the question with which the paper
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deals has to do v/ith the contribution of a transcultural
psychology of orientations to the emergence of a world-
cultural humanity. In my response to this question I insist
on the penetration of sensitive consciousness by the de-
tachment that makes one able to think and choose on the
level ofhistory. Such detachment is quite other than what
develops if one submits to Jung's prospective swallowing
up of intentionality and its objectives within the horizons
of a merely archetypally sl,rnbolizing psyche. Jung's dis-
covery of archerypal symbols is an important contribution
to crosscultural communication. But equally important is

the insight, the act of understanding, *rat in all cultures
authenticity consists in the participation of the sensitive
psyche in the pursuit of the transcendental objectives of
intentionality.

Most of the remaining articles in the second phase

resume the central task ofreorienting Jungian psychology.
'Primary Process and the Spiritual lJnconscious'30 recasts

the Freudian notion of primary process so that it includes
the operations of intentional consciousness as well as all
of the motivations and orientations ofthe sensitive psyche.
Thus it becomes, not libido, but the search for direction in
the movement of life. It is constituted by the tension of
limitation and transcendence.'Secondary process,' then,
becomes a term referring to all attempts to objectiff pri-
mary process. Among these attempts are those which is-
sue from philosophic and psychic conversion, and so which
admit into consciousness in an explanatory fashion the
ineluctable tension, /e/r in the sensitive psyche, between
the schemes of recurrence of a body-bound sensitiviry
whose imaginal horizons are constituted by time and space,

on the one hand, and the intention of the true and the
good, the notions of being and value, on the other hand,
which are unrestricted by time and space. The philoso-
phies that we adopt in secondary process have a constitu-
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tive influence on the psyche and its slrnbolic deliverances.
This explains why persons undergoing different kinds of
psychotherapy will experience different kinds of dreams

- 'Freudian,"Jungian,' etc. And *ris means that a therapy
of pneumopathologjts I is more radical than a therapy of psy-
chopathology, and that an accurate science of the psyche
is dependent on a critical reuieval of spiritual intentional-
ity. One's imaginal experience depends on one's fidelity or
infidelity to the transcendental precepts, which, along with
grace, are the ultimate operators ofone's psychic develop-
ment: Be attentive, Be intelligent, Be reasonable, Be re-
sponsible. One implication of this is that the Jungian sym-
bols of wholeness, such as the mandala, sl,rnbolize only
temporary plateaus of integration. They will be continu-
ally and relentlessly dissolved by the self as operator, in
favor of more comprehensive integrations that are reached
only through the diffrcult process of advancing differen-
tiation. Jung's compacting of all transpersonal symbolism
into the archetypal images ofwholeness reflects too one-
sided an emphasis on the self-as-integrator and a relative
neglect of the unceasing process of differentiation as this
process moves to an ever more comprehensive synthesis
of the tripartite self - bodily organism, sensitive psyche,
and spiritual intentionality.rJ7hen wholeness is overempha-
sized, the danger is incurred that ttre person will be derailed
from the search for direction in the movement of life.What
should be regarded as the goal ofpsychic development is,
not wholeness, but the affective self-transcendence which
enables the psyche to participate ever more spontaneously
in the person's fidelity to the transcendental precepts, to
the normative order of inquiry through which direction is
found. Wholeness is a relative and temporary integration
of various stages of development along the way.

'Jungian Psychology and I-onergan's Foundations:
A Methodological Proposal'32 lists the changes that would
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take place in Jungian psychology if it were to be reoriented
on the basis which I am suggesting. The operative heuris-
tic notion guiding the process of individuation would be-
come, not wholeness, but self-transcendence. Jung's ro-
mantic mysticism, where affectivity bogs down in
intracosmic archetypal symbolization, would be replaced
by an intentionality mysticism that would be reflected in
the anagogic images released by a psyche that participates
in the spirit's openness to a world-transcendent and re-
deeming God. These images would themselves be negoti-
ated 'anagogically.' That is, they would not be clung to,
but would lead one beyond themselves to participadon in
the very life of God. Moreover, the syrnbols of our dreams,
whether personal, archetypal, or anagogic, would be re-
garded as a narrative whose theme is the emergence of the
authentic world-constitutive agent. In the theoretic realm,
the psyche would be more sharply differentiated from the
spirit. The spirit is not an unknowable Ding an sich,btt is
rather what one knows when one affrrms oneself as the
subject of intelligent, rational, and responsible operations.
The issue of good and evil would be understood in terms
of one's emergence as a self-transcendent agent.The inte-
gration proposed by Jung would become patently absurd,
for one cannot be simultaneously and willingly both an
intelligent, rational, and responsible person and a stupid,
silly, sociopathic drifter.The symbolic sigrrificance of Christ
and Satan reflects the ultimate context of grace and sin,
where the problem of evil is decided, not by the cultiva-
tion of darkness in the illusory hope of integrating it with
the light, but by the ever further transformation of the realm
of our darkness by the therapeutic vector of redemptive
love.

I published in Reoiew for Religiozs three less techni-
cal articles on Jungian psychology and Christian spiritual-
iry.33 They conclude with the affirmation that the divinely
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originated solution to the problem of evil invites us to the
existential decision to 'let ourselves fall into the incompre-
hensibility of God as into our own true fulfillment and
happiness' (Karl Rahner).34 This is precisely what Jung's
dream, referred to above, shows that he would not let him-
self do.This existential refusal is the root of the most seri-
ous intellectual problems in his psychology. No clearer
instance can be provided of the spiritual causation of the
psyche's slmbolic manifestations. By the time of the ar-
ticle 'Psyche, Evil, and Grace,'15 then, I am calling for the
construction of a new psychology rhat would articulate
the psychic dimension that permeates all intentional ori-
entation. I have been presenting the outline of this psy-
chology in my course at Regis College on 'Psychic Con-
version and Contemporary Spirituality,' and I will include
it in the book that I am now writing, in the context of a

discussion of authenticity within the global cultural ma-
trix that invites the formation of a world-cultural
communitarian alternative to the competing and escalat-
ing totalitarian systems.36

Psychic Conversion and Theological
Foundations

The anticipation of a world-cultural communiry be-
gins to take more definitive shape in my second book, Psy-
chic Conz.xrsion and Theological Foundations. The book is
essentially a sustained argument to the effect that the pro-
cesses of intellectual, psychic, moral, and religious self-
appropriation must ground not only a contemporary doc-
trinal, systematic, and practical theology, but also an in-
terdisciplinary collaboration geared to the reorientation of
the human sciences on the basis of the positions in which
authentic subiectivity is obiectified.This collaboration will
constitute the superstructural dimension of the cosmopoli-

t
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tan alternative to totalitarianism. The first of the human
sciences to be reoriented is depth psychology, because its
data are among the data of interiority whose explanatory
objectification constitutes the foundations of further en-
deavor in the human sciences. In this sense the book re-
turns to the concerns of t}re first phase of my work, that of
complementing Lonergan's methodological positions. I
begin to draw out the implications of Lonergan's sugges-
tions regarding a scale ofvalues, and I root totalitarianism
in the instrumentalization of rationality and the concomi-
tant neglect of psychic sensitivity that coincide with the
collapse of the scale of values into the two levels of the
good of order and the acquisition and distribution of par-
ticular goods. As I argued in the first section of this paper,
this collapse is predicated on a neglect of the manner in
which religious values condition personal integriry per-
sonal integrity conditions cultural values, and cultural val-
ues condition a just social order. A global alternative to
competing totalitarianisms will take its stand on the integ-
rity of the full scale of values. It is in terms of this full scale
of values that I wish in the near future to discuss as well
the infrastructural dynamics of a world-cultural commu-
niry. But I intend as well to ground tlese dynamics in an
advancing position on interiority, in which there would
occur an integration of the truth of the cosmological, an-
thropological, and soteriological syrnbolizations through
which various cultures have expressed their experience of
the search for direction in the movement of 1ife.37 This
integration depends above all on a reversal of the
mechanomorphic symbolizations of the totalitarian sys-
tems, that is, of symbolizations that result from the utili-
tarian collapse of the scale of values and that threaten a

deaxialization ofhistory, a regression to a compacmess that
would forget even the limited but essential ecological truth
of the cosmological or archetlpal symbolizations.
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Two further attempts to complement Lonergan's
work appear in Psychic Conaersion andTheological Founda-
tbns.The first draws out the implications of the distinc-
tion made in Method in Theology between the notion of
being and the notion of value. This distinction is not as

clear in Insight, for Lonergan had not yet arrived at the
differentiation of the fourth level of consciousness, the in-
tention of value, from the three levels that constitute the
cognitive intention of truth. \(rhen existential conscious-
ness emerges as a distinct level that is both the ground and
the objective of cognitional praxis, the notion of value is
no longer interchangeable with the notion of being. The
real human world as it is and the good human world as it
ought to be are not coincident. With this distinction, and
perhaps only with it, transcendental method moves de-
finitively beyond a classicist orientation, and so beyond
the danger of its becoming an agent, however unwilling, of
right-wing ideologies. Moreover, with this distinction,
psychic self-appropriation, as the key to the objectifica-
tion of the fourth level, becomes the narrative through
which we express what we do when we strive to transform
the human world as it is into the human world as we judge

it ought to be. Vith this qualification, psychological self-
knowledge transcends the narcissistic concerns that, as

Peter Homans has argued, undermine the Jungian enter-
prise from beginning to end.38

Secondly, I attempted to draw an explicit link be-
tween the sensitive psyche and the ranscendental notion
of the beautiful. The beautiful is the objective of affective
intentionality. In beauty there is articulated in sensible form
the splendor of truth and goodness. Thus one more argu-
ment is forged for the assertion that the sensitive psyche
cannot be brought to the realization of its own proper ob-
jective except to the extent that the person remains faith-
ful to the spiritual exigences that prompt us to be intelli-

Theology and Cuhure
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gent, reasonable, responsible, and in love. The paradig-
matic enioyment of and creative participation in beauty
lies in the affective integrity of the subject who has been
healed by redemptive love and thus freed to implement
the creative vector ofconsciousness through whose opera-
tions one's constitution of the world and of oneself be-
comes a work of art.

Notes

I See Bernard l-onergan, Method in fieology oaresr reprint,
Toronto: Universiry ofToronto Press, 1994) 237-44.
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the dominant paradigms of globalization that hold sway in our time,
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Torchbook, 19t6) r17-68.
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based on the relations among the levels of value. Its significance will
become apparent in later essays in this volume.
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and fteedom alone promote the individual and social process that is

the human good.

'Beyond the foundational questions oflzsrglrr, then the ques-
tions, What am I doing when I am knowing? Vhy is doing that know-
ing? What do I know when I do rhat? - there emerges a fourth ques-

don for a consciousness that follows I-onergan in the way ofself-appro-
priation to the point of explanatory mediation, not of knowledge, but
of moral responsibility. The fourth question is,What do I do when I
know all that, that is, when I have answered with l-onergan the tiree
foundational questions of/zsrgir and their existential and religious ana-
logues.The existentially and politically responsible answer calls for the
commitment ofall one's energies to the implementation ofthe integral
heuristic structure of propofironate being. If explanatory self-appro-
priation is indeed an epochal control ofmeaning, the future not only of
civilized humanity but of proportionate being itself hangs in the bal-
ance of the tension that this foulti form of the foundational question
introduces into one's conscious development as a human subiecr.'
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2 Frorn Psychic Conversion to the
Dialectic of Comrnunity

Introductory Narrative

This paper is based on the first offour lectures that I
delivered at Boston College in March of 1985 during the
spring'minisession' of the I-onerganriTorkshop. In this lec-
ture I set forth in autobiographical fashion some of the
factors that led me to move from earlier reflections on the
psyche and on I-onergan's sigrrificance for the reorienta-
tion of the science of depth psychology to more recent
work on society and culture. It seems that some have asked
whether there is not some discontinuiry in my work, and I
would like to take this opportuniry to show that there is
not, that the development is consistent, and that the move-
ment was demanded by the very logic of the ulterior pur-
pose tlat I had in mind all along, namely, to begin work
on tlle development of a contemporary Christian system-
atic theology. From the dialogue that transpired during
the March workshop itselt which I found very helpful, I
have learned to regard the work that I am about in the
book on which I was lecturing, not yer as systematics ir-
selt but still as foundations, and more precisely as that
dimension of foundations devoted to the derivation of some
of the principal categories that will be employed when I
do get around to doing systematics. One must 'grow into'
systematics. One must not try to hasten the process. One

I
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must be patient. As a result of the insights gained during
the workshop, I have decided as to adopt a more modest
title for *re book on which I was speaking. I had intended
to entitle it A Theology for alYorld-Cuhural Humanity,Yol-
ume One: The Situation.I now will call it The Analogt of
Dialectic: Categories for a Systemaic Theology-r

The systematic theology that I am anticipating is to
be a theology ofhistory, through and through.This means
that the realities named by the special categories will have

to be understood in relation to history, or, better, as they
affect history. And so a preliminary task consists in work-
ing out a theory of history. The book offers *re principal
categories ofthat theory. It will demonstrate, I hope, that I
have not left behind the earlier work on the psyche, but
have rather tried to integrate it, under the rubric of the
dialectic of the subject, into a more complete synthesis.

The question of culture and sociery is not a new in-
terest of mine; in fact it precedes in many ways my interest
in psychology, at least in the technical sense in which I
have tried to do psychology over the past twelve years or
so in explicit dependence on Lonergan's thought. Strictly
speaking my interest in psychology goes back to a time
prior to my encounter with I-onergan, back to my days as

a Jesuit novice in the mid-r95os. It was then *rat I was

introduced to the spiritual life. Our novitiate was a rela-
tively rare phenomenon in those days, in the sense that it
was comparatively sane. In particular, there was some en-
couragement to face both existentially and somewhat theo-
retically such questions as those about the right way to
live, the flourishing of persons in community, the develop-
ment of an affective relationship to the living person of
Jesus, and the primacy of an unfeigned charity in the Chris-
tian life.IJfle had a Director of Novices, Fr. Joseph Sheehan,
who, though not a professional theologian and certainly
not a budding methodologist, would have had no diffi-
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culty with the proposition that Romans t.t more or less

does name the ultimate foundation of all else, and who, on
the basis ofthat conviction, was able quite deftly to give us
some working knowledge of how to sort out intentional
affective responses to genuine values from either intentional
affecdve responses to mere satisfacdons or such aberrations
of feeling as ressentiment and lesser perversions which can
do and have done so much to give religion a bad name.
From my late teens and early twenties, then, I had
developed a very serious interest, both practical and
theoretical, in ttre relationship ofpsychology to the Chris-
tian life, to grace and the indwelling of the Holy Spirit;
and I did make, I believe, an early commitment, however
generic, to devoting a good deal of time and energy to
working this out with some precision.

Nevertheless, in terms of the framework provided
by Lonergan, and of the horizon shift that his work effects,
it was chapter 7, not chapter 6, oflnsrglzt that got me started,
and it will be in terms of what he says there that my own
proposals about culture and society will have to be judged.
I had finally got this far h Insight in the summer of 1967.

And I believed then, as I still do today, that chapter 7 was
the most important piece ofliterature that I had ever read;
that it was the product not only of philosophic genius,
which I already knew from earlier chapters, indeed from
the first page of the preface, but also of prophetic vision,
and so ofgrace, ofa certain holiness, and no doubt a good
deal of suffering. The call to conversion that is at tle heart
of all of Lonergan's writings began to make its singular
impact on me in the reading of this chapter. I can recall
reading and rereading and being stirred as I never had
been before to a profound sense ofwhat it would be worth
while to devote my life to. For the first time, I think, I had
found concretely something of which I could san 'This is
worth a lifetime.'
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The time was ripe, of course, for a person of my age
to be affected in this way by what I-onergan was saying in
this chapter, and if I had read it a few years earlier it might
not have meant as much. Who knows? At arry rate, ry67
was a time of profound social change, unrest, upheaval,
confusion, and also grace-inspired stirrings for far-reach-
ing structural transformations in society, semantic trans-
formations in culture, personal transformations in subiects,
and religious transformations in the life and ministry of
the church. I-onergan, for me, spoke to those coincidental
manifolds in history calling for higher integration in a way
and to a depth that nobody else did. And he also impressed
upon me the fact that meeting the problems of our latter
day at their roots in general bias would be a slow and labo-
rious process demanding nothing short of what he calls,
elsewhere in the book, the reorientation and integration of
the sciences and the reorientation and integration of the
my'riad instances of common sense. In a globally generic
way I was ready to throw myself into this task, but the
concrete specifics ofhow and in what order were not yet
clear.

I was ordained a priest in ry69, and a year later was
asked whether I would interrupt my doctoral studies for a

couple of years to assume the responsibility of organizing
and launching a new program of campus ministry at
Marquette University. Shortly after I had agreed to do so
and had assembled a staffof people to help me, but before
we had officially begun to operate, theViemamWar spread
to Cambodia, and several students were killed in protests
at Kent State University. Campuses around the country
were in turmoil, and Marquette was no exception. Although
we had as yet no official position in the University, we found
ourselves challenged by both external events and inner
promptings to assume some role not only among the
students but also with the faculty and adminisuation in
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responding to the crisis. For the first time in my life I found
myselfnot an observer but a participant in a situation where
conrary ideologies and their accompanying emotions were
the major components of t}te spiritual air that we breathed.

I was to find myself in such straits a few times too
often in the course of my two years in campus ministry,
over issues not only political but also pastoral, ecclesial,
and Jesuit. And I realize, as I look back on this time now,
that perhaps I was too young and inexperienced to be put
in the middle of such an unsettled environment and asked
to assume some institutional responsibility for a genuinely
pastoral and fundamentally intelligent, non-opiate, reli-
gious response. I was only incipiently equipped with the
power of that psychically uansformative 'mystery that is at
once syrnbol of the uncomprehended and sigrr of what is
grasped and psychic force that sweeps living human bod-
ies, linked in charity, to the joful, courageous, whole-
hearted, yet intelligently controlled performance of the
tasks set by a world order in which the problem of evil is
not suppressed but tmnscended.'2 At any rate we did what
we could, and no major disasters occurred. But at the end
of this time I knew that there were dimensions of myself
that I needed to come to know better and to negotiate
more calmly if I was to be able to live an adult life in the
latter third of the twentieth century, responding with at
least some integrity as a person, a theologian, a priest, a

Christian to the situation in which we all participate for
better or for worse.

Before moving to a more or less full-time dedication
to atrempting to understand that situation itself, I had other
business to attend to, and began to spend a period of some
eighteen months, about two or three times a month, being
introduced to my own sensitive psyche, my feelings and
my dreams, with the help of Dr. Charles Goldsmith, a

Christian psychologist of basically - though, thank God,
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not dogmatically Jungian persuasion: a man who gave

similar assistance, by the way, to a number of persons in-
terested in Lonergan's work at that time in Milwaukee,
and who also got a basic introduction to Lonergan as a
result! It was an exciting time at Marquette, as a number
of us in close contact with each other shared in a commu-
nity of discourse on the common grounds of Lonergan,
our inmoduction to depth psychology, and our cultural,
political, and social questions: no doubt the most closely
knit and intellectually fertile community I have ever expe-
rienced, and the one that has contributed most to my own
development.

Psychic Conversion2

It was out of this environment and the living ques-
tions that sustained it that I arrived at the notion of psy-
chic conversion. I had returned to doctoral studies, and I
was working on a paper on Heidegger's influence on
Bultmann. I was reading and rere ading Kant and the Prob-
lem of Metaplrysics, taking extensive notes, and was keenly
aware that some insight was emerging, when suddenly it
began to come together: there is another dimension of in-
teriority besides the intentional operations that I-onergan
discloses in lzsrgft t and Method inTheology; it may at times
and in some people require a change that bears the fea-
tures ofwhat I-onergan calls a conversion, if they are to be
able to bring tleir intentional operations to bear upon it,
understanding it correctly and negotiating it responsibly.
A conversion is'an about-face; it comes out of the old by
repudiating characteristic featuresl it begins a new sequence
that can keep revealing ever greater depth and breadth and
wealth.'3 It is 'a transformation of the subject and his world,'
a'change ofcourse and direction.It is as if one's eyes were
opened and one's former world faded and fell away.There
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emerges something new that fructifies in interlocking, cu-
mulative sequences of developments on all levels and in
all departments of human living.'+ 11r"." descriptions
seemed to fit what I was undergoing, and so it seemed
that I could call it a conversion.Yet it was not exactly reli-
gious or moral or intellectual, even if closely related to all
of these. Eventually I called it psychic, and I spent the
greater part of the next decade in attempts, some success-
ful and some not, to conceptualize and articulate it.

The fust relatively successful attempt came in Ziirich
in the late fall of 1974 while I was working on my disserta-
tion. I had distributed a paper the previous summer at the
LonerganWorkshop which had not hit things offcorrectly,
and I had to write to Fred I-awrence from Ziirich and ask
that, if publication plans on that l7orkshop were going
ahead, this paper be withheld from publication. For until
later in 1974 I had not yet accurately grasped and articu-
lated the relation of the psyche ro the intentionality that
I-onergan discloses; and on that insight and articulation
everything else depends. I had had previous indications
that my observations were still coincidental. For instance,
when I shared my work with I-onergan in late 1971, he asked
(rhetorically, I now think) whether it manifested the same
position on feelings and synnbols that he had expressed in
Method.l answeted 'Yes,' of course, but I had not yet worked
out how this was the case; I knew only that it did not conflict
with his position. Then the following summer at rhe
ItrTorkshop, Fred I-awrence said something to the effect that
the difficulty he had with my paper was with the place of
the question in the whole picture: I had seemed, in my haste
and enthusiasm to sponsor and promote the psyche and
its symbols, to shortchange the crucial and transformative
role of intelligent inquiry, critical reflection, and moral
deliberation. I can recall now how I went through at least
four or five more months of such conceptual muddle and
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maybe even existential capitulation to the rh)'thms and
processes of the psyche until I finally began to get it straight.
I have told the story before of *re dream that I had in
Ztirich of meeting I-onergan on the stairs. I was going
down, and he was coming up. We met between the first
and second floors, and so at that point where empirical
consciousness gives way to intelligent consciousness. I was
intending to go down to the basement that is, to muddle
some more among the images and archetypes - and
I-onergan, knowing my intentions, said to me, 'If you re-
ally want see some images, come with me!' He took me to
the top floor ofthe house, where we entered a large room,
sat down, and began to watch a movie. FourthJevel con-
sciousness, and the aesthetic detachment *lat it entails from
the psychic basement, was *re place from which to negoti-
ate the kaleidoscope of symbols emerging from the neural
depths. From there I was able to go on to articulate the
basic position of Subject and Psyche, linking what I-onergan
says about feelings and values in chapter z of Method in
Theology wirh what he says about feelings and symbols in
chapter 1, and so articuladng at least a first approximation
to an adequate theory of the psyche within the overall
framework provided by intentionality analysis.

I was occupied for the next few years in trying to
articulate this basic point more clearly, and to bring my
position more fully to bear on Jungian psychology, where,
I had become convinced in Zririch, the position on inten-
tionaliry was lacking, and where the lack was responsible
not only for a kind of epistemological idealism, half Kantian
and half Hegelian, but also, and more seriously, for a some-
what Nietzschean and thoroughly disastrous moral rela-
tivism.These efforts led to what I felt were clearer exposi-
tions, both ofwhat I meant by psychic conversion, through
a clarification by contrast or what Philip McShane calls
random dialectic, and also ofits relation to religious, moral,

4t



and intellectual conversion; and they led as well to a more
explicit effort at linking my work not only with Method in
Theology as I had done earlier, but also with Insight.

Through this latter work I came to what is perhaps
the clearest definition of psychic conyersion that I have
been able to arrive at: psychic conversion is the transfor-
mation of what Lonergan (following Freud but with a

somewhat different meaning) calls the censor, from a re-
pressive to a constructive intrasubjective agency in per-
sonal development. In this sense, it is a key to the integrity
ofwhat in Insight l-nnergan calls tlre dialectic of the dra-
matic subiect, where the linked but opposed principles of
change are neural demand functions and the oientation of
intelligence as the latter, in collaboration with imagina-
tion, preconsciously exercises a censorship over the former.
Dramatically patterned intelligence and imagination ex-
clude certain elements of the neural undertow from emerg-
ing in consciousness in the form of images and concomi-
tant affects coherent with the images. Images, of course,
are for the sake of insight. A constructive censor will ex-
clude psychic materials that are irrelevant to the insight
that one wants. It is an instrument of character, in Philip
Rieff's sense ofthe restrictive shaping ofpossibilities. Such
censorship
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. . . selects and arranges materials that emerge
in consciousness in a perspective that gives rise
to an insight; this positive activiry has by im-
plication a negative aspect, for other materials
are left behind, and other perspectives are not
brought to light; still, this negative aspect of
positive activity does not introduce any arrange-
ment or perspective into the unconscious de-
mand functions of neural patterns and
processes.5
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IJnfortunately, however, 'just as insight can be de-
sired, so too it can be unwanted. Besides the love oflight,
there can be a love of darkness,'6 and besides the con-
suuctive activity of the censor, there can be a repressive
activity.

Psychic conversion, again, is a conversion ofthe cen-
sor ftom a repressive to a constructive agency in one's per-
sonal development. As such it is obviously dependent on
otler dimensions of a full conversion process: proximately,
perhaps, on a prethematic intellectual conversion to the
desire for insight and tru*r; and, with successive degrees
of remoteness, on a moral conversion that shifts the crite-
rion ofwhat one wants from satisfactions to values, among
which is truth, including the truth about oneself; and on a
religious conversion that is the ultimate ground of sus-
tained moral living. And its articulation is dependent on a
quite thematic intellectual conversion as the latter pfomotes
the self-appropriation of intentional operations.

But, however much it is a function of these other
and in a sense more radical uansformations, it also is some-
thing distinct from them. It is a conversion that affects the
first level of consciousness, the dramatically patterned ex-
periential flow itself, whereas intellectual conversion af-

... its positive activity is to prevent the emer-
gence into consciousness of perspectives that
would give rise to unwanted insights; it intro-
duces, so to speak, the exclusion of arrange-
ments into the field of the unconscious; it dic-
tates the manner in which neural demand func-
tions are not to be met; and the negative as-
pect of its positive activity is the admission to
consciousness of any materials in any other
arrangement or perspective.T
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fects the second and third levels of consciousness, the lev-
els ofintelligent inquiry and critical reflection; moral con-
version affects the fourth level of consciousness; and reli-
gious conversion affects or perhaps even creates (in the
sense ofcreated grace) a fifth level of consciousness.s This
is not to say however, that psychic conversion cannot also
have its effects on these other dimensions of conversion,
strengthening and confirming one in tle general orienta-
tion of converted living, and functioning, as it were, as a
defensive circle around the other conversions. The gift of
grace that is responsible for the whole thing is rooted, as
Thomas Aquinas knew, in the spiritual dimension of the
person, and only from there does it extend its influence to
the sensitive desires. But that extension consolidates a ha-
bituation in the orientation of converted living, until in
the saint tlere is realized the more or less complete coin-
cidence ofsatisfaction with an ordered and at times differ-
entiated hierarchy of values, and one can truly love God
and do what one wills, and even, for the most part, what
one desires. This is the height of the affective conversion
of which I-onergan spoke in some ofhis lare papers.e Psy-
chic conversion is related to affective conversion in that it
renders available for conscious negotiation some of the
materials with which one must work as one moves toward
the threefold permanent commitment to love in the fam-
ily, love in the community, and the love of God above all
else that constitutes affective conversion.

I began to work out some of these refinements in
Psychic Comtersion and Theological Foundations, employing
the basic framework of I-onergan's 'Healing and Creating
in History.'And as I did so, the earlier themes of history

I The Dialectic ofthe Subject and the
Dialectic of Comrnunity
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itself, of society, culture, and politics, which had been
placed on the back burner, began to return, and I began to
deal with *re question of the relation between what I had
been doing on the subiect and the whole realm ofcultural
and social values. Obviously, the scale ofvalues presented

on pages y-l,z of Method in Theology was pertinent here,

and I began to unpack the scale ofvalues in the same book,

viewing the penultimate and ultimate phases of the longer

cycle - tiberalism and totalitarianism - as a function of
the collapse of the whole scale of values to the two most

basic levels, and insisting that the root of this general

cultural derailment was to be located not only in general

bias but also in a concomitant neglect of the sensitive

psyche characteristic of modernity. This position implied,
and in fact was rooted in, a more basic position on the role

of the sensitive psyche vis-i-vis intentionality. In
expounding this more basic position I drew on Eric
Voegelin's articulation in'The Gospel and Culture' of the
experience of life as a movement with a direction to be

found oi missed. I related this articulation of what might
be called the 'original experience' to I-onergan's attempt
in Insight to bring his readers to locate insight and iudg-
ment in 'the pulsing flow of life' itself. For me, Lonergan
had disengaged the normative order of the search for di-
rection in the movement of life, and what in a sense re-

mained to be done, and could be done by what I was call-

ing psychic conversion, was the disengagement of the

movement of life itself in which the direction is to be found.
The movement of life changes with, and is depen-

dent on, the performance ofthe operadons constitutive of
the normative order of inquiry. Sensitive consciousness is

transformed as one moves through the tension of inquiry
to insight, and it changes again as reflection arises only to
give way to reasonable judgment. Most obvious are the

changes that occur in sensitive consciousness in the course
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ofefstential deliberation and decision. It is precisely about
these changes that Ignatius wrote in his rules for discern-
ment and his counsels about the three times for election.
In a couple ofcourses at Regis College on psychology and
spirituality I engaged in an interpretation of the rules for
discernment in terms of these changes in the sensitive
psyche. I employed as a basic grid Lonergan's articulation
in chapter ry of Insight of the conscious tension of limita-
tion and transcendence. I identified the tension of limita-
tion and transcendence in the sensitive psyche's experi-
ence of the movement of life with the condition of equa-
nimity in which, Ignatius says, decisions can be made by a
rational weighing ofthe pros and cons ofthe various alter-
natives. Because we are not always in this condition ofcre-
ative tension when we have to make decisions, other rules
are provided to help us determine the movements of con-
solation and desolation, where consolation is a movement
that would lead us to a creative tension of limitation and
transcendence, desolation a movement that would skew
the balance in the direction of limitation, and false conso,
lation a movement that would distort the same balance in
the direction of transcendence.

The tension oflimitation and transcendence is rooted
ontologically in the disproportion ofthe schemes ofrecur-
rence of the bodily organism, on the one hand, and of
intentionality with its unrestricted objective, on the other
hand. The psyche participates in both schemes of recur-
rence, and experiences their tension. Psychic vitality is a
matter of remaining in the tension of limitation and tran-
scendence, in such a manner that the orientation is always
toward the transformation of the self as integrator by the
self as operator, through tlle emergence of further ques-
tions. It is a delicate negotiation. The displacement of the
psychic tension in the direction of limitation heads in the
limit to depression; the displacement in the direction of
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transcendence to schizophrenia. Most human beings settle
for a slight displacement in the direction of depression:
Kierkegaard's 'too little possibility.'10 But it is easy to slip
over as well to a displacement toward 'too much possibil-
iry' to lose the ground under one's feet, to dispense with
the roots in bodily existence, and to soar into schizophrenic
fantasy. The creative tension of limitation and transcen-
dence is experienced by the sensitive psyche, as are its dis-
placements in one direction or the other. The tension it-
self is the key to discernment: when one is abiding in the
tension itself, the way to proceed in making decisions is by
the rational weighing of the pros and cons of the various
alternativesl when one is not so abiding, but is being moved
by the various pulls and counterpulls in different direc-
tions, one is to choose the way that leads to the establish-
ment of the tension itself of limitation and transcendence.

The changes in the sensitive psyche as the norma-
dve order of inquiry either is or is not followed faithfully
can be found as well even in our dreams. I-onergan speaks

in Method of 'a transvaluadon and transformation of s).T n-
bols' and relates these to 'affective development, or aber-
ration.' 'What before was moving no longer movesl what
before did not move now is moving. So the symbols them-
selves change to express the new affective capacities and
dispositions ... Inversely, s)"rnbols that do not submit to
transvaluation and transformation seem to point to a block
in development.'l1 My point goes a bit further than what
is explicitly stated by I-onergan, though it is implicit in the
connection of what I have iust quoted with his mention of
what is 'most significant from a basic viewpoint' about the
dream, namely 'the existential approach that thinks of the

dream, not as the twilight of life, but as its dawn, the be-
ginning ofthe transition from impersonal existence to pres-

ence in the world, to constitution of one's self in one's

world.'12 It is that the dream life can be a source ofdata on
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the transvaluation and transformation, or lack of these, in
the symbols that awaken determinate affects and the feel-
ings that evoke sy'rnbolic images. Certain significant dream
symbols will undergo transformation as a result of the
subject's conscious performance in waking life of the op-
erations constitutive of the normative order of the search
for the direction to be found in the movement of life.These
successive transformations are data on, and offered by, the
very movement of life itselt indicating what is happening
to it under the inlluence of the operations of the creative
vector of intentional consciousness.

The same existential approach establishes the link
between these reflections on the subject and the questions
ofsociety and culture that I try to treat in my work on the
situation of a contemporary Christian systematic theol-
ogy. In the remainder ofthe present paper,I will relate the
several steps that led me into direct confrontation with
some of the problems of social, political, and cultural
theory.

The first step, and the one to which I will devote the
greatest attention here, was to think through the statement
in Insight about the relation between the dialectic of the
dramatic subiect and the dialectic of communiry. I-et me
quote in full what Lonergan says there about this issue:

In two manners [the] dialectic of community
differs from the dialectic of the dramatic sub-
ject. First, there is a difference in extent, for
the dialectic of community regards the history
of human relationships, while the inner dialec-
tic of the subiect regards the biography of an
individual. Secondly, there is a difference in rhe
level of activiry for the dialectic of communiry
is concerned with the interplay of more or less
conscious intelligence and more or less
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conscious spontaneity in an aggregate of indi-
viduals, while the dialectic of the subiect is con-
cerned with the entry of neural demands into
consciousness. Accordingly, one might say that
a single dialectic of community is related to a
manifold of individual sets of neural demand
functions through a manifold of individual dia-
Iectics. In this relationship the dialectic of com-
munity holds the dominant position, for it gives

rise to the situations that stimulate neural de-

mands, and it molds the orientation of intelli-
gence that preconsciously exercises the censor-
ship. Still, as is clear, one must not suppose

this dominance to be absolute, forboth covertly
and overtly neural demands conspire with an

obnubilation of intelligence, and what happens

in isolated individuals tends to bring them to-
gether and so to provide a focal point from
which aberrant social attirudes originate.

This raises the basic question ofa bias in
common sense.l3

This passage was to be the basis from which I was

able to move from prolonged reflection on the dialectic of
the subject to an attempt to understand the other dialecti-
cal processes constitutive of the historical process. The
dialectic of the subiect, I found, may be rearticulated as

the dialectic of the movement of life with the normative

order of the search for direction in that movement. Hu-
man interiority is twofold.There are the operations of con-

scious intentionality, and there are the affective composi-

tions and distributions ofsensitively conscious energy that
constitute what we usually call the psyche. There is the

search for direction in the movement of life, and there is

the movement itself in which direction is found or missed
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or lost. Changes in the movement provide the required
indications as to whether we are succeeding or not in find-
ing the direction. Intentionality analysis would articulate
the search, psychic analysis the movement. Together they
would constitute interiorly differentiated consciousness.

Ira Progoff and Ernest Becker have documented a
progressive realization in the great architects of depth psy-
chology, from Freud through Adler and Jung to Rank, of
the relations that obtain between these two dimensions of
interiority, a progressive movement toward what Eric
Voegelin, writing in a quite different context, calls a psy-
chology oforientations as contrasted with a psychology of
passional motivations.14 The latter, Voegelin says, is de-
scriptive only of a certain pneumopathological rype ofper-
son. It is as a function of the operations of the spirit that
the sensitive psychic experience of the movement of life
changes. The psyche permeates, participates in, and is af-
fected by, these operations, but the capacity to question is
not a function of the sensitive psyche, but of conscious
intentionality.

Depth psychology did not begin with such a distinc-
tion, and so has been lacking a precise obiectificadon of
what precisely it is that makes people well. Its insights into
psychic well-being are often genuine, but remain for the
most part coincidental and, as I found with Jung, subiect
to derailment when the issues to be confronted are dis-
tinctly spiritual, such as the quesdon of good and evil. An
intentionality analysis is required for a psychology of ori-
entations.

The passage I have quoted from I-onergan, however,
provides a framework for understanding better why the
human spirit itself sometimes goes astray, why we miss the
mark. Ontologically, as both Lonergan and Ricoeur ar-
gue, the condition of the possibiliry of sin lies in rhe very
constitution of the triple compound of bodily organism,
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sensitive psyche, and spiritual intentionality that is the
human person, and more specifically in the disproportion
of intentionality and the complex ofbody and psyche. But
if this is the formal cause of fallibility, there is also a his-
torical course ofevents in which sin occurs, the social situ-
ation becomes absurd, and the distorted dialectic of com-
munity exercises a certain dominance over the dialectic of
the subiect.That dominance, again, gives rise to the situa-
tions that stimulate neural demands and molds the orien-
tation of intelligence that preconsciously exercises the
censorship.The relation of the subject to society can begin
to be understood precisely in terms of these relations
between the distorted dialectic of communiry and the dis-
tortions that occur in the unfolding dialectic of the sub-

iect. I-et us try to understand soze of these relations.
First, then, there li a derailment that is specifically

psychic. The sensitive psyche must be free to cooperate in
the search for direction in the movement of life; it must be
endowed with an affective self-uanscendence that matches
the self-transcendence of the operations of the creative
vector. As Lonergan remarks in the lectures on the phi
losophy of education, as one moves into a practical pat-
tern of experience, one can preserve the detachment and
disinterestedness of the pure desire only by reason of the
gift of chariry, of what in Insight he calls universal willing-
ness.15 One source of derailment lies in the affective block-
ages that will not submit to transformation, that resist in-
sight, iudgment, decision.These affective obstructions are

among the compositions ofsensitively psychic energy that

Jung called complexes. Complexes support the creative
vector when they provide us with the images needed for
insight, or when they offer us memories that help us dis-
cover ways of responding to new situations, or when they
spontaneously acquiesce to the process of reflection that
anticipates judgment, or when, through their agency, we
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apprehend genuine values in an affectively charged man-
ner that leads to action consonant with the values so ap-
prehended. But our psychic energy can be blocked, fixed
in inllexible patterns, driven by compulsions, plagued by
obsessions, weighted down by general anxiety or specific
fears, resistant to insight, true judgment, responsible ac-
tion. Then we are derailed from the integral performance
of the operations that constitute the normative order of
the search for direction in the movement of life.

Second, then, genuine psychotherapy is a dissolving
ofthe energic complexes that often are responsible for the
derailment. And third, the first step in the dissolution is
the recognition that autonomous negative complexes are
always victimized compositions of energy formed as the
consequence of our inevitable participation in the distor-
tions at work in one's community and one's culture. The
violence done to one's psyche may be the issue of one's
own self-destructiveness, of course. But it may issue as

well from one's social environment or from the cultural
values of one's milieu. It is in fact more often than not the
complex function of social, cultural, and personal factors.
But the point is that psychic spontaneity as such is never
morally responsible for its own disorder. The psyche's or-
der and disorder are rooted in action affecting it from be-
yond itself. Disordered complexes are always the victims
of human history: of significant others, ofsocial situations
emergent from the distortions in one's communiry of de-
railed cultural values, of one's own freedom, or of some
combination of these various sources. The complex itself
is the victim. It is not responsible for the genesis of its own
disorder. The various compositions and distributions of
our energic affectivity begin to be set for us, without our
personal choice, from very early on in life. !7e may even
speak of a certain generational bondage, through which a
family can be affected over generations by the same psy-
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chic pattern. One's psychic complexes are always in part
set by the agenda operative in the community and the cul-
ture, and that agenda will always be more or less distorted.
Psychic disorder usually reaches back into areas of our
experience that we cannot even remember (though the
question,\rhat is your earliest memory? may well be very
illuminating), or that we have blocked from recall. And it
is usually reinforced by our acquiescence to patterns es-

tablished without our self-consdrudve contribution.
The fourth step in understanding the relations of the

dialectic of the subject to the wider community is to find
some way of determining the extent to which a subiect's
total derailment from the direction to be found in the
movement of life is a function of these social factors be-
yond his or her control and the extent to which it is a func-
tion of freedom as freedom contributes to psychic disor-
der. Psychic disorder in itselt remember, is always a func-
tion of victimization. But the source of the victimization
may be more or less resident in the dominant dialectic of
community or more or less a default for which one's con-
scious intentionality and its orientations are responsible.
f-onergan's discussion of the various biases is helpful in
providing some better understanding ofthe various sources
of psychic disorder.

Lonergan distinguishes four varieties of bias: a gen-
eral bias of ordinary common sense against theoretical
questions, the individual bias of the egoist, the group bias
of the clique or class or nation, and the dramatic bias of
the neurotic. First, we can see rather easilg I think, that
there is an increasing dominance ofpsychic as opposed to
spiritual features involved in the genesis and functioning
of the bias as one moves from general bias through indi-
vidual and then group bias to dramatic bias. Dramatic bias
is the effect of autonomous complexes beyond the reach
of immediate self-determination. The functioning of the
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psychic factor ofspontaneous intersubiectivity is quite pre-
dominant in group bias. But psychic factors become less

important and spiritual factors more important in the in-
dividual bias of the egoist (quite distinct from the dra-
matic bias of the narcissist, by the way), and they are least
significant in the general bias of common sense, which
clearly is a function more of intellectual than of psycho-
logical truncation.

The genesis of the biases follows this same sequen-
tial analysis. Dramatic bias is most affected by autono-
mous psychic complexes victimized originally by factors
beyond one's conffol, and frequently associated with ob-
stacles to sexual development through a disorientation of
one's relationship to one's body. Group bias is more a blend
ofpsychic disorder with character disorder; character dis-
order is the dominant feature in individual bias; and gen-
eral bias requires conversion that is specifically intellec-
tual or theoretic if it is to be transcended. As we move
from dramatic through group and then individual to gen-
eral bias, we are moving from psychopathology to what
Voegelin called pneumopathology, from a sickness of the
psyche to a sickness of the spirit.The element ofpersonal
default increases. It is least operative in dramatic bias, whose
genesis often lies in part in events that precede even our earliest
memories. It is more operative in group bias, where there is a

capitulation of personal responsibility to the interests of a

narrowly defined group bent on its own advantage. It is more
dominant still in the egoist's choice of his or her own adlzntage
over the common good and even over one's spontaneous
involvemenr in normal intersubjective communicadve action.
It is most dominant when general bias instrumentalizes
intelligence and reason so as to pervert the disinterested
inquiry of the search for direction tfuough the arbitrary
brushing aside of relevant but diffcult, ultimate, Iong-range,
theoredcal, disturbing questions.
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In general, the more dominant the psychic factor in
the bias, the more is its ultimate source to be located in
the community and the culture rather than in the
pneumopathological exercise of one's own freedom. This
at least is a general rule of thumb. Dramatic bias is more a
function of energic disturbances due to the victimization
of the psyche by others or by distorted social and cultural
siruations beyond the control ofthe individual. Group bias
entails a capitulation of the ego to, or an overwhelming of
the ego by, spontaneous and psychically rooted inter-
subjective connections. It results in a subordination of
personal responsibility to the interests of a narrowly con-
ceived group bent on its own advantage. Its genesis and
functioning are more a blend of psychopathology and
pneumopathology. Individual bias is a function ofan erro-
neous negotiation of the emergence of the individual ego

from the systemic relations that inform the group. Its gen-

esis may involve a desperate reaction formation vis-i-vis
intersubfective connections that seem to threaten the in-
dividual. One is confused in one's negotiation of these
connections because of the powerful psychic factors in-
volved in spontaneous intersubiectivity.Yet to name a bias
egoistic is also to impute responsibiliry and guilt, and so to
assign to t}te formation and functioning of the bias a cer-
tain degree of self-victimization. But t}te pneumopatho-
logical element is most pronounced in general bias, which
is a function of a personal default of intelligence and free-
dom for which one is to be held accountable in a more
pronounced way, an instrumentalization of reason that,
by the arbiuary brushing aside of relevant and ultimate
but difficult questions, perverts the disinterested inquiry
through which direction can be found.

In fact, to discuss the various forms of bias sepa-

rately is by and large to engage in abstractions. Thus the
discussion must move on to the recognition that victim-
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ization by others and self-victimization usually conspire
with one another in the cumulative production ofpersonal
and, through personal, historical disorder. To give one
example, a person may be dramatically predisposed to
egoism by a narcissistic disorder whose origin and genesis
lay beyond that person's control. Bur the person may still
be capable of assuming responsibility for the redirection
of the energies locked up in narcissistic complexes. Ifnot,
it is a mistake to regard the person as an egoist, a term
which implies personal responsibility and freedom.

Now, to the extent that one can assume such respon-
sibility, pneumotherapy, a healing and conversion of the
spirit, will be the more radical requirement before psycho-
therapy can have any effect in the healing of the disorder.
Egoism is an unwillingness; narcissism is an inability. To
the extent that they are distinct factors conspiring to distort
personal integrity, the establishment of integrity will involve
the conversion of unwillingness into willingness as a
constitutive element in and precondition of the treatment
of narcissistic energic complexes. On t}te other hand, to
the extent that the person's derailment from the direction
that can be found in the movement of life cannot be
understood either in its genesis or in its reinforcement as
the product of self-victimization for which the person is to
be held accountable, psychotherapy will be the condition
ofthe possibility of pneumotherapy. The underlying psychic
inability will have to be radically affected before the
appropriate willingness to cooperate with the process of
further healing can emerge. Again, in either instance, psyclr
disorder as such is not responsible for its own genesis..I
may be responsible for a good deal of my own affective
disorder, but only insofar as I am capable of intelligent,
reasonable, and responsible operations in its regard and
fail or refuse to exercise such care. The constitution and
genesis of affective disorder will vary from one person to
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another. No general, exhaustive, or exclusive mode of
origination may be assigned. All that can be said is that
there is always vicdmization.

Fifth, some insight is thus gained regarding the rela-
tion of the psyche to moral impotence. I-onergan's treat-
ment of moral impotence is from the viewpoint of the in-
completeness of intellectual and volitional development.
As the reflections summarized above would suggest, his
understanding can be complemented by a consideration
of the incompleteness of psychic development. The vic-
timized psyche lives in what John Dunne has called the
hell of the night of private suffering. This is distinct from
the night of the suffering of compassion and forgiveness.
Between the two one has experienced the bliss of a day
that overcomes the hell of the night of private suffering
and that cannot be overcome by the night of the suffering
ofcompassion and forgiveness.l6 But how does one emerge
into that day that divides the two nights?The question can
be put in another way. There are three ways to negotiate
psychic darkness. In the hell of the night ofprivate suffer-
ing, though, only two of them are available to us: repres-
sion and moral renunciation. Neither of these works, nor
does either of them represent an intelligent way of pro-
ceeding. The third manner of negotiating psychic distur-
bance, compassionate negotiation of what has been vic-
timized, is intelligent, reasonable, responsible; but this is
precisely what we cannot be because of the psychic dark-
ness. How do we gain that capacity for compassionate ne-
gotiation of our own darkness?rVe must be met by love, if
we are to move from tle hell of the night of private suffer-
ing to the capacity for the suffering of compassion and
forgiveness. And, I submit, the compassion begins with
regard to our own victimized darkness, and the forgive-
ness with regard to the factors that have brought it on.The
love that must meet us can be mediated by others, but
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only if they are beyond getting caught in the darkness, only
if they are capable of suffering from the darkness without
being trapped by it into the hell of the night of their own
private suffering, only if they are themselves capable of
the suffering of compassion and forgiveness. And one will
know oneself to be healed, to be beyond the hell of the
first night and capable of the suffering of the second night,
only when one can suffer precisely the same iniury that
brought about the first night without being driven again
into the hell ofprivate suffering.Then one can oneselfbe a

medium of healing for others, for one has moved beyond
the first night and into the second, and is on the way to the
agapic charity of the affectively converted 'suffering ser-
vant,'whose catalytic agency is the goal and summit of the
development of the person.

Perhaps I have said enough to indicate the manner
in which reflection on psychic conversion leads through
the process of further questions to a concern both for the
srucrures ofculture and sociery that are involved in some
psychic victimization, and also for those structures that
promote psychic well-being. Since I am concerned only to
indicate how my own interests moved from the psychic to
the social, I will not pursue the present line of investiga-
tion further here. I want rather to indicate a few other
connections between my earlier work on the psychologi-
cal dimensions oftheological foundations and the presenr
work moving toward a systematic theology of history, cul-
ture, and society.

4 Culture and Praxis

The first factor has to do with a satisfactory strategy
for reversing the social and cultural decline responsible
for, among other things, psychic disorder on such a mas-
sive scale. I stated a position in Psychic Conaersion andTheo-
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bgiral Foundations that finds further support in the book I
am working on now, to the effect that an adequate doc-
trine ofpraxis includes, in a quite central fashion, an em-
phasis on superstructural interdisciplinary collaboration
intent on the reorientation of the human sciences. This
position, ofcourse, is dependent on l-onergan's prophetic
insistence - I think it is no overstatement to call it that -on the influence of the cultural superstructure on the so-
cial infrastructure; or, negatively put, on the deleterious
effect vis-i-vis the social good of order of a major surren-
der ofintelligence at the superstructural level. In this sense

I came to understand I-onergan's own life's work, as well
as the psychological work I had been engaged in on the
basis ofI-onergan's achievement, as themselves social praxis
in the strictest possible sense of that term. Moreover, the
human sciences are to be reoriented precisely on the basis
of the interiorly differentiated consciousness that
Lonergan's work makes possible, and on no other basis.
And if that is the case, the science of depth psychology
should be the first to undergo the purification and trans-
formation that l-onergan's work makes possible, since it is
itself concerned with the self-appropriation of one dimen-
sion of interiority. A reoriented depth psychology would
thus be a dimension of the foundations of the reorienta-
tion of the other human sciences. But from there one must
move to the culrural and political and social sciences, and
begin to exercise an analogous critical, dialectical, and
normative intelligence in their regard.There is, then, a quite
spontaneous and natural movement from the suggestion
of a reorientation of depth psychology to the task of
providing some of the fairly basic categories for under-
standing culture, the political specialization of common
sense, and the elements and structures ofsociety.

Second, besides the reorientation and integration of
the sciences, there is the reorientation and integration of
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the myriad instances of common sense.This, too, is social
praxis. And a reoriented depth psychology is not without
its implications for what I like to call a post-interiority
mentality at the level of common sense, analogous to the
post-systematic, post-scientific, and post-scholarly men-
talities that Lonergan speaks of in Method in Theologjt as
ffansformations of common sense consequent upon su-
perstructural transformations in the differentiation of con-
sciousness. From the time that I prepared to teach an un-
dergraduate course at Marquette University on religion
and culrure, I have been convinced of the transcultural
implications both of I-onergan's own work, and also of a
reoriented Jungian approach to the psyche. No small part
of the modvation behind my attempts both to understand
and, where necessary, correct Jung, and to integrate a re-
oriented Jungianism with I-onergan's intentionality analy-
sis, has been in the interests of speci$,ing the major con-
stituents of a world-culrural mentaliry at the level of com-
mon sense, a mentality that flows from successful com-
munication to the wider culture on the part of the special-
ists in interiorly differentiated consciousness. $[hat is re-
quired in our situation is a global alternative to present
distortions in the dialectic of community. Such an alter-
native is dependent on transformarions at the level of cul-
ture, in the generation of cultural values that are capable
of informing the way of life of a global network of alterna-
tive communities intent on a different way to live. Those
cultural values are themselves a function ofthe self-appro-
priation of the transcultural constituents of personal in-
tegriry. And to that self-appropriation both intentionality
analysis and reoriented psychic analysis have constitutive
contributions to make.The contributions of intentionality
analysis are clear to any who have followed I-onergan in
his relentless search for a transcultural base for the general
and special categories.The contributions of psychic anallsis
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are clear to any who have discovered that Jung, however
deficient may have been his articulation, was not entirely
wrong in insisting that the psyche's symbols include a

crosscultural archetypal dimension that simply cannot be
accounted for within the narrow confines ofFreudian dog-
matics. The link to culture and society became more clear
ro me as I reflected on Eric Voegelin's discussion of an-
thropological and cosmological syrnbolizations of the di-
rection to be found in the movement of life. From this
reflection, I went on to posit a dialectic of culture at the
Ievel of cultural values, analogous to the dialectic of the
subiect at t}te level ofpersonal value and to the dialectic of
community at the level of social value: hence, 'the analogy
of dialectic.'

Two final sources ofinfluence should be mentioned.
One of them lies in the discussions at several I-onergan
rJTorkshops between Fred I-awrence and Matthew I-amb
regarding political philosophy. I tried to find in the scale

of values a way to contribute to that discussion, and per-
haps to mediate a resolution of it that might be acceptable
to both by honoring the emphases of each. A second lies

in reflection on the option of the Society of Jesus at its
thirty-second General Congregation to dehne its mission
today in terms ofthe service offaith and the promotion of
iustice. Again, the scale of values was to prove helpful. Faith
is a religious value, justice as understood in this option a

social value; and intermediate between religious and social
values are personal and cultural values.The connections,I
am convinced, have to be made explicit and operative if
the Society's option is to bear fruit that will last. At the
moment the option is leading, I am afraid, to a gradual

abandonment of the Society's intellectual and educational
apostolates, and to a process oftraining for younger Jesuits
that is not governed by a consistent set of obiectives that
can inspire a clear-headed commitment to long-range goals

6t
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and consequent strategies. There is at present a sequence
of ever less comprehensive syntheses; and this is the
characteristic, not ofprogress but ofmajor decline. Reversal
of decline is the function of culture, and the integriry of
culture is a function of a creative minority of authentic
persons. Such practical problems, very close to home, have
certainly been a further source of the movement of my
own reflection beyond the realm of psychological
considerations to the arena of the cultural and the social.
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I will begin by locating personal development as a
whole, which is a development of both intentionality and
psyche, in the scale ofvalues, and especially in tlte context
of that scale ofvalues as the latter is pertinent to the chal-
lenges that confront the human family under God in our
time in history. Then I will attempt to locate precisely in
what spiritual and psychological development consist, given
this context. Finally,I will point to the place ofdepth psy-
chology and psychic conversion in the emergence of the
Christian subject precisely within this historical context.
Given the limitations of time imposed by a short lecture, I
can do no more than this, even though my treatment may
leave you with more questions than answers. But perhaps
that is enough, given the fact that conversation is possible,
and that we have the time for further discussion in a more
informal atmosphere.

I take this approach to the question because much
talk of spiritualiry in our day, and especially of spirituality
and psychology, is too thin, wi*rout substance, vacuous,
and above all self-centered and narcissistic. The issue of
personal development has to be placed in a context that is
social and cultural, and, yes, even political, if it is to be
more than a matter of effectively denying self-transcen-
dence as the criterion ofau*renticity, and so ofsubtly seek-
ing selfrather than the personal authenticity through which
one becomes a principle ofbenevolence and beneficence,
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an agent ofgenuine collaboration and true love in the real

world as that world is mediated by the meanings and mo-
tivated by the values operative in one's community. Our
consideration here, then, turns first to the question ofper-
sonal value in its relation to the other levels ofvalue; then
to the goal of the process ofpersonal development and so

of the entire conversion process of which psychic conver-
sion is only one part; and finally to a general discussion of
the relation of spiritual developmenr and psychological
development in the full conversion process.

Personal Value

I-et me begin by quoting what I-onergan says about
the integral and normative scale of values.

Not only do feelings respond to values. They
do so in accord with some scale ofpreference.
So we may distinguish vital, social, cultural,
personal, and religious values in an ascending
order.Vital values, such as health and suength,
grace and vigor, normally are preferred to
avoiding the work, privations, pains involved
in acquiring, maintaining, restoring them. So-
cial values, such as the good of order which
conditions the vital values of the whole com-
munity, have to be preferred to the vital values
of individual members of the community. Cul-
tural values do not exist without the underpin-
ning of vital and social values, but none the
less they rank higher. Not on bread alone doth
man live. Over and above mere living and op-
erating, men have to find a meaning and value
in their living and operating. It is the function
of culture to discover, express, validate, criti-

Chapter 3
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cize, correct, develop, improve such meaning
and value. Personal value is the person in his
self-transcendence, as loving and being loved,
as originator of values in himself and in his
milieu, as an inspiration and invitation to oth-
ers to do likewise. Religious values, finally are
at the heart of the meaning and value of man's
living and man's world.l

Now, when we speak of personal development or
spiritual development or psychological development, of the
development of operations or the development offeelings,
we are speaking directly ofpersonal value, ofthe develop-
ment of the person in his or her self-transcendence, as
loving and being loved, as originator of values in self and
milieu, as a principle ofbenevolence and beneficence, as
an inspiration and invitation to others to do likewise. And
yet to place this development in a scale ofvalues is to raise
the question of the relation ofthe development of the sub-
ject to the other realms or levels of value. By answering
that question, we can locate spiritualiry and psychology in
a wider context and address them from a higher viewpoint
than is too often the case in the contemporary church.
And by answering that question as concretely as possible,
we can locate spiritual and psychological development in
a contemporary context. And from that context we can gain
some appreciation of the criteria of authentic personal
development in our situation, o:ur kairos, our time in his-
tory under God. I-et us try, then, to think through the
relations that obtain among the various levels ofvalue.

rW,e can think of the relations among tlte levels both
from below and from above. From below, problems at more
basic levels can at times be met only by changes at higher
levels. From above, these changes at higher levels are the
conditioning source of effective activity at the more basic
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levels. Our first step toward concreteness, consequently, is

one of getting these relations straight as best we can.
Vital values are, basically, the goods required to live,

and to live well, where 'well' refers not to affluence or abun-
dance, but to dramatically artistic living. Our first work of
art is our own living. Life is experienced as a movement
with a direction that can be found or missed.To the extent
that a person finds the direction in the movement of life,
he or she is creating a work of art out of one's life, that is,
is so shaping the materials of one's life as to make of one's
life and of one's contribution to the constitution of the
human world a dramatically artistic enterprise. Living well,
then, requires freedom not only from hunger and misery,
but, as Habermas has said, also from servitude and per-
sonal degradation.2 For the latter as well as the former are
enemies of life, and in fact can kill just as effectively, if
more subtly and more slowly, as can poverty, famine, and
war.

At any rate, the equitable distribution ofvital values
to an entire communiry is a function of the second level of
values, of the social order, with its network of if-then' re-
lationships.The social order, the level of social values, can
be broken down further to include the institutions of tech-
nology with their principal function of capital formation,
the economic order, and the political dimension of social
living. I could devote an entire lecture and more to ffying
to disengage the relations that obtain among the elements
constirutive of rhis level, and to contrasting my position
with the major alternative position in our time, the Marx-
ist theory ofsociety.3 But that would take us too far afield,
given our present purposes. My point is that there are times
when problems at tlte level of vital values can be met only
by changes at the level ofsocial values: by a new alignment
of technological forces, under a new economic order,
governed by new legal and political agreements. A problem
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at the more basic level of vital values, namely, their
maldistribution within the community, thus creates the
conditions which invite a series of changes at the higher
level of social values.

These changes may be effected, of course, in several
manners, revolutionary or orderly. In any case they will
involve a change in the meanings and values informing a
given way of life. And to the extent that this change is
acknowledged as constitutive of the new order, human
energies can be applied to bringing it about rather than to
effecting a violent revolution with all of its attendant mis-
eries and subsequent dangers of injustices of a new and
perhaps contrary kind. In any event, social change of a

maior kind does not occur without cultural change, with-
out a transformation of the meanings that people find in
or give to their living and operating. Culture so under-
stood informs the social order with the meanings and val-
ues that'explain' to people why they do what they do, why
they live as they live. If maior ransformations of the tech-
nological, economic, and political instirutions of a com-
munity are to occur, there must be effected a change in
the meanings and values that would inform a given way of
life. Concretely, in our situation, we might think of the
proftt motizte, precisely as a motive. Perhaps it is the case

that the economic order will not be changed in such a way
as to effect a change in the distribution ofvital goods un-
less the profit motive is effectively removed from the way
in which we think about and evaluate the economic order.
But this means a transformation at the level of culrural
values, precisely for the sake of the needed social order
that would see to the equitable disuibution ofvital goods.

This example also highlights a major problem con-
nected with cultural transformation, the problem of edu-
cation. Culture functions at two levels. There is a sponta-
neous, everyday level of meanings and values informing
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our ordinary human living. And there is a reflexive, super-
structural level at which scientific and theoretical work is
conducted regarding the everyday level.Thus, we have not
only social relationships at the everyday level, but also the
science of sociology at the reflexive level; not only eco-
nomic transactions at the everyday level, but also the sci-
ence of economics at the reflexive level; not only political
persuasion at the everyday level but also political science
and political philosophy at tle reflexive level, etc., etc. And
within the very realm of cultural values, then, there is re-
quired at times a maior overhaul of *re reflexive level of
culture, for the sake of the everyday level of culture. Eco-
nomic transactions pursued under the motivation of maxi-
mizing profit are the manifestation, not of a supposed law
of economics, but also of a particular economic theory
whose practical implications have been successfully com-
municated to the everyday level. A change at the everyday
level will sometimes depend upon a change at the reflex-
ive level, and upon the successful communication of that
change, through education, to the everyday level.

Personal value comes into play precisely at this point.
A change in the meanings and values which inform the life
of the community depends on a change in persons, on the
conversion ofpersons to authentic living in their constitu-
tion of the human world) and concomitantly of themselves.
Cultural values are changed, Lonergan has said, by the
work of a creative minority of persons who have effected
t}te changes in themselves which are required if they are to
assume responsibility for a new order of tlings in the men-
tality of the community; and then by the conversion ofthe
members of the wider communiry to a new orientation in
personal and communal living. And the more thorough
this personal conversion is, the more it is able to affect the
culture in all ofits dimensions. \X/hen the problem is theo-
retical, as ultimately it is in the economic example we have
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cited, the conversion required of some is not only religious
and moral, but also intellectual. A cosmopolitan intellec-
tual collaboration is required at the supersffuctural level
ofculture, a reorientation and integration ofhuman science.

And this collaboration is grounded in a conversion of
intelligence and rationality to habits of authentic
cognitional praxis, precisely for the sake of the mentality
of the community, its operative meanings and values, its
culture. Personal value, then, the person in his or her self-

transcendence at every dimension of one's being, condi-
dons the possibiliry of authentic culrural values. The lat-
ter, again, are required for the functioning of a social or-
der that would see to the equitable disuibution of vital
values to the whole community.

Religious values, as I-onergan says, are at the heart
of human living and the human world, precisely because

the personal self-transcendence that is required if the scale

of values is to function in an integral fashion is itself a

function of divine grace: of the habitual grace through
which the form of human living is the form of supernatu-
ral charity, hope, and faith; and of the actual grace, the
auxilium dizsinum, the inner promptings and sustainment,
that give rise to the particular acts by which the human
person cooperates with God in the concrete working out
of the divinely originated solution to the mystery of evil.

So far we have been engaged in a fairly abstract spell-
ing out of the relations that obtain among the levels of
value. This can now be concretized further. Not only do
the conditions at the more basic levels of value call for
changes at higher levels if they are to be met. Not only are

these changes the condition ofpossibility for the effective

functioning of the more basic levels. In addition, the pro-
portions of the problematic conditions at the lower levels

establish the dimensions that must be satisfied by the higher
integration if the more basic problems are successfully to
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be resolved. With this insight, we are able to move to a

contemporary context for personal, and so for both spiri-
tual and psychological, development, and within this con-
text to specitT the relations of psyche and spirit in a very
concrete fashion-

Now the problem of the maldistribution of vital goods
is today not only factually but also recognizably global in
its proportions. The factors responsible not only for the
facts but also for our ability to recognize tlte facts as glo-
bally pervasive are multiform, and time does not permit
us to go into tiem in any great detail. I-et us simply accept
as a given the recognizably global proportions of human
misery, degradation, and injustice in our time.

Global injustice can be met only by a globally effec-
tive social order, and more concretely by a global network
of communities intent on a way of living alternative to the
competing and escalating imperialistic systems that are
responsible for the current maldistribution ofvital goods:
intent, then, on alternative technologies, an alternative
economic order, and an alternative mode ofpolitical praxis
that would preserve *re technological and economic insti-
tutions of society in a taut balance or poised equilibrium
with the intersubjective spontaneity that is the ineradicable
base of all human community. The theoretical develop-
ments that are required to institute such alternative tech-
nologies, economies, polities are a function ofculture, and
so there is demanded a superstructural transformation at
the level of cultural values if the social infrastucture is to
be constituted by the integral balance of practicality and
intersubjective community that would institute an effec-
tive alternative to prevailing monstrosities. But, in addi-
tion, for there to be a global network of such alternative
communities, there is required the crosscultural genera-
tion of a new set of cultural values to inform not simply
the way of life of individual communities but also the com-
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munication among these communities by which they are
enabled to collaborate in the institution of global 'if-then'
relationships in the social order. There is required what
I-onergan calls the transformation and integration of the
myriad instances of common sense, so that a new set of
meanings and values, generated by intercultural commu-
nication and collaboration, can inform the very in.frastruc-
ture of social order itself. There is required a crosscultural
generation of the cultural values that would inform the
living of a world-cultural network of communities.

What does this mean for the personal oalues thal are

the condition of the possibility of authentic cultural val-
ues?V/hat must occur at the level of the person in his or
her self-transcendence if a crosscultural set ofcultural val-
ues is to be generated? Basically, the answer is simple, but
implementing it, realizing it, is a work of great difficulty.
There is required the self-appropriation of the crosscultural
constitution of personal authenticity or integrity. There is

required on the part of a creative minority of subiects the
achievement of interiorly differentiated consciousness. And
then there is required a post-interiority mentality at the
level of common sense, an attention to and recognition of
the factors that make for authentic living and genuine
progress, including cultural advance, on a crosscultural or
uanscultural basis. As far as religious values are concemed,
we may offer, first, the hypothesis that what divine grace is

doing in the world in our time includes this movement to
interiorly differentiated consciousness as the condition of
the possibility of a world-cultural network of alternative
communities intent on a better way to live; and second,
the persuasion that the dialogue among the maior religions
of the world will be one major arena both of the achieve-
ment of interiorly differentiated consciousness and of *re
crosscultural generadon of world-cultural values.
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The process of self-appropriation has rwo dimen-
sions: intentional and psychic. Its goal is the achievement
of interiorly differentiated consciousness. I have located
that goal in the context of a far wider consideration of the
goals of humaniry in our time, and so in the context of the
responsibiliry for a global communitarian alternative to the
monstrosities spawned by the competing and escalating
imperialistic systems, whose conflicts have currently as-
sumed effective control of the social order of the vast ma-
jority of the human race. If t}re goal of self-appropriation,
then, is interiorly differentiated consciousness, there is also
an ulterior finality to the whole process ofinteriorly differ-
entiated consciousness itself. That ulterior finaliry is the
precise kind ofself-transcendence that can assume respon-
sibility for the global cultural and social changes that are
required if the human race can be and is to be saved from
collective suicide.

Self-appropriation, then, does not supplant self-tran-
scendence as the goal of the process of human develop-
ment. It is rather a means to that goal, a means that will be
increasingly required if the ecumenic communiry of hu-
mankind is to be raised to the next level of social evolu-
tion, to the planetization of the noosphere concerning
which we receive such illuminating and inspiring images
in the profoundly creative vision of Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin. Personal value is the person in his or her self-
transcendence. Bur the proportions to be met by that self-
transcendence are set by the concrete problems of human
cultural and social development that must be met if the
human world is to be worthy of human habitation. And
today those proportions demand that self-Eanscendence
be a matter of self-appropriation, precisely for the sake of

z Interiorly Dilferentiated Consciousness
and the Law of the Cross
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generating the transculfural meanings and values that can
inform the life of a global network of alternative commu-
nities intent on a better way to live than that emergent
from the exploits of competing and escalating systems of
imperialistic domination.

In what, then, does the required self-transcendence
itself consist?rJ7hat is its immanent intelligibility, the form
ofim inner order?What precisely is the self-transcendence
for the sake of which the arduous process of self-appro-
priation at the levels of both intentionality and psyche is

to be undertaken, and in fact is becoming something of a
moral imperative for an increasingly broad segment of
human persons?That is the question that we must address
in a concrete and contemporary discussion of the relation
of psychic conversion to spiritual development.

The answer, I believe, is to be found most concretely
in the primary sources themselves of Hebrew and Chris-
tian revelation. More specifically, of course, one might say

that the required self-uanscendence is precisely an inte-
gral fidelity to the normative scale ofvalues, and such an

answer is correct. But that fidelity is itself coincident with
and to be understood in terms ofa fidelity to the just and
mysterious law of the cross that has provided the central
religious category of the entire Christian spiritual uadi-
tion and that is present and available as well in what I will
regard, with EricVoegelin, as the summit of the revelation
to Israel, the deutero-Isaian symbolic vision of the suffer-
ing servant of God.a Conversely, fidelity to the law of the
cross, a living out of the vision of the suffering servant of
God in our time, is to be identified with integral fidelity to
the normative scale of values. Suffering servanthood un-
der the just and mysterious law ofthe cross, then, is to be
identified as the summit of self-transcendence, the goal of
personal development, the intrinsic measure of both spiri-
tual and psychological development, and in our time the
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genuine reason for undertaking the arduous process of
intendonal and psychic self-appropriation.

This is a hard doctrine, and is no doubt the point at
which some will abandon the effort to follow my thought,
if they have not already done so for other reasons. But it is
also the point toward which everlthing that I have said
thus far has been oriented, and it is the point from which
all else will flow. The problem of evil is to be understood,
to the extent to which we can approach any understand-
ing of what in the last analysis is a surdr in terms of a
breakdown of the integral scale of values and of the nor-
mative relations among the levels of values that I tried to
portray in very compendious fashion in the previous sec-
tion of the present lecture.The solution to t}te problem of
evil is not available on the basis ofhuman resources alone.
If there is any solution at all, it must be a divinely origi-
nated solution, and a matter of collaboration with the di-
vine parmer in the search for direction in the movement
of life. And the inner form of that collaboration has been
demonstrated for all to see in the pattern adopted by the
divine measure of all human integrity become flesh in hu-
man history. That inner form is available in t}re deutero-
Isaian symbolic or mythic vision of redemptive suffering.
But myth becomes history in the incarnation of ther07ord,
of the measure, and the incarnation of the measure is the
obedience unto death, even death on a cross, that this
measure assumed as the goal of his life when he did not
think equality with God something ro be clung to. Con-
formity to the cross of the divine measure become human
flesh is the summit of the process of achieving self-ran-
scendence under the conditions of a human history shot
through with the surd of evil and sin.

Limitations of time confine me here to stating this
position, at once doctrinal and systematic, in a somewhat
kerygmatic or proclamatory fashion. A sustained theologi-
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cal argument can be offered both for the extent and range
of human moral impotence and so of the inability of hu-
man beings in community to find and live a solution to the
problem of evil on the basis of human resources alone,
and for the character of the divinely originated solution
itself and for its genuine catalytic capacities vis-i-vis the
human situation. It is not possible in the scope of the
present lecture to present this argument in any detail
(though we will touch on moral impotence and the char-
acter of the solution in the next section), and so I must be
content with stating my belief in this regard, and moving
on to the kind ofdiscussion ofspiritual and psychic devel-
opment that is consonant with such a belief. The beliet
again, is that there is a problem of evil, that it consists in
the breakdown ofthe integral and normative scale ofval-
ues, that its solution must be a matter of grace effecting
the requisite self-transcendence, that the proportions of
that self-transcendence will be determined by the propor-
tions of the problem of evil to be met, that today these
proportions demand the formation of a global nework of
alternative communities intent on a different way to live,
that such a network will demand the generation of
transcultural meanings and values, that the generation of
such cultural values demands the arduous process ofself-
appropriation, and that under these conditions, as under
any and all other conditions of human living in history,
the self-transcendence required of human subjects if they
are to collaborate with God in effecting t}re redemption of
the situation from the surd of evil lies in their conformity
to the just and mysterious law of the cross, to the suffering
servanthood revealed by the divine measure itself become
incarnate in the person ofJesus of Nazareth.

Before I move on to the implications of this state-
ment ofmy position for the issue ofpersonal spiritual and
psychological development and for the relations of psy-
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chic conversion to spirirual development, it is all-impor-
tant to stress that the point I am making is not a masoch-
istic glorification of human suffering. John Dunne has dis-
tinguished two rypes of human suffering. There is the hell
of private suffering, the hell of the suffering of isolation
and victimization; and there is the suffering of compas-
sion and forgiveness. Both of these he calls a night of suf-
fering. But between them, and making the difference be-
tween them, is the experience of the bliss of a day that
supplants the night of the hell ofprivate suffering and that
cannot be supplanted by the night ofthe suffering of com-
passion and forgiveness. The participation in the law of
the cross, in the pattern of the deutero-Isaian suffering
servant of God, a participation that consists precisely in
integral fidelity to the normative scale ofvalues in the liv-
ing ofone's life in history, is an experience of the night of
the suffering of compassion and forgiveness. It is not an
experience of the night of the hell ofprivate suffering and
destructive victimization. The night of the hell of private
suffering is not redemptive. The night of the suffering of
compassion and forgiveness is redemptive. And between
them is the bliss of the day that supplants the first night
and *rat is not supplanted by the second. To this day be-
tween the two nights I-onergan refers when he writes such
things as the following:

There is the context of growth, in which one's
knowledge of human living and operating is
increasing in extent, precision, refinement, and
in which one's responses are advancing from
the agreeable to vital values, from vital to so-
cial, from social to cultural, from cultural to
personal, fiom personal to religious.Then there
prevails an openness to ever further achieve-
ment. Past gains are organized and consolidated



but they are not rounded off into a closed
system but remain incomplete and so open to
still further discoveries and developments.The
free thrust of the subiect into new areas is re-
current and, as yet, there is no supreme value
that entails all others. But at the summit of the
ascent from the initial infantile bundle ofneeds
and clamors and gratifications, there are to be
found the deep-set joy and solid peace, the
power and the vigor, of being in love with God.
In the measure that that summit is reached,
then the supreme value is God, and other val-
ues are God's expression of his love in this
world, in its aspirations, and in its goal. In the
measure that one's love of God is complete,
then values are whatever one loves, and evils
are whatever one hates so that, in Augustine's
phrase, if one loves God, one may do as one
pleases, Ama Deum et fac quod zzs. Then
affectivity is ofa single piece. Further develop-
ments only fill out previous achievement.
I-apses from grace are rarer and more quickly
amended.5

Again:
There is the love of God with one's whole

heart and whole soul, with all one's mind and
all one's strength (Mark rz.3o). It is God's love
flooding our hearts through the Holy Spirit
given to us (Romans y.5). It grounds the con-
viction ofSt. Paul that'there is nothing in death
or life, in the realm of spirits or superhuman
powers, in the world as it is or the world as it
shall be, in the forces of the universe, in heights
or depths - nothing in all creation that can
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separate us from the love of God in Christ Jesus
our I-ord' (Romans 8.t8-ts.).

As the question of God is implicit in all
our questioning, so being in love with God is

the basic fulfillment of our conscious intention-
ality.That fulfillment brings a deep-set ioy that
can remain despite humiliation, failure, priva-
tion, pain, betrayal, desertion.That fulfillment
brings a radical peace, *re peace that the world
cannot give. That fulfillment bears fruit in a
love of one's neighbor that strives mightily to
bring about the kingdom of God on this earth.
On the other hand, the absence of that fulfill-
ment opens the way to the uivialization of hu-
man life in the pursuit of fun, to the harshness
of human life arising from the rutl ess exer-
cise of power, to despair about human welfare
springing from the conviction that the universe
is absurd.6

If we are to understand psychic conversion in its role
as contributing to the emergence of the person whose life
is in conformity with the pattern of suffering servanthood
assumed and revealed by the divine measure of integrity
become human flesh, we must first understand its role,
then, in the emergence of the dynamic state of being in
love with God. And if the dynamic state of being in love
with God is what characterizes the day that supplants the
night of the hell of private suffering and that is not sup-
planted by the night of the suffering of compassion and
forgiveness, we must relate our considerations to the cru-
cial issue of the healing of the night ofprivate suffering.To
that central element, then, in the emergence of the subject
in Christ Jesus we now turn.
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I Creating and Healing

In a very significant development in his thinking, one
yet to be appreciated suffciently, I-onergan, in a paper
delivered in Montreal at theThomas More Instirute in r97y,
distinguishes between two vectors in intentional conscious-
ness.7 There is a creative vector that moves from below
upwards, and there is a healing vector that moves from
above downwards.

The articulation of the creative vector occupied most
of I-onergan's attention. It is what enabled him to distin-
guish the levels of consciousness that emerge as the pro-
cess ofinquiry moves from experience through insight and
iudgment to decision. It is characterized by the two di-
mensions of intentionality and psyche. Spirit or intention-
ality is the capaciry to raise and answer questions: the ca-
pacity to discover meaning, to affirm truly, to decide re-
sponsibly, and to rest in the mystery of love that alone
satisfies this capaciry.The psyche is the stream ofsensitive
consciousness that constitutes the empirical level perme-
ating the spiritual operations and changing as these op-
erations move from one level to the next.

This upwardly moving vector is creative: one is ef-
fecting a series of cumulative and progressive changes in
the world in which one lives and concomitantly in oneself
to the extent that one's consciousness proceeds smoothly
and uninterruptedly from experience to insight, from in-
sight to iudgment, from judgment to decision, from deci-
sion to new experiences, insights, judgments, decisions,
etc., etc., with the whole process sustained and guided and
in fact rendered possible in t}te first place because of the
gift of love from and for the source, goal, and parmer of
our search for direction in the movement of life. One is
constituting the world and oneselt in an integral creative
process. But if one or more of these essential steps is miss-
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ing or incomplete or goes astray, if, for example, a person
or group does not correctly understand a situation, or leaps

to iudgment \i/ithout passing through understanding, the
creative process is derailed, and the actions of that person
or group will miss the mark, will err, will depart from the
direction to be found in the movement of life.The creative
process and its imperatives mark out a path, and that path
is nothing other than the normative order of the direction
that is to be found, but that also can be missed, in the
movement of life.

'What, then, is the source of derailment?Why do we
go astray? !i7hy do we miss the mark? What can be done
about it?

These questions are complex, and no simple answer
is possible.W'ith each of the levels of questioning promot-
ing one's consciousness to a higher stage, there is a furtler
degree of self-transcendence. Not only do we feel differ-
ently as we move from one level to the next, but also the
psyche must participate in the self-transcendence of the
spirit if we are to be capable ofconsistent performance of
the requisite operations.The psyche, then, must be free to
cooperate in tlre search for direction in the movement of
life, in the questions for insight, for truth, and for the good
through which that search is incrementally satisfied.With-
out psychic self-transcendence the very operations of the
creative vector are inhibited. AJIective self-transcendence,
known in various spiritual traditions as detachment, is re-
quired for the integral functioning of creativiry. One source
of the derailment of the creative process, then, surely lies
in the affective blockages that constirute a dimension of
resistance to insight, judgment, decision, and self-sacrific-
ing or agapic love. These blockages constitute the night of
the hell of private suffering. Ultimately they are in the way
not only of the normal creative operations of intentional
consciousness, but also of the capacity for the suffering of
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compassion and forgiveness. There must emerge fust the
bliss of the day which supplants the night of the hell of
private suffering and which cannot be supplanted by the
night of the suffering of compassion and forgiveness.

ln Insight Lonergan writes about moral impotence.
His emphasis is on other dimensions of resistance than
those that I am highlighting here, on the nearly inevitable
occurrence of human sin because of the very structure of
olrr intellactual and oolitional development. It is important
to keep this in mind as we proceed in the present discus-
sion. Affective aberration and underdevelopment is not the
only source of derailment in the search for direction in the
movement of life. Or, in the terms that I-onergan uses in
Insight, dramatic bias is not the only bias.There are biases
of intelligence and existential orientation themselves, the
biases that Lonergan calls group, individual, and general
bias, and these too are factors to be accounted for in any
theoretical treatment of error and sin. The self-appropria-
tion of the creative vector of intentionality itself will bring
to light these devices of the flight fiom understanding. Blt
complementing the self-appropriation of the creative vec-
tor of intentionality there is a depth-psychological discov-
ery and healing of the affective obstructions to creativity
constituted by certain compositions ofpsychic energy that
form sources of resistance to the pursuit of direction in
the movement of life.

Feelings are sensitively conscious energy. Psychic
energy is distributed into units, into various associated or
fragmented compositions, each with a central core or
nucleus affected by a person's previous development. Jung
calls these units complexes.They affect our consciousness
through the feelings that permeate the movement of con-
sciousness fiom one level ofthe creative vector to another.
The whole of the sensitive psyche is consdtured by these
compositions of psychic energy. Some of them aid one's
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performance as a creative human being, and others inter-
fere with, subverr, block, derail the search for direction in
the movement of life. Complexes support the creative vec-
tor when they provide us with the images needed for in-
sight, or when they offer us memories that help us to dis-
cover ways of responding to new situations, or when they
spontaneously acquiesce to the process of reflection that
anticipates judgrnent, or when, through their agency, we
apprehend genuine values in an affectively charged man-
ner that leads to action consonant with the apprehended
value. But our psychic energy can be blocked, fixed in in-
flexible patterns, driven by compulsions, plagued by ob-
sessions, weighted down by general anxiety or specific fears,
resistant to insight, true judgrnent, responsible action. And
then it will divert or derail us from the self-transcendent
participation in the humble but exhilarating search for di-
rection in the movement oflife. It can render us unable, or
unwilling, or both, to function at one or other level of the
creative vector in certain areas ofour lives.Then one must
take a detour through the disturbing set of complexes and
release the inhibiting energy.The alternative is a blind alley,
a dead end, a cul-de-sac, a breakdown in one's constitu-
tion ofthe world and oneself, even a cessation of desire, a
decadent routine whose underlying rhy'thm is the slow beat
of existential despair. In John Dunne's words, one is

dragged through life rather than walking through life
upright.

The creative vector, then, requires an affective flex-
ibility and detachment that match the self-transcendent
capacities of conscious intentionality. Our feelings have to
be as free from disorder as is required by our native orien-
tation to intelligibiliry truth, and the good. This freedom
from disorder is not lifeless indifference but questioning
commitment to insight, rational iudgment, and respon-
sible decision in every area of our lives, and to the self-
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sacrificing love of the servant of God in the face of the
mystery of evil. It is a freedom from other inclinations so
that we are able effectively to desire insight, truth, and the
good.This detachment is identical with what in the Igrratian
tradition of discernment is called freedom from inordi-
nate affections. But now we are able to understand inordi-
nate affections as complexes that derail one from the inte-
gral performance ofthe operations that constitute the nor-
mative order of the search for direction in the movement
of life.

Affective development is a matter of psychic partici-
pation in a commitment of the whole person to the objec-
tives of intentional consciousness. It is a matter of match-
ing desire with the obiectives of the creative vector. Free-
dom from affective disorder is freedom for the advenrure
of creativity in world constitution and self-constitution.
Affective development is measured by the degree to which
we are able to reioice in the beautiful, the intelligible, the
true, the good, the divine self-communication, with a ioy
that is both spontaneous and self-possessed as one engages
in tle process through which a flourishing person and a

human world that genuinely is worth while are constituted.
Its summit is the condition of complete simplicity of which
Eliot writes at the end of the Four Quartets, a condition
that costs not less than everything.

Genuine psychotherapy, then, is a healing of the com-
plexes tllat derail one from the spontaneous performance
of the operations that constitute the normative order of
the search for direction in the movement of life. It is the
dissolving of the energic blockages whose rigidity and au-
tonomy prevent the self-transcendent exercise of the op-
erations constituting the creative vector.

Our next step in understanding psychic resistance
to self-transcendent inquiry is to acknowledge that the
autonomous psychic complexes that prevent one from
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participating in the creative adventure ofpursuing and find-
ing direction are oictimized composidons formed as the
consequence of one's community and one's culture. The
violence done to one's psyche, ofcourse, may be the issue
of one's own self-destructiveness. But it may issue as well
from one's social environment or from the cultural values
of one's milieu. In fact, it usually is a complex function of
social, cultural, and individual factors. But the point I want
to make is that psychic spontaneity as such is not morally
responsible for its own disorder. The psyche's order and
disorder are caused by action affecting it from beyond it-
selt whether that action be that of others or of oneself.
Disordered complexes are the victims of human history:
of significant otiers, of social situations emergent from
the distortions in one's community, of derailed cultural
values, of one's own freedom or of some combination of
these various sources.The complex itself is the victim. It is
not responsible for the genesis of its own disorder. The
various compositions and distributions of energic affectivity
begin to be set for us, without our personal choice, fiom
very early on in our lives. \7e may even speak of a genera-
tional bondage, through which a family can be affected
over generations by the same psychic patterns. One's com-
plexes are set by the agenda operative in the community
and the culture, and that agenda will always be more or
less distorted. Psychic disorder usually reaches back into
areas of our experience that we cannot even remember, or
that we have blocked from recall, and it is usually rein-
forced by our acquiescence to patterns established with-
out our self-constitutive conuibution.

I-onergan's discussion ofbias, which I iust mentioned,
provides a great deal of help toward distinguishing the
various sources ofpsychic disorder. I do not have the time
to go into his discussion here, beyond *te point of saying,
for those of you already familiar with his discussion, that
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there is an increasing dominance ofpsychic as opposed to
spiritual features involved in the genesis and functioning
of the bias as one moves from general bias through
individual and then group bias to dramatic bias.There is a
bias, which Lonergan calls dramatic, that is the effect of
autonomous psychic complexes beyond the reach of
immediate self-determination. It is the obstacle most
affected by or due to autonomous complexes victimized
originally by factors beyond one's control. The otler bi-
ases - group, individual, and general display succes-
sively greater degrees of character disorder and not simply
the psychic derailment of the neurotic. In general, we may
say that the more dominant the psychic factor in the bias,
the more is its source to be located in the community and
the culture rather than in the pneumopathological exer-
cise of one's own freedom. Victimization by others and
self-victimization, of course, usually conspire with one
another in the cumulative production of personal and,
through personal, ofhistorical disorder. And to the extent
that a person caz assume responsibility for one's own psy-
chic disorder, a healing and conversion ofthe spirit will be
the more radical requirement before a therapy of the psyche
can have any effect in the healing of the disorder. But what-
ever the causation and whatever the requirements for heal-
ing, the point to be made here is simply that psychic disor-
der precisely as such is always a victim of human freedom,
never the source of its own disorder.

Now, our usual manner ofnegotiating psychic dark-
ness is inadequate.'We tend to adopt one of two posrures
toward affective disorder: either repression of it or moral
renunciation of responsibility for its transformation. In
either case we are simply further victimizing t}te distorted
set ofcomplexes. Repression constricts the psychic energy
composing the complex, until eventually it explodes, ei-
ther in relatively small but frequent outbursts of unpre-



dictable or at least uncontrollable expression, or in the
volcanic eruption of an act of violence either to self in a

breakdown or to otlers in sociopathic behavior. Moral
renunciation, on the other hand, which often follows upon
futile attempts at repression, is a capitulation to the power
of the energies constituting the disordered psyche. One
begins simply to act out the disorder, abandoning as hope-
less the task of transforming and then integrating the dis-
ordered energies. Such renunciation, moreover, sometimes
is justified by the radonalization that the acring out of the
disordered complex will result in its being dissolved or,
even worse, will bring about some higher integration be-
yond good and evil. This, of course, is a demonically de-
structive illusion, but it is operative more or less overtly in
a number of contemporary approaches to psychotherapy.
Such a stance simply increases the power of the disordered
complexes, further establishing them in the distorted ri-
gidity and autonomy that give them their power. It simply
makes it more difficult for one to move to a new position
beyond the disorder, simply fixes one's energies more rig-
idly in the disturbing pattern.

From a theological point ofview, victimized psychic
complexes are the fruit of the sin of the world, a dimen-
sion of what the Scholastics called peccatum originale
originatum.To the extent that we have freely conspired in
their formation, they are the fruit as well of our own sin as

a dimension of the sin of the world.Again from a theologi-
cal point ofview, the redemption of the energies bound up
in these complexes over which we have so little power must
be effected by a healing love that meets one at the depth
where the disorder resides. The victimized dimension of
our psyches must be met ultimately not by judgment and
condemnation, but by mercy and gentleness. Judgment
may be directed against our freedom, but not against what
our freedom has freely victimized, even in ourselves. Re-

Chapter l
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demptive love must reach to the wound itselt and even
deeper, and touch it in a manner contrary to the action
responsible for the victimization. And one is healed, and
can know it, when one endures the same Rpe of psychic
violence but without being desuoyed.

This means that there is a third way of negotiating
psychic disorder besides repression and moral renuncia-
tion. It entails several steps, through which we cooperate
with the compassion of redemptive love in our own re-
gard. First is the recognition that the disturbed complex
or set of complexes is a victim, whetler of oneself or of
others, so that one can cease hating oneself for what one

fels. Second is the adoption of an attitude of compassion
in its regard. Third is the emergence of a willingness to
cooperate with whatever redemptive forces are available
for the healing of the disorder and its transformation, and
even for the consolidation of its energies into the self-uan-
scendence of the search for direction in the movement of
life. Victimized complexes can respond to such attention,
and normally will, to the extent that the redemptive love,
with which we can cooperate, truly reaches to the disorder
and begins to work its transformation.

But the solution is not at all as simple as it sounds.
For in suggesting this alternative manner of negotiating
psychic darkness, we come head-on against the problem
of moral impotence in the form in which the latter has a
predominantly psychic causation. To adopt the posture of
therapeutic compassion toward the negative emotional
forces that derail us from the direction that can be found
in the movement of life is to be intelligent, reasonable, and
morally responsible in their regard. But the force and power
of these complexes is precisely such that they inhibit the
possibility of intelligent, reasonable, and responsible action.
The antecedent willingness required to take compassion
on our own affective disorder is a function in part of a
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certain degree of affective self-transcendence. But the
disorder is a disorder precisely insofar as it inhibits such
self-transcendence. The willingness to negotiate emotional
darkness in an intelligent, reasonable, and responsible
fashion depends on a fteedom from that very emotional
darkness; and that is precisely the self-transcendence that
is not at one's disposal.The dilemma of moral impotence
at this point is that, although the solution is clear, one is
unable to avail oneselfofit, because the requisite ability to
do so is lacking.The steps of the analysis of this particular
instance of moral impotence are the following: first, the
integrity that is human flourishing depends on the self-
transcendence of tlre operations through which we seek

and find meaning, truth, and the good, and finally through
which we acquiesce to the basic law of integrity in a sinful
history, which is the law of the cross; second, the self-
transcendence of these operations depends on the self-
transcendence of our affectiviry; third, reaching the self-
transcendence of our affectivity depends on being able to
do whatever is necessary to cooperate in the healing of its
disorder and darkness; and fourth, that very ability is itself
a function of a degree of affective self-transcendence wittr
which we are not endowed because of our psychic disor-
der. We seem doomed to adopt a self-destructive posture.
'We cannot emerge from the vicious circle of disordered
affective development.

t{e cannot - unless the very capaciry ro treat com-
passionately yet responsibly our own darkness is itselfgiven
to us.We cannot find this capacity in the creative vector of
our own consciousness, which is impaired precisely be-
cause of the psychic darkness. That freedom must come

from beyond the creative vector, from an agency that is

independent of the immanent sources ofour own self-con-
stitution. Moral impotence is the statistically almost inevi-
table result of the meeting between the structure of human
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development and the fruit of the sin of the world. Perhaps
only in the sinlessness ofJesus and the condition defined
by the docuine of the immaculate conception of his mother
have these statistics been fully defied. And if this is the
case, then the statistics are at least altered only by another
movement than the creative movement from below
upwards in human consciousness. At any rate, moral
impotence means the impossibility of sustained develop-
ment on the basis of our own resources. And that impossi-
bility implies the near inevitability of further sin, further
way'vrardness, and so of further victimization in history.
The social surd into which new generations are born is
simply further accentuated.

Is there, then, another movement besides the cre-
ative vector from below upwards in consciousness? Is there
another agency that meets us as we are, but that has the
power to dissolve the obstacles to integral creativity by
moving from above downwards in consciousness? Is there
an agency that lets our victimized darkness itself rest in
being loved? Only if there is, can we adopt a new posture
in our own regard, for only then is a new movement initi-
ated in consciousness, only tlen can our vain striving to
constitute ourselves with resources inadequate to the task
cease, only then is the good that I have striven for given to
me, and the longing of my consciousness fulfilled. Only
then am I free to love in return, even in the face of the
awful and demonic power of ressentiment.T"here is a whole
new field of exploration opened up for appropriation by
the affirmation that there is a healing vector in conscious-
ness as well as a creative vector, that this healing vector
moves not from below upwards but from above downwards,
that it is a gift, that it meets me first at the highest level of
consciousness, where values are apprehended in feelings
before they are pursued by deliberation, chosen in deci-
sion, and implemented in actions in conformity with good
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decision. The gift of healing love affects first of all and
most radically the very affective c apacitg to apprehend the
good. Affective space is opened by this gift, and one be-
comes at last free to assume responsibiliry for what previ-
ously one could not negotiate. Another lecrure would be
required for an initial exploration of the dynamics of the
healing vector in human consciousness. I must stop here,
in terms of a formal lecture, simply inviting you to ask
whether there is not this other movement in conscious-
ness, whether its movement is not primarily affective,
whether it is not the source of the needed affective detach-
ment, whetler it and it alone is not the reason that we can
experience the bliss ofa day that supplants the night of the
hell ofprivate suffering and that cannot itselfbe supplanted
by the suffering of compassion and forgiveness. All of the
rules for discernment provided by St. Ignatius in the Spln'-
tual Exercises can be reinterpreted as guides toward the
sellappropriation of the movement from above in con-
sciousness, a movement that, while it prompts us to and
sustains operations of the creative vector, is primarily the
movement of the healing vector. And only dre framework
opened up by such an affirmation is adequate to the task
of locating the significance and import of the science of
depth psychology. These affirmations need a far more ex-
tensive treatment if they are to be explicated in a manner
rhat does iustice to t}le complexities of tleir content. But
perhaps I have been able at least to open a horizon from
which the place of depth psychology in the development
of the subject in Christ Jesus can be appreciated, and if I
have done this much then perhaps we have sufficient ma-
terial for further discussion as our weekend together pro-
ceeds.
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4 Duality and Dialectic

Introduction

Bernard I-onergan concludes his treatment of com-
mon sense in Insight with an observation on method. He
says, first, that, since his purpose has been to direct atten-
tion to an event that occurs witiin consciousness, his
method has not been that of empirical science, whose data
lie in sensible presentations. Rather, his method is 'a gen-
eralized empirical method that stands to the data of con-
sciousness as empirical method stands to ttre data ofsense.'l
The treatment of common sense has brought to light the
nature of this generalized method.I?hen applied solely to
the data of consciousness, it bears an analogy to classical
empirical method, for then'it consists in determining pat-
terns ofintelligible relations that unite the data explanato-
rily. Such are the biological, artistic, dramatic, and intel-
lecrual forms of experience.'2 But when extended beyond
the data within a single consciousness to study 'the rela-
tions between different conscious subjects, between con-
scious subjects and their milieu or environment, and be-
tween consciousness and its neural basis,'3 it demands the
introduction of a new factor. This new factor consists of
the procedures of dialectic.

Even with the introduction ofthese procedures, how-
ever, there remains an analogy to empirical science. For
'dialectic stands to generalized method as the differential
equation to classical physics, or the operator equation to

95
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the more recent physics.'4 Dialectic is thus a component
'from above' in the heuristic structure of human science,
to be employed when this science studies data beyond those
that are to be found within a single consciousness) whether
these have to do with the relations of consciousness with
the unconscious, with the relations among different con-
scious subjects, or wi*r. the relations between conscious
subjects and their historical milieu.

If this is so, then if one would 'take a professional
interest in the human sciences and make a positive contri-
bution to their methodology,'5 as I-onergan says contem-
porary theology must do, and iftheology is to draw on the
human sciences for some ofits general categories, it is ex-
tremely important to get straight iust what I-onergan means

here by dialectic and to understand how it is to perform
its heuristic office. Just as one who studies physics without
knowing the relevant mathematics is not really srudying
physics,6 so one who engages in human science without
knowing how to use the procedures of dialectic will arrive
at results that are less tlan scientific. I hope this paper
might offer some minimal contribution to the interpreta-
tion of some of Lonergan's texts in Insight on dialectic,
and display some of the applications that these texts have
for reorienting human science, as well as for deriving some
of the general categories ofa contemporary systematic the-
ology and for providing a context for the methodical em-
ployment ofthe special categories in a theology that would
mediate between faith and culture.

z Thesis

Dialectic is a major organizing principle of Insight.
The problem of empirical human science in its relation to
theology 'in a large measure has dictated the structure' of
Insight.T Clarity on the meaning of dialectic, tlen, is a nec-
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essary condition for understanding Insight, and, because
Insight is an essay in aid of self-appropriation, for under-
standing oneself in the dimensions of the self to which
dialectic is applicable - the relations of consciousness to
the unconscious, to other conscious subiects, and to the
social environment.

Tlre notion of dialectic in Insight is a complex no-
tion. My thesis is that the complexiry can be controlled if
we understand dialectic on the foundation of the distinc-
tion between consciousness and knowledge. I do not think
there are several notions of dialectic in ftszgir.8 There is,
rather, one complex notion that can be reduced to some
manageable clarity by speaking ofits integral and distorted
realizations. The understanding of these realizations con-
stitutes differentiations of the one complex notion ofdia-
lectic, not two distinct notions. But the differentiation has
a grounding in the quite sharp distinction drawn between
consciousness and knowledge.

3 The Principal Text

The most complete statement of the complexiry of
the notion of dialectic appears in the observation on
method at the end of chapter 7 of Insight to which I have
already referred.

... dialectic is a pure form with general impli-
cations; it is applicable to any concrete unfold-
ing of linked but opposed principles that are
modified cumulatively by the unfolding; it can
envisage at once the conscious and the
nonconscious either in a single subject or in an
aggregate and succession of subjects; it is ad-
justable to any course of events, from an ideal
line of pure progress resulting ftom the har-
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monious working of the opposed principles, to
any degree of conflict, aberration, breakdown,
and disintegration; it constitutes a principle of
integration for specialized studies that concen-
trate on this or that aspect of human living,
and it can integrate not only theoretical work
but also factual reportsi finally, by its distinc-
tion between insight and bias, progress and
decline, it contains in a general form the com-
bination of the empirical and the critical atti-
tudes essential to human science.9

Dialectic is a pure form, and notling but that: it pro-
vides'no more than the general form ofa critical attitude.'lo
Nonetheless, it will be extremely helpful to the various
departments of human science as they work out their spe-

cific criteria, for it will enable each department to distin-
guish 'between the purely intellectual element in its field
and, on the other hand, the inertial effects and the inter-
ference of human sensibiliry and human nerves.'ll The
hope is expressed that a fuller srudy of the human mind
'will provide us with further general elements relevant to
determining a far more nuanced yet general critical view-
point.'l2 The major burden of that fuller study, of course,
is borne by the succeeding chapters oflzsrg&r and the con-
sequent developments in I-onergan's work. But for the
moment we will concentrate on the passage iust quoted
and on related texts, and will uy to unpack some of their
principal elements.

4 Interpretation

Dialectic constitutes an a priori element in the heu-
ristic structure of the study of processes characterized by
the concrete unfolding oflinked but opposed principles of
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change, where the principles are modified cumulatively by
the unfolding.lS In the chapters on co[unon sense, some
implications of this general form of a critical attitude are
'drawn for the dramatic subject and the social community.
rVe will focus on the dramatic subject, and later will sug-
gest an analogy of dialectic that will enable us to under-
stand both the community and, perhaps, culture, along
the same lines.

I have argued elsewhere that with the emergence of
Lonergan's differentiation of the fourth level of conscious-
ness, the notion of the dramatic pattern of experience, of
dramatic artistry in world constitution and self-constitu-
tion, must be given a more important position than is ac-
corded it prior to this development in Lonergan's
thought.la For the dramatic pattern is the pattern of expe-
rience operative in fourth-level operations, in existential,
interpersonal, and historical agency, in praxis. In more
recent work I have amplified this contention into an artis-
tic paradigm ofpraxis. But if the dramatic pattern becomes
the principal pattern, where before it played a subordinate
role as constitutive of the world of undifferentiated
Heideggerian Sorge, its orrvn immanent consdrurion remains
what it was in the sixth chapter of Insight.That is, the dra-
matic subiect is immanently constituted by the dialectical
unfolding of the linked but opposed principles of neural
demands for conscious integration and psychic represen-
tation, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, the con-
cern of dramatically patterned intentionality and imagi-
nation for dramatic artistry in world constitution and self-
constitution.

Dramatically patterned orientation exercises either
a constructive or a repressive censorship over neural de-
mands. If the censorship is constructive, Sorge becomes
character, the restrictive shaping ofpossibilities in the cre-
ative finalistic tension of limitation and transcendencel it
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is the responsible exercise ofconscious finality. One devel-
ops, and one does so along a line ofprogress, to the extent
that the opposed principles of neural demands and
dramatically patterned existential intentionality are work-
ing harmoniously with one anotlter. The development cu-
mulatively modifies the opposed principles themselves, so

that the underlying neural manifold becomes a more pli-
able support and instrument ofartistic world constitution
and self-constitution, and the censorship becomes char-
acter, habit, virtue.

But if, for whatever reasons or conditioning occa-
sions, the censorship is repressive - and the most serious
reasons are precisely those identified by Lonergan with
the flight from understanding and responsibility one's
development becomes aberrant and heads in the limit to
the breakdown, disintegration, and collapse of the aniste
manqui. One is dragged through life by the forces, now of
Kierkegaardian 'shut-up-ness,' now of the vengeful return
ofthe repressed.The two opposed principles are not work-
ing harmoniously, and while the syrnptoms of the aberra-
tion are most manifest in 'the inertial effects and the inter-
ference of human sensibility and human nerves,'l5 the radi-
cal historical source is a disorientation of intentionality, a

pneumopathology, conspiring with an oppressed imagi-
nation, a psychopatho logy, in the exercise of an
intrasubiective domination over materials that, were they
to become conscious, would be data for insight into the
discrepancy between the self that one is and the self that
one could, might, or should be. The disintegration is a
cumulative modification of precisely the same two prin-
ciples that develop along the lines of progress under the
exercise of character. Cumulative fragmentation of the
neural manifold occurs as affects are unhinged from their
appropriate imaginal counterparts and cathected with in-
congruous cognitive elements; and the orientation of the
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dramatic pattern itself becomes ever more fixed in the
schemes and determinisms of way ardness. In the limit
one destroys oneselt and the roots of the self-destruction
lie in the lack of antecedent willingness for insight, in the
love of darkness, in the renunciation of the artistic consti-
tution of the first and only edition of oneself.

I-et us take this instance ofdialectic as paradigmatic,
not only because it is the first instance discussed by
Lonergan, but also because it is foundational of other in-
stances. True, the dialectic of communiry exercises a cer-
tain dominance over the dialectic of the subject, but that
dominance is relative.l6 Distortions in the dialectic of com-
munity are reversed best by the transformation ofsubjects
and the contributions of converted subjects to the reori-
entation of culture.

In the light of the general methodological observa-
tion at the end of chapter 7 of Insight, the dialectic of the

dramatic subject provides a heuristic element for under-
standing the relations between consciousness and its neu-
ral basis. We may consider it an application of the pure
form of dialectic to the conscious and nonconscious in a

single subiect. The dialectic is 'adiustable to any course of
events, from an ideal line ofpure progress resulting from
the harmonious working of the opposed principles, to any

degree of conflict, aberration, breakdown, and disintegra-
tion.'l7 The linked but opposed principles that, norma-
tively, are to work harmoniously with one another are neural

demand functions and the exercise of the censorship.These
principles are the sources of events of a determinate kind,
namely, the contents and affects emerging into con-
sciousness.The link between the two principles is that one
(the neural) is what is patterned, and the other (the cen-
sorship) is what is responsible for the patterning. The
changes that occur are cumulative, in that the exercise of
the censorship and the neural demands to be met at any



time depend on previous interactions ofthe two principles
and provide the basis of their future workings.l s Since the
censorship can be repressive, and repression results in ne-
glected neural demands forcing their way into conscious-
ness in ways that disrupt the dramatic project of artistic
self-constitution, the opposition can result in a distortion
of the dialectic, and 'the essential logic of the distorted
dialectic is a reversal. For dialectic rests on the concrete
unity of opposed principles; the dominance ofeither prin-
ciple results in a distortion, and tlle distortion both weak-
ens the dominance and strengthens the opposed principle
to restore an equilibrium.'19

My interpretation of Lonergan's position on dialec-
tic in the sixth and seventh chapters of Insight rests to a
large extent on my understanding of the passage iust quoted
and of the methodological observations at tlle end of chap-
ter 7. These two passages lead me to affirm that Lonergan
holds out both the possibility of a dialecdc that would not
be distorted and that ofa dialectic that is distorted. Clearly
he speaks ofthe latter, for he writes that'the essential logic
of the distorted dialectic is a reversal.'20 Does he also at
least suggest the former? Vell, he speaks of 'dialectic
rest[ing] on the concrete unity of opposed principles.'It is
not the opposition as such, but 'the dominance of either
principle,' that 'results in a distortion.'The distortion un-
dermines the dominance and'strengthens the opposed
principle to restore an equilibrium.'21 Is it possible, then,
to speak of the equilibrium, or the concrete unity of op-
posed principles, as an undistorted or integral instance of
dialectic, and of the breakdown ofthat unity as a distorted
dialectic?This will be my position. It receives further con-
firmation from the metiodological observation at the end
of chapter 7 of Insight.The pnre form of dialectic is appli-
cable to, can envisage, and is adiustable to, both'an ideal
line of pure progress resulting from the harmonious work-

toz Chapter 4
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ing of the opposed principles' and 'any degree of conflict'
aberration, breakdown, and disintegration''22 The first of
these possibilities is what I have chosen to call an integral
dialectic, the second what I-onergan calls a distorted dia-
lectic.

y Foundations

I said at the beginning of this paper that my inter-
pretation can be connected with the distinction that
I-onergan draws between consciousness and knowledge.
The distinction in itselfis too familiar to require extended

comment here.Sfhat perhaps does require some elabora-

tion is the contention that there is a duality not only of
knowledge but also of consciousness, and that the duality
is to be negotiated in a different manner in each case.The

duality of knowledge is a principal fact to be affirmed as a

result of the reading of Insight.

... in each of us there exist two different kinds
of knowledge. They are juxtaposed in Carte-
sian dualism with its rational Cogim, ergo sum

and with its unquestioning extroversion to sub-

sBntial extension.They are separated and alien-

ated in the subsequent rationalist and empiri-
cist philosophies. They are brought together
again to cancel each other in Kantian criticism.
Ifthese statements approximate the facts, then
the question of human knowledge is not
whether it exists but what precisely are its rro
diverse forms and what are the relations be-

tween them. If that is the relevant question, then

any departure from it is, in the same measure,

the misfortune of missing the point. But
whether or not that is the relevant question can



be settled only by undertaking an arduous ex-
ploratory journey through the many fields in
which men succeed in knowing or attempt the
task but fail-23

Again,
. .. the hard fact is that ... there exist in

man two diverse kinds of knowing, that they
exist without differentiation and in an ambiva-
lent confusion until they are distinguished ex-
plicitly and the implications of the distinction
are drawn explicitly.24

Now it is explicitly established in I-onergan's work
that consciousness and knowledge are distinct; but it can
also be documented from Insight that there is a dualiry to
each of tlem. It follows that one way of departing from
the 'relevant question,' and so one instance of 'the
misfortune of missing the point,'would be to consider the
duality of consciousness in the same way as one treats the
duality of knowing. What is needed is a different posture
suitable to the distinction ofconsciousness from knowledge.
Perhaps the suitable posture in regard to the duality of
consciousness is a necessary condition for the appropriate
negotiation of the duality of knowledge.

The appropriate negotiarion ofthe duality of knowt-
edge is spoken of by Lonergan in terms of'breaking, it.
'Breaking' here means'explicitly distinguishing kinds, and
drawing the implications of the distinction.'

... unless one breaks the duality in one's know-
ing, one doubts that understanding correctly
is knowing. Under the pressure of that doubt,
either one will sink into the bog of a knowing
that is without understanding, or else one will
cling to understanding but sacrifice knowing

Chapter 4
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on the altar of an immanentism, an idealism, a
relativism. From the horns of that dilemma one
escapes only through the discovery - and one
has not made it yet if one has no clear memory
ofits startling strangeness - that there are two
quite different realisms, that there is an inco-
herent realism, half animal and half human, that
poses as a halfiray house between materialism
and idealism, and on the other hand that there
is an intelligent and reasonable realism between
which and materialism the halfiray house is

idealism.25

But on my reading of Insight, an essential element in
breaking the duality in one's knowing, and so in affirming
that understanding correctly is fully human knowing, and
in drawing the implications of that affirmation, lies not in
breaking but in affirming, maintaining, and suengthening
consci.ousness as duality of sensitiae psyche and pure desire to

knout. Both the 'bog of a knowing that is without under-
standing' and clinging to 'understanding that sacrifices
knowing on the altar of an immanentism, an idealism' a

relativism' are consequences of breaking the duality of
consciousness by opting for one or other of the opposed
principles rather than for the concrete unity of the two.

Lonergan speaks explicitly ofthe amrly ofconscious-
ness and maintains not only that this unity is given, but
also that if it were not given it would have to be postu-

lated.26 But this unity is a 'concrete unity ofopposed prin-
ciples,'27 both ofwhich are 'I' rather than one being 'I' and

the other'It.'28The duality of human consciousness is not
the dualiry of two things, nor does it call for the choice of
one principle and the exclusion of the other. It does de-

mand discrimination of the two constituent elements, but
for the sake of their harmonious cooperation, not for the
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sake of the elimination of one and the dominance of the
other.

The duality that is also a concrete unity of opposed
principles is the duality of the sensitive psyche and spiri
tual intentionality, or the pure desire.The position on know-
ing, where 'the self as amrmed is characterized by such
occrlrences as sensing, perceiving, imagining, inquiring,
understanding, formulating, reflecting, grasping the
unconditioned, and affirming,'2e implicitly acknowledges
the duality of consciousness as constitutive of full human
knowing. The two general forms of the counterpositions
on knowing break this duality of consciousness; in empiri-
cism *lis results in 'the bog of a knowing that is without
understanding,' and in idealism in the clinging to 'under-
standing that sacrifices knowing.'

Breaking the duality ofconsciousness results in con-
flict, aberration, breakdown, and disintegration in the un-
folding of the linked but opposed cognitive principles of
psyche and spirit. But preserving the dualiry ofconscious-
ness results in the cognitive progress consequent upon the
harmonious working of these principles. It suengthens the
unity of consciousness. More existential implications ap-
pear in the following passage, which I will interrupt with a

couple of parenthetical remarks that will indicate my mean-
ing.

Nor are the pure desire and the sensitive psyche
two things, one of them 'I' and the other 'It.'
[To regard them as two 'things' is what I mean
by breaking the integral duality, or concrete
unity ofopposed principles.] They are the un-
folding on different levels ofa single, individual
unity, identity, whole. Both are 'I,' and neither
is merely 'It.' [To regard both as 'I' is what I
mean by affirming the duality of consciousness
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as a concrete unity of opposed principles.l If
my intelligence is mine, so is my sexuality. If
my reasonableness is mine, so are my dreams.
If my intelligence and my reasonableness are

to be thought more representative of me than
my organic and psychic spontaneity, that is only
in virtue of the higher integration that in fact
my intelligence and reasonableness succeed in
imposing on their underlying manifold, or
proleptically, in virtue of the development in
which the higher integration is to achieve a
fuller measure of success. [Existentially, to co-
operate with the finality that heads toward this
higher integration is to affirm and strengthen
the duality of consciousness.] But no matter
how full the success, the basic situation within
the self is unchanged, for the perfection of the
higher integration does not eliminate the inte-
grated or modiff the essential opposition be-

tween self-centeredness and detachment. The
same 'I' on different and related levels of op-
eration retains the opposed characters.30

As Insight proceeds beyond the discussions of dia-
lectic in chapters 6 and 7, the notion ofdialectic comes to
be used more exclusively in the sense of the philosophical
method that advances positions and reverses counter-
positions. All positions are rooted in t}te basic position on
knowing, and all counterpositions in some form ofthe basic

counterposition on knowing. The philosophical use of the

notion of dialectic as Insight proceeds regards 'conflict,
aberration, breakdown, and disintegration'31 of the dual-
iry-as-integral-dialectic of consciousness. A distorted dia-
lectic of consciousness yields a counterposition on know-
ing; dialectical method reverses the counterposition on
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knowing precisely by reversing *re distorted dialectic of
consciousness and appealing to the integral dialectic of
consciousness as consdnrdve of full human knowing. The
integral dialectic of consciousness, and so the concrete
uniry of linked but opposed principles which is not to be
broken but only brought into consciousness and abided
in, involves the sublation and so enrichment of the sensi-
tive psyche, but not its elimination as a constitutive ele-
ment of one's being, one's knowing, and one's self-under-
standing.

6 Applications

r The preservation ofthe unity-in-dualiry ofcon-
sciousness is a realization ofthe law of limitation and tran-
scendence which I-onergan discusses in his treatment of
the heuristic suucture for studying human development.12
This law, he says, is one oftension, and so the equilibrium
oflinked but opposed principles is to be conceived, not as
a mere homeostatic balance, but as conscious finality, in
which 'the operator is relentless in transforming the inte-
grator.'33 Psychic spontaneiry heads toward the transform-
ing enrichments effected by successive sublations caused
by spiritual intentionality raising questions, first for intel-
ligence, then for reflection, and finally for deliberation.

These questions are principles of movement, and the
insights, judgments offact, and iudgments ofvalue respec-
tively emergent from them are principles of rest.34 The
movement and rest are experienced at the level of the
sublated sensitiviry, and this experience changes with the
emergence of insight, then of the grasp of rhe virtually
unconditioned, and finally of the grasp of the fulfillment
ofconditions for a judgrnent ofvalue.The psyche's rest in
intelligibility, truth, and the good is a manifestation and
sign, indeed a criterion, of the integrity of the process of
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inquiry.This has long been realized in the tradition ofdis-
cernment in Christian spirituality, where what is at stake
is integrity in that form of inquiry that culminates in judg-
ments of value and decision. But further study would show
something analogous regarding the scientific and philo-
sophical inquiry that specialize, respectively, in explana-
tory understanding and truth. Rest in the process of in-
quiry is in each instance a new level on which the creative
tension oflimitation and transcendence is./e/r, and on which
one abides in that tension. The feeling of the creative ten-
sion is the affective indication ofintegrity in the process of
inquiry whereby one arrives at the intelligible, the true,
and the good.

T'he cumulative process of movement and rest is,
among other things, a continuous and relentless transfor-
mation of the sensitive psyche, until one's living in the dra-
matic pattern is dominated by the detachment and disin-
terestedness of the pure desire. Thus Lonergan speaks of
the importance of 'disinterested feelings' that 'recognize
excellence.'35 But the displacement ofthe tension between
limitation and transcendence that constitutes a failure in
genuineness36 can occrsr in either direcrbn. I-onergan empha-
sizes, perhaps, the displacement toward limitation, for it is
this particular breaking of the unity-in-duality of conscious-
ness that is responsible for the counterposition that conceives
knowing and obiectivity as analogous to ocular vision. But
he does not overlook the danger that the perfection of the
higher integration might try to eliminate the integrated;37 he
speaks of the mistake of supposing ttrat there are no limits to
the versatility and flexibility of neural demands;38 and he
refers to t}re neglect of the sensitive component of our
orientation into the known unknown as hybris.lo

To speak, then, of the integral as opposed to the dis-
torted dialectic of diverse sets oflinked but opposed prin-
ciples of change, and to emphasize that distortion can oc-

Theologl and Cuhure
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cur by a dominance of either principle, is not to promote a

counterposition, as long as one keeps in mind that the in-
tegral dialectic is based on a certain duality, not of knowl-
edge, but of consciousness. The distortion of the integral
dialectic of consciousness in either direction is the root of
the basic counterpositions, which arise from the 'ambiva-
lent confusion' about what it is to know. The use of the
complex notion of dialectic as a philosophical tool for the
advancement of positions and the reversal of counter-
positions that becomes predominant as lzsrgftr proceeds is

an application of this complex notion to these basic
counterpositions in epistemology, metaphysics, ethics, and
theology. But the root of *re power of the one complex
notion ofdialectic to reverse counterpositions and advance
positions is the unity-in-duality of consciousness. It is to
be affirmed, promoted, and strengthened as a unity by
maintaining the integrity of its duality.Then it is the source
of progress, not only in philosophy and human science,
but also and first in the life of the dramatic subject and the
hansactions of the intersubjective communiry.

z From this basis we can proceed to an under-
standing of what I have called psychic conversion and of
its function, not only in dramatic living but also in the
establishment of the basic positions of philosophy. I un-
derstand psychic conversion as a release of the capaciry
for the internal communication that occurs in intelligent,
reasonable, and responsible negotiation of the sensitive
psychic component of consciousness. It is a transforma-
tion that primarily occurs in and with regard to the dra-
madc pattern of experience. For in its immanent intelligi-
bility it is a transformation of the censorship over neural
demands from a repressive to a constructive function in
one's development.

The affects emergent from neural demands for con-
scious representation and psychic integration are sublated
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by all the levels of conscious intentionality, and change
with the performance ofthe operations at each level.These
changes, precisely as affective, are indications of the rela-
tive integrity or inauthenticity of the subiect in his or her
performance of the operations of intentional conscious-
ness. W'e have an experience of the very movement of life
given in the sensitive psychic concomitant of the opera-
tions of question and answer through which we pursue
direction in that movement. If this experience is one of
creative finalistic tension between the dialectic opposites
of limitation and transcendence, it indicates authenticity
in the search. But when it is displaced in the direction of
either too little or too much possibility, it indicates a fail-
ure in character; and it restricts the shaping ofpossibilities
that ought to mark the self-constitution of one who knows
his or her place in the universe of being and faithfully and
resolutely implements that knowledge.

Psychic conversion is conversion to attentiveness to
that stream of sensitive consciousness, to internal com-
munication with it, to responsible activity in its regard,
and to an openness to negotiate it persuasively and pa-
tiently. The close connection between images and affects
renders the dream a royal road to psychic conversion. For
the dream provides images that represent the affects that
are to be negotiated, transformed, refined, purified, and
conscripted into the artistic forging of a work of art out of
one's world, one's relations with others, and one's very
self. That negotiation, transformation, refinement, purifi-
cation, and conscription help the subject to move toward
what l-onergan calls 'affective conversion,' conversion to
being in love in the family, in the community, and with
God.ao

Vhile the occurrence of psychic conversion is most
likely to occur in, and affect directly, the dramatic pattern,
its role as an aid to arriving at and abiding in the basic
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position on knowing should not be overlooked. Ifthe con-
crete unity-in-duality of the psyche and the spirit have been
strengthened through the internal communication of in-
tentionality with the psyche, the integral dialectic of con-
sciousness is consolidated by habits emergent from re-
peated sublation, and fortified against the breaking or dis-
placement of the tension of psyche and spirit in either di-
rection that is operative in the development of the
counterpositions. The tendency to displacement in either
direction assigns a precise meaning to Karl Rahner's spe-

cial theological category of 'concupiscence'; and Rahner's
'gnoseological concupiscence'41 can be pinned down with
greater precision through I-onergan's delineation of the
basic counterpositions. Establishing a relative integrity of
limitation and transcendence in the dialectic ofconscious-
ness would contribute to the foundations in the subiect
for advancing positions and reversing counterpositions.

1 The apprehension ofvalues in feelings can also
be illuminated by what we have been saying. r07hat pre-
cisely is the structure ofthe evaluative process ofl-onergan's
fourth level of consciousness? Where in that process does

the apprehension of value in feelings occur? What is the
function of that apprehension in the process of arriving at
judgments of value and decisions?

Although these questions demand more work *tan I
am able to give them at this time, I would suggest that the
place of feelings in the evaluative process depends on the
character ofthe feelings.The apprehension ofvalue in the
feelings of one who is affectively converted to love in the
family, love in the community, and the love of God is re-
lated to judgrnents ofvalue as reflective understanding is

related to judgments of fact.That is, it is analogous to the
grasp of the virtually unconditioned.

But more often the apprehension ofvalue in feelings
is to judgments of value what insight is to judgments of
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fact. Ttren it is only the apprehension of possible value. It
must be followed by such questions as, Is it really or only
apparently good? Is it genuinely better than another ob-
ject or course of action?These questions are to iudgments
of value what questions for reflection are to judgments of
fact.The movem ent to a lnte and effecaze judgment of value
will be mediated by feeling in the same way as the
movement to a true judgment of fact is mediated by re-
flective understanding. But the feeling being described here
is the feeling of one living in the finalistic tension of limita-
tion and transcendence, that is, the feeling of one who is
genuine.To arrive at genuineness one has to work on one's
feelings, and this work may and often will reveal that what
one first apprehended as a value was not a value at all.

4 These two instances of the apprehension of
value in feelings can be related, it seems to me, to the 'times'
which Ignatius I-oyola proposes for election in the Splrl-
tual Exercises. He proposes three such times. Only the first,
as instanced by the conversion of Paul and the calling of
Matthew, involves an immediare apprehension of value in
feelings in which there are no further questions and one
knows there are no further questions. Such times, he says,
are rare. By extension, we can say without distorting
Ignatius's meaning that Augustine's 'l-ove God and do what
you will'is speaking ofa condition in which one's affectivity
is so refined that values are whatever one loves and evils
whatever one hates. But this condition is almost as rare as

are the extraordinary moments to which Ignatius refers.
Usually we are involved in one of the other two 'times.'

The second time is one in which we are affectively
drawn in various directions, or drawn in a particular di-
rection without yet being in the solid condition ofcreative
finalistic equilibrium. Our inclinations are moved, now to
this object or course of action, and now to that, or to one
object rather than another but in a manner not marked by
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the unity-in-duality of the psyche and authentic intentional
orientation. !7e are not in the condition that Ignatius re-
fers to as equilibrium, but are moved by the pulls and
counterpulls of conllicting inclinations.

In the third time, on the other hand, we are in a state

of equilibrium, but without a strong inclination in one di-
rection rather than in anotherl nor are we affected by con-
flicting inclinations. We are open to the persuasion of in-
telligent and rational consciousness, and are to make our
decision on that basis.

The correct procedure for reaching the judgment of
value and the decision differs depending on which 'time'
one finds oneself h. If one is affected by a strong inclina-
tion or by conflicting inclinations, it is precisely the nego-
tiation of these inclinations that will lead one to a genuine
judgment of value and a good decision. The rules for the
discemment of spirits that Ignatius proposes for the first
and second weeks of the Ererclies have to do precisely with
this 'second time' of election. They are guidelines for the
negotiation of the affectivity in which possrDle values are

apprehended. The one exception is the'consolation with-
out a cause,'which is the source of the first'time'of elec-
tion, in which we are placed by the grace of God in the
condition of creative tension in which values can be truly
apprehended by feelings in a manner that, because tltere
are no further questions and one knows that such is the
case, is analogous to reflective understanding in arriving
at the truth.

The third time of election does not figure in these
rules.\i(rhen one is already in the condition of equilibrium
of which Ignatius speaks when writing of the third'time,'
but is still not strongly inclined, one does not negotiate
conflicting affective inclinations - there are none to ne-
gotiate. Instead one proceeds to the judgment ofvalue and
the decision through a process ofrational weighing ofthe
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cons and pros of the various alternatives. One can do this
precisely because one is already in the state of detachment
and openness that is required for an authenlic decision.
'When one is in that state of detachment, one can follow
the lead ofrational consciousness in moving toward one,s
decision.The third 'time' thus corresponds to I-onergan's
discussion in chapter t8 of Insight,where behavior is moral
precisely because one follows the lead ofrational conscious-
ness.

rVhat, then, is the process of negodating affectivity
during the second 'time'?The various inclinations that one
is experiencing are apprehensions ofpossrble values in feel-
ings. Such apprehensions are to decision what insights are
to cognition. They are a dime a dozen, and the problem
arises in figuring out which ofthem are genuine and which
are illusory. One has to negotiate the feelings in which the
possible values are apprehended, and so Ignatius counsels
us to pay careful attention to every moment of an inclina-
tion, to watch its beginning, its entire process, and the end
to which it leads. Only if all are good is the inclination to
be assented to and followed. And what characterizes this
'good' in this context? I think it is precisely the finalistic
tension of the dialectic of consciousness. This is the state
one already finds oneself in in the third time of election,
where one proceeds to decision by following the lead of
radonal consciousness. In the third time, one is to move to
iudgments ofvalue and decision by reasoning. In the sec-
ond time, therefore, one is to move to judgments of value
and decision by following those inclinations that would
lead one to the equilibrium of the integral dialectic ofcon-
sciousness, and by rejecting those inclinations that lead
one away from it.

If this interpretation is correcr, the Ignatian counsel
regarding the process of arriving at authentic decisions is
remarkably comprehensive. At any time we either are or
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are not abiding in the state of creative finalistic equilib-
rium in the authentic dialectic of consciousness. And if we
are, we are either experiencing strong affective inclinations
in *re face ofa decision or we are not. If we are experienc-
ing suong inclinations in this state of genuineness, and if
they are those which Ignatius refers to as'consolation with-
out a cause,'there are no further questions. If we are not
experiencing strong inclinations, we are advised to follow
the lead of rational consciousness, weighing the cons and
pros of the various alternatives against the measure estab-
lished by the Gospel. But if we are not in the state of equi-
librium characteristic of the first and third 'times,' we are

advised to follow those inclinations that would lead us to
the integral dialectic of consciousness and to reiect those
inclinations that would distort the tension of conscious-
ness in either direction.

Moreover, the distortions can be related to the dif-
ferent states of the soul that figure in Ignatius's advice to
people in the second 'time': desolation, consolation, and,
by implication from the Ignatian text, false consolation.
The interplay among these states is complex, and I cannot
go into all the various forms that it may take. But I would
suggest that generally consolation is the state of dynamic
creative finalistic orientation that I have been calling the
integral dialectic of consciousness; desolation distorts this
dialectic in the direction of'too little possibility'; and false
consolation apprehends as possible value what is not of
real value.The latter can either distort *le dialectic ofcon-
sciousness in the direction of 'too much possibility,' or, if
followed, lead one to the desolation of'too little possibil-
iry' (In the last analysis, this is not an either/or, for distor-
tion in the direction oftoo much possibility will strengthen
the opposed principle, leading to either a righting of the
dynamic equilibrium or a manic-depressive oscillation of
consciousness from one distortion to the other.)
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5 What is the affective apprehension of values that
can be to judgments of value, not what insight is to judg-
ments offact, but what reflective understanding is to the
latter iudgments? Lonergan gives us at least two comple-
mentary indications of an answer to this question.The first
is the value apprehension of an affectivity converted to
love in t}re family, love in the community, and the love of
God; as long as one is in love, one abides in self-transcen-
dence, in the dynamic equilibrium of the dialectic of con-
sciousness, as 'a successful way of life.'az T1e second has
to do with the value apprehension of an affectivity in the
dynamic state in which feelings respond to values, not in
accord with iust any scale ofpreference, but in accord witl
a scale of preference constituted by successive degrees of
self-transcendencel the successively heightened tension of
the consciousness of the genuine person responds to val-
ues in accord with the scale ofvalues that I-onergan speaks
of in Method in Theology. lt is a normative scale of prefer-
ence for measuring affective integrity: vital, social, cultural,
personal, and religious values. When one is in such a dy-
namic state, and as long as one remains in it ('Abide in my
love'), one's apprehension of values in feelings is to the
iudgment ofvalue what reflective understanding is to the
judgment offact. But when one is not in such a state, one's
apprehension of values is to the judgment of value what
direct insight is to the judgrnent offact; it is an apprehen-
sion ofpossible value, and it must be submitted to questions
for deliberation in which one negotiates the affective
apprehensions in the manner suggested by Ignatius in his
rules for the second 'time' of election.

Now what I have been calling psychic conversion is
an aid to this process ofnegotiation. It enables one to un-
derstand and work on one's affective state. Again, the in-
terpretation ofthe dream and the analogous symbolic pro-
cesses ofJung's'active imagination' and Ira Progoff's vari-
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ous'internal dialogues' are ways (though somewhat time-
consuming!) of conducting this negotiation. They all in-
volve associating affective states with imaginal representa-
tions, and negotiating the affective states by internal com-
munication with the symbolic figures.

6 There are implications of this position for a

reorientation of depth psychology. Lonergan has provided
a heuristic structure of what it is to be 'well' psychologi-
cally. The lead in establishing this heuristic structure is
not taken by the psyche, whose affective apprehensions
may be either genuine or illusory. Precisely as psychic -that is, without reference to their connections with inten-
tional consciousness affective apprehensions contain no
more of a criterion for distinguishing what is genuine fiom
what is illusory than does sensation for distinguishing what
is true from what is false. The lead is taken, rather, by
intentionality, which unleashes the successive stages ofself-
transcendence that are the measure of the authenticity of
affective response. On the other hand, I-onergan explicitly
links affective responses with one's orientation in the world
motivated by rsalues. Feelings as intentional responses
mediate between elemental symbolic representations and
value orientation. Thus the various techniques of symbolic
communication employed by depth psychology, beginning
with dream interpretation, are reconceived as processes
by which one either explicitly acknowledges or establishes
in oneselfa determinate orientation to the world ofvalues.
These techniques can be reinterpreted as steps toward the
affective conversion through which one's apprehension of
values in feelings moves from being to the judgment of
value what insight is to the iudgment of fact to being to
the judgment of value what reflective understanding is to
the judgment of fact.

7 There are also implications regarding the scale
of values to which affectively converted subiects sponta-
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neously respond. The integral dialectic of consciousness
defines what is meant by'personal value,' that is, 'the per-
son in his self-transcendence, as loving and being loved, as

originator of values in himself and in his milieu, as an
inspiration and invitation to others to do likewise.'43 This
originating value is placed at the fourth level of the scale
of values, corresponding to the fourth level of conscious-
ness. Corresponding, respectively, to *re third, second, and
first levels of consciousness are cultural, social, and vital
values. (The association of culture with reflection and of
the good of order with intelligence can be documented as

a consistent factor throughout Lonergan's works.) And
religious values correspond to the fifth level of conscious-
ness.44These relations may be considered from below and
from above. From above, the higher levels are the condi-
tion of the possibility of successfully functioning schemes
of recurrence at more basic levels. From below, questions
emerging at more basic levels evoke the operations that
will lead to consolidations at t}re higher levels.

Personal value is dialectical, precisely in the sense of
the integral dialectic of consciousness which I am here
arguing to be discoverable in l-onergan's writings; and so

are at least what Lonergan calls cultural and social levels
of value. The integrally dialectical quality of social values
is a major emphasis in chapter 7 of lruld'ftr, where the linked
but opposed principles to be preserved in creative tension
with one anotler are vital intersubjectiviry and practical
intelligence. It is precisely in speaking of this 'dialectic of
communify' that Lonergan emphasizes what has become
the major point of my interpretation: namely, that'dialec-
tic rests on the concrete unity of opposed principles; the
dominance of either principle results in a distortion, and
the distortion both weakens the dominance and srength-
ens the opposed principle to restore an equilibrium.'45 The
dialectic of community is rooted in the foundational dia-
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lectic of the sublect. Now, cultural value is intermediate
between personal value and social value, both from below
and from above. From below, problems at the level of so-
cial value pose questions that will be resolved only by pro-
portionate changes at the level of cultural values. From
above, these cultural values are requisite for reversing the
cycle of decline at the social level:'if men are to meet the
challenge set by maior decline and its longer cycle, it will
be through their culture that they do so.'46

Can we speak of an as yet unrealized, and so still to
be evoked, integral dialectic at the level of culture analo-
gous to the integral dialectics of the subject and of com-
munity? I have tried to do so, drawing on Eric Voegelin's
discussion of cosmological and anthropological symbol-
izations (read: constitutive meaning).47 I cannot go into
details on this matter here; it is quite involved, and my
explorations in this area are still very tentative. But ifthere
is any validity to what I am saying, then we can under-
stand historical process itself in terms of an 'analogy of
dialectic' obtaining among t}te relations of personal, cul-
tural, and social values. More precisely, our understand-
ing of these levels of value can enable us to contribute to
the reorientation of human science and, drawing on this
science, to derive the maior general categories for a sys-
tematic theology that would understand Christian doc-
trines in the light of an understanding of history; and those
doctrines would express our understanding of religious
value, precisely in its relation to personal, cultural, and
social values.

This goal of a systematic theology that understands
Christian doctrines in the light ofan understanding ofhis-
tory is a distant one. But perhaps this paper helps to indi-
cate the sources of the categories for understanding his-
tory which I wish now to employ in a systematic under-
standing of Christian doctrine. The major problem that
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some have found with these categories lies in my appro-
priation ofthe notion ofdialectic from I-onergan's work. I
have tried in this paper to indicate that there are grounds
in I-onergan's work for understanding dialectic as I have.
This understanding in no way conflicts with I-,onergan's more
usual use of the term 'dialectic' to indicate ttre method that
advances positions and reverses counterpositions. As I have
tried to suggest, the root of the counterpositions lies precisely
in breaking the integral dialectic of consciousness.

8 In a systematics constructed in light ofan un-
derstanding of history, the basic special categories would
be derived from religiously differentiated consciousness
and would ground contemporary theology's transposition
of such metaphysical categories as could be systematically
employed in medieval theology once the theorem of the
supernatural entitative order had been developed. They
will articulate the conditions of integral dialectics of the
subiect, culture, and community. At each of these levels of
value, integrity is a function, not of either of the two con-
stitutive principles of dialectic, but of a higher synthesis
that is conditioned in the last analysis by religious values.
The source of an integral dialectic of community lies in
authentic cultural values proportionate to the dimensions
of the social reality, and so today in some very definite
sense in crossculturally constitutive meaning. But the
source of genuine cultural values lies in a personal integ-
rity itselfconditioned by the grace of the universal willing-
ness that is needed for the integral dialectic ofthe subiect.
This grace is the foundation of soteriological constitutive
meaning. This in turn is the proimate condition for au-
thentic cultural valuesl or in other words, *re integral dia-
lectic of cosmological and anthropological constitutive
meaning.

Grace is thus the ultimate condition for the integrity
of the three dialectics constitutive of historical process.
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Hence, the articulation of the experience of grace consti-
rutes a set of special categories in a theology that would
mediate between a cultural matrix and the significance and
role of Christian faith in that matrix. This is why an obiec-
tification of the dialectics constitutive of history enables
the construction of a systematic theology that would un-
derstand Christian doctine in the light of an understand-
ing of human history.

In this way too, we may approach an understanding
of that realization of dialectic that has to do with
contradictories, and so with the dialectical method that
advances positions and reverses counterpositions.The basic
positions are a function of the integral dialectic of con-
sciousness, the basic counterpositions a function of the
distortion or breaking of that dialectic. But the intellectual
conversion articulated in the basic positions is itself a
function of the religious conversion that establishes the
integral dialectic of consciousness. The radrcal dialectic of
contradictories concerns the reception or refusal of the
grace of charity. Only the supernatural conjugate form of
charity establishes consciousness in the creative tension of
its integral dialectic. Once consciousness is established in
that tension, one's knowing will be, and can be known to
be, what one is brought to affirm it to be in the eleventh
chapter of Insighr. IJnless one exists in the tension of the
integral dialectic of consciousness, one will explicitly or
implicitly fall into the knowing that is without understand-
ing or the clinging to understanding that sacrifices know-
ing on the altar of immanentism, relativism, or idealism.
The basic position on knowing is a function of t}re creative
finalistic tension of the dialectic of the subject made pos-
sible by grace. This is how the personal values capable of
deriving genuine cultural values come about, and these
cultural values will be the condition for an integral dialec-
tic of intersubjectivity and practical intelligence in the so-
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cial order. From this basis in a theology ofgrace in history,
I think, one can proceed to elaborate a systematic theology
of other doctrines as well ttrat would be a theological
understanding of human history throughout.a8

9 I close with one further comment that may help
to clari.fu the relation between genetic and dialectical meth-
ods. At the end ofhis discussion ofgenuineness, Lonergan
writes:

Finally, there is the sanction of genuineness.
To fail in genuineness is not to escape but only
to displace the tension between limitation and
transcendence. Such a displacement is the root
of the dialectical phenomena of scotosis in the
individual, of the bias of common sense, of basic
philosophical di.fferences, and of their prolonga-
tion in natural and human science, in morals
and religion, in educational theory and history.
But this issue takes us from genetic method to
dialectic, and so the present discussion ends.4e

'Dialectic' is used here in the sense of the method
that studies and reverses distortions. By interpreting this
passage in the light of the quotation from chapter 7 with
which I began, we could say that genetic method in hu-
man science studies the integral dialectic ofconsciousness
in the subject and its ramifications in culture and social
order; and that dialectical method studies and reverses the
distortions of this integral dialectic's tension between limi-
tation and transcendence at these three levels of value.

Theologl and Cuhure
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t Jung and CatholicTheology

The Catholic philosopher and theologian David
Burrell has written, 'On balance Jung's work promises to
prove as reliable a handmaid for doing theology today as

more metaphysical schemes proved in the past. Every such
interpretative scheme must be carefully monitored and
critically employed, yet that defines the theologian's task.'1

I have often wondered whether the dialogue between

Jung and Victor Vhite, the Catholic theologian probably
most in diect contact with Jung, would have proved more
fruitfirl hadWhite taken the 'rurn to the subject' that Catho-
lic theologians more attuned to Kantian and post-Kantian
problems and modes ofthought had undergone.The con-
versation between Jung and !7hite might have gotten be-
yond t}te impasse it seems to have reached, for Jung clearly
was firmly embedded in the philosophic tradition of the
anthropologischeW'endung of mod,ern thought, and it was in
the context of his appropriation of that tradition that he
formulated his insights. Moreover, it was to that tradition
that he thought himself to be contributing, complement-
ing its concern with the subject as conscious knower and
deliberate historical agent with his own apprehension of
the elemental meanings that come to expression in the
primordial symbols of the sensitive psyche.White, on the
other hand, stood in that particular tradition ofThomist
thought for which metaphysics was the basic science and
metaphysical categories were primary and foundational.
Could it be that the discussion between them, fruitful

t29
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The Turn to the Subiect and Catholic
Theology

The cognate horizons are constituted by a common
rejection ofnaive obiectivism and by a concomitant affrr-
mation of the constructive operations and states of the
subject in the assembling of a world: by the insistence, if
you want, that the subject pole and the object pole are

isomorphic and equiprimordially constitutive dimensions
of the worlds in which human beings live. Catholic theol-
ogy long resisted the turn to the subject of modern phi-
losophy because of a fear that it would lead inevitably to
idealism, relativism, immanentism, and neglect of a cog-
nitive opening upon the realm ofabsolute transcendence.2
These suspicions have never completely disappeared from
Catholic tlought, despite the monumental efforts and

I

though it was and certainly generative ofa personal friend-
ship, could go no further than it did because tlte two men
represented and stood within nvo quite distinct stages of
meaning in the evolution of consciousness, because they
had two quite distinct /oci of data for foundational 'terms
and relations' expressing the basic horizon within which
all other matters would be discussed?

I offer this as a hermeneutical hlpothesis, and pro-
pose to engage Jung from within the stage of meaning that
was his own. There I will indicate some of the contribu-
dons Jung makes to Catholic theology, and the area in
which Catholic theology would still beg to differ. The area

of difference will be the same as that with which Victor
'White experienced difficulty, but perhaps posing the ques-

tion from within a horizon similar to Jung's, at least in its
affirmation of the subject as foundational, will enable, if
not agreement, ar least better understanding of the differ-
ences.
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... one can so emphasize ob,ective truth as to
disregard or undermine the very conditions of
its emergence and existence. In fact, if at the
present time among Catholics there is dis-
cerned a widespread alienation from the dog-

achievements ofsuch giants as Bernard I-onergan and Karl
Rahner, in whose work the contributions to Catholic the-
ology of the turn to the subiect are overwhelmingly obvi-
ous. Irrational fear of the turn to the subiect is being voiced
with new stridency today by many Catholic neocon-
servatives. And it must be admitted that on the face of
things the history of modern philosophic thought lends
some support to these fears, in that the maiority of mod-
ern philosophers who grant a constitudve function to the
subiect in the cognitive and existential construction ofthe
world as obiective pole of horizon have indeed not tran-
scended idealism, unless it be by an appeal ro faith that is
as arbitrary as the obiectivism of the conservatives. Until
the middle of this century the dominant philosophic voices
in Catholicism were united despite other differences by
the conviction that Catholic thought had to provide a com-
mon front against the priority of the subiect in the con-
struction of a philosophy or a theology. A fe% commonly
referred to as transcendental Thomists, took modern phi-
losophy seriously, and attempted to move beyond the
Kantian impasse from within the framework established
by an acceptance of the Kantian problematic.

One Catholic thinker frequently mentioned as be-
longing to this group was the late Bernard I-onergan. The
classification is somewhat superficial, since there are real
differences among these various thinkers. But Lonergan's
critique of the antisubiective bias of the Catholic main-
stream was sharp, even at times acerbic. Permit me to quote
at length one representative example.
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mas of faith, tiis is not wi*rout a previous one-
sidedness that so insisted on the objectiviry of
ffuth as to leave subjects and their needs out
of account.

Symptomatic of such one-sidedness was

the difficulty experienced by theologians from
the days of Suarez, de Lugo, and Baflez, when
confronted with the syllogism: \0(/hat God has

revealed is true. God has revealed the myster-
ies of faith. Therefore, the mysteries of faith
are true. There is, perhaps, no need for me to
explain why this syllogism was embarrassing,
for it implies tiat the mysteries of faitl were

demonstrable conclusions. But the point I wish
to make is that the syllogism conmins an un-
noticed fallacy, and the fallacy turns on an ex-

aggerated view of the objectivity of truth. Ifone
recalls that uuth exists formally only in iudg-
ments and that iudgments exist only in the
mind, then the fallacy is easily pinned down.
\(/hat God reveals is a truth in the mind of God
and in the minds of believers, but it is not a

truth in the minds of unbelieversl and to con-
clude that tle mysteries of faith are truths in
the mind of God or in the minds of believers in
no way suggests that the mysteries are demon-
strable. But this simple way out seems to have

been missed by the theologians. They seem to
have thought of truth as so objective as to get

along without minds. Nor does such thinking
seem to have been confined to theoretical ac-
counts of the act of faith. The same insistence
on objective truth and the same neglect of its
subjective conditions informed the old
catechetics, which the new catechetics is replac-
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ing, and the old censorship, which insisted on
true propositions and little understood the need
to respect the d).namics of the advance toward
truth.l

I-onergan differs from most other Catholic thinkers
who took the turn to the subiect, precisely in the radical
nature of his commitment to disclosing the dynamics of
the advance toward uuth. While other Catholic thinkers
who took seriously tJne anthropologischeVl'endung tended to
begin with the Kantian epistemological question,$7hat are

the conditions of valid knowing? Lonergan makes that
question consequent on the more radical question, What
am I doing when I am knowing? The latter is a question of
cognitive praxis or performance. It seeks an account' un-
derstanding, and affrrmation of the actual concrete pro-
cess one engages in on the way to the iudgment, 'This is
(or is not) the case.' My own efforts to monitor but also

employ the work ofJung in Catholic theology are grounded

in I-onergan's answer to that question and to the subse-

quent epistemological question, and in other developments
in his thought that were possible only because of that an-
swer. So I will devote a fair amount of attention to his
position.

A Dream and Its Meaningz

I wrestled for nearly three years with the question,
How am I to integrate what I-onergan has taught me re-
garding the structure and dl,namics of my cognitive and
decisional operadons with the dimensions of the psyche I
had discovered through a Jungian maieutic of dreams and

feelings? I had been a student ofI-onergan's writings fiom
*re summer of 19 67, and in ryTzbegan to discuss my dreams

with a psychologist ofJungian persuasion, Charles Gold-
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smith. I realized that with Lonergan's help I had differen-
tiated levels ofconscious performance, and was convinced,
as I still am today, that Lonergan brings one to an affirma-
tion concerning oneselfthat is not subject to fundamental
revision. But it was immediately clear when I began to
explore the world of dreams that I was entering a dimen-
sion ofinteriority different from thar with which Lonergan
acquaints one. It too had its truth, and because it was a
dimension of the same interiority as that whose cognitional
and existential operations Lonergan had uncovered, I knew
there had to be an intelligible connection. But I did not
discover what this connection is until a dream provided
me with ttte set of images needed for the emergence of
insight. I was in Ztrich at the time, attending lectures at
the Jung Institute and attempting to write my doctoral dis-
sertation on precisely this problem. I had written about
twenty introductions to the dissertation, but as yet did not
have the basic insight I needed to progress any further.

In the dream I am walking down a flight of stairs.
The house bore a great deal ofresemblance to the one in
which I was living in Ziirich, the Jesuit house from which
tlre periodical Orientierung is pttblished. I was nearing the
first floor of t}te house, and intended to go down to the
basement, when I met Bernard Lonergan coming up the
stairs. He looked at me very intently, but also with a friendly
look in his eyes, and said,'Ifyou really want to see some
images, come with me!'He took me up the stairs, to the
top floor of the house, and we entered a large room ar-
ranged as a movie theatre.'We sat in two chairs centered in
tlte room about three-quarters of the way back from the
movie screen, and a motion picture began to appear on
the screen. Lonergan was seated to my right, I to his left.

Lonergan met me between the first and second floors
of the house. The house is interiority. At the threshold
between the experience of presentations (the first floor)

134
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and insight (the second floor) there are constellated by the
spirit of inquiry the images from which insight is emer-
gent.The basement into which I had intended to go is the
unconscious.The top floor to which I-onergan took me is
the highest level ofintentional consciousness, the existen-
tial level on which we perform the operations of delibera-
tion, evaluation, and decision. I-onergan calls it the fourth
level of consciousness. Between it and the second level,
that of insight, there is a third level where we test our for-
mulated insights, to judge whether they are true or false.
The main point of the dream, then, is that the images
emergent from the basement are to be admitted into con-
sciousness by memory (first level), interpreted by under-
standing (second level), interpreted critically (third level),
and used as materials for the deliberations and evaluations
that culminate in the decisions through which we consti-
tute the world and ourselves (fourth level).That I-,onergan
was to my right means that he had discovered the opera-
tions of consciousness. That I was to his left means that I
was complementing his discovery with the exploration of
what many psychologists call the unconscious. That we

were centered in the room means that the taut balance of
conscious intentionality and the sensitive psyche is not to
be displaced in one direction or the other. And that the
images that Lonergan had invited me to see appeared on a

movie screen means that if one negotiates psychic images
and feelings by bringing them up the various levels ofcon-
sciousness, one gains an aesthetic distance from them that
is not possible if one meets them in the basement, a dis-
tance that allows them to become materials for the con-
struction of a work of art in the forging of one's self, the
production, in I-onergan's words, ofthe first and only edi-
tion of oneself.a

The dream suggests, too, images needed for insight
into a particular problem that was vexing me as I attempted
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to work out the answer to my questions. For I was con-
vinced that Jung's position on the reconciliation of good
and evil could not be squared with my own beliefs and
values. Locating a special relevance of the psyche's sym-
bols for the operations of the fourth level of intentional
consciousness helped me to develop my position on these
matters. For at the fourth level of consciousness there is
encountered a problem of opposites quite other than that
which is represented by the relative positioning ofI-onergan
and myself in the dream. The latter opposition is the cre-
ative tension of conscious intentionality and the sensitive
psyche. It is an opposition that can constitute an integral
dialectic of the subiect, a dialectic ofcontraries. Quite dis-
tinct from it is the opposition that appears when I ask myself
whether I will affirm or deny this integral dialectic, whether
I will allow myself to be constituted as an integral dialectic
of conscious intentionality and the psyche or whether I
will allow this dialectic to be distorted by a displacement
of the tension in eittrer direction, either to the'right' or to
the 'left,' either to the exploits of a consciousness disasso-
ciated from the psyche or to the drift ofa psyche not gov-
erned by the imperatives of authentic conscious perfor-
mance. The opposition uncovered by such a question is
the opposition ofgood and evil. It is not to be resolved in
the same manner as is the opposition of conscious inten-
tionality and the psyche. The latter opposition is resolved
by a choice ofboth intentionaliry and the psyche, precisely
in their creative tension with one another. Here was the
dimension in which Jung would complement I-onergan.
The problem of good and evil, however, is a problem of
choosing either this tense unity of intentionality and the
psyche (good) or allowing the crearive tension to be dis-
placed in the direction of either the proud spirit or the
directionless psyche (evil). The quesdon of good and evil
constitutes a dialectic of contradictories. Here the choice
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is not of both opposites, but of one or the other. But a

choice of the good is a choice as well of the creative ten-
sion ofthe dialectic ofcontraries constituted by the oppo-
sition of conscious intentionality and tlte psyche.

In such distinctions there appears, I believe, both
the conribution that Jung can make to Catholic theology,
and the precise place at which that theology must part
ways with him. The contribution lies in the discovery of
the psyche as creative counterpart to conscious intention-
ality in the forging of self and world as works of dramatic
art.The discrepancy lies in the tendency in much ofJung's
writing not to distinguish the dialectic of contraries con-
stituted by intentionality and the psyche fiom the dialec-
tic of conuadictories consdruted by good and evil, and so
to encourage an integration ofgood and evil analogous to
the integration of intentionality and the psyche.

It has been clear to me ever since the experiences
narrated above that foundations for a science of the psyche
are provided in Lonergan's differentiation of conscious
intentionality. The dream itselfprovides images for such a
conviction. And theological consequences of this discov-
ery have become ever more obvious to me. For the integ-
rity that theologians speak of when writing of the myth of
the fall and the doctrine oforiginal sin is the creative ten-
sion of the opposites involved in a dialectic of contraries;
concupiscence is our tendenry to displace such a tension in
one direction or the other; sin is capinrlation to that ten-
dency; and the need for grace is the need for a set of habits
and for actual inclinations both of which are beyond *re re-
sources of our native capacities. The basic categories of a

theological antfuopology can be derived precisely from the
foundations established by integrating I-onergan's discovery
of the smrcnrre of conscious intentionality with much ofwhat

Jung has disclosed about the sensitive psyche, its tendencies,
and the meaning of its symbols.
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The Structure of Conscious
Intentionalitv

1

Having stated the psychic validation and evidence
for my position, I will now proceed to relate as briefly as

possible the foundations I find in I-onergan's analysis of
conscious intentionality for a proper employment and
monitoring ofJungian psychology in Cadrolic theology.

One may discern four stages in Lonergan's work on
intentional consciousness. The first stage is directly con-
cerned with the question, What am I doing when I am
knowing? and with the subsequent questions, r,X/hy is do-
ing that knowing? and \i(rhat do I know when I do that?
The other three stages build on his answer to those ques-
tions. Again, the second of these questions is the Kantian
epistemological question seeking t}te conditions of valid
knowing. But for I-onergan, prior to that question and
grounding the manner in which one answers it is the more
radical question of cognitive praxis itself: what actually
occurs when one is involved in cognitive performance?

The question,What am I doing when I am knowing?
is answered in the eleventh chapter of Lonergan's book
Insight.' Brt the answer is a function of a rigorous phe-
nomenology ofcognitive operations carried out in the first
ten chapters, and it takes the form ofan invitation to the
reader to ask himself or herself whether or not these op-
erations occur in his or her own consciousness, and pre-
cisely in this set of relations. It is an invitation to self-ap-
propriation. I cannot possibly summarize the details of the
first ten chapters, and so must be content with a briefpre-
sentation of Lonergan's cognitional theory as the latter is
proposed in chapter t of Insight.

In any paper that treats Jung and will probably be
read by people more familiar with Jung than they are with
I-onergan, it is crucial to emphasize from the outset that
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the term 'consciousness' does not mean the same thing
for I-onergan as it does for Jung. This is not to take sides,
saying that one is correct and the other erroneous in his
use of this term, but simply to clari$ the diverse meanings
so as to avoid unnecessary confusion. Consciousness for
I-onergan includes a great deal of what Jung and other
psychiauists would locate in the unconscious. For con-
sciousness is not representation, perception, knowledge,
but simply self-presence, whether or not the latter is sub-
sequently obiectified in clear and precise terms. Thus a

great deal of what depth psychologists mean by 'the un-
conscious'would be, in l-onergan's vocabulary, conscious
but not objectified, hidden in the obscurity of mere self-
presence, unmediated by articulate self-understanding or
even by explicit advertence at a more primordial experi-
ential level.

With this understood, we can proceed to relate what
Lonergan says about consciousness in the pivotal chapter
of Insight.It is probably easiest to appeal to the reader's
present experience of studying this paper. If the reader
were at this precise moment experiencing only a set ofblack
marks on white paper, if there were no understanding go-
ing on and no attempt to understand what I am writing,
he or she would be operating only at what Lonergan calls
the empirical level of consciousness. At this level, meaning
is only potential. But in fact, more is going on.The reader
is attempting to understand what I am trying to
communicate. Operative, whether formulated or not, is

the question, $7hat is he talking about? This is a question
for intelligence, and such questions constitute the initial
stage of a level of consciousness distinct from mere expe-
riencing, a level concerned with understanding. Such ques-

tions are essential ifunderstanding is ever to emerge in the
experiential flow. Under the impact ofsuch questions, our
experience is organized and patterned in such a way as to
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provide the proximate materials for insight or understand-
ing. And our empirical consciousness, our pure self-pres-
ence, is itself modihed as we attempt to understand, and
again when we reach understanding. There is, then, a sec-
ond level of consciousness whose concern is understand-
ing. It presupposes and sublates the first, empirical level
of presentations, and it comes to term as a second level of
consciousness as we conceptualize and formulate what we
have understood. But these formulations themselves
prompt us to raise yet a further question, Is it true? This
I-onergan calls a question for reflection, as distinct from a
question for intelligence. Its concern is the truth of what
we have understood and formulated. It promotes con-
sciousness to a third level ofawareness, the reasonable or
rational level, and it leads to a grasp of the sufficiency or
insuffrciency of evidence for a prospective iudgment,'Yes,
this is the case.'

The three levels of cognitive operations are unified
by a pure question, which further constitutes what human
consciousness is. Not only is consciousness pure self-pres-
ence but I am present to myself as an unrestrictedly open,
if inarticulate, question. This question is for intelligibility,
and then for truth. It will not be satisfied in any given
instance short of the grasp of the sufficiency of the evi-
dence that allows me to pronounce on any given issue,

'This is so.' If the evidence for such a iudgment is not
forthcoming or grasped, it is unreasonable for me to pass
judgment on the issue under investigation. But if the evi-
dence is forthcoming and is grasped as such, then it is
equally unreasonable for me not to move to the act of judg-
ment. On this account truth is intentionally independent
of the subject, and in the affirmation of the truth on a
given issue I reach a cognitive self-transcendence. Yet
ontologically the same truth resides only in the subiect.
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Intentionally it goes completely beyond the
subiect, yet it does so only because ontologically
*re subject is capable ofan intentional self-tran-
scendence, ofgoing beyond what he feels, what
he imagines, what he thinks, what seems to him,
to something utterly different, to what is so.
Moreover, before the subject can attain the self-
transcendence of ffuth, there is the slow and
laborious process of conception, gestation, par-
turition. But teaching and learning, investiga-
tion, coming to understand, marshaling and
weighing the evidence, these are not indepen-
dent ofthe subiect, of times and places, ofpsy-
chological, social, historical conditions. The
fruit of truth must grow and mature on the tree
of the subject before it can be plucked and
placed in its absolute realm.6

Lonergan poses as radical foundation of the rest of
philosophy, and later rn Insight of theology, the self-affrr-
mation of the knower to which he invites his readers in
chapter rr of Insight. For any attempt to deny the judg-
ment that I am a conscious uniry whose operations unfold
on the three levels ofexperience, understanding, and iudg-
ment is self-defeating, since such an attempt would appeal
to a set of experiences *rat one claimed to understand,
and would argue that one's understanding of these
experiences is true or at least closer to the truth than the
position that it is supposedly denying. Any denial of the
foundational judgment contradicts performatively the cog-
nitive content of the judgment itself. In this way, I-onergan
maintains, a sure foundation can be established for the
subsequent construction of a philosophy.

l-onergan's work subsequent to Insight disengaged
three other foundational dimensions. First, there occurs

Theobgl and Cuhure
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the affrrmation that intentional consciousness is consti-
tuted by a fourth level that is beyond and sublates the three
levels that he invites one to affirm as true of oneself in
Insight.Tbe fourth level of consciousness is the level on
which we apprehend possible and real values, deliberate,
evaluate, form judgments not of fact but of value, decide,
and carry out our decisions in action. It is a level on which
consciousness is existential, self-constitutive, and world-
constitutive, where 'constitution' is now understood not
in the purely cognitive sense of constructive understand-
ing, but in the practical and historical sense of effecting
the actual structure of oneself as a good or evil person
through one's decisions and actions as these contribute to
the making of being through praxis. Next, there is an affir-
madon of falling in love and of the dynamic state of being
in love as the consummation of our conscious intentional-
ity and the radical ground ofconsistent self-transcendence
in our knowing and our deciding. I-ove is spoken of by
Lonergan as a tlreefold reality: there is the love of inti-
macy in the family, the love of humaniry in the civil com-
munity, and the love of God that constitutes the strucrure
of any genuine religious orientation. Finally, I-onergan
came more and more to emphasize in his late papers that
there is another vector in the intentional and structured
self-presence that is consciousness besides the upwardly
directed dynamism that most of his work emphasizes.The
other vector moves through consciousness from above
downward, and is actually prior to and ground of any up-
wardly moving creativity.

... there is development from above down-
wards.There is the transformation of falling in
love: the domestic love of the family; the hu-
man love of one's tribe, one's ciry one's coun-
try, mankind; the divine love that orientates
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man in his cosmos and expresses itself in his
worship. !(rhere hatred only sees evil, love re-
veals values. At once it commands commitment
and iolully carries it out, no matter what the
sacrifi ce involved.\tr?here hatred reinforces bias,
love dissolves it, whether it be the bias of un-
conscious motivation, the bias of individual or
group egoism, or the bias of omnicompetent,
shortsighted common sense. Where hatred
plods around in ever narrower vicious circles,
love breaks the bonds ofpsychological and so-
cial determinisms with the conviction of faith
and the power of hope.7

I am aware that such a short exposition cannot pos-
sibly provide any reader unfamiliar with I-onergan with
the conviction, on which I will base the rest of my argu-
ment, that in these four steps Lonergan has succeeded in
$asping and articulating the essential structure ofauthentic
human consciousness, and in so doing has brought the
modern turn to the subiect to a series of plateaus, all of
which lie beyond idealism, relativism, and subiectivism. I
can only ask the reader to accept that this is my position,
and to accept Lonergan's invitation to the exploration of
self that he proposes, asking oneself whether or not
I-onergan has arrived at a set of true and foundational iudg-
ments that represent a kind ofwatershed in the history of
the turn to the subiect. What is important for my present
concern is that I-onergan's work does take seriously the
turn to the subject that represents also the tradition in
which Jung stood and to which Jung would make a contri-
bution, and that I-onergan's achievement in this tradition
is the work precisely of a contemporary Catholic theolo-
gian, done for the sake ofthe development ofa contempo-
rary Catholic theology. Furthermore, it was l,onergan's
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intention, in my mind largely fulfilled in his work, to uti-
lize his achievement of a kind of completion to the turn to
the subject as the foundation of a transposition into the
modern world of what is permanently valid in the Catho-
lic tradition, and especially in the work ofThomas Aquinas.

Lonergan formulates his judgments on the subject
precisely as foundational for theology, by stating that the
foundations of theology lie in *re objectification of intel-
Iectual, moral, and religious conaersion. It is precisely at
this point of conversion as foundation that I would locate
the significance ofJung. For, I believe, I-onergan's account
of conversion needs to be complemented precisely in the
area that Jung explored. Jung, perhaps most effectively of
all depth psychologists to date, serves to indicate what is

required to complete I-onergan's work on the sub)ect, even
as I-onergan's work serves to reorient what from a Catho-
lic standpoint cannot be accepted in Jung.

I have expressed the complement that a reoriented
depth psychology can offer to I-onergan's work by speak-
ing of a fourth dimension of conversion. I call it psychic
conversion. Its closest Jungian counterpart would be what
Jung called 'the transcendent function.'8 But I formulate
my understanding ofit by drawing on a transposition that
I-onergan proposes, in the sixth chapter of lzsrgfrr, of t}te
Freudian notion of the censor. Lonergan understands the
censor in the light of his notion of intentional conscious-
ness.The censor is a particular orientation ofintentionality
and imagination such that these are eitler open to the
reception into consciousness of the images needed for
insight and decision, or resistant to allowing these images
to make their way into conscious awareness. In the first
case the censor is constructive, in the second case
repressive. I-onergan writes of the censor:

4 Psychic Conversion
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Primarily, the censorship is constructive; it se-
lects and arranges materials that emerge in
consciousness in a perspective that gives rise
to an insight; this positive activiry has by im-
plication a negative aspect, for other materials
are left behind, and other perspectives are nor
brought to light; still, this negative aspecr of
positive activity does not intoduce any arrange-
ment or perspective into the unconscious de-
mand functions of neural patterns and pro-
cesses. In contrast, the aberration of the cen-
sorship is primarily repressive; its positive ac-
tiviry is to prevent the emergence into con-
sciousness of perspectives that would give rise
to unwanted insights; it introduces, so to speak,
the exclusion of arrangements into the field of
the unconscious; it dictates the manner in
which neural demand functions are not to be
metl and the negative aspect of its positive ac-
tivity is the admission to consciousness of any
materials in any other arrangement or perspec-
tive. Finally, both the censorship and its aber-
ration differ from conscious advertence to a

possible mode of behavior and conscious re-
fusal to behave in that fashion. For the censor-
ship and its aberration are operative prior ro
conscious advertence, and they regard directly
not how we are to behave but what we are to
understand. A refusal to behave in a given
manner is not a refusal to understandl so far
from preventing conscious advertence, the re-
fusal intensifies it and makes its recurrence
more likely; and, finally, while it is true that
conscious refusal is connected with a cessation
of the conscious advertence, still this connec-

l.li
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tion rests, not on an obnubilation of intelli-
gence, but on a shift of effort, interest, preoc-
cupation. Accordingly, we are led to restrict the
name 'repression' to the exercise of the aber-
rant censorship that is engaged in preventing
insight.e

My initial insight regarding psychic conversion, how-
ever, as is obvious from the dream narrated above, had to
do with the ulterior finality of the censorship, a finaliry
beyond insight, one in the realm ofdecision and action . It
was formulated in terms ofthe connections that I-onergan
draws between feelings and values, on the one hand, and
feelings and symbols, on the other hand. And it concluded
that because ofthese connections, the ulterior meaning of
the dream is constitutive and existential, not only cogni-
tive. Nor does Lonergan's emphasis on insight in his treat-
ment of the censorship imply a purely cognitive point of
view or finality. For already he was clear on the relative
place of insight in the structure of consciousness. While it
arises on experience, insight is oriented to iudgments of
fact and of value and ultimately to decision and action.
Thus my initial insight does not contradict the definition I
was subsequently to give ofpsychic conversion: the trans-
formation of the imaginative and affective component of
the censor fiom a repressive to a constructive functioning
in one's world constitution and self-constirution.The con-
nection lies in the inextricable connection of feelings to
the images that are allowed into consciousness. It is easier,

says I-onergan, to suppress images than to suppress feel-
ings. The feelings attached to a suppressed image will be-
come detached ftom that image and attach themselves to
other, more incongruous apprehensive contents. In this
way the repressive activity of the censor is responsible for
a cumulative fragmentation of the sensitive psyche. But
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these feelings have a more or less direct relation to our
existential self-constitution as historical and world-consti-
tutive agents, because of the intimate connection of feel-
ings with values. Thus the ulterior finality of the censor-
ship is with respect to the same fourth level of conscious-
ness which emerged in my dream as the level from which
the images emergent from the unconscious are to be ne-
gotiated.

On the relation offeelings to values, I-onergan writes:

Feelings that are intentional responses regard
two main classes of obiects: on the one hand,
the agreeable or disagreeable, the sarist ing or
dissatisfying; on the other hand, values, whether
*re ontic value of persons or the qualitative
value of beaury, understanding, truth, virtuous
acts, noble deeds. In general, response ro value
both carries us towards self-transcendence and
selects an obiect for the sake of whom or of
which we transcend ourselves. In contrast,
response to the agreeable or disagreeable is
ambiguous. What is agreeable may very well
be what also is a true good. But it also happens
that what is a true good may be disagreeable.
Most good men have to accept unpleasant
work, privations, pain, and rheir virtue is a

matter of doing so without excessive self-
centered lamentation.

Not only do feelings respond to values.
They do so in accord with some scale of pref-
erence. So we may distinguish vital, social, cul-
tural, personal, and religious values in an as-
cending order.Vital values, such as health and
strength, grace and vigor, normally are pre-
ferred to avoiding the work, privations, pains
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involved in acquiring, maintaining, restoring
them. Social values, such as the good oforder
which conditions the vital values of the whole
community, have to be preferred to the vital
values of individual members of the commu-
nity. Cultural values do not exist without the
underpinning of vital and social values, but
nonetheless they rank higher. Not on bread
alone doth man live. Over and above mere liv-
ing and operating, men have to find a meaning
and value in their living and operating. It is the
function of cuhure to discover, express, vali-
date, criticize, correct, develop, improve such
meaning and value. Personal value is the per-
son in his self-transcendence, as loving and
being loved, as originator of values in himself
and in his milieu, as an inspiration and invita-
tion to others to do likewise. Religious values,

finally are at the heart of the meaning and value

of man's living and man's world.lo
Again:

Intermediate between iudgments of fact
and iudgments of value lie apprehensions of
value. Such apprehensions are given in feelings.

The feelings in question are not ... non-
intentional states, trends, urges, that are related

to efficient and final causes but not to obiects.
Again, they are not intentional responses to
such obiects as the agreeable or disagreeable,
the pleasant or painful, the sadsrying or dissat-
isfuing. For, while these are objects, still they
are ambiguous obiects that may prove to be

truly good or bad or only apparently good or
bad. Apprehensions ofvalue occur in a further
category of intentional response which greets
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either the ontic value of a person or the quali-
tative value of beauty, of understanding, of
truth, of noble deeds, ofvirtuous acts, of great
achievements. For we are so endowed that we
not only ask questions leading to self-transcen-
dence, not only can recognize correct answers

constitutive of intentional self-transcendence,
but also respond with the stirring of our very
being when we glimpse the possibility or the
acruality of moral self-transcendence.l I

My initial insight regarding psychic conversion was

to join this understanding ofthe connection between feel-
ings and values with the relation that obtains between feel-
ings and symbols. On the connection between feelings and
syrnbols, l-onergan writes that ' [a] symbol is an image of a

real or imaginary object that evokes a feeling or is evoked
by a feeling.'12 One's affective capacities, dispositions, and
habits can be ascertained by srudying the symbols that
awaken determinate affects and by the affects that evoke

determinate symbols. The development or aberration of
feelings involves the transformation and transvaluation of
symbols. 'What before was moving no longer movesl what
before did not move now is moving. So the symbols them-
selves change to express the new affective capacities and
dispositions ... Inversely, symbols that do not submit to
transvaluation and transformation seem to point to a block
in development.'13

The primary function of symbols, Lonergan says, is

internal communication.14 It is to the process of internal
communication, to associated images and feelings, memo-
ries and lendencies that one must appeal if one is going to
interpret and explain a s],rnbol. In discussing the various
interpretive systems, Lonergan evinces a distinct sympa-
thy for 'the existential approach that thinks of the dream,
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not as the twilight of life, but as its dawn, the beginning of
the transition from impersonal existence to presence in
the world, to constitution of one's self in one's world.'15

These preliminaries are essential for understanding
what I mean by psychic conversion, and the manner in
which Lonergan's position on the subject establishes a

context for the employment and monitoring of depth-psy-
chological systems, including Jung's. From the standpoint
of I-onergan's position on the subject, psychic conversion
involves an extension of the upwardly moving vector of
intentional consciousness as self-presence, an extension
not at the highest reaches of that vector but at its very
emergence as conscious hnality. Very much like the tran-
scendent function ofJung, it involves a transformation of
the censorship over images and concomitant feelings ftom
a repressive to a constructive functioning in one's devel-
opment and self-consdtution. But in reliance on I-onergan,
the meaning of this transformation is the effective emer-
gence ofthe subiect as a perceptive, insighrfrrl, reasonable,
and existentially responsible agent. Lonergan's position on
the subject enables a greater precision on psychic finality
than is presented in the depth-psychological systems
themselves. But the sublation into intentional conscious-
ness of the images and tendencies of the psyche enriches
the perspective on the subject provided by intenrionality
analysis, and enables a further self-appropriation beyond
the cognitive, moral, and religious dimensions that have
been specified and disclosed in I-onergan's work.

It is within the framework established by these con-
siderations that I would indicate the relevance of Jung's
work for a future Catholic theology grounded in the self-
appropriation of the cognitive, moral, religious, and psy-

Chapter 5

I Employing and Monitoring Jung
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chic dimensions of t}re very subiect responsible for doing
the theology in question. I will discuss five aspects ofJung's
thought which I regard as positive contributions to the
position on the subiect foundational of theology, and a

sixth aspect that such theology would submit to rather re-
lentless criticism. The five positive contributions are: the
finality of psychic process, the complexes, the notion of
psychic wholeness, the archetypes, and the dialectic of
matter and spirit. The complex sixth aspect, the one that
needs to be reoriented, revolves around the notion of the
selt particularly as it would involve an integration of the
contradictory opposites ofgood and evil.

t.r Psychic Finality

A complete encounter with depth psychology would
have to begin not with Jung but with Freud. But Paul
Ricoeur has, I believe, already presented an interpretation
of Freud and a dialectical critique of his theory tlat are

suffrcient for our purposes.16 The heart of Ricoeur's cri-
tique lies in his balancing of Freud's archeology of the sub-
ject with a teleology drawn largely from Hegel's Phenom-

enology. I have suggested that a more appropriate teleo-
logical counterpart to the Freudian archeology might be
found in |ung, since Jung ueats precisely the same dimen-
sions of the subject as does Freud, and finds there, in ad-
dition to the reference ever backwards of every'thing psy-

chic, a forward-looking aspect that characterizes the psyche

itself as an upwardly if indeterminately directed dynamism
constitudng symbolic embodiments of an ever fuller el-
emental meaning. Especially since it is in a theory of the
syrnbol that Ricoeur would meet the Freudian archeology
with a corresponding teleology, his argument would only
have been strengthened had he relied, not on Hegel, but
on Jung for his argument.lT
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Such an evaluation of Jung, however, would affect
the very theory ofthe symbol on which Ricoeur relies. For
Ricoeur the self can be appropriated only by a detour
through the symbolic oblectifications of the human spirit
writ large in the productions of culture. Even for his un-
derstanding of the symbol, then, Ricoeur turns not to the
elemental productions of dreams but to cultural objectifi-
cations that have been distanced from the objectifoing sub-
ject.The teleological dimensions of symbolism discovered
in these objectifications are not for Ricoeur characteristic
of our dreams, but only of so-called'higher' symbolic forms.

I suggest that we distinguish various levels of
creativity of symbols ... At the lowest level we
come upon sedimented symbolism: here we
find various stereoryped and fragmented re-
mains of symbols, symbols so commonplace
and worn with use that they have nothing but
a past. This is the leael of dream-symbolism, and
also of fairy tales and legends; here the work of
symbolization is no longer operative. At a sec-
ond level we come upon the symbols that func-
tion in everyday life; these are the symbols that
are useful and are actually utilized, that have a
past and a present, and that in the clockwork
ofa given society serve as a token for the nexus
of social pacts; structural anthropology oper-
ates at this level. At a higher level come the
prospective symbols; these are creations of
meaning that take up the traditional synbols
with their multiple significations and serve as

the vehicles of new meanings. This creation of
meaning reflects the living substrate of sym-
bolism, a substrate that is not the result of so-
cial sedimentation . .. This creation of mean-
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ing is at the same time a recapture of archaic
fantasies and a living interpretation of this fan-
tasy substrate. Dreams prcuide a key only for the

symbolism of the fir* lelel; the'rypical' dreams
Freud appeals to in developing his theory of
symbolism do not reveal the canonical form of
symbols but merely *reir vestiges on the plane

of sedimented expressions.The uue task, there-
fore, is to grasp syrnbols in their creative mo-
ment, and not when they arrive at the end of
their course and are revived in dreams, like
stenographic grammalogues with thet'perma-
nently fxed meaning.'18

Ricoeur has not correctly understood the meaning
and function of dreams. I-onergan refers to a 'basic view-
point' on dreams, as we have seen, represented in 'the ex-

istential approach that thinks of tle dream, not as the twi-
light of life, but as its dawn, the beginning of the transition
from impersonal existence to presence in the world, to
constitution of one's self in one's world.'19 Not only is the
work of symbolization truly operative and effective in many
dreams; it functions in the same manner as Ricoeur posits

for his higher-level, prospective symbols: 'creations of
meaning that take up the traditional symbols with their
multiple significations and serve as the vehicle of new
meanings.' Dream interpretation serves precisely'to grasp

symbols in their creative moment.' Many dreams are not

iust revivals of sfnbols that have arrived at the end oftheir
course and so have a permanendy fixed meaning, but trans-
formations of energic compositions in precisely the man-
ner and direction displayed in the dream symbol itself.
Dream interpretation confirms, rather than proves an ex-

ception to, Ricoeur's penetrating analysis of the structure
of the living symbol.
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Jung could have strengthened Ricoeur's dialectic with
Freud, then, since Jung finds at the level of elemental sym-
bolic production precisely the prospective exploration of
adult life that Ricoeur would say is characteristic of tle
genuine symbol.Without ever for once denying the causal
approach insisted on by Freud, Jung complemented it with
the teleological approach that would regard the symbol as
pointing ahead to some generic goal, a goal that becomes
specific only in the further unfolding of elemental sym-
bolic process.This goal is revealed by the subsequent stages

of the symbolic process itself as psychic wholeness. The
oneiric symbolic expressions through whose interpretation
a dimension ofself-appropriation can occur have precisely
the concrete mixed structure that Ricoeur described in his
higherJevel symbols. The opposed interpretive paths of
psychoanalysis and phenomenology are reconciled with one
another in the recognition of the living and creative s1,rn-

bol as an identity of regression and progression, of arche-
ology and teleology, ofrepetition of the archaic and antici-
patory exploration of adult life. But the concrete mixed
texture of the living symbol is grounded in the participa-
tion of the energically constituted sensitive psyche itselfin
both the schemes of recurrence of the bodily organism
and the dl,namism of the spirit. This was recognized by
Jung with a clarity that would have helped Ricoeur in his
confiontation with Freudian archeology.

Nonetheless, while Jung grasped the mediate posi-
tion of the psyche between organism and spirit,2o his
Kantian presuppositions prevented him, I believe, from
accurately understanding the spirit pole ofthe dialectic of
the subject.The context for a theological appropriation of
Jung is set by the intentionaliry analysis that we summa-
rized all too briefly above. Intentionality serves to specifu
more concretely precisely in what psychic teleology con-
sists.
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I begin my theological employment and monitoring
of Jung, then, with the position that the general context
for psychic self-appropriation is set by l-onergan's inten-
tionality analysis. The data of human interiority are two-
fold. There are the data of intentionaliry summarized
above, and there are the data of the sensitive psyche: the
stream of sensations, memories' images, emotions,
conations, associations, bodily movements, and spontane-
ous intersubjective responses, and the symbolic integra-
dons of these that are our dreams. The psychic stream
undergoes changes with the performance ofthe operations
ofthe spirit. One feels differendy after one has understood
from the way one felt before the emergence of insight. So

too, one's dispositional immediacy is different after one

has arrived at a judgment consequent on the grasp of suf-
ficient evidence from one's 'self-taste' prior to such reflec-
tive understanding. Again, one's psychic experience is dif-
ferent upon the making of a decision from what it was

when one was trying to decide on a course of action in a
given situation. The psyche ls endowed with a finality, as

Jung recognized, but that finality is to be understood as an

upwardly directed dynamism toward participation in the
operations of inquiry and understanding, reflection and
judgrnent, deliberation and decision, and in the dynamic
state of being in love in the family, in the community, and

with God.The psyche is a potential participant in the clar-
ity of insight, the assurance of judgment, the peace of a

good conscience, the ioy and dynamism of love. This po-

tential is reflected in the psyche's own sensitive experi-
ence, and will be manifest in our dreams. The psyche not
only serves the spirit, in that we need its images if we are

to understand anything, but it also participates in the spirit's
very own life ofunderstanding and world constitution and
self-constitution. The intentionality studied by Lonergan
and the psyche studied by Jung are distinct, though not
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separate, dimensions of consciousness. The psyche is to
be understood within the context of self-appropriation
established by Lonergan's intentionality analysis. The
changes of psychic experience with various intentional
operations manifest that the psyche is endowed with a fi-
nality to participation in the life of the spirit.

j.2 Complexes

The relation between the intentional spirit and the
sensitive psyche, however, is a reciprocal one. Ifour inten-
tional operations have a constitutive influence on the quality
ofour psychic life, it is also the case that the quality ofour
psychic life has a great deal to do with the ease and alac-
rity with which intentional operations are performed.There
is, if you want, an affective self-transcendence that accom-
panies the spiritual self-transcendence of our operations
ofknowing, deciding, and loving, and that is strengthened
by the authentic performance ofthese operations. But this
affective self-transcendence is also a prerequisite if the sus-
tained fidelity to the performance ofthese operations is to
mark one's entire way of life. And as we know all too well,
the movement of sensitive consciousness can interfere with
the performance of intentional operations. There can be
felt resistance to insight, manifest in the repressive exer-
cise of the censorship; there can be a flight from under-
standing, a desire not to judge, a resistance to decision, a
habitual lovelessness. There can be other desires and fears
that affect to a greater or lesser extent the integrity of our
operations at the different levels of intentional conscious-
ness.There may be required a healing of the psychic block-
ages to authentic operations before the sustained perfor-
mance of intentional operations in their normative pat-
tern of inquiry and understanding, reflection and judg-
ment, deliberation and decision can characterize our lives.
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Intentionality analysis may very well provide the key to
what constitutes authentic psychotherapy; but it remains
that such therapy may have to occur before one's inten-
tionality can be, not analyzed, but implemented in one's
own world constitution and concomitant self-constitution.

Such therapy would be a matter of freeing the psy-
chic energy bound up in what Jung called negative com-
plexes, so that *ris energy is free to cooperate rather tlan
interfere with the operations through which direction is to
be found in the movement of life. Jung described a com-
plex as 'the image of a certain psychic situation which is
strongly accenruated emotionally and is, moreover, incom-
patible with the habitual attitude of consciousness. This
image has powerful inner coherence, it has its own whole-
ness and, in addition, a relatively high degree ofautonomy,
so that it is subiect to the control ofthe conscious mind to
only a limited extent, and therefore behaves like an ani-
mated foreign body in the sphere of consciousness.'21 But
in the same paper Jung distinguished a negative from a

purposeful aspect of complexes. Complexes usually func-
tion as compositions of inferior sensitivity, but their nega-
tive traits can be transformed if the ego assumes toward
them the proper attitude.The key to the proper attifude is

to regard the complex not only as symptom but also as

symbol. The symptom points backward to causation, the
s)rynbol forward to the reorientation and balancing ofcon-
scious attitudes. Complexes are the structural units of the
psyche as a whole. Each unit is constellated around a

nuclear element, a focus of energy and content, value and
meaning. These constitutive units of the psyche enjoy a

relative independence from one another and from the con-
scious ego. Even the ego is a complex ofenergies and rep-
resentations bearing on the familiar, everyday tasks, func-
tions, and capacities of the individual.The healthy psyche
is one in which the ego remains in contact with other com-
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plexes, preserving them from the dissociation from con-
scious awareness that grants them a second authority that
thwarts the aims and objectives of the ego. And the key to
this contact is to adopt a symbolic approach to the com-
plex. As we have just emphasized, what Freud would ex-
plain causally in terms ofdissociation or displacement Jung
will retrieve by syrnbolic association. The retrieval is not a

denial of the causal approach, but a sublation of it into a
viewpoint that balances Freudian archeology with a teleo-
logical approach. And, we have argued, the finality of the
psyche can be disengaged with greater precision if one views
it as a tendency to participate in the ever higher organiza-
tions constituted by authentic intentional operations.

The structure of consciousness disengaged by
l-onergan provides a helpful framework for the incorpora-
tion of the complex theory into a contemporary Catholic
theology. The levels of intentional consciousness consti-
tute what l-onergan calls a creative vector in conscious-
ness. It moves, as it were, ftom below upwards. 'There is
development from below upwards, from experience to
growing understanding, from growing understanding to
balanced judgment, from balanced judgment to fiuitful
courses of action, and from fruitful courses of action to
the new situations that call forth further understanding,
profounder iudgment, richer courses of action.'22 To the
extent that one's consciousness proceeds smoothly and
uninterruptedly from experience to insight, from insight
to judgment, from iudgment to decision, from decision to
new experiences, insights, iudgments, decisions, one is
effecting a series of cumulative and progressive changes in
the wodd and in oneself. Moreover, each successive level
entails a further degree of self-transcendence.To move out
of the stupor of the animal to the intelligence of the hu-
man being, one must transcend the merely sensitive desire
for participation in the rhlthms of the body, as well as the
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intricate subtleties of the flight from understanding. To
move from insight to truth, from what might be so to what
really is the case, one must move beyond the state of non-
committal supposition and hlpothesis constiruted by the
second level of consciousness, to the verification of one's
suppositions and hypotheses constiruting the third level.
And to do the truth, either by bringing one's actions into
harmony with what one knows or by the creative praxis of
constituting the new world that should be but is nor, calls
for yet a further degree of self-transcendence. But the
psyche has to participate in the self-transcending capaci-
ties of the spirit ifone is to be able to perform these opera-
tions. And for that participation there may be required a

depth-psychological discovery and healing of the affective
obstructions to creativity. This depth-psychological
maieutic will be an understanding and overcoming of nega-
tive complexes. But the negativity ofthe complexes receives
specific meaning when the psyche is understood as the sen-
sorium of the transcendence through which human beings
constitute their world and, concomitantly, themselves.

What we have said is tantamount to a rheological
sublation of the complex theory into the theology of moral
impotence and the need for grace. Autonomous psychic
complexes that would prevent one from participating in
the creative adventure of the human spirit are to be re-
garded always as victimized compositions of energy formed
as a result ofthe violence done to one's psyche whether by
sigrrificant others, oppressive social structures, or the mis-
use ofone's own freedom and responsibiliry. Psychic spon-
taneity as such is never morally responsible for its own
disorder. Disordered complexes are the victims of history.
Victimization by others and self-victimization usually con-
spire with one another in the genesis ofpsychic disorder.
The constitution and causarion of psychic disorder will
vary from person to person, so that no general, exhaustive,
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or exclusive mode of causation may be determined. But
what counts is that the causation is always a matter of vic-
timization.

The process of understanding and healing negative
complexes will often take a person back to his or her earli-
est memories or beyond. But healing is conditioned by the
adoption of a particular anitude on the part ofthe subiect
affected. We tend spontaneously to believe that we can
adopt one of two postures to our own affective disorder.
IiTe can either repress it further, or entirely renounce moral
responsibility in its regard. Repression constricts the emo-
tional energy gathered in the complex, and eventually this
energy will be explosive. Moral renunciation, though, is
just a capitulation to the power of t}le energies constellated
in the complex, and simply strengthens these energies,
making it ever more difficult for one to move to a new
position beyond the disorder. From a theological point of
view, victimized complexes are the fruit of the sin of the
world, a dimension of what the scholastics referred to as

peccatum originale originatum.To the extent that one has

freely conspired in their formation, they are also the fruit
ofpersonal sin. And the redemption ofthe energies bound
up in these complexes must be effected, not by repression,
nor by moral renunciation, but by a healing love that meets
one at the same depth as the disorder. The victimized di-
mensions of ourselves will not be healed by judgment and
condemnation, but only by mercy and forgiveness. Re-
demptive love must reach to the wound and even deeper,
and must touch it in a manner contrary to the action that
was responsible for the victimization.

There is, then, an altemative to repression and moral
renunciation. But it, too, has its difficulties. The alterna-
tive is to participate in the compassion of a redemptive
love in regard to our disordered affections. This means,
first, recogrr.izing that the complex is a victim of oneself or
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ofhistory or of some combination ofthese, and ceasing to
hate oneself for what one cannot help but feel. It means,
next, adopting an attitude of compassion in regard to our
affective disorder. It means, finally, allowing there to emerge
from this recognition and compassion a willingness to
cooperate with whatever redemptive forces are at hand to
heal the disorder and transform the contorted and
fragmented energies, even to consolidate these energies
into psychic participation in the self-transcendent quest
for direction in the movement of life.

The difficulry with this alternative is that it is impos-
sible to implement unless there be some power from be-
yond ourselves to release us into the requisite posture. For
to be compassionate toward the negative emotional forces
that derail us from the direction to be found in the move-
ment of life is to be intelligent, reasonable, and morally
responsible in their regard, and this is precisely what we
are rendered incapable of by reason of t}te force of these
complexes. Again, adopting the alternative is a function of
an affective self-uanscendence that is not at our disposal
precisely because of the power of the complex. Although
the solution is clear, one is unable to avail oneself of it
because the requisite willingness is lacking. And there is
nothing one can do to provide oneself with that willing-
ness.\J7e can acknowledge the reasonableness ofa certain
manner ofproceeding, and still be unable to act in accord
with it. ri7e are doomed to adopt toward the victimized
complex one of the attitudes that will further victimize it.
'We cannot emerge from the vicious circle of disordered
affective development. Let me add that moral impotence
due to affective disorder is especially acute with regard to
complexes rooted in one's earliest experiences, in experi-
ences coincident with or preceding one's earliest memory.
For these are often impossible to objectifu in a way that
illuminates us as to what we are negotiating.
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If we are to reach a freedom to treat our emotional
darkness with compassionate obiectiviry that freedom must
be given to us.\7e will not find it in the creative vector that
moves from below upwards in consciousness. It must come
from beyond the creative vector. In the final analysis it can
come only from the reception of an unconditional love
*rat puts to rest our efforts to constitute ourselves with
inadequate resources.The love that can sustain the move-
ment ofthe healing vector from above downwards in con-
sciousness, moreover, is itself beyond all human capacity.
All human beings are incapable of sustaining their own
healing from victimization by the sin of the world, Iet alone
the healing of another. Human love will simply further
victimize unless it is itself free of the distortions and de-
railments of affectivity that are inevitable under the reign
of sin. No human love will heal, unless it is itself participa-
tion in divine [ove. No human being can be the source of
another's redemption from evil.

A human love, moreover, that would truly partici-
pate in divine love, and so that could mediate healing, must
be able to be on the receiving end of the darkness of the
one to whom it mediates the gift of redemptive love.Then
the healing will be mediated precisely in and through the
suffering of t}te one who loves. And one knows oneself to
be sufficiently healed to be an instrument of divine love,
only when one can endure precisely the same kind of suf-
fering as that which caused one's own victimization, but
without being destroyed by it again.

There is much more that could be written about the
dl,namics of healing. But this is not the place for such com-
ments. My purpose is to emphasize aspects of Jungian psy-
chology that can be employed in Catholic theology, and at
this point I have tried only to show that the complex theory
can provide help to the development in interiorly differen-
tiated consciousness ofa theology of moral impotence, sin,

and the need for and gift ofgrace.

r62.
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t. j Psychic Wholeness

I think it safe to say that the notion ofpsychic whole-
ness was the guiding or heuristic principle ofJung's inves-
tigations. Fairly early in his career he began to question
Freud's notion of displacement mechanisms for tlte distri-
bution of an irreversibly sexual libido, in favor of a notion
of the transformation of an originally indeterminate psy-
chic energy. Psychic energy is finalistically oriented to an
indeterminate goal of individuation, and is transformed in
the lifelong process of specifi,ing and moving toward that
goal. The question of what psychic processes are seeking
to become is therapeutically as important to him as the
Freudian question of their origin. Cenral to this issue is
the distinction of symptom from symbol.

The fact that there are two distinct and mutu-
ally contradictory views eagerly advocated on
either side concerning the meaning or mean-
inglessness of things shows that processes ob-
viously exist which express no particular mean-
ing, being in fact mere consequences, or s),rnp-
toms; and that there are other processes which
bear within them a hidden meaning, processes
which are not merely derived from something
but which seek to become something, and are
therefore symbols. It is Ieft to our discretion
and our critical iudgment to decide whether
the thing we are dealing with is a symptom or a
symbol.23

The psychic energy that undergoes symbolic trans-
formations intends as its goal the condition ofgeneralized
equilibrium that characterizes the individuated person.
Psychic energy functions in accord with the principle of
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the conservation of energy. But, whereas Freud employs

this principle when speaking of repression and substitute
formation, and whereas for both Freud and Jung the li-
bido never leaves one structure to pass over into another
without bringing the character of the old into the new, for
Jung the character of *re old is also transformed when it
passes into the new. Thus, what for Freud would always

sigrri$ Oedipal incestuous fantasy in a quite literal sense

may very well for Jung symbolize something that invites

and facilitates adult development. Energy is indetermi-
nately distributed into various systems, and these systems

change as energy becomes redisuibuted. The changes are

manifest in the processes ofslT nbolic transformation. Psy-

chic development takes place because causes have been

transformed into sl"rnbolic expressions ofthe way that lies

ahead.The equivalent quantum ofenergy once invested in
a cause can be given to the symbol that releases and

empowers development. The process of symbolic uans-
formation of energy is the 'unfolding of the original, po-
tential wholeness.'2a It gradually centralizes the personality

around a midpoint, which is one of Jung's several mean-
ings for the term 'the self.'

It is clear from what we have already said how closely

Jung's view of the symbol coincides with Lonergan's. I
would add to what I have already said of I-onergan's view

only the religious dimension of affective integriry that he

emphasizes.

... at the summit of the ascent from the initial
infantile bundle ofneeds and clamors and grati-
fications, there are to be found the deep-set

ioy and solid peace, the power and the vigor, of
being in love with God. In *re measure that
that summit is reached, then the supreme value
is God, and other values are God's expression
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of his love in this world, in its aspirations, and
in its goal. In the measure that one's love of
God is complete, then values are whatever one
loves, and evils are whatever one hates so that,
in Augustine's phrase, if one loves God, one
may do as one pleases, lrza Deum et fac quod

zri. Then affectivity is of a single piece. Fur-
ther developments only fill out previous
achievement. I-apses from grace are rarer and
more quickly amended.25

In many ways, then, Jung's insights into the transforma-
tion of psychic energy through the catalytic agency of the
symbolic process can be employed by theology to enrich
our understanding of the effects of the love that meets us

in our darkness and heals our contorted energies so as to
make of us God's work of art.

t4 The ArchetyPes

Jung's convictions regarding the extension of psy-

chic depth beyond what is allowed for in Freud's theory of
libido were greatly stengthened by his discovery of ar-
chaic images emergent from the dimensions of energic life
that he came to call the collective unconscious. Certain
sl,rnbolic combinations emerge from deeper and more 'im-
personal' sources than are envisioned by a theory ofper-
sonal repression. The strange, even numinous, effect of
these images can be explained only by a dimension of psy-

chic energy that enjoys a relative autonomy from the per-
sonal ego. Neither were these images repressed, since they
were never conscious, nor can they be made conscious
except in their own time. And when they are made con-
scious, the ego must adopt toward them a posture of re-
spectfi.rl negotiation, since they are invested both with great
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potential for one's development and with destructive ca-
pacities.

There are, then, for Jung two dimensions to the psy-
chic energy that is not invested in or constitutive of the
ego complex: the personal unconscious and the collective
unconscious.26 I would correlate Jung's collective uncon-
scious with an archetypal function characteristic of t}te
orientation of sensitive consciousness to what Lonergan
calls mystery. And I would recognize Jung as a maior con-
tributor to the restoration of this orientation to modern
consciousness. I-onergan introduces his discussion of mys-
tery with a discussion of 'the sense of the unknown.'

... our analysis forces us to recognize the para-
doxical category of the 'known unknown.' For
we have equated being with the objective of
the pure desire to know, with what is to be
known through the totality of intelligent and
reasonable answers. But, in fact, our questions
outnumber our answers, so that we know ofan
unknown through our unanswered questions.2T

Our being, l,onergan says, involves both a succession of
levels of higher integration, and a principle of correspon-
dence between the systematizing forms on higher levels
and what would otherwise remain coincidental manifolds
on lower levels.'... these higher integrations on t}te or-
ganic, psychic, and intellectual levels are not static but
d).namic systems; they are systems on the move; the higher
integration is not only an integrator but also an operator;
and if developments on different levels are not to conflict,
tlere has to be a correspondence between their respective
operators.'28 The intellectual operator is the spirit of in-
quiry that heads us toward ever fuller and richer under-
standing. It is headed into *re known unknown. But 'the
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The detached and disinterested desire to know
is unrestricted; it flings at us the name of ob-
scurantists if we restrict it by allowing other
desire to interfere with its proper unfolding; and
while that unfolding can establish that our
naturally possible knowledge is restricted, this
restricdon on possible attainment is not a re-
striction on the desire itself; on the contrary,
the question whether attainment is in all cases

possible presupposes the fact that in all cases

attainment is desired. Moreover, this unre-
stricted openness of our intelligence and rea-
sonableness not only is the concrete operator
of our intellectual development but also is ac-
companied by a corresponding operator that
deeply and powerfully holds our sensitive inte-
grations open to transforming change.30

principle of dynamic correspondence calls for a harmoni
ous orientation on the psychic level, and from the nature
of the case such an orientation would have to consist in
some cosmic dimension, in some intimation of unplumbed
depths, that accrued to man's feelings, emotions,
sentiments.'29

The images that have to do with the sphere of the
known unknown are named either mystery or m)'th, de-
pending on whether they are promotive and reflective of
the authentic orientation ofthe higher levels ofconscious-
ness to intelligibility, being, and the good or whether they
obstruct this orientation or reflect a contradictory orien-
tation. One's interpretation of these affect-laden images

will be a function of one's position on the structure and
obiective of conscious dynamism. Our confrontation widr
the known unknown cannot be dodged.
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The 'profound disillusionment of modern man' and 'the
focal point of his horror' is that

He had hoped through knowledge to ensure a
development that was always progress and
never decline. He has discovered that the ad-
vance of human knowledge is ambivalent, that
it places in man's hands stupendous power
without necessarily adding proportionate wis-
dom and virtue, that the fact of advance and
the evidence of power are not guarantees of
truth, that myth is the permanent alternative
to mystery and mystery is what his hybris
rejected.3l

I would argue that Irnergan's analysis ofintentional
consciousness provides the criterion for distinguishing in
the realm of the archetypal what is mystery from what is
m)'th. For the moment, though, I wish only to state that
Jung's disclosure in a scientific psychology ofthe realm of
the archetypal is consonant with developments in Catho-
lic theology that would take their stand on the turn to the
subject and make that turn foundational for doctrinal and
systematic positions.

t.t The Dialectic of Spiit and Maner

r68

The energic potentialities for creativiry that Jung
named the archerypes are a function of an excess of psy-
chic energy that no exclusively causal-reductive approach
to the psyche can either theoretically ulderstand or prac-
tically negotiate. They can be understood only in terms of
a creative tension emergent from the opposed poles of
matter and spirit.32 In his late work, and especially in the
programmatic essay of r946, 'On rhe Nature of the Psyche,'
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Jung emphasized that the similarity between the organiz-
ing activity of the archetypes and the regulating processes

in the instincts is not to be understood in purely biological
terms. 'In spite of or perhaps because of its afiinity with
instinct, the archetlpe represents the authentic element of
spirit.'33 In this sense, 'archetype and instinct are the most
polar opposites imaginable,'34 yet 'belong together as cor-
respondences [and] subsist side by side as reflections in
our own minds of the opposition that underlies all psychic

energy.'35

Jung thus postulates two 'transcendental principles'
that are quite distinct from each other, namely, instinct
and spirit. ForJung they are transcendental in the Kantian
sense ofpostulates needed to account for observable phe-
nomena. Their tension sparks the energic transformation
catalyzed in primordial images, whose purpose is to unite
the opposites. As they are mediated with one another in
*re archetpal image, they cooperate with one another in
pursuit of the goal of individuation. In the image, spirit is
incarnate, and instinct acquires meaning. Jung calls these

transcendental factors psychoid, in that they are known
through their effects on the psyche and by analogy with
the psyche, yet are autonomous from the psyche and not
subject to the free disposal of the ego, as much psychic

energy is. Archerypes-as-such are for Jung no longer psy-

chic; only the archerypal images are. Archetypes-as-such
are the transcendental factor of meaning in the instinct,
determining psychic orientation. Instinct is called the psy-

chic infrared, passing over into the physiology of the or-
ganism and merging with its chemical and physical condi-
tions. Spirit is the psychic ultraviolet, a field exhibiting none
of the peculiarities of the physiological yet also not to be

regarded as psychic even if it manifests itself in psychic

occurrences. The psychic image is the concrete synthesis,
the unity-in-tension, of spirit and matter, of future and
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t.6 The Self and the hoblem of Eoil

Had Jung drawn the logical consequences of what
he says in the essay'On the Nature ofthe Psyche'regard-

past, of teleology and archeology. The spirit-insdnct polarity
can be considered the most basic pair of opposites united
by psychic process.36

In this same essay Jung formulates a very important
insight whose logical consequences he unfortunately did
not develop. Mentioning it at *ris point will provide us
with a natural transition to *re sixth element in Jung's
thought which I want do discuss, t}re area in which theolo-
gians will (or should) have the most difficulty with Jung.
In my treatment of this sixth point, I will mention as well
the profound theological significance of the matter-spirit
dialectic as Jung conceives it.

The insight to which I refer has to do with the moral
significance of the spirit-instinct polarity. The contrariety
in itself, he says, has no moral significance, insofar as 'in-
stinct is not in itself bad any more than spirit is good. Both
can be both.'37 'What does possess moral significance is
the process ofthe reconciliation or mediation ofthe oppo-
site poles. The inclination of psychic process to one ex-
treme or the other is symptomatic of a one-sidedness that
is characteristic of !0'estern modernity and that must be
overcome by the realization ofthat inferior part of the per-
sonality that Jung calls the shadow. The growing aware-
ness of the shadow is not merely an intellectual problem,
but'has far more the meaning of a suffering and a passion
that implicate the whole man.'38 Such a confrontation 'is
an ethical problem of the first magnitude, the urgency of
which is felt only by people who find themselves faced
with the need to assimilate the unconscious and integrate
their personalities.'le Most people still do not find them-
selves in such a situation.4o
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ing the problem of evil, he would have distinguished two
kinds of problems ofopposites, and thus two kinds ofdia-
lectical processes constitutive of individuation. The first I
call a dialectic of conraries, and the second a dialectic of
contradictories. l-onergan says there is a dialectic if '(r)
there is an aggregate of events of a determinate character,
(z) the events may be traced to either or both of two prin-
ciples, (3) the principles are opposed yet bound togetler,
and (4) they are modified by the changes that successively
result from them.'41

In his talk ofinstinct and spirit, or mafter and spirit,

Jung is speaking of one kind of opposition, whereas the
opposition of good and evil is of quite another kind. This
is admitted by Jung himself in the passage iust cited: 'In-
stinct is not in itself bad any more than spirit is good. Both
can be both.'The drama of the incarnation of spirit in
matter through the evolution of matter into consciousness

is the arena of the mystery of good and evil.The mystery is

experienced in the sensitive psyche, which/eels the tension
of matter and spirit since it participates in both. lVhat is
good is the achievement of a creative tension of spirit and
matterl what is evil is the displacement of this tension lz
either direction. Good and evil are not among the opposites

to be reconciled in the process of the reconciliation ofspirit
and matter. Rather, good and evil qualifu the process it-
self. Jung is not consistent in implementing the insight
formulated in 'On the Nature of the Psyche,' and the in-
consistency leads to a major confusion in his thought and
to a dangerous set of recommendations communicated
through Jungian therapy by those who are themselves im-
mersed in t}te confusion. Good and evil are not yet an-

other instance of reconcilable poles in the process ofindi
viduation. Here is the principal area in which Jung's work
needs to be monitored critically by the theologian.

Jung's genuine contributions to a correct understand-
ing ofthe dialectic ofcontraries between matter and spirit
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must not be overlooked, however. The creative tension of
mafter and spirit as felt by the psyche living in their 'in-
between'is precisely what theology has meant by the state
of integrity. Our tendency to displace this tension in either
direction is what is meant by concupiscence. Our capitu-
lation to this tendency is sin. Our inability to maintain the
tension in its integrity on the basis ofour own resources is
our need for grace. And habits that do consolidate us in a
relatively firm hold on the creative tension are the fruit of
grace. Jung has made a major contribution, willy-nillg to
a theology ofsin and grace that would take its stand on the
interiorly differentiated consciousness made possible by
the turn to the subject. Theology can turn to Jung for a
great deal of illumination on many of the cenual doctrines
of Christian faith, and especially for categories to express
the meaning of these doctrines in terms set by the modern
exigence for the clarification of subjectivity.

Nonetheless, the theological comments just made
illustrate the distinction that theology will draw between
the dialectic ofspirit and matter, on the one hand, and the
dialectic of good and evil, on the other hand. Resolution
of the dialectic of spirit and matter is a matter of both-
and. Resolution of the dialectic ofgood and evil is a mat-
ter of either-or. And the either-or is specified by the both-
and of the dialectic ofspirit and matter: either the creative
tension of spirit and matter or the displacement of this
tension in one direction or another.The potential is present
in Jung's work for moving into the realm of transcendence
in which the drama of personal integrity is ultimately de-
cided. Jung himself comes more and more to regard the
background of psychic events reflective of the drama not
as a body of contents that can be conuolled by the con-
scious ego. He acknowledges an ineffable ground of psy-
chic occurrences that ultimarely is independent of the ego's
judgment and decision - a darkness beyond adequate
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categorization, incommensurable to the understanding of
a finite intelligence, inaccessible to conscious comprehen-
sion and correction. This darkness is for Jung not absur-
dity but inaccessible light, invested with a significance in-
commensurable with the paltry, flickering light of ego con-
sciousness. The ego is a participant in a mystery of exist-
ence that lies beyond our powers of rational comprehen-
sion and conuol. The ego can submit to the mystery in
reverence, and this constitutes both its responsibility and
its highest achievement. The submission is painful, a suc-
cession of dark nights. But if the ego refuses to submit it
fails to be a bearer of the mystery of existence.This refusal
is sin as the demonic, the sin of a prideful self-assertion
that insists on caging the incomprehensible and bound-
less mystery of God within the narrow confines of the self.

Nonetheless, the realm of absolute transcendence,
alone equal to the drama of individuation, remains be-
yond Jung's horizon. It is compacted into a world-imma-
nent noumenal background to phenomenal or empirical
reality. This noumenal background is conceptualized in
Jung's various late treatments of the self. We must con-
clude our discussion, then, with an interpretation and cri-
tique ofJung's position on the self.

Jung calls the archetype of the self 'the archeqpe
which it is most important for modern man to under-
stand.'42 The self is for Jung endowed with a twofold
empiricality. It is initially empirical in that it is anticipated
by the psyche in the form of spontaneous or autonomous
symbols of unity, totality, and centeredness, such as the
quaternity and the mandala.The significance of such sym-
bols is attested by history as well as by empirical psychol-
ogy. Wholeness is an objective factor that confronts the
subject independently of the ego. Its value is higher than
that of other archetpes.The self, then, is empirical also in
the fuller sense of the experience of the 'bounded infinity'
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of the individuating psyche, that is, the experience of the
progressive reconciliation of the opposites of matter and
spirit through the transforming power of archetlpal im-
ages. The intellect can understand the symbols of the self
without the individual being changed by them, but this is
not the sense in which Jung speaks of the importance of
understanding the self. He is speaking of an understand-
ing permeated by feeling, by valuation, an understanding
that is empirically rooted not iust in an anticipation, but in
the always asymptotic realization of the process of
individuation. And for such an understanding one must
have a prior lived acceptance of the unconscious, of the
shadow, of the contrasexuality and bisexuality of the sub-
ject. For these are aspects of the totaliry of the self. And it
is these aspects that 'modern man' is least willing to ac-
cept. Only when value and feeling inform the judgment
passed on their meaning is rlte sttbiect affected by the pro-
cess of integrating that meaning.

Vhy did Jung say that the self is the archetype most
important for 'modern man' to understand? There is a

change occurring in the psychic situation ofthe 'Christian
aeon,' a change that is crystallized and captured in the
notion of the self, which contains a potential contribution
to the birth of a 'new religion' in our time. Jung placed
sl"nchronistic stock in the fact that, astrologically speak-
ing, the symbol ofPisces is the representation of two thou-
sand years of Christian development, and *re emergent
symbol of the Age of Aquarius is th e Anthropos .T'ltis change
symbolizes an alteration in the Christ image, which up to
now has been inadequate to the task ofliberating the'true
man.' So, too, in the East the Buddha image has proven
unable to protect traditional culture against the invasion
of materialistic and totalitarian ideologies. These images,
says Jung, are too spiritualistically one-sided to be able to
represent human wholeness adequately. They are 'lacking
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in darkness and in bodily and material realiry.'al The me-
dieval alchemists perceived this, and sought to free from
matter a divine Anthropos, 'an image of man in which good
and evil, spirit and matter, were genuinely united and
through which not only man but also all ofnature would
be made whole.'44

At bottom it is the image of man in the
Aquarian Age which is being formed in the
collective unconscious.The astrological image
of the Aquarian period is an image of man
which, according to Jung, represents the
Anthropos as an image of the Self, or of the
greater inner personality which lives in every
human being and in the collective psyche ...
The task of man in the Aquarian Age will be to
become conscious of his larger inner presence,
the Anthropos, and to give the utmost care to
the unconscious and to nature.45

Jung's booklroz discusses the relations between the
traditional Christ image and the natural slrnbols of whole-
ness or the self. His investigation 'seeks, witl the help of
Christian, Gnostic, and alchemical syrnbols of the selt to
throw light on the change of psychic situation within the
"Christian aeon."'a6The volume interprets where we stand
historically today as participants in what Jung read to be a
major transformation occurring in our rime.

Symbols of unity and totaliry stand for Jung at the
highest point on the scale ofobiective values, because they
cannot be distinguished from the image of God in the
human soul. They are invested with such value because
they are symbols of order that occur principally in times of
psychic disorientation and reorientation. They bind and
subdue the lawless powers of fragmentation and darkness,
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and they depict or create an order that transforms the chaos

into a cosmos.
How are these symbols related to the image of Christ?

Jung is preoccupied by the saturation of Christian tradi-
tion with vague premonitions of the conflict of Christ and
the Antichrist. He finds contemporary parallels to this
conflict in 'the dechristianization of our world, the
Luciferian development of science and technology, and
the frightful material and moral destruction left behind by
the second World War.'a? Christ is still the living mtth of
our culture,'our culture hero, who, regardless ofhistorical
existence, embodies the m)'th of the divine Primordial
Man.'a8 It is Christ who occupies the center of the Chris-
tian mandala, and it is he whose kingdom is the pearl of
great price, the treasure buried in the field, the grain of
mustard, the heavenly city. Christ, then, has represented
for Christians the archetlpe of the self, the true image of
God after whose likeness we are made. But for almost all
theologians, pastors, and faithful in both the Roman Catho-
lic and the Protestant uaditions, the image of God in us

has not resided in the'corporeal man,'but in the invisible,
incorporeal, incorrupt, immortal rational soul. Jung is con-
vinced that'the original Christian conception ofthe imdS'o

Der embodied in Christ meant an all-embracing totality
that even includes the animal side of man.'ae Originally
the recognition of the archetype ofwholeness in the Christ
image restored a primal state of oneness with the sponta-
neous God image in the human psyche. But the Christ
image very early came to lack wholeness, since there was

excluded from it the dark side of things. Everything dark
was rurned into a diabolical opponent of *re God image.
Christ became a symbol of the heroic ego rather than of
the self. The figure of the redeemer became onesidedly
bright. The dark side of the human totality became as-

cribed to the Antichrist, the devil, evil. But' says Jung,
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... the psychological concept ofthe self, in part
derived from our knowledge of the whole man,
but for the rest depicting itself spontaneously
in the products of the unconscious as an ar-
cheqpal quaternity bound together by inner
antinomies, cannot omit the shadow that be-
longs to the light figure, for without it this fig-
ure lacks body and humanity. In the empirical
self, light and shadow form a paradoxical unity.
In the Christian concepr, on the other hand,
the archerype is hopelessly split into two irrec-
oncilable halves, leading ultimately to a meta-
physical dualism.5o

The dogmatic figure of Christ was made so sublime and
spotless that all else rurned dark beside it. It became so
onesidedly perfect that it demanded a psychic complement
to restore the balance. This complement is found not in
the Christ image but in the image of Satan as the Anti-
christ, which now came to be the archetypal image of matter
and instinct, just as Christ came to supply the archetypal
image of spirit.

It was through reflections such as this that Jung came
to include good and evil among the opposites to be recon-
ciled with one another in the process of individuation. And
it is at this point that the Christian theologian must part
from Jung.The departure will involve four steps. First, the
imago Dei that human subjects are is to be located in hu-
man cognitional processes, in the procession ofinner words
of conception and judgment from acts of understanding,
and in the procession of acts of love from the inner word.
Second, the body participates in the transformation ofthe
person into an imago Dei, and this participation is sensi-
tively experienced in the psyche and imaginally reflected
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in the psyche's symbols when the psyche has become, by
God's grace, a sensorium of transcendence. Third, the self
that is thus constituted as an imago Del is both integrator
and operator of its own developmental processes. As inte-
grator, it is adequately symbolized in the mandala. But to
cling to the mandala and the integration it represents when
the process ofdevelopment presents one wi*r further ques-
tions for understanding and truth or for value - and it is
in t}te procession of inner words from insight and reflec-
tive understanding that the imago Der resides in us is to
refuse the self-transcendence through which we continue
to find authentic direction in the movement of life. F!
nally, the one-sided choice of the self as integrator over
the self as operator of further development can become in
the extreme a self-enclosure that not only would lock one
in an epistemological idealism, but also would represent a

refusal of the absolute or vertical self-transcendence to-
ward the mystery of God that is our authentic destiny.

I cannot here develop the first ofthese points, due to
the limitations of this paper. I would simply recall the psy-
chological analogies for approaching an understanding of
the mystery of the Triniry that are found in the works of
Augustine and especially ofAquinas.5l These still repre-
sent the high point in Christian reflection ot rhe imago

Dei in the human subject. On the second point, perhaps

enough has been said already. The symbols that emerge
from the psyche in our dreams of the morning are both
reflective ofthe selves we have become and anticipatory of
the adventures yet to come in the quest for direction in the
movement of life. As reflective of what we have become,
they will represent a bodily participation in t}re life of the
human spirit. They will be invested with the beauty that is

the splendor of truth. But as anticipatory ofwhat is yet to
come, they will be symbolic of the self as operator of fur-
ther development. The mandala may well be a symbol of

Chapter t
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. .. a strange sight presented itself: a large hall
which was the exact replica of the ditan-i-kaas
(council hall) ofSultan Akbar at Fatehpur Sikri.
It was a high, circular room with a gallery run-
ning along the wall, from which four bridges
led to a basin-shaped center. The basin rested
upon a huge column and formed the sultan's
round seat. From this elevated place he spoke
to his councilors and philosophers, who sat

the self as integrating what one has become. It is not an
adequate symbol of the self as operator of a higher inte-
gration. The theologian monitoring Jung will not negate,
but will relativize, the syrnbol of the mandala.

With this comment we come to the rhird and fourth
points of an adequate critique of these farther reaches of
Jungian thought. As I began this paper by narrating and
interpreting a dream of my own, perhaps I can close by
interpreting a dream ofJung's. I wager tlat this interpre-
tation will contain a more effective elucidation of my mean-
ing than would further discursive argumentation.

The dream which I wish to interpret is narrated in
Jung's autobiographical reflections. It begins with Jung's
father fetching from a shelf a healT folio volume of the
Bible bound in a fishskin. He opens the Bible to the
Pentateuch and begins to deliver a profound interpreta-
tion of a certain passage. His interpretation, Jung admits,
'was so intelligent and learned that we in our stupidity
could not follow it.'52 The 'we' to whom Jung refers are

Jung himself and two other psychiatrists. In the next scene

Jung's father takes him alone into a house which Jung's
father says is haunted, and where loud noises were being
uttered by the inhabitants.The house had thick walls. Jung
and his father climbed a narrow staircase to the second
floor. There, Jung says,
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along the walls in the gallery. The whole was a
gigantic mandala. It corresponded precisely to
the real dioan-i-kaas.

In the dream I suddenly saw that from
the center a steep flight of stairs ascended to a
spot high up on the wall - which no longer
corresponded to reality. At the top of the stairs
was a small door, and my father said, 'Now I
will lead you into the highest presence.'Then
he knelt down and touched his forehead to the
floor. I imitated him, likewise kneeling, with
great emotion. For some reason I could not
bring my forehead quite down to the floor -
there was perhaps a millimeter to spare. But at
least I had made the gesture with him. Sud-
denly I knew - perhaps my father had told
me - that the upper door led to a solitary
chamber where lived Uriah, King David's gen-

eral, whom David had shamefully beuayed for
the sake of his wife Bathsheba, by command-
ing his soldiers to abandon Uriah in the face of
the enemy.53

Jung states that it was probably the Book of Genesis

that his father was interpreting in the dream. For Jung the
fishskin is a symbol of the muteness and unconsciousness
of fish. His father did not succeed in communicating his

message, Jung says, because of d:e stupidity and malice of
Jung and his companions. Uriah is a guiltless victim, a

prefiguration of Christ. The significance of Uriah means

Jung's own mission to speak publicly about 'the ambiva-
lence of the God-image in the OldTestament.' Uriah also

prefigures the loss of Jung's wife in death' 'These were the
things that awaited me, hidden in the unconscious. I had
to submit to this fate, and ought really to have touched my
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forehead to the floor, so that my submission would be com-
plete. But something prevented me from doing so entirely,
and kept me just a millimeter away.'54 fhe result prefig-
ured by the dream was the book Ansuer to jo6, the one
book Jung said he would not revise.

I will risk an interpretation of this dream that runs
counter to Jung's. His father is trying to communicate
something important to him and his psychiatrist colleagues.

'It dealt with something extremely important which fasci-
nated him.'55 But none of them can understand what his
father is trying to say.The fishskin is a symbol, not of mute
unconscious stupidity, but of salvation. It is the lchthus.

Jung's father is communicating the biblical message of sal-
vation from God. The passage his father is interpreting, if
indeed it was from Genesis as Jung seems to think, is allu-
sive to Godt 'answer to Job,' 'lWhere were you when I laid
the foundations of the earth?' $ob 18.a). The dream does
prefigure the writing of Answer m Job, but as a message not
to write that book. Jung's father is communicating to Jung
and to psychiatry the invitation to acknowledge a tran-
scendent exigence, and to integrate the exigence with their
knowledge of the archerypal sense of the unknown which
they have discovered. Jung and his friends cannot under-
stand the message.The second part of the dream is a fur-
ther attempt to communicate the same message. The al-
ternative to accepting the message is the haunted house,
the occult realm where people try to achieve a position
beyond all opposites, including even the contradictory
opposites of good and evil. This is the Great Round as

something to be transcended, the mandala as sl,rnbol of
an integration, yes, but ofa temporary integration that must
be gone beyond. It is the selfchosen by the ego as supreme
principle, but understood byJung's father as something to
be transcended in adoration of the Highest Presence. Even
the fact that the invitation occurs on the second floor may
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be significant, for the second floor may be the second level
of consciousness, the level of one's own ideas, the level
which an idealist cannot transcend. Jung will not submit
to the invitation to transcend the self. The symbol of such
transcendence is the mystery of innocent suffering
represented in Uriah. Jung does not submit to the relendess
transformation of the integrator, the perfect mandala *rat
becomes demonic when it is apotheosized, and the result
is seen in tlre religious posture ofJung's alternative answer
to Job, where the problem of evil is radically the problem
not of human beings, but of God. The meaning of the
dream is not archetypal but anagogic, not natural but
supernatural, not simply psychological but religious. Jung
is invited to retlink the position that was to come to
expression in Answer to Job. He refused, and the dream
catalyzed that refusal, appropriated it at the sensitive level
of Jung's consciousness.

This is in no way to deny the positive significance of
the mandala as a symbol of integration. It simply adds to
this emphasis the insistence on the relentless transforma-
tion of the integrator by the operator ofconsciousness as a

notion of being, a notion of the good, and a notion of
uanscendent mystery.

The essential theological critique and monitoring of
Jung will lie in a distinction ofdifferent kinds ofopposites,
and of different ways of negotiating the respective con-
flicts. There are opposites that are contraries. Such are
matter and spirit, consciousness and the unconscious, the
masculine and feminine dimensions of the psyche, the ego
and the personal shadow as victim of social and personal
history. Between such opposites there can be established a

dialectical integration, a creative tension that constitutes
personal integrity. But there are also opposites that are
contradictories. \i?'estern epistemology has for two millen-
nia formulated the opposition of the true and the false in
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the principle of contradiction. An analogous opposition of
contradictories is that of good and evil. A dialectic of
contradictories cannot be resolved by integration, only by
choice. And the choice bears precisely on the negotiation
of the various dialectics ofcontraries: either their dialecti-
cal and creative tension, or their dissociation and the con-
sequent distortion oftheir relations with one another.The
integral dialectic of contraries is good, while its distortion
is evil.

With these comments I must bring this lengthy es-
say to a close. I have tried to argue that Jung's work can
prove ofenormous benefit to a Catholic theology that takes
its stand on interiorly differentiated consciousness, since
Jung helps us disengage in self-appropriation a dimension
ofour interiority that, first, is not made explicit in the writ-
ings oftheologians who have taken the turn to the subiect,
and, second, is a necessary and inevitable complement to
the dimensions that these theologians have tried to disen-
gage. But I have argued, too, that the dimensions uncov-
ered by such a *rinker as Lonergan ser the context for the
psychic self-appropriation that Jung renders available. If
that latter and crucial point is accepted, then one is able to
reverse the elements ofJungian thought that are theologi-
cally not acceptable. These aspects have to do almost en-
tirely with the implications of Jung's later writings on the
self, the Christ image, the problem of evil, and the image
of God in the self. These unacceptable dimensions can be
reversed through the distinction of a dialectic of contrar-
ies from a dialectic of contradictories, the specification of
quite different ways of negotiating the distinct dialectics,
and the insistence that the correct way of negotiating the
dialectic of contradictories is at the same time the key to
the appropriate reconciliation of those contrary opposites
whose harmonious functioning is the immanent intelligi-
bility of personal integrity and authenticity.
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Cuhural Dimensions of
Foundations



6 Theological Grounds for a World-
Cultural Hurnanity

My efforts over the past eight years have been de-
voted to trying to establish that the intentionality analysis
of Bernard I-onergan renders possible a reorientation of
the science ofdepth psychology. I have argued in addition,
and as a consequenae of this first conviction, that the
change in the human subject that results from bringing
the differentiated operations of conscious intentionality to
bear upon human psychic sensitivity constitutes a dimen-
sion of conversion. I have called this psychic conversion.I
I have tried to integrate psychic conversion with the intel-
lectual, moral, and religious conversions whose objectifi-
cation consdtutes the *reological firnctional specialty'foun-
dations.'2 My work has thus been devoted to the two func-
tional specialties of communications and foundations: com-
munications, insofar as the objectification of the conver-
sions can ground a reorientation and integration of the
human sciencesl3 and foundations, insofar as the particu-
lar human science to which I have addressed myself stud-
ies a dimension of that same human interiority whose dif-
ferentiations and conversions constitute the foundational
reality of theology. If the application of the differentiated
operations of intentionality to the states of the human
psyche represents the psychic conversion that I have tried
to articulate, then this articulation constitutes a dimen-
sion of theological foundations. Such has been my argu-
ment.

19r
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In the present paper I wish to speak briefly to these
same two concerns. But I have an ulterior purpose. For I
am convinced that the implementation of the theological
method that is provided us in Lonergan's exraordinary
and indeed improbable set ofachievements4 must take the
form not only of a new statement of Christian doctrines
and ofa new systematic understanding ofthe divinely origi-
nated solution to the problem ofevil, but also ofa reorien-
tation of t}te human sciences through the interdisciplinary
collaboration of human subjects whose self-understand-
ing is mediated by the same intellectual, psychic, moral,
and religious self-appropriation that would inform, origi-
nate, and ground the new doctrinal and systematic the-
ologies. This interdisciplinary collaboration will be essen-

tial even for work in the functional specialties of doctrines
and systematics as these are conceived by Lonergan.

Philip McShane, in his book 77e Sft aping oJ the Foun-
dations, says:'Without the personal labor involved in ar-
riving at one's own adequate general theological catego-
ries, ... sets ofspecial categories relative to religious interi-
oriry, authenticity, and redemptive history may well emerge,
but they run the danger of being a new nominalism.'5
General theological categories are categories that theology
shares with other disciplines.6The theological nominalism
indicted by McShane would presume that Christian
experience and development occur independently of the
secular experience of persons and communities, and so
can be spoken of without reference to the objects of other
intellectual and scientific activity, to psychological and
social reality, and to political and economic transactions.
It is especially to psychological reality that I have addressed
myself. But even here I have been developing not so much
general theological categories as transcendental considera-
tions that would guide the generation of the general cat-
egories. These laner must be derived in an interdiscipli-
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nary collaborative effort of psychologists, psychiatrists,
neurophysiologists, biochemists, biophysicists, and so on.
Again, I am indebted to Professor McShane for his con-
stant reminder that I not so address myself to the con-
cerns of psychology as to imply that this hard scientific
labor can be dispensed with now that we are equipped
with adequate heuristic grounds. Far fiom dispensing with
this labor, I wish to insist that it represents an indispens-
able element for implementing Lonergan's method, even
as that method is pertinent to constructing a new theology
in oratiane recta that addresses itself to the present and to
the future. An interdisciplinary reorientation of the hu-
man sciences on the basis of Lonergan's theological foun-
dations represents one dimension of the functional spe-
cialty'communications.'

It is my purpose in this paper, then, to situate this
interdisciplinary collaboration within the dialectic of his-
tory that sets the concrete conditions ofour responsibility
for the furure of humanity. Such collaboration will be a

dimension of the superstructure ofa global effort to cre-
ate a humane crosscultural alternative to the various so-
cial, political, and economic monstrosities that are the sys-
temic structural obiectifications and agents of inauthen-
ticity with which we must come to terms in these latter
stages ofthe longer cycle ofdecline. I wish to speak ofthis
global effort and of the pertinence of I-onergan's work to
its concerns. In doing so, I will uy, finally, to suggest how
the collaborative scientific and scholarly praxis that is
grounded in theological foundations can have far-reach-
ing ramifications and implications even for the everyday
transactions that constitute the infrastructure of our glo-
bal social, cultural, and economic life.7
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The Reorientation of Depth Psychology

The contributions of Lonergan to the reorientation
of depth psychology are both clear and momentous. The
higher viewpoint on the human subject that emerges in
his own disengagement of the distinct quality and privi-
leged position ofexistential responsibility as both ground-
ing and sublating cognitive authenticity opens us heuristi-
cally upon the possibiliry ofwhat EricVoegelin has called
a psychology of orientations.s tiUe can now envision the
possibility of elaborating a psychology that would order
the entire stream of our sensations, memories, images,
emotions, conations, bodily movements, associations, and
spontaneous responses to persons and situations, and so

the whole of our sensitive psychic undertow - order it in
accord with the participation of the human sensitive psyche
in the normative order of the search for direction in the
movement of life. This order is disengaged in Lonergan's
thematization of the creative vector of human conscious-
ness and in his more recent andcipation of a discernment
of the healing vector wirhin that same consciousness.e Such
a psychology would be sharply contrasted with the various
psychologies ofpassional motivation that have dominated
the modern academic psychological milieu, and that, says

Voegelin, could understand without remainder only a cer-
tain pneumopathological type of person. These psycholo-
gies of motivation acknowledge no higher order of values
than the social value of the good of order. Even their con-
tribution to the pursuit of social order calls for a cynical
manipulation of more elementary passions. IJ0hat is miss-
ing from the grounding of such psychologies is an under-
standing ofthe self-transcendent obiectives of human in-
tentionality, objectives whose pursuit is the condition of
the possibility of human psychic flourishing. Consequently
these psychologies consider what are in fact autonomous

I
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religious, personal, and cultural values to be at best purely
particular values, and in some instances particular values
of the sort that threaten the social control that motivates
the pragmatic engineers of our political and social Levia-
thans.

The elements in I-onergan's work that I have drawn
upon to ground a reorientation of depth psychology are
sufiiciently well-known that I can simply list them here.
They include: the differentiation of intentional from
nonintentional feelings; l0 the differentiation within inten-
tional feelings ofresponses to value from responses to mere
satisfactions;l I the further differentiation within responses
to values of various degrees of affective self-transcendence
isomorphic with an obiective scale of values in which reli-
gious, personal, and cultural values condition the possi-
bility of a sustained pursuit of justice in the social order
and so of an equitable distribution of particular goods;I2
the establishment of the normative order of intentionality
as a grid for the existential discernment of affective self-
transcendencel 13 conversely, the use of affective self-tran-
scendence as a criterion for discerning whether one is in-
deed being attentive, intelligent, reasonable, responsible,
and loving; the reciprocal relationship between feelings and
symbols and between affective development and symbolic
transformation; la and the at least implicit acknowledgment
of an aesthetic base in the normative order of intentional-
ity for the character of a person's religious, moral, and
indeed even cognitive authenticity.l5 On the basis of these
elements I have attempted to generate the further meth-
odological notions of second immediacy,l6 the imaginal,lT
and psychic conversion,l8 to establish the distinction of
three orders of elemental s),rnbolism - the personal, the
archet5,pal, and the anagogicle and on the basis ofthis
distinction to engage in an ongoing dialectic with Jungian
archetypal psychology.2o
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Recently I have discovered that Lonergan's paper on
healing and creating in history suggests a model for un-
derstanding the ffansformation of the aesthetic quality of
our religious, moral, and cognitive being,2l and that the
far-reaching explanatory potentials of his talk of limita-
tion and transcendence in the discussion of genuineness
that appears rn InsighP2 can become the basis of a psy-

chology of religious discernment. The various operations
that constitute the creative vector in human conscious-
ness are permeated by feelings. To the extent that these

feelings are not congruent with the self-uanscendent ob-
jectives of their corresponding operations, to the extent
that one does not &srre meaning, truth, the real, the good,
and attunement with a world-transcendent God whose
!7ord and I-ove are incarnate in Christ Jesus, to that ex-
tent these operations of conscious intentionality are inhib-
ited from reaching ttreir obiectives. The automatisms and
complexes ofour psychic sensitivity interfere with the spon-
taneous unfolding of the normative order of the search for
direction in the movement of life. The universal willing-
ness that can initiate and susBin schemes of recurrence
that would meet the problems set by decline must origi-
nate elsewhere than in the development from below up-
wards of our intentional capacities.23 The absolutely su-
pernatural conjugate form of charity, of the gift of God's
love, however it is mediated through tlle universal instru-
mentality of all proportionate being,24 is radically a heal-
ing ofthe coruulsive aesthetic undertow whose spontane-
ous energic compositions and distributions propel us to
displace in one direction or another the tension of limita-
tion and transcendence whose cognitive and existential
acknowledgment would constitute our genuineness. A dis-
placement in the direction of limitation heads in the limit
to a state ofpsychotic depression, while a displacement in
the direction of transcendence heads to schizophrenic in-
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flation- But we can be an)'\rr'here on the continuum toward
one or the other ofthese pathological disintegrations, and
we can even oscillate from one displacement to the other
in manic-depressive inconsistencies.The intemal time con-
sciousness that constitutes the sensitive psyche and its
imaginal productions must be converted to a taut Partici-
pation in the intentions ofbeing and the good that are not
bounded by the horizon of time. Only a transparent
grounding in God, only being in love in an unrestricted
fashion, can unifu the otherwise Protean commingling of
opposites that results from the fact that our interiority is

both spiritual and psychic. A third-stage-of-meaning25
conversion of affectivity to such participation in the
normativiry of the intentional quest is a fruit of what I am

calling psychic conversion. In psychic conversion the story

structured by memory and anticipation, the story of the

creative tension oflimitation and transcendence, ofits vari-
ous displacements and its continual reestablishment in the
gift of God's forgiving love, is not only healed but also

appropriated with something approaching explanatory
precision. Elaborations of the model of limitation and tran-
scendence thus permit a reinterpretation and reformula-
tion ofboth the axial and the Christian traditions of dis-

cernment. Much of my current research is devoted to de-

veloping such a psychology of discernment.

Psychic Conversion2

The explanatory self-appropriation of the story struc-
tured by the creative tension of limitation and transcen-
dence, particularly as that story is told in the trustworthy
elemental sl,rnbolizations of one's dreams' constitutes a

defensive scheme of recurrence around the advances of
the human spirit attained in Lonergan's obiectification of
the normative order of the search for direction in the move-
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ment of life. We know from Insight that a scheme or a se-
ries of ranges of schemes of recurrence that have already
emerged within the concrete universe whose immanent
intelligibility is an emergent probabiliry can place around
itself a defensive scheme that increases the probability of
its survival.26 The psychic conversion that I have labored
to effect in myselt to understand, and to articulate brings
the pulsing flow ofpsychic sensitivity forward to a share in
the self-transparency of the subject achieved in I-onergan's
transcendental method. In this way it offers one both af-
fective and symbolic indications of the likelihood of the
genuineness or inauthenticity of one's present cognitive,
moral, and religious stance: affective indications, in that
the tension of limitation and transcendence isflrby a sen-
sitive psyche that mediates between the relatively fixed
schemes of recurrence of the material organism and the
spiritual intentionality whose objective is unrestricted by
the space and dme that are the field or matter or potency
in which emergent probability is the immanent form or
intelligibility;27 symbolic indications, in that the energic
complexes that constitute these mediating psychic affects
are both expressed and transformed in the spontaneous
elemental symbolizations of our dreams.28 Through the
appropriation of these affective and symbolic indications,

. a defensive scheme is placed around the advances in self-
transcendence that accrue from the self-appropriation of
one's cognitive, moral, and religious exigences. In this sense
psychic conversion is foundational. Since it unifies the
normative order of inquiry with our psychic sensitivity, it
provides a dimension, not so much of the materials to be
integrated in the rest ofhuman knowledge, including theo-
logical knowledge, as of the integrating structure of the
subiects who will articulate an explicit semantics of the
real.

ln Psychic Conaersion and Theological Foundations,l
propose that a methodical psychology grounded in self-
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appropriation would be a transcendental aesthetics, that
is, an explicit integration through self-appropriation ofour
intention of the beautiful with our notions of the intelli-
gible, the true, the real, and the good. The integration of
psychic and neural energy into the normative unfolding of
the pure question of the human spirit completes, I believe,
the therapeutic intention of Lonergan's transcendental
method to effect a mediated return to immediacy on the
part of the self-appropriating cognitive and existential
agent.2e A furtler retrieval of the medieval heritage in the
mode of interiority would substantiate this claim. For the
medievals did not limit the transcendental field to the in-
telligible, the true, the real, and the good. They included
also the beautiful, the obiective of the aesthetic intention-
ality of the sensitive psyche. Sensitive consciousness is it-
self intentional, and its intentionality is not obliterated or
displaced, but rather sublated, by any genuine intention of
meaning, of truth, and of the human good. As there is a

transcendental notion ofthe intelligible, of the true, of the
real, of the good, so there is a transcendental notion of the
beautiful. It resides in our sensitive consciousness as the
latter participates in the intentionality of the other tran-
scendental notions. As the other Eanscendental notions
are revealed in the unfolding of the normative order of
inquiry, so the notion ofthe beautiful resides in the inten-
tional feelings that give to the intention of meaning, the
reflective grasp of truth, and the existential discernment
of values their momentum, their drive, their satisfaction,
and their specifically human drama. One's story is a mat-
ter of the satisfaction or frustration of one's desire for
meaning, truth, realiry and genuinely ordered values.That
the story is human is a function of the specifically differ-
entiating normative order of inquiry, the source of tran-
scendence. But that it is a story at all is perhaps a function
of the transcendental notion of the beautiful that resides
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in a sensitive consciousness tiat cannot be left behind or
displaced in any genuine human exercise of intelligence,
rationality, and deliberation, but that is the very condition
of the genuineness that lies in a creative tension of limita-
tion and transcendence.

3 TowardaWorld-CulturalHurnanity

As with everlthing else in the transcendental method
that establishes the third stage of meaning, so too the re-
trieval through self-appropriation of the intention of the
beautiful is not an end in itself. I-onergan speaks in lzsrgir
not simply of conceiving and affirming the integral heu-
ristic structure of proportionate being, but also of imple-
menting it, and of doing so in such a way as to effect 'a
transformation and an integration of the sciences and of
the myriad instances of common sense.'30 Moreover, there
can be found in the development ofl-onergan's thought a
movement from speaking of the cognitional-theoretic foun-
dations of this implementation, as in Insight, to proposing
a set of theological foundations for an interdisciplinary
reorientation of the human sciences, as in Method in Theol-
ogr: theological foundations that include the cognitional-
theoretic positions of lzsrgftr within a higher viewpoint that
is explicit in its articulation of positions on the moral and
religious as well as on the cognitive subject.3t ln Insight,
the disclosive and transformative praxis of constructing
an explicit semantics of the real is a function of imple-
menting the three basic philosophic positions inherent in
cognitional theory: the positions on knowing, being, and
objectivity.32 The development that appears in Method in
Theology expands the list of basic positions, so that the
foundations of the ransforming and integrating activity
that I-onergan has in mind when he speaks now of inte-
grated studies are not simply philosophic but properly theo-
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logical foundations. The intellectual conversion that ar-
ticulates itself into the three basic positions of Insight is
itselfgrounded in a moral conversion, and this moral con-
version follows upon a religious conversion.33 The modal-
ity ofpsychic conversion that is to be included as a dimen-
sion of these theological foundations follows upon intel-
lectual conversion and enables the self-appropriation of
moral and religious conversion.34

Now to speak of the theological foundations of a

transformation and an integration of the sciences and of
the myriad instances of common sense is to imply a new
synthesis offaith and culture. It is also to indicate both the
superstructural component of this new historical synthe-
sis - the transformation and integration of the sciences

- and its infrastructural component - the transforma-
tion and integration of the myriad instances of common
sense. And to speak ofa movement from philosophic foun-
dations to theological foundations that include but sublate
the philosophic is to suggest a distinction between the in-
tegral heuristic structure of proportionate being and the
transcendental notion of value: a distinction that is not
afforded us in Insightbrt that is present both in Method in
Theology\ disengagement of the fourth level ofconscious-
ness and in the affirmation that appears in the same book
that, while the structure of iudgments ofvalue is identical
with that of judgments of fact, the respective contents or
meaning of such judgments differ fiom one case to the
other.35 Thus it is that one can approve ofwhat does not
exist and disapprove ofwhat does.This recognition ofthe
distincmess of tlte existential dimensions of foundations
from the cognitive dimensions established in Insight
grounds a further distinction between the real human world
as it is and the good human world as it is to be brought
into being. This good human world is in the limit a new
historical synthesis of faith and culture. I call it a world-
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cultural humanity. I locate its superstructural component
in the interdisciplinary collaboration that, grounded in
theological foundations, would intend a transformation and
an integration especially of the human sciences, and its
infrastructural component in the transformation and inte-
gration ofthe myriad instances of common sense through
a further implementation of the same theological founda-
tions.

The term 'world-cultural humanity' is borrowed fiom
Lewis Mumford's book The Tiansformations of Man.36 Af-
ter tracing in descriptive fashion some of the major cul-
tural forms that have constituted what EricVoegelin would
call the substance of history,3T Mumford raises the ques-
tion of where we go fiom here. What may we anticipate?
rJ(/hat ideal types may we use to help us describe our con-
temporary options? He proposes two dialectically alterna-
tive courses that confront us today on a cosmopolitan scale.
The first he calls post-historic humaniry and the second
world-cultural humanity. His argument is to the effect tlat,
short of a global transformation of human consciousness
and of cultural values similar in its impact to the various
localized axial differentiations of the order of reason and
of the world-transcendent measure of human integrity that
occurred in the millennium 5oo B.C.E. - 5oo C.E., hu-
manity is condemning itself - and here I use other termi-
nology than that employed by Mumford - to a cumula-
tive and irreversible determination of its neurophysiology,
memory, imagination, intelligence, and existential praxis
in inflexible schemes of recurrence fixed by neural, psy-
chic, social, economic, political, conceptua[, and linguistic
determinisms. The alternative to this post-historic human-
ity is suggested in the contrary ideal rype ofa world-culrural
humanity that is grounded in a self-understanding of
human subjects that can so mediate the differentiations of
consciousness achieved in the past as to bring them forward
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to a new and crosscultural unity rooted in an explicit
appropriation of the common and so transcendental
constituents of human genuineness.

Mumford's ideal rypes are precise enough to evoke
in us the same persuasion that some, including myself,
have arrived at by studying and pondering and being
changed by the work of Bernard Lonergan: namely, that
we are challenged by the unfolding course of intelligent
emergent probability to an agency that would mediate a

new axial development in human consciousness, that new
control of meaning grounded in interiorly differentiated
consciousness that I-onergan has called the third stage of
meaning.3s For *re appropriation ofthe transcultural roots
of human genuineness that would ground a world-cultural
humanity is precisely what is rendered possible by the uan-
scendental or generalized empirical method tlat gives us
what Lonergan calls theological foundations. What
Mumford's ideal R?e of a world-cultural humanity en-
ables us to envision in an imaginative form that can stir
the affective momentum and drive of our intentional op-
erations is a global community grounded in analogously
realized attainments of the human genuineness that
I-onergan enables at least superstructural practitioners to
appropriate through interiorly differentiated consciousness.
This global community would be an emerging alternative,
especially to the principal agents in today's world ofa post-
historic humanity: namely, to the two escalating and com-
peting totalitarianisms that lie in an overly centralized and
bureaucratic form of socialism such as is paradigmatically
manifested in the Soviet bloc, on the one hand, and in the
correspondingly monolithic network of transnational cor-
porations that has assumed effective control of the capi-
talist world and of many of the developing nations of the
Third World, on the other hand.3e The anticipation of a

world-culturaI community t]rat is not a homogenization of
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cultural differences but a grounding of crosscultural en-
richment in interiorly differentiated consciousness envi-
sions the formation ofa humane alternative to our present
and seemingly exhaustive options between a state-con-
trolled monopoly and a monopoly-controlled state,4o both
of which violate on the level of systemic social-structural
obiectifications the law of the tension of limitation and
ranscendence that constitutes the intrinsic intelligibiliry
of all genuine development in this concrete universe of
proportionate being.

The interdisciplinary effort at a transformation and
reorientation of the human sciences that would constitute
the superstructural component of a world-cultural com-
munity would go forward simultaneously on several fronts.
Its intention would be, I believe, to redirect the scientific
understanding of humanity in accord with the constitu-
ents of genuineness that are mediated by the differentia-
tion of intentional and psychic interiority, and especially
in accord with the law of limitation and transcendence that
is intrinsic to all genuine personal and social development.
I have argued that the reorientafion ofdepth psychology is
part of the very foundations of this implementation of
Lonergan's method in the human sciences. But the imple-
mentation must extend (r) to a reorientation ofthe social,
anthropological, and political sciences, under the guiding
orientation ofan intention to ground crosscultural under-
standing and cooperation in the transcendental constiru-
ents of human genuineness in all culrures; and (2) to a
reorientation of the science of economics in accord with
the same vision of crosscultural communication and en-
richment. W'e can only be grateful that f-onergan is pres-
ently turning his attention to a transformation ofeconomic
knowledge that - if I am understanding it correctly -would have economic Eansactions embody the law of limi-
tation and transcendence whose progressive articulation
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is simultaneously a promotion of genuine human devel-
opment.

As we come into possession of this law through inte-
riorly differentiated consciousness, we \ rill find its trans-
formative impact also upon the myriad instances of com-
mon sense.

The original experience of the search for direction
in the movement of life is variously differentiated or com-
pacted in the different cultural communities whose sets of
meanings and values constitute the substance of our his-
tory. Eric Voegelin has distinguished three modes of sym-
bolization through which cultures have expressed their self-
understanding: the cosmological, the anthropological, and
the soteriological.al I will try to understand these modes
of symbolization in accord with the law of limitation and
transcendence, will imply the relevance ofpsychic conver-
sion to an integration of the truth of these various modes,
and will indicate the pertinence of I-onergan's work not
only for t}te transformation and integration of the sciences
but also for the development of the common sense of a

world-cultural community.
In terms of I-onergan's differentiations of the con-

stituents of human genuineness, we might say that cul-
tures that exist under the forms of cosmological symbol-
ization, where *re prime analogate for the cultural order
lies in the rh!'thms and processes of nonhuman nature,
have not differentiated the theoretic and world-transcen-
dent realms of meaning, to say nothing of the interior,
scholarly, and soteriological realms, from the compacmess
ofthe aestletic and ecological sensitivities that inform their
common sense. Due to their non-differentiation, especially
of theory and of world-transcendent reality, these culrures
effectively displace the tension of limitation and transcen-
dence in the direction of limitation, and so they are effec-
tively prevented from assuming responsible control over
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the future course of their history by reason of a too com-
pact identification with the schemes of recurrence opera-
tive in nonhuman narure. But there is an abiding truth in
the cosmological symbolizations of preaxial cultures.While
it is true that for these cultures today to remain under the
dominance of cosmological syrnbolization is for them to
become the easy prey of the competing and escalating to-
talitarianisms that, left unchecked, would institute a post-
historic humanity, it is no less true that the abiding truth
of cosmological syrnbolization must be mediated through
interiorly differentiated consciousness to a crosscultural
communiry that would counteract the contrary displace-
ment in the direction of transcendence that characterizes
the exploits of the competing and escalating totalitarian-
isms. The characteristic features of cosmological symbol-
ization, as these are disengaged by such scholars asVoegelin
and Mircea Eliade, bear striking resemblances to what the
psychologist Carl Gustav Jung has called the archeqpal
symbols of the collective unconscious. While I have em-
phasized in my own work that Jung fails to distinguish these
archerypal symbols from the anagogic symbolizations that
both give rise to and express a transcendent and then a

soteriological differentiation of consciousness, it can in no
wise be denied that Jung has provided us with the princi
pal instrument for mediating through interiorly differenti-
ated consciousness the ecological exigences for creative
tension with the schemes of recurrence of nonhuman na-
ture that, however compactly, form the truth of the cos-
mological mentality. The recovery through what I have
called psychic conversion of these archetypal expressions
ofthe exigence for a balanced relation between nature and
culture will mediate to an emerging crosscultural commu-
nity, among other things, an ecological differentiation of
consciousness that will preserve and yet transform by
sublation the abiding truth of the cosmological societies.

Chaptcr 6
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I-onergan's mediation of intellectual conversion, on
the other hand, is, I believe, at least in part a disengage-
ment through interiorly differentiated consciousness of the
axial insights into the order of the soul as tlre measure of
the integrity of a society, and of the world-transcendent
measure of the order of the soul itself, that came to ex-
pression in anthropological symbolization. And a further
mediation of the substance of history through interiorly
differentiated consciousness is present in I-onergan's pa-
per on healing and creating in history. For this paper en-
ables us to distinguish between the eros of an interiority
that is well-ordered because of its attunement in ultimate
concern with the world-transcendent measure ofintegrity
and the charity of a person who has been healed by *re
gracious initiative of this world-uanscendent measure in
one's own regard. A soteriological differentiation is thus
implicitly distinguished from the differentiation of world-
transcendent Being. This fu rther differentiation, however,
does not displace but only radicalizes the tension of limi-
tation and transcendence that is established to the extent
that one is grounded in God.The soteriological truth adds
to the antlrropological insights, disengaged in a new fash-
ion through intellectual conversion, several differentiating
characteristics.

First, the world-transcendent ground and ultimate
referent of the original experience of the search for direc-
tion in the movement of life is now known, not simply as

the source of a movement in our hearts and minds through
which we are inclined to atnrnement with God, but as the
agent of startlingly new developments in history through
which God establishes a saving parmership with God's
people.

Secondly, the anthropological differentiations rep-
resented noetic advances that, however much they may
originally have been grounded in revelatory experience,
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were easily amributed to the immanendy generated ad-
vances of human knowledge that constitute the ordinary
development of this knowledge; and the power of truth
regarding the normative order of inquiry led the culture
that was built on an analogy with the well-ordered soul to
regard its own order as normative and permanent for other
cultures as well; but if the measure of the order of the
community finds its root in the astonishing interventions
ofa God who not only raises up prophets and brings down
kings, but humbles himself unto deatl on a cross to re-
deem the people from bondage, then no established hu-
man order can be regarded either as permanent or as in-
vested with the normativity that would license it to deal
with other orders on its own terms alone.

Thirdly, the anthropological truth placed such a pre-
mium on human integrity in the search for direction in
the movement of life that it established an aristocratic no-
tion of human worth and of human community. But the
soteriological surprise that in fact does meet the anthro-
pological eros, but in such a manner as to be a scandal and
a sumbling block to the soul that comforts itself on its
disengagement of the normative order of attunement to
the measure of integriry, acknowledges that the poor and
the enslaved are those whom God favors as most God's
own, in fact whom God intervenes not only to save but to
make into the very instruments of salvation for others and
even for their aristocratic oppressors. Until one has ac-
knowledged in one's own person the same victimization
and helplessness that is objectified in the historical bond-
age ofthe oppressed, one cannot inherit the reigrr ofGod.

Fourthly, a shift is thus introduced in the tradition
of discernment, which indeed has its origins in the pre-
Christian disengagement of the order of amrnement with
God. Under anthropological self-understanding, discern-
ment is a matter of discriminating those inclinations that
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draw us to attunement with the world-transcendent mea-
sure ofintegrity from those inclinations that draw us away
from such attunement. IJnder soteriological self-under-
standing, the detachment that is the precondition of an-
thropological discernment is sublated into a participation
in the law of the cross that the Word of God has assumed
and revealed as the most complete embodiment of
attunement with the measure of integrity under the con-
crete conditions of a history distorted by the social and
personal surd that we know as sin.

Exclusively soteriological symbolization, however,
contains an inherent danger that was perhaps first mani-
fested in the Christian variants of Gnosticism, but that
can also work its way into *re communiry that would as-
sume the vocation of building a humane crosscultural al-
ternative to the escalating totalitarianisms. Lonergan al-
ludes to this danger when he speaks of the healing vector
without the creative vector as a soul wi*rout a body.a2Eric
Voegelin points to it in his talk of the modern Gnosti-
cisms,43 with their metastatic understanding of human
history. An exclusive reliance on soteriological self-under-
standing would repudiate the tru*r of anthropological s1,rn-

bolization, a truth that is mediated in explanatory fashion
in I-onergan's articulation of transcendental method. Such
a repudiation would neglect the exigences for integrity that
characterize what I-onergan has called the creative vector
in human consciousness. Despite the fact that these
exigences cannot be fulfilled in an unbiased and
undistorted fashion except to the extent that we are healed
by the saving love that moves from above downwards in
human consciousness, a neglect of these exigences short-
changes the demand for radical integrity that is inherent
in the covenant that is God's partnership with God's
people.
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Here too we find, I believe, the acute pertinence of
I-onergan's work for the concerns that have come to ex-
pression in the various theologies ofliberation and in po-
litical theology, concerns ttrat also obviously lie behind my
own vision of a crosscultural community committed to
schemes of recurrence that provide a genuine alternative
to the deculturation that would head in the limit to a post-
historic form of human existence. The history of ancient
Israel is ample wimess to the fact that a culture need not
have reached the noetic disengagement of individual in-
tegrity in order to be visited by soteriological truth. And it
surely has been a mistake in missionary endeavors to in-
sist on t}re anthropological disengagements as somehow
essential for Christian evangelization. But a theology of
liberation that would revert to a denigration of the integ-
rity ofthe individual as the measure ofcultural values and
of culrural values as the condition of a iust social order -
and by no means do I want to imply that this is the case

with all such theologiesaa - would be guilty of a regres-
sion within the history of soteriological self-understand-
ing itself. It is true that such self-understanding originally
emerged, not out of anthropological differentiations, but
as a leap beyond the compactness of cosmological sym-
bolization. Thus soteriological self-understanding only
gradually differentiated the radical significance of individual
integrity, whereas anthropological uuth was constituted
by this differentiation. In soteriological history indiv-
iduation moved into the light only against the backdrop of
social apostasy.The community informed by soteriological
self-understanding learned only gradually the truth that
the integrity of a community is measured by the integrity
of the individuals who compose it. But this constitutes no
warrant for us to repeat the failures that gave rise to this
insight. The denigration of the sigrificance of cognitive
and existential integrity that would display itself in a too
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easy marriage with Marxist analysis and praxis would not
only relegate to oblivion the Christian tradition of con-
templation through a disparagement of the spirituality of
the individual; this loss of attunement with the God who
is not only the objective of our longings but the saving
partner under whose protection we walk humbly but up-
right through life would become an agent by default of
that final collapse ofall intellectual and existential synthe-
sis that is our disdnct contemporary option.

4 Conclusion

I-onergan's mediation of the transcultural constiru-
ents of integrity has provided me with the conviction that
a humane global alternative to the escalating totalitarian-
isms is a distinct possibility that has already emerged in
the course of the unfolding of intelligent emergent prob-
ability. But, lest we ourselves violate the law of limitation
and transcendence, let us keep in mind that axial transfor-
mations of consciousness and of culture take centuries to
establish schemes ofrecurrence with a high probability of
survival. The foundations of a world-cultural humanity have
already been laid in Lonergan's disengagement of the
crosscultural exigences ofhuman intentionality and, I be-
lieve, in the work of Carl Gustav Jung and others to iden-
tifr the crosscultural s)rynbolic indicators of the participa-
tion of psychic sensitivity in, or of irs derailment fiom, the
normative order of the search for direction in the move-
ment of life. But we still must be concerned with the prob-
ability of survival for the already emergent schemes of re-
currence grounded in self-appropriation. I take great com-
fort in this regard from Jung's suggestion that the forma-
tion of a stable crosscultural community grounded in *re
elements oftranscendental subjectivity that are in part dif-
ferentiated in his work would take 6oo vears.a5 We stand
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today at the very beginning of a quite new venture in t}le
history of the human community: a venture whose urgency
is established by the dreadfulness of the alternatives that
are inevitable if we do not assume our responsibility for
transforming and integrating both the sciences and the
myriad instances of common sense. But we will not wit-
ness in our own lifetimes the results ofour efforts to con-
solidate the already emergent foundations and to begin to
build upon them. I would hope only that my own disen-
gagement of a psychic conversion as a defensive circle
around l-onergan's differentiation of the exigences of hu-
man authenticiry helps to increase the probability of the
survival of the third stage of meaning that comes to ex-
pression in his work. But for all ofus the universal willing-
ness of agapic consciousness that must inform our labors
if they are to be truly detached and disinterested and so in
harmony with the normative order of inquiry is the work
ofthe healing vector that moves, not from below upwards
in human consciousness, but from above downwards.This
specification applies as well to the superstructural labor of
transformative interdisciplinary praxis as it does to the
infrastructural reorientation of our everyday dramatic
intersub jectiviry. In either set of instances, the law of the
healing vector, moreover, is the law of the cross, and the
criterion of discernment is a taut affective balance of limi-
tation and transcendence that is only radicalized when we
discover that attunement with the world-transcendent
measure of our own noetic and eistential integrity is em-
bodied in the cross and resurrection of Jesus as the pat-
tern that this world-transcendent measure assumed in be-
coming human flesh.

I experience a real inadequacy in expressing my ad-
miration and gratirude for Fr. I-onergan's work and for
the encouragement that he has provided me over the past

seven years. But I hope that the foregoing remarks are some
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small indication of the tasks that he has enabled me to
assume and to anticipate.
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7 Suffering Servanthood and the Scale
ofValues

This paper is an expanded and revised version of a

class lecture that I was invited to give to Jesuit students
preparing for presblteral ordination at Regis College in
Toronto. In this lecture I was to speak to the question,
How are we to relate the social justice and cultural mis-
sion of the priest to the priest's 'cultic-theological' role? I
decided from the outset that in place of the expression
'cultic-theological role' I would speak of the priest's pro-
phetic, sacramental, and pastoral ministry. My decision
was based on two considerations. First, there is no intrin-
sic theological role for the priest. There is, to be sure, a
religious role, conferred by the sacrament of orders. But
theology and religion are distinct, and while one may be
called by God to be a theologian, no sacrament confirms
or confers such a call. Second, there is an ambiguity to the
conception of the priest's cultic role which I was deter-
mined to clarifu in the course of the lecture.I regarded the
clarification as ofgreat importance, because I was and re-
main convinced that many students preparing for
presbyteral ministry today are responding to the crisis in
the priesthood by taking cover behind a hieratic persona

that has been transcended once and for all not only in the
sacrifice of Jesus but even in Israelite revelation itself, in
the vision of the suffering servant in Deutero-Isaiah (Isaiah

4z.t-9; 49.t-6; r,o.4-tt; tz.tl-fi.rl). My decision to speak of

2r7
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the prophetic, sacramental, and pastoral ministry of the
priest was confirmed by the discovery that the Second
Vatican Council has deliberately chosen a consistent way
ofspeaking of the ministry ofthe church and ofepiscopal
and presbyteral service: the Council speaks of the three-
fold ministry of teaching (rrophetic), sanctifi/ing (sacra-
mental), and shepherding (pastoral).

I chose, moreover, to address the topic from the
standpoint ofa systematic theologian.That is to say, I chose
to relate theologicaliy the social justice and cultural mission
of the priest and the priest's prophetic, sacramental, and
pastoral role.The alternative would have been a more im-
mediately practical presentation that would have treated
specific instances and problems: questions of running for
political office, for example, or of active participation in
armed revolutionary struggles, or ofcivil disobedience, etc.,
etc., etc. I reasoned that, while such questions may be fore-
most in many people's minds and may even have been
what the students had in mind when asking me to address
the topic, the primary question in this regard at the present
time is one of the appropriate mentaliry. Until that men-
tality becomes a part of the sezsus fidelium - and it svely
is not that yet - these more practical questions cannot be
treated in more than a coincidental and usually inconsis-
tent fashion. r0fe can be intelligently practical only if we
know what our goals are, then determine general policies,
and finally devise and implement procedures in concrete
situations. r,Xrhen the requisite mentality has not yet been
appropriated, a communiry will generally tend to fasten
upon procedural questions, and so will act more on expe-
diency or impulse than on the basis of what it has con-
sciously chosen. It should come as no surprise that the
appropriate mentality is not part of the sensus fidelium.To
my knowledge, the document 'Justice in the liforld' pre-
pared by the r97r Synod of Bishops, is the first official

Chapter 7
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Roman declaration to amrm that tie promotion of justice
is a constitutive element in evangelization: not a blproduct,
not a happy result, but an intrinsic formal component, so
that there is no authentic evangelization process that is

not dynamically structured in such a way as to foster the
transformation of unjust social structures and distorted
cultural values. Quite simply, it takes more than eleven
years for the church to assimilate such an insight in such a
way that the relevant patterns of proceeding are inscribed
not only in the minds and hearts but also in the bones and
molecules of those responsible for ministry. In such a situ-
ation it is the theologian's responsibility to offer what he
or she judges to be requisite constitutive dimensions in
the mentality that has yet to emerge in a consolidated public
fashion in the church.

Two elements of the work tlat I am presently en-
gaged in are here offered as such constirutive dimensions.
The first has to do with the model of the church as the
community of the suffering servant in history. !7ith refer-
ence to the concrete question ofpresby'teral ministry, those
ordained to such ministry, as they enter ever more deeply
into the mystery of the suffering servant of God as this
vision of dre prophet that we call Deutero-Isaiah is ful-
filled and transcended in Christ crucified and raised, will
find the unity of the social justice and cultural mission of
the priest and the priest's prophetic-sacramental-pastoral
role emerging as the fruit of their growth in Christ. But
the second element is equally important from both a theo-
logical and a ministerial point of view.What is it concretely
to exercise the ministry of the suffering servant in history?
It is to work for the establishment of the integral scale of
values or, what comes to the same thing, the establish-
ment of the appropriate relation between the social infra-
structure and the cultural superstructure of society. My
paper, then, is divided into two parts: first, church and
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priest as servant; and second, the social and cultural situ-
ation of ecclesial ministry in general and of presbyteral
ministry in particular. From a methodological point ofview,
the paper may be regarded as an exercise, first, in founda-
tions, insofar as the two parts are involved in generating,
respectively, special and general categories; and second, in
systematics, insofar as these categories are employed in
the theoretical work of understanding ecclesial and
presblteral ministry.

rJ?'e do not know what the future will bring, cultur-
ally, politically, economically, technologically, socially, re-
ligiously. $7e know what some of the horrible possibilities
are, and we even feel that some of them might be immi-
nent. Our sense ofapprehension is supported by the analy-
ses of numerous experts. Among these possibilities are to-
tal war, worldwide economic depression, increasing viola-
tions of the most basic human rights, the casting into
oblivion of the cultural and civilizational achievements of
various groups of men and women, the competition of
escalating imperialistic systems that always border on to-
talitarianism, the anarchy of sensitive spontaneity unable
to tolerate totalitarian control, or perhaps simply the abid-
ing absurdity ofa global situation whose clearest and maybe
sole intelligible feature lies in'an equilibrium of economic
pressures and a balance ofnational powers.'l

In the face of such a situation ar least two things are
required. In Hannah fu'endt's words, we must 'discover
the hidden mechanics by which all traditional elements of
our political and spiritual world were dissolved into a con-
glomeration where every'thing seems to have lost specific
value, and has become unrecognizable for human com-
prehension, unusable for human purpose.'2 And we must

The Community of the Suffering ServantI
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'develop a new guarantee which can be found only in a

new political principle, in a new law on earth, whose valid-
ity this time must comprehend the whole of humanity while
its power must remain strictly limited, rooted in and
controlled by newly defined territorial entities.'3 The first
of these tasks must be performed both historically and
structurally. My effort will be structural, because that is

where I judge that I may be capable of making some con-
tribution, and also because such an approach may enable
us to understand as well something ofwhat a new guaran-
tee, a new political principle, a new law on earth might be.
Ultimately, it can be only the law of the cross,a but only as

this law is realized in the concrete mission of establishing
the integral scale ofvalues in human relations.

In my most recent work I have been principally en-
gaged in elaborating a structural understanding of the situ-
ation that is addressed by a contemporary Christian sys-

tematic theology. I find that situation to be global, since
almost every regional cultural matrix is principally defined
by the planetary sfuctural conditions of our time. More-
over, I start from the fact that the world is torn and broken
by the ambitions of competing and escalating imperialis-
tic systems that border always on becoming or promoting
totalitarianisms and counter-totalitarianisms. And I
propose that a theology that mediates between a cultural
matrix and the significance and role of the Christian reli-
gion within that matrix not only addresses one situation
but also evokes another one, in and through its mediating
task. Such a theology evokes proximately the community
of the church, which is to serve as a catalytic agent for an
alternative situation in the world. And remotely such a

theology evokes that alternative world situation as well,
through the prophetic, sacramental, and pastoral ministry
of the church.The theologian's ultimate interest lies in the
alternative situation in the world, but his or her proximate
attention is to the church as catal]'tic agent ofthat alterna-
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tive world situation: the church that cooperates with God
in working out God'r solution to the problem of evil.

The alternative situation in the world I imagine and
envision as consisting in a global network of communities
living in accord with another scale of values *ran that which
has given rise to the imperialistic systems. The mission of
the church is to be a catall,tic agent for the formation of a
global network of human communities living in accord with
an integral scale ofvalues. And the mission of the presby-
ter, through prophetic, sacramental, and pastoral minis-
try, is to lead the church in being a leaven for this new law
on eartl, this new political principle of limited power and
newly defined territorial entities. The church has a minis-
try to the world, a mission to serve the emergence of a new
law, and *re presblteral office has the mission of leading
the church in the exercise of this ministry to t}re world.
The church will be a catalytic agent of a world-cultural
humanity by itself becoming a global network of commu-
nities of Christian wimess, Christian fellowship, and Chris-
tian service in the constitution of a renewed and trans-
formed global community. Its catall'tic agency will be sac-
ramental, in that the church is to be the sign and instru-
ment botl of the reconciling and healing grace of Christ
and of the unity of humankind in its catholicity and cul-
tural diversity. The church is to be the incarnational sacra-
ment of Christ, and the eschatological sacrament of the
world, neither wavering nor being crushed until true ius-
tice is established on earth (Isaiah +2.+).

The more I reflect on the sacramental-catalytic
agency of t}te church in our world, the more the paradigm
of the church as the community of the suffering servant
becomes for me the dominant model.The church is to be
the Body of the Christ who fulfills and transcends the vi-
sion of Deutero-Isaiah regarding the servant of God. It is
to be the incarnational sacrament of Christ to and for the
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world, by embodying in its members and communities and
ministries the pattern of the servant's redemptive and rep-
resentative suffering. And it is to be the eschatological sac-
rament of the world by being a catalytic agent of integrity
among the nations. Its agency consists in nothing more
nor less than its fidelity to the integral scale ofvalues. The
church is to be a global network of communities of wit-
ness, fellowship, and service, embodying the vocation of
the suffering servant of God, in accord with the 'just and
mysterious law of the cross,' filling up in t}re bodies of its
members what is lacking in the sufferings of Christ, until
the islands have received and rejoiced in his law. And the
presbyteral ministry is conferred by ordination as an of-
fice ofprophetic, sacramental, and pastoral leadership vis-
i-vis this sacramental-catalytic mission and ministry of the
church to the world.

rJThy have I focused on the paradigm ofthe suffering
servant of God in order to understand the church and es-
pecially the presb),teral ministry? We know that the sacri-
fice of Christ fulfills and transcends all the priesthoods
and ritual sacrifices of the OId Testament and of pagan-
ism. But the Old Testament also transcends its own no-
tions ofpriesthood in the exodus oflsrael from Israel5 s]."rn-

bolized in the vision of the suffering servant.The OldTes-
tament understanding of priesthood is brought to fulfill-
ment in the songs of the servant of God. The history of
Israel contains and exhibits several modalities of priest-
hood. Moses exercised a priestly office when he offered
sacrifrces to God in the name of the whole people. The
heads of families and of tribes exercised similar functions
which later developed into the priesthood ofthe king. The
I-rvites, of whom we usually think when we consider priest-
hood in the OldTestament, served the cult and the law in
an official capacity within the Israelite community. But with
the prophets, with their recognition ofthe universality and
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enormity of sin, the awareness developed that perfect
worship would be brought about only in the last days, when
through God's own agency full glory would be given to
God and full access had to God on the part of the people.
The cultic, ritual, and sacrificial priesthood of the Levites
is recognized by the prophets as insufficient. It cannot do
what it set out to do; it cannot open access to God, nor
achieve expiation for sin, nor deliver reconciliation between
God and the communiry. Jeremiah and Ezekiel show some
awareness that in their own personhood and in its histori-
cal agency they are themselves taking on the sin of the
people, voluntarily accepting it and suffering it, and that
through this suffering frdelity they are anticipating a new
covenant. But in Deutero-Isaiah we are provided with the
vision of the sole,ust one, the innocent one who takes on
himself the iniquities of all and wins healing for all pre-
cisely by doing so.The servant is exercising a priestly min-
istry in a way tlat succeeds. 'Ours were the suffering he
bore, ours the sorrows he carried ... He was pierced
through for our faults, crushed for our sins. On him lies a

punishment that brings us peace, and through his wounds
we are healed' (Isaiah y3.4-5). Redemption comes to the
people, not through the cultic, ritual sacrifices of the
Levites, but through the historical suffering ofthe iust one
who voluntarily accepts the pain and suffering accruing
from t}te vicissitudes ofhistory and offers himself as a sac-
rifice for sin. The priestly ministry is brought to its fulfill-
ment in his historically imposed and voluntarily accepted
suffering.

The New Testament acknowledges Jesus as the ful-
fillment of the vision of the suffering servant. It is not
through ritual and cultic action) but through his suffering
in history, that the sole just one opens access to God.The
ritual, liturgical, and cultic element of OldTestament priest-
hood is transformed by, included in, and transcended by
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the vision of the servant even in tlte Old Testament itself;
but in the one NewTestament writing that focuses explicitly
on Christ's priesthood, ttre letter to the Hebrews, this
priesthood is understood as the fulfillment in history of
the redemptive mission of the servant. Only in this writing
is hiereus used of Christ, but even so his priesthood is

understood in terms not of t}te L,evitical priesthood, but
of the offering of the suffering servant.

This is what he said, on coming into the world:
You who wanted no sacrifice or oblation, pre-
pared a body for me.You took no pleasure in
holocausts or sacrifices for sin; then I said, iust
as I was commanded in the scroll of the book,
"God, here I am! I am coming to obey your
will." Notice that he says first:You did not want
what the I-aw lays down as the things to be
offered, that is: the sacrifices, the oblations, the
holocausts and the sacrihces for sin, and you
took no pleasure in them; and then he says:

Here I am! I am coming to obey your will. He
is abolishing the first sort to replace it with the
second. And this will was for us to be made
holy by the offering ofhis body made once and
for all by Jesus Christ. (Hebrews ro.5-ro)

Immediately prior to this passage is a quotation from the
fourth servant song: 'So Christ, too, offers himself only
once to take the Jauhs of many on himself (Hebrews 9.28).

It is in line with such an understanding of Christ's
priesthood that we must understand the priesthood of the
church and ofthe presbyter within the church.The church
is a priestly people in that it frlls up what is lacking in the
sufferings of Christ, offering itself together with Christ in
the midst of the pain and suffering of the world, voluntar-
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ily taking upon itself this suffering so as to cooperate with
God's work in Jesus for the redemption of the world. And
the presbyter, through the prophetic, sacramental and
pastoral minisrry, is to lead and guide the church precisely
in this priestly ministry, so that the church can truly be the
leaven for the new law on earth by its own participation in
the mystery of Christ, the suffering servant of God.

I said earlier that I was convinced that as those or-
dained to the presby'teral ministry within the church enter
ever more deeply into the mystery of the servant as this
vision is fulfilled and transcended in Christ crucified and
raised, they will find the unity of the social iustice and
cultural mission of the priest and the priest's prophetic-
sacramental-pastoral role emerging as the fruit of their
growth in Christ. The social and cultural meaning of the
suffering servant of God, the servant's role in bringing, if
you want, a new political pdnciple, a new law, whose va-
lidiry is global and whose power is limited because rooted
in and controlled by territorial entities other than nations,
states, and empires, is suggested by Eric Voegelin's inter-
pretation of the significance of the servant songs. For
Voegelin the vision of the suffering servant is at once the
culmination of Old Testament revelation and the comple-
tion of the transimperial form ofexistence that this revela-
tion introduces into history. His interpretation is sugges-
tive of the profound political implications of a model of
ecclesial and presbl.teral ministry based on the servant
songs.

Voegelin summarizes the main points ofhis Israel and
Retelation in the following words:

From the imperial order in cosmological form
emerged, through the Mosaic leap in being, the
Chosen People in historical form. The mean-
ing of existence in the present under God was

Chapter 7
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differentiated from the rhythmic attunement
to divine-cosmic order through the cult of the
empire. The theopolity, supplemented by
kingship for survival in pragmatic history,
however, still suffered under the compactness
of its order. The order ofthe spirit had not yet
differentiated from the order of the people's
institutions and mores. First, in his attempt to
clari!., the mystery of the tension, Isaiah split
the time of history into the compactly unre-
generate present, and a quite as compactly
transfigured future, of the concrete society.
Through Jeremiah this unregenerate present
then gained its existential meaning, in as much
as the prophet's participation in divine suffer-
ing became the omphalos of Israelite order
beyond the concrete society. And through
Deutero-Isaiah, finally, there emerged from
existential suffering the experience of redemp-
tion in tlte present, right here and now. The
movement that we called the Exodus of Israel
from itself, the movement fiom the order of
the concrete society toward the order of re-
demption was thus completed. The term
'completion' must be properly understood. It
means that t}Ie order of being has revealed its
mystery of redemption as the flower of suffer-
ing. It does not mean, however, that the vision
of the mystery is the reality of redempdon in
history:The participation of man in divine suf-
fering has yet to encounter the participation of
God in human suffering.6

The prophets, from the middle of the eight century
B.C.E. to the fall of Jerusalem in 586, attempted to come
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to grips with Israel's defection from the true order dis-
closed in the Sinaitic revelation.They expected disaster as

punishment for this defection, and they called for a rerum
to the law of God. But as the disaster drew closer, their
expectation that the institutions and mores ofthe concrete
sociery would and could be reformed gave way to a belief
in a total transformation of order that would occur after
the present concrete sociery had been swallowed up by a
catastrophe. Isaiah responded to this new expectation by
forming his own group of disciples as the remnant of Is-
rael beyond the present concrete society, entrusting to them
the secret of true order that was to be publicly revealed
only in the indeterminate future when God's spirit would
descend on the remnant's ruler. A century later, Jeremiah
became aware that existence in society under God, which
was the whole point of the Sinaitic revelation, was not to
assume the concrete form of a small Israelite theopolity
surrounded by mighty empires. Jeremiah expanded his
prophetic concern beyond Israel to include the whole Near
Eastern world. Israel remained the holy center, but the
society under God was to embrace the nations. Since both
Israel and the nations were in a state of disorder, the cen-
ter of order contracted into the person of the prophet

Jeremiah. Both Isaiah and Jeremiah depart from a vision
of the order of the concrete Israelite society toward an in-
determinate goal. Isaiah's departure is temporal, Jeremiah's
spatial. In either case one can no longer say of which con-
crete society the prophets are speaking when they imagine
the carrier of true order, or just what kind of order the
society will have when it is transfigured by the new cov-
enant written on hearts of flesh. The terminus ad quem of
the prophetic vision is no longer a concrete society with a

clearly recognizable order, for there are problems oforder
that extend beyond the existence ofa concrete society and
its instirutions, and there will always be a gulf between
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true order and the order realized concretely by any soci-
ety. The existence of a concrete society in a definite form
will not resolve the question of order in history. No cho-
sen people in any concrete historical form can ever be the
ultimate center of the true order of humankind.

Deutero-Isaiah is the prophet who lived tlrough the
anguished anticipation of Israel's final exodus: now an

exodus not of migration from Chaldean civilization nor
from Eglptian bondage, but from Israel itself as a society
organized for national purposes under God in the midst
of other imperial civilizations. Each exodus represents a

step in the movement away from cosmological imperial
civilization to society in history under God. In the writing
of Deutero-Isaiah, Voegelin discovers a progression of ex-
perience and symbolization from the expectation ofa con-
crete order of an Israel restored by Cyrus to the mystery
ofthe exodus from concrete order itselfthat is sl,rnbolized
by the suffering servant.The original message ofDeutero-
Isaiah, building upon the heritage left him by his prede-

cessors, emphasizes salvation in a manner that no longer
hinges on the fulfrllment of the law, and so that no longer
views salvation as the alternative to suffering. Neitler sal-
vation nor suffering has disappeared from t}Ie message,

but they are no longer alternatives. God is now revealing

God's own self as the redeemer, and the appeal of the
prophet is simply that the people accept God as such. Is-
rael has been forgiven, and so in a definite way the ques-

tion ofconduct is now in the past.The concern now is not
with the order of life under the covenant of the law, but
with the order under the redeemer God. The Servant em-
bodies that order, and so is the covenant to the people, the
tight to the nations. Redemption is revealed as the fruit of
suffering, right here and noto.'fl:tis is the new dispensation.
Even the Exodus from Egypt is unimportant in compari-
son with the 'new things' that God is doing.

Theohgt and Culure
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Concretely the 'new' consists proximately in the lib-
eration from the Babylonian exile. But these events ofpower
politics are understood as a revelational epoch, because in
them the reality of God and of God's power over the flesh
are being revealed in a way that brings redemption from
the false gods of empire. Above the vicissitudes of empire
'the word of our God shall stand forever' (Isaiah 4o.8).ufith this insight God is revealed as the God of all
humankind. And since Israel as a concrete society has per-
ished with the empires,'the Israel that rises from the storm
that has blown over all of mankind is no longer the self-
contained Chosen People but the people to whom the rev-
elation has come first to be communicated to the nations.
It has to emigrate from its own concrete order just as the
empire peoples had to emigrare from theirs. The new Is-
rael is the covenant and light to the nations (a2.6), the
Servant ofYahweh through whom God will make his sal-
vation reach to the end of the earth (49.6).'7

The servant's task is to spread the news of redemp-
tion from Israel to the nations. His task is to be carried out
not under the conditions of a complete dissolution of the
empires in which man apes God, but under those of a
succession of concretely realized imperial ambitions. The
task'will bring ridicule, humiliation) persecution, and suf-
fering to the men who undertake it under such unaus-
picious circumstances.'8 The servant becomes .a new t,?e
in the history of order, a type created by the prophet in
Israel and for Israel, to be figurated by others until the
task is accomplished.'e His task will be completed only
when everyone becomes a disciple of God, as the servant
is. He will execute his mission by obedience in adversity,
not rebelling or turning back, nor being confounded by
ill-ueatment of his person. 'Trusting in God will he con-
tinue to speak with a disciple's tongue what he has been
taught by God.'10 And finally the people will come to be-
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lieve the unbelievable tale of representative suffering, and
when they do so they will know the completion of libera-
tion from the order of empire. 'The Servant who suffers
many a death to live, who is humiliated to be exalted, who
bears the guilt of many to see them saved as his offspring,
is the King above the kings, the representative of divine
above imperial order. And the history oflsrael as the people

under God is consummated in the vision of the unknown
genius, for as the representative sufferer Israel has gone

beyond itself and become the light of salvation to man-
kind.'l1 An abiding preoccupation with the servant is mani-
fest in Acts 8. 'The Ethiopian eunuch of the queen, sitting
on his cart and reading Isaiah, ponders on the passage:

"Like a sheep he was led away to *re slaughter." He in-
quires of Philip: "Tell me, ofwhom is the prophet speak-

ing? of himself, or of someone else?" Then Philip began,

reports the historian of the Apostles, and starting from
this passage he told him the good news about Jesus.'12

Our vision of the church in the midst of the vicissi-
tudes of empire in our own day is one of a global network
of communities of Christian witness, Christian fellowship,
and Christian service to humanity that would embody
under any possible, probable, or actual conditions of t}te
present and future the vocation of ttre suffering servant of
God in accord with the just and mysterious law of the cross.

Such a network of communities is informed by the divinely
originated solution to the mystery ofevil, the solution that
'will be not only a renovation of will that matches intellec-
tual detachment and aspiration, not only a new and higher
collaboration of intellects through faith in God, but also a

mystery that is at once symbol of the uncomprehended
and sign of what is grasped and psychic force that sweeps

living human bodies, linked in charity, to the ioy{.rI, cou-
rageous, wholehearted, yet intelligently controlled perfor-
mance of the tasks set by a world order in which the prob-
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Culture and Society2

!(rhat concretely does it mean for the church to ex-
ercise the ministry of the suffering servant in our day?What
does it mean for the presbyter to lead the church in this
mission through prophetic word, sacramental action, and
pastoral care?

The Dimensions oJ Society

The question is social and cultural. It addresses the
structure of disintegration and evokes the structure of in-
tegrity. It asks about the structural mechanics of dissolu-
tion, and it anticipates the organic structure of a socially
redemptive process.

I will use the word 'society' according to the conven-
tion employed by David TracS for whom it is a broad ge-
neric term that encompasses several more specific dimen-
sions. Tracy lists three such components: the techno-
economic order, the polity, and culture.l4 !7hile we do
indeed speak ofa technoeconomic order that is concerned
with the organization and allocation ofgoods and services

lem of evil is not suppressed bur transcended.'13 To medi-
ate this solution theologically with our contemporary glo-
bal cultural matrix is simultaneously to evoke an alterna-
tive siruation: the liberation of humanity from the vicissi-
tudes of imperial order and disorder, tlrough fidelity to
the integral scale of values through which a new law is
brought to the earth, a law whose validity extends to ev-
erybodg whose power is strictly limited, and whose con-
crete embodiment consists in newly defined territorial
entities in the constant process of renovation and revital-
ization through the outpouring of the Spirit of God upon
all flesh.

2.1
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and ttre occupational and sratificational systems of the
society, we have learned from Karl Marx that rechnologi-
cal hstitutions (the 'forces ofproduction') should be dif-
ferentiated from the economic system (the'relations of
production'). Moreover, it seems that we should add one
further dimension, one to which Marx was not sufficiently
sensitive and whose neglect decisively amputates his un-
derstanding ofthe structure of sociery: intersubiective spon-
taneiry, primordial human intersubiectiviry. This dimen-
sion will never be comprehended by understanding the
relations established among technology, economic systems,

politics, and cultural meanings and values. It is the pri-
mordial base of human community. When understood in
general terms it seems, as I-onergan says, almost 'too ob-
vious to be discussed or criticized, too closely linked with
more elementary processes to be distinguished sharply from
*rem.' l-onergan describes it as follows:

The bond of mother and child, man and wife,
father and son, reaches into a past ofancestors
to give meaning and cohesion to the clan or
tribe or nation. A sense of belonging together
provides the dynamic premise for common
enterprise, for mutual aid and succor, for the
sympathy that augments joys and divides sor-
rows. Even after civilization is attained,
intersubjective community survives in the fam-
ily with its circle of relatives and its accretion
of friends, in customs and folkways, in basic
arts and crafts and skills, in language and song
and dance, and most concretely of all in the
inner psychology and radiating influence of
women. Nor is the abiding significance and
efficacy ofthe intersubjective ovedooked when
motley states name themselves nations, when
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constitutions are attributed to founding fathers,
when image and symbol, anthem and assem-
bly, emotion and sentiment are invoked to im-
part an elemental vigor and pitch to the vast
and cold technological, economic, and politi-
cal structures of human invention and conven-
tion. Finally, as intersubjective communiry pre-
cedes civilization and underpins it, so also it
remains when civilization suffers disintegration
and decay.l5

Vtren intersubjectiviry is understood in less general
terms, however, we can see quite clearly its importance for
the structure ofsociety. For it is the cohesive bond ofgroups
that are formed on the basis of common interests,
convictions, tasks, problems. It binds one group together
and divides it from another group. It is the most basic of
all social dimensions.

Society, then, is composed of five elements:
intersubjective spontaneity, technological institutions, the
economic system, the political order, and culture.W'e have
just discussed intersubjective spontaneity. Technology is
rooted in the insight that the recurrent desires ofindividu-
als and groups can be met in a recurrent way through the
formation of capital. Technology at its roots, I believe, is
the system and set of instruments, including human labor
power, involved in the formation ofcapital, for the sake of
meeting in a recurrent fashion the recurrent desires for
consumer goods on the part of the intersubjective groups
ofa society. The economic system is'some procedure that
sets the balance between the production ofconsumer goods
and new capital formation, some method that settles what
quantities of what goods and services are to be supplied,
some device for assigning tasks to individuals and for dis-
tributing among them the common product.'l6The politi-
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cal order meets problems that arise because of the diffi-
culty of achieving effective agreement among the various
intersubjective groups regarding the allocation and distri-
bution of the products of *re economic system and the
technological institutions. It is a public bond that extends
beyond family and intimate associations, and so beyond
intersubjective spontaneiry through which a society forms
and implements its notions of justice and legitimate
power.17 Culture is the operative set of meanings and val-
ues that govern a society's way of life. In Clifford Geertz's
words, it is 'an historically transmitted pattern of mean-
ings embodied in symbols, a system of inherited concep-
tions expressed in s]rynbolic forms by means of which men
communicate, perpetuate and develop their knowledge
about and attitudes toward life.'l8 Culture is the clue to
the ethos (tone, character, quality of life, sryle) of a soci-
ery and to its comprehensive ideas oforder or its worldview.
It sets the horizon within which the specific problems of
political agreement are to be resolved.

The more complex a society, the more differentiated
these dimensions will and must be. But the essential ques-

tion about any concrete contemporary society has to do
with how these five elements are related to one another in
that sociery. And an even more basic question is, Is there a

general or heuristic formula that specifies how these ele-
ments should be related to one another? Ifthere is, we can
provide a structural analysis of the mechanics of disinte-
gration and a structural formula for the new law on earth
that, given the fact that there will always be a gulfbetween
true order and the order realized concretely by any soci-
ety, it is the mission of the community of the suffering
servant perseveringly to mediate to t}re nations.

Theologt atd Ctthure
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Some hinciples of Social and Cuhural Analysis2.2

z.z.r The Individual and Society.
I begin with two assumptions that emerged in the

course of my psychological work, but that have proven to
be equally determinative of my emerging position on so-
cial and cultural issues.

First, the deepest desire of the human person is so to
forge the materials of his or her own life as to make of
one's world, one's relations with others, and concomitantly
of oneself, a work of art.

Second, this desire is fulfilled to the extenr thar per-
sons discover and follow, step by step, the direction that is
to be found, but that also can be missed, in the movement
of life.

These basic assumptions mean that the health or
distortion of a society is to be weighed against the mea-
sure of human dramatic artistry in communiry. The pro-
cess of the development or maldevelopment of the person
as a dramatic artist and that of the progress or decline ofa
society are to be understood mutually. The key to dra-
matic artistry lies in what Lonergan refers to as 'the chal-
lenge ofhistory,' that is, 'progressively to restrict the realm
of chance or fate or destiny and progressively to enlarge
the realm of conscious grasp and deliberate choice.'le In
this regard f,onergan's understanding of individual and
social process coincides with that of the Brazilian educa-
tor Paulo Freire, for whom liberation is primarily deliver-
ance from fatalism. By 'chance or fate or destiny' Lonergan
is referring to the psychological and social determinisms
that, as he says elsewhere,2o can be broken only by the
conviction of faith, the power of hope, and the joy and
sacrifice oflove. In Method inTheology, the equivalent con-
dition is one of participating freely in a process that is at
once individual and social, and that consists in the making
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of humanity: in its advance in authenticity, in the flower-
ing of human affectivity, and in the direction of human
labor to ends that are really worth while.

Against this background, we may state the relation
ofpersonal and social development as follows:

(r) the desire to make of one's life a work of art by
discovering and following the direction to be found in the
movement of life is facilitated to the extent that the social
conditions that stimulate personal change allow for and
foster the use of one's understanding and the exercise of
one's freedom so that one participates in the process of
the human good; and this desire is impeded to the extent
that these factors of understanding and freedom are re-
suicted by the mechanisms of psychological conditioning,
social absurdity, and in the limit totalitarian control;

(z) these societies will successfully meet the challenge
ofhistory, avoiding and overcoming the grip ofcondition-
ing, bias, and control, to the extent that the persons who
compose them are exercising intelligence and freedom in
genuinely forging a work of art as they constiture their
world, their relations with others, and concomitantly them-
selvesl

(3) this is not a vicious circle, for the process ofsoci-
ety has a certain dominance over that of the individual,
who is born into and raised in and stimulated by rhe al-
ready given social situation; the situations that stimulate
and condition the factors within the person that are re-
sponsible for his or her development are constituted by
the culture, the polity, the economic system, the techno-
logical institutions, and the habits of sensitive spontaneiry
that prevail in the person's sociery, whether these be in the
process of progress or of decline;21 and

(+) conditions of cultural, political, and general so-
cial decline pose a special problem: how is the decline to
be reversed if the development of individuals is so inti-
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mately conditioned by the situations of the society? Revo-
lution is no automatic guarantee, for perhaps the problem
is not simply one of an unjust economic and political sys-
tem. Perhaps these are symptoms of a miscarriage of the
relations that should obtain among all five of the elements
constitutive of society. Perhaps the revolutionaries are
themselves the victim of this more inclusive miscarriage.
Perhaps the problem lies deeper than can be met by a revo-
lution: in general rather than group bias. Moreover, it is
not suffrcient, though it is true, to say that social condi-
tioning does not necessarily mean social determinism.Ttris
is too easy a way out of the problem, one employed by
reactionaries as they offer their bromides to tlle poor, coun-
seling them to raise themselves out of poverry by industry
and initiative. The advice overlooks the problem of statis-
tical probabilities: as social situations deteriorate, the prob-
ability rises tJ:at persons will not be provided the atmo-
sphere in which they will even be stimulated to authentic
development. In the limit, we may envision, as Lewis
Mumford does, a post-historic situation in which the prob-
abilities of development in genuine dramatic artistry are
so infinitesimally low that, for all practical purposes, his-
tory has come to an end, and human beings become as

programmed by social and neural patterns as is a colony
of ants.22 Thus Hannah Arendt can speak of our uncer-
tainty of 'what will happen once the authentic mass man
takes over ... He will have more in common with the me-
ticulous, calculated correcmess of Himmler than with the
hysterical fanaticism of Hitler':23 of Himmler, who once
spoke of 'the new type of man who under no circumstances
will ever do "a thing for its own sake."'24

The problem of decline can be reversed only by the
formation of a creative minority within the society in ques-
tion: a minoriry which grasps what is going forward, un-
derstands its roots, anticipates its ever more disastrous
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consequences, and decides both to resist it and to offer an
alternative to it.

z. z.l The Scale ofValues.
The balance of practicality and artistry has to do

primarily with the exercise of human intelligence, which
must be stretched beyond the confines of practical com-
mon sense and become alert to other considerations as

z.z.z. Practicaliry and Artistry.
One of the principles of the reversal, of resistance

and ofthe alternative way oflife, is that practicaliry in origi-
nating and developing capital and technology, the economy
and the state, must be subordinated to the construction of
the human world, of human relations, and of human sub-
jects as works of art.This subordination takes place through
bringing human practicality into a taut balance with the
demands of primordial intersubfectivity. The delicately
nuanced process emanating from these two factors, which
will always be in tension with one another, constitutes
human artistry in the social forging of the human world. If
either of these principles plays too dominant a role, out of
balance with the other, the society suffers decline. I7hen
practicality is exercised without concern for spontaneous
community, the intersubjective base of the community is

destroyed and people become rootless. When the
intersubjective base is overly emphasized, particularly in
its group ethos) those practical insights that might indeed
be conducive to meeting a sociery's real problems but that
call for the sacrifice of narrow group or class interests are
neglected. Social progress is, in part, the harmonious un-
folding ofthe changes that result from each ofthese linked
but opposed principles ofchange: tlte taut balance ofprac-
ticality and spontaneity.This is one constituent element of
dramatic artistry on tlte social scene.
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well. But meeting the challenge of history demands not
only the exercise of intelligence but also an orientation of
human freedom, without which even the proper exercise
of intelligence is impossible. I-et us consider the following
passage from Machiavelli's The Prince, a passage employed
several years ago in a paper by Fred I-awrence on political
theology. I-et us use it as a point of departure for ueating
the question of tlre appropriate orientation of human free-
dom.

Many have imagined republics and principali
ties which have never been seen or known to
exist in reality; for how we live is so far removed
from how we ought to live, that he who aban-
dons what is done for what ought to be done
will rather learn to bring about his own ruin
than his preservation. A man who wishes to
make a profession of goodness in everything
must necessarily come to grief among so many
who are not good. Therefore it is necessary for
a prince who wishes to maintain himself to
learn how not to be good, and to use this knowl-
edge and not use it according to the necessity
of the case.25

Until the final sentence of this passage, Machiavelli
and the suffering servant would be in agreement. But at
this point the servant would say: therefore it is necessary
for one who no longer cares whether he can maintain him-
selfto learn how to be good in everything and to use this
knowledge in every case.

The passage from Machiavelli recommends the sac-
rifice of integrity for expediency. And the point of the re-
quired orientation offreedom that we envision is precisely
that one must take one's stand, not on expediency but on
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integrity. What does this mean? By answering this ques-
tion I believe that we can understand the appropriate rela-
tions among the five elements of society.

I have been greatly helped in this regard by reflect-
ing on the implications of what Lonergan has called the
scale of values, and by trying to disengage the relations
that obtain among the various levels ofthis scale.

[Wle may distinguish vital, social, cultural,
personal, and religious values in an ascending
order.Vital values, such as health and strength,
grace and vigor, normally are preferred to
avoiding the work, privations, pains involved
in acquiring, maintaining, restoring them. So-
cial values, such as the good of order which
conditions the vital values of the whole com-
munity, have to be preferred to the vital values
of individual members of the community. Cul-
rural values do not exist without the underpin-
ning of vital and social values, but none the
less they rank higher. Not on bread alone doth
man live. Over and above mere living and op-
erating, men have to find a meaning and value
in their living and operating. It is the function
of culture to discover, express, validate, criti-
cize, correct, develop, improve such meaning
and value. Personal value is the person in his
self-transcendence, as loving and being loved,
as originator of values in himself and in his
milieu, as an inspiration and invitation to oth-
ers to do likewise. Religious values, finally, are
at the heart of t}Ie meaning and value of man's
living and man's world.26
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2.2. t. r Infrastructure and Superstructure
I want to begin my comments on the scale of values

by addressing a problem originally introduced by Marx. It
has to do with the infrastructure and the superstructure of
a society.

With Marx I will hold that any concrete sociery is
composed ofan infrastructure ofconcrete everyday trans-
actions and a supersuucture of meanings and values that
govern these transactions or that reflect them. For Marx,
the infiastructure is constituted by the forces and relations
of production, that is, by technology and the economic
system, as these provide the material frames of reference
that confine our powers ofprojective consciousness. Forces
of production fall into the two classes of labor power and
the 'objective' means of production. These are the mate-
rial foundation ofall human existence and expression.The
economic relations of production distort these forces and
render them destructive by stipulating the material use
values that it is their function to make - those that sus-
tain or increase profits for the ruling class - and the mode
of operation of the productive forces themselves - riv-
eted division oflabor, exhaustion of natural resources, in-
efficient use of productive forces. These relations of pro-
duction are the proprietary connecdons between the forces
of production and theh owners. The essential and defin-
ing principle of the economic structure is the law of sur-
plus labor: the few extract payment from the many in the
form ofsurplus labor in exchange for the means ofsubsis-
tence.The infrastrucrure is constituted by a complex rela-
tion between forces and relations of production: Ihe eco-
nomic structure fefters the forces ofproduction until these
are ready to burst the bonds, at which point the condi-
tions for revolution have been prepared.

For Marx the superstructure is constituted by the
legal and political institutions of society, by ideology, and

L4Z
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by the forms of social consciousness. I-aw and politics are
a sanctioned and coercive regulator of the economic rela-
tions of production, a conscious construction that arises
upon already existing antagonisms between the ruling class
and the workers and that regulates these antagonisms in
the interests of the ruling class. They are a reflex of the
economic base, an indispensable defense mechanism rhat
provides a mask covering over the real situation of the re-
lations of production and that enforces this situation by
any means found necessary. Ideology consists of the vari-
ous articulated forms of social self-understanding whereby
sociery formulates publicly effective concepdons that in-
fluence people's apprehension of themselves- Most ideol-
ogy employs empty generalities rather rhan determinate
categories, endows its principal illusory categories wi*r sel!
subsisting powers of motion, validates the established so-
cial order and invalidates what challenges it, is tied to the
past in its language and referents, and clothes existing eco-
nomic relations in an illusorily attractive guise. Its whole
purpose is to conceal the real relations ofproduction, class
divisions, and laws of exchange prevailing in the society
and to rationalize the legal and political aspect of the su-
perstructure, thus ensuring sociery's inaction with regard
to changing the underlying economic base. And forms of
social consciousness are the presupposed principles be-
hind ideological formulations, governing them much in
the same way as Kant's a priori forms are said to govern
determinate categories, though unlike Kantian forms these
are socially acquired.

Infrastructure and superstructure for Marx are re-
lated by the laws of economic and technological deter-
minism. The economic base determines the superstruc-
ture insofar as it imposes work constraints and leisure con-
straints on individuals, selects out all superstructural phe-
nomena that do not comply with the economic structure,

Theologt ond Cuhure
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and introduces the content ofthe economic structure into
superstructural phenomena, as in ideology and the forms
of social consciousness.Technological determinism, how-
ever, necessitates that the economic order so correspond
with the stage ofdevelopment of the productive forces that
a certain level of this development will impel the class

struggle that, through superstructural changes, will burst
the economic structure asunder.The forces ofproduction
may be fettered by the economic structure, but only so

long as such fettering does not involve relinquishing or
forfeiting an established productive stage in a permanent
and quatitatively significant way.27

My evaluation of Marx's position, if I have correctly
understood it, is that he presents an analysis of what in
fact can happen when individual, group, and general bias
hold sway, but that he has fallen victim to general bias in
elevating these facts into lawsl that, because his analysis is

based on an artificial intersubjective ground, it displaces
the tension of limitation and transcendence;28 and that
this displacement is only accentuated in the dominant
Marxist uadition of state socialism. The fact that an iden-
tical structural deviation occurs in both capitalism and state

socialism - and John McMurtry has argued this to my
satisfaction2g - is an argument for an identical root, one
that lies in neither economic system as such but in the
general bias that allowed both systems to emerge. As Alvin
!7. Gouldner has argued, Marx focused on the defective
consciousness of bourgeois society and on the transfor-
madon of the capitalist infrastructure that determines bour-
geois consciousness, but he did not analyze with sufficient
clarity the kind of society that would suengthen and ex-
tend the role of consciousness and reason in life.30

An alternative position on the infrastructure and su-
perstructure of society might help to delineate such a so-
ciery and to give flesh and bone to our earlier employ-
ment of the special categories derived from the Isaianic

Chapter z
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vision of the suffering servant and his mission in the world.
rWhat would it be to bring a new law on earth in our time)
what would it be neither to waver nor be crushed until
true iustice is established on the earth? Perhaps we can
answer these questions by presenting, with the help of
Lonergan's scale of values, an alternative to the Marxist
position on the infrastructure and superstructure of soci-
ety.

I will maintain, then, that an integral society's infra-
structure would be constituted by the dialectical unfold-
ing ofthe tension ofspontaneous intersubiectivity (for the
most part, the principle of limitation) with the technologi-
cal, economic, cz d legal-political institutions ofthe society.

Note that the legal and political institutions are an ele-
ment ofthe infrastructure ofan integral society, not of the
superstructure. The latter is the realm ofthe determinants
of publicly shared and effective meanings and values, and
so ofculture, ofthe operative assumptions of meaning and
value informing the way of life of the infrastructure. The
infrastructure, moreover, will be healthy or diseased de-
pending on whether the tension of the process emergent
from the two principles ofsocial change - intersubjective
spontaneity and social order - is preserved in a state of
taut balance or whether one or other of these principles
has gotten the upper hand in determining the course of
social process.

I-et us relate these considerations of infrastructure
and superstructure to the levels ofvalue given by I-onergan.
The infrastructure of any concrete sociery is constituted
by the concrete realization ofvital and social values in that
sociery whether that realization be healthy or diseased.

The values that constitute culture, again whether healthy
or diseased, make up the superstructure.3 1

V/trat about personal and religious values? They lie
beyond the three levels of value that constitute the public
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formation of the superstructure and infrastructure of the
society, in the realm of personal decision and orientation.
As Voegelin said when discussing the servant, there are
problems of order that extend beyond the existence of a
concrete society and its institutions. But tlese values do
not constitute a merely private realm of existence without
relevance to the cultural superstructure and the social and
vital infrastructure of the society. Quite to the contrary,
they are the ultimate determinants of cultural integrity, of
social progress, of tlre appropriate relation among the five
elements that constitute society, and so of the equitable
distribution of vital goods. And the relations among the
five levels ofvalue help us to see how this is the case.

2.2. j.2 Healing and Creating in History: A Neza

Application
In discussing these relations, let us begin with the

level ofpersonal values.The person as a self-ftanscendent
originator ofvalues in self and world, the person in his or
her integriry does not exist, is in fact an impossibility, with-
out the gift of God's grace. Thus religious values are the
condition of the possibility of personal integrity. Moving
next to the level ofcultural values, genuine cultural values
arise from the pursuit of the beautiful in story and song,
ritual and dance, literature and art; from the pursuit ofthe
intelligible in science and scholarship and reflection on
life; and from t}re pursuit of the true in philosophy and
theology. Now these pursuits are integral only to the ex-
tent that tley are carried on by persons of moral and inrel-
lectual integrity. Thus personal values are the condition of
the possibility of the actual and recurrent functioning of
genuine cultural values as the public determinants of mean-
ing and value in a society. Next let us move to the values of
the social order, to political organizationr economic rela-
tions, and technological developments. These are good to
the extent that they are formed and implemented in dia-
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lectical tension with the legitimate demands of spontane-
ous intersubiectivity. To that extent they will embody genu-
ine cultural values: values emergent from the pursuit of
the beautiful, the intelligible, and the true. Cultural val-
ues, through which the meanings that we live by are dis-
covered, expressed, validated, criticized, developed, and
improved, are thus the condition of the possibility ofa social
order tlat is really worth while. Finally, vital values are
available to the communiry only to the extent that the social
order is just, and so a just social order is the condition of
the possibility of the equitable distribution of vital values.

Notice what has happened in this analysis.The higher
reaches of the scale of values determine the realization of
the more basic levels: no personal integrity without divine
gracel no cultural values without personal integrity; no iust
social order without genuine cultural valuesl and no vital
values for the whole community without a just social order.

Is there also a relation that obtains the other way
around, from below upwards? While the movement from
above downwards is the movement ofconditioning, or even
of healing, that from below upwards is the movement of
differentiation and so of creativiry.The basic principle here
is the following: problems in the effective and recurrent
realization of more basic levels of value, especially when
they reach the point of the breakdown of previously func-
tioning schemes, can be solved only by a new differentia-
tion of higher levels of value. The newly differentiated
higherJevel values will in turn determine the effective re-
alization of the more basic levels.

Thus: problems in the effective distribution of vital
values to the whole community can be solved by new tech-
nological developments, new economic relations, and new
forms ofpolitical organization at the level of social values.
But such new social relations can become effectively re-
current only if a change occurs in the cultural values that
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determine the community's way of life. This change must
be commensurate with the demands of the social order.
The differentiation of more inclusive and refined cultural
sensitivities, however, calls for a deepening perception, and
perhaps a conversion, of persons in their constitution of
the world, their relations with one another, and themselves
as works of art. And a more sustained pursuit ofself-tran-
scendent living is impossible without the condnuing Eans-
formation of the person that is the work of God's grace at
the core of one's being, and so without the ever further
refinement of religiously differentiated consciousness.

These points enable us to say something further
about the relations that prevail among the elements that
constitute the infrastructure itselt intersubjective sponta-
neiry, technology, the economy, and politics. IJTe have al-
ready said that the infrasuucture is constitlrted by the ten-
sion of spontaneous intersubjectivity with the technologi-
cal, economic, and political institutions of a society. So
our main question now is about the relations among tech-
nology, the economy, and politics. rJ(/hat will that relation
be when the cultural and social orders are healthy?32

The key to answering this question, it seems to me,
has to do with the function of politics. li7hen the integral
scale ofvalues is overruled, legal and political institutions
become the lowest rung of a mendacious superstructure
erected for the preservation ofa distorted economic infra-
structure, whether capitalist or socialist.The integral scale
of values is neglected when integrity in the creation of a
work of dramatic art gives way to practical expediency.
Then egoistic and group interests predominate in deter-
mining the relation of the levels of value and the relation
of the five elements constitutive of society. The first level
of value to suffer, the first element of society to disinte-
grate, is culture.The public determinants of meaning and
value that would arise from the pursuit of the beautiful,
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the intelligible, and the true are evacuated from t}te social

scene. They retreat into the margins ofsociety, or become
the tools of economic interests. Irgal and political institu-
tions take the place of culture as the sources of the public
meanings and values governing the society's way of life'
And these institutions are themselves now determined by
economic interests, so that the meanings and values that
govern the way of the sociery become ultimately economic.

Legal and political institutions should be devised to bring
about the effective unfolding of a social process arising
fiom the tension of intersubjective groups with techno-
logical and economic institutions. Instead these institu-
tions become the instuments of economic interests and
distort the process of society in accord with those inter-
ests. The function of politics is nvisted into an ideological
defense mechanism for the interests ofsocial groups.!7hat
it should be is the institution whereby the whole society

can be persuaded by rational arguments and symbolic ex-

ample to exist and change in the tension ofvital spontane-
ity and social organization. But when the tension is upset

by the predominance of economic expediency, the politi-
cal slips out ofthe infrastructure and begins to usurp more
and more the functions of culture, becoming a menda-
cious but quite public determinant of the meanings and
values informing the way of life of the sociery. Then the

social order becomes less and less the product of people

who have been educated in the pursuit ofbeaury, intelligi-
bility, and truth; it is the product of a distorted aesthetic
consciousness, a perverted intelligence, and an uncritical
rationality. Morality and religion follow suit, retreating into
t}te margins of society and becoming merely private con-
cerns. As personal values are thus amputated, the good is
rendered inefficacious in the suucturing of the cultural
and social order. And religious values are either explicitly
denied and even forbidden in the public cultural domain,
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or they are twisted into perverse supports for the distorted
culture and society, as in American civil religion.

The key to avoiding these distortions is the rever-
ence that is to be paid to culture that keeps it fiom becom-
ing proximately practical and expedient. The art and the
literature, the narrative and song, the ritual and dance, the
science and scholarship, the philosophy and theology, the
theater and broadcasting, the journalism and history, the
school and university, the personal depth and public
opinion33 that take their stand on integrity and so that
generate meanings and values to inform *re society's way
of life as emergent from the integral pursuit ofthe beauti-
fuI, the intelligible, the true, and the good - these are the
proximate sources of infrastructural and general social
flourishing. Genuine politics would mediate cultural val-
ues to the social infrastructure. It would persuade the in-
frastructure to a balance ofspontaneity and order in keep-
ing with genuine cultural values.

2.2.J.J Imperialism
We said earlier that the actual situation addressed by

a contemporary systematic theology is characterized pri-
marily by competing imperialistic systems always border-
ing on the brink of totalitarianism. The root of imperial-
ism lies in the subordination of the political to economic
interests. Yet the first to formulate such a distorted rela-
tion between economics and politics, Marx, did not speak
of imperialism, and the capitalism of his day was not im-
perialistic. HannahArendt dates the beginning of economic
imperialism in the mid-r88os. It is characterized by an eco-
nomic reality that Marx's theory neither accounts for nor
anticipates. Marx anticipated that technological institu-
tions, including human labor power, would become too
large and complex and differentiated for economic units
of ownership to control. At this point, the conditions for
revolution prevail, and economic ownership of the forces
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ofproduction can slip into new hands that are more com-
plex and organized and that can control the complexity of
the forces ofproduction. It can move from private to pub-
lic ownership. \X/hat Marx did not anticipate is that eco-
nomic units of ownership could become too large and too
complex to correspond in a rational fashion wi*t techno-
logical institutions, including human labor power, and with
the tension between the social order and the intersubiective
spontaneity of the groups constituting the society. rWhat

happens when that becomes the case, of course, is not
revolution but economic imperialism: the extension of the
power of economic ownership beyond the society in which
it originated, and the exploitation ofthe forces of produc-
tion of other societies for the sake of meeting one's own
economic interests. Such is the core of imperialism, which
is at its roots an economic phenomenon.

2.2-j.4 GlobalCuhuralValues
Two final points must be made with regard to the

scale of values.They follow quite smoothly out of what we
have already seen.

First, we must address the global nature of the dis-
tortions that constitute the siruation of the world today.
The disease in the relations of the levels of value and in
the relations ofthe elements ofsociety is not confined to a
given society. It is global, primarily because of imperialism
and its effects. The disease is planetary, and the remedy
lies in a properly conceived and responsibly implemented
world-cultural alternative.\7e are already intuitively aware
of the global dimensions of the problem. riVhat I want to
do is to ground that intuition in the scale ofvalues.

As we have seen, the effective realization of the higher
Ievels of value is the condition of the possibiliry of the re-
current realization of the more basic levels. But there is

also the reladon from below upwards, the relation of dif-
ferentiation and creativity.The maldistribution of particu-



lar goods raises the question that will lead to a more dif-
ferentiated articulation and even a dramatic transforma-
tion of technological, economic, and political institutions.
The need for such a transformation raises *re question of
a change in the operative meanings and values that deter-
mine the society's way of life. This change may demand a

transformation of persons to a more comprehensive integ-
riry. And this moral and intellectual conversion may de-
pend for its stability on a deeper religious life.

In our contemporary situation, ttre problem of the
equitable distribution ofparticular goods, of the recurrent
realization of the most vital human values meeting the most
vital human needs, is clearly global. Facing the problem
demands that we work out and implement a global eco-
nomic order enabling the operation oftechnological insti-
tutions on a more regional level to meet the demands of
vital spontaneity; and that we create globally effective po-
litical institutions embodying the conceptions and exer-
cising the power implied in our notions of global justice.
1We will not be able or willing to create globally effective
technological, economic, and polirical institutions unless
we differentiate public determinants of meaning and value
that regard primarily not the way of life of our regionally
defined and ctcumscribed societies but the global cofitmu-
nity of men and women, and so ur ess our cultural values
are themselves somehow crosscultural. Next, we cannot meet
the challenge of generating crosscultural meanings and val-
ues without doing violence to our own cultural roots, unless
we differentiate the crosscultural constituents of human in-
tegrity through a new science of human interiority. Generat-
ing this science takes a certain kind of moral commimrent to
the future of humanity that demands the sacrifice of more
immediate satisfactions. And living from and on the basis of
such a commitment calls for a deepening of the religious
lives of the men and women calied to that enterprise.

Chapter 7
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Again:The breakdown of the distribution of particu-
lar goods evokes the question that enables and demands a

new differentiation of the social order and so of technol-
ogy and economics. Today this new order must be global,
for the breakdown is global.The breakdown of the good of
order evokes t}te questions that call forth a more differen-
tiated set ofcultural meanings and values.Today these must
emerge from crosscultural communication and develop-
ment if they are to effect the global social institutions that
are needed to meet the global problem of vital values.
Problems regarding the crosscultural integration of previ-
ously more regional cultural values evoke the questions
that force more exacting discussion of personal integrity
and its crosscultural constituents. And the recurring sense

ofour own incapacity for sustained autonomous integrity,
which is only heightened by such explorations as these,
sets in motion tlte pure question that is in effect our sup-
plication for an ever more refined and purified religious
orientation. This religious orientation will ground the per-
sonal integrity needed for the collaboration that will es-

tablish genuine cultural values for a global human com-
munity. These values will affect the infiasuucture through
the political specialization of common sense, whose func-
tion it is to persuade the community to the needed eco-
nomic and technological changes that can meet the de-
mands of the intersubjective groups of a global humanity
for the satisfaction of their most vital needs.

2.2. r. t The Preferential Option for the Poor
My final point has to do with the same structure,

and unfolds another of its implications. My argument in
effect constitutes a defense, perhaps even a grounding, from
the standpoint of a transcendental anthropology, for the
insight of liberation theologians regarding the hermen-
eutically privileged position for theology ofthe most griev-
ously oppressed peoples of our globe, and regarding the
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preferential option for the poor that must govern the
church's exercise of all of its ministry. The situation that I
have attempted to portray is one affected by the distor-
tions ofthe integral scale ofvalues, disrupting the relation
between the social infrastructure and the cultural super-
structure that would obtain if subiects in community were
faithful to the task of dramatic artistry. Culture has either
retreated into an ivory tower or has been made proximately
practical. The political takes the place of culture in the
superstructure, becoming the principal conscious deter-
minant of the public meanings and values of the society.

Politics is diverted from its authentic task of mediating
cultural values to the economic and technological struc-
tures so as to forge them in line with the demands of dra-
matically artistic living. The economic system has been
diverted from its proper task of regulating technological
structures so as recurrently to provide the whole commu-
nity with the materials to be forged into a work of art.The
economic system has become instead the preserve of the
advantaged. The consequence is a massive oppression of
the disadvantaged tlat has become global, just as the reach
of economic imperialism has become global. From below
upwards, then, it is global injustice that most basically struc-
tures the situation in which we find ourselves, and that
provides the final criterion for the adequacy of any
alternative. Consequently, if the new cultural values tlat
are generated are not endowed with the capacity for evok-
ing a global horizon for economic justice, they are not the
cultural values demanded by the situation that confronts
us today.

1 Conclusion

Much could and eventually must be said about the
constitution of the needed cultural values. Space permits
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me only to refer the reader to the suggestions that I have
previously made regarding the integration of *re cosmo-
logical, anthropological, and soteriological insights of vari-
ous human cultures of the past.34 Irt me conclude with
the simple reminder that the church, commissioned as it
is to be the bearer of soteriological truth, will be faithful to
its commission only to the extent that it embodies in its
members, its communities, and its minisuies the law of
the cross through which the servant ofGod fills up in his
or her own body what is lacking in the sufferings ofChrist,
neither wavering nor being crushed until true justice is
established on the earth. Such is the priestly vocation of
the church, and such alone is the fulfillment of authentic
presblteral ministry. The divine and only solution to the
mystery of evil will never cease to encounter 'men clear-
sighted enough to grasp that the issue is between God and
man, logical enough to grant that intelligence and reason
are orientated toward God, ruthless enough to summon
to their aid the dark forces of passion and of violence.'35

By force and by law he was taken; would any-
one plead his cause?Yes, he was torn away from
the land ofthe living; for our faults struck down
in death. They gave him a grave with the wicked,
a tomb with the rich, though he had done no
wrong and there had been no perlury in his
mouth. God has been pleased to crush him with
suffering. If he offers his life in atonement, he
shall see his heirs, he shall have a long life, and
through him what God wishes will be done.
His soul's anguish over, he shall see the light
and be content. By his sufferings shall my
servant iusdry many, taking their faults on him-
self. Hence I will grant whole hordes for his
tribute, he shall divide the spoil with the mighty,
for surrendering himself to death and letting
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himself be taken for a sinner, while he was bear-
ing the faults of many and praying all the time
for sinners. (Isaiah ;1.8-rz)
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8 Theology's Situation: Questions to
Eric Voegelin

I do not consider myself an expert in the thought of
Eric Voegelin. But I have found myself deeply enriched,
instructed, and challenged by many of his writings, espe-
cially the four presently available volumes of Ordcr and
History-r In the present paper, however, I hope not so much
to specifu the precise influence ofVoegelin on my own work
as to outline the development of that work to date and to
employ that outline as a point of departure for dialogue
withVoegelin and his students.The positive influence that
Voegelin's work has had on my own will be apparent in the
outline.

My work to date is a series of preliminary investiga-
tions anticipating a contemporary systematic theology.
These prior investigations have not yet come to an end,
but the general contours are already apparent.The work is
an exercise in the theological functional specialty 'founda-
tions.'2 It offers a heuristic structure for understanding
three distinct but interrelated dialectical processes consti-
tutive of the situation which a systematic theology ad-
dresses, where that situation is in general a matter of the
dialectic of authenticity and inauthenticiryThese processes
are the dialectic of the subject, the dialectic of community,
and the dialectic of culture. Each process is a dialectic
because it is an unfolding oflinked but opposed principles
of change.3 But the overall dialectic of authenticity and

259
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inauthenticity is a dialectic ofcontradictories: it is resolved
only by a choice between alternatives. And the dialectics
of the subiect, of community, and of culture are dialectics
of contraries: both poles must be affirmed, each in its proper
place. In a dialectic of contraries, the condition of the
possibility of an integral dialectic lies in a third principle
that stands above the two principles internally constitutive
ofthe dialectic.The distortion of the dialectic ofcontraries
through the ascendancy of one of its two internally
constirutive principles is rooted in the maldevelopment or
breakdown of this third, synthetic principle, and results in
inauthenticity, as contradictory to the authenticity
constituted by the integral dialectic of contraries.

Thus the dialectic of the subject is internally consti-
tuted by the two principles of neural demand functions
and dramatically patterned intelligence,a and the condi-
tion of its integrity is an adequate and in the last analysis
universal antecedent willingrress.5 The dialectic of com-
munity is internally constituted by spontaneous inter-
subjectivity and practical intelligence,6 and the condition
of its integrity is culture.T And the dialectic of culture it-
self is internally constiruted by cosmological and anthro-
pological basic assumptions of meaning and value inform-
ing given ways of life, and the condition ofits integrity is a
differentiated soteriological vector that moves from above
downwards in human consciousness.8 Each dialectic of
contraries is an instance of the tension of limitation and
ffanscendence constitutive of all genuine development in
the universe.9 Neural demand functions, spontaneous
intersubiectivity, and cosmological insights are the prin-
ciples of limitation in the respective dialectics of the sub-
ject, community, and culture; and dramatically patterned
intelligence, practical intelligence, and the anthropologi-
cal principle are the respective principles oftranscendence.
Willingness, culture, and the soteriological differentiation
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of consciousness are higher syntheses conditioning the
possibilify of integrity in the respective dialectics of con-

traries. The dialectic of contradictories has ultimately to
do with the integrity or disintegration of*rese higher syn-

theses.
The siruation to be addressed by any systematic the-

ology mediating r,.ot in oratione obliqua from the past into
the present btx in oratione recta ftom the present into the

future is constituted by the actually functioning relations

among these dialectics.The dialectic of culture, moreover,

operates on two levels: a spontaneous level of everyday

transactions, which this dialectic shares with the dialectics

ofthe subiect and ofsociety, and a reflexive level ofschol-
arly and scientific obiectification, which reflects, among

other things, on all three everyday dialectics. From a nor-
mative point of view, the everyday functioning of the three
dialectics in their reladons with one another constirutes

the infrastructure ofthe situadon, and the reflexive objec-

tifications the superstructure. When this relationship of
infrastructure and superstructure is upset, the situation is

distorted. For then something that belongs in the infra-
stfucture usurps the prerogatives of the superstructural

Ievel of culture.
Theology is superstructural.Through the use ofspe-

cial theological categories, it mediates the meanings and

values constitutive of Christian witness, fellowship, and

service witl the (sometimes dialectically reoriented) gen-

eral categories that theology shares with other superstruc-

tural disciplines.l0The mediation is a matter not of corre-

lation, as erroneously presupposed by many contempo-

rary theological metlodologies,l l but of creative system-

atic consuuction. It is conducted in an atmosphere of in-
terdisciplinary collaboration. It is governed by foundational

reflecrion on converted interiority' And it heads toward a

basic science of humanity, ofwhich theology is but a part,
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and which is concerned not only with the understanding,
but also with the making, of history.12 The foundations of
the mediation lie in interiorly differentiated consciousness,
which is the source of the derivation and purification es-
pecially of the general categories but also, when extended
to include religious and Christian self-appropriation, of
the special categories.ls

The first phase of my work was concerned with the
dialectic of the subject. I have recently completed the ini-
tial stage of a study of the dialectic of community, and am
only beginning to work out the dynamics of the dialectic
of culture. It is with this third dialectic that the work of
EricVoegelin may prove to be most provocative ofinsight.
But his writings have helped me to understand better what
I was doing in my work on the dialectic of the subject, and
have posed the central problem with which I had to deal
in my reflections on the dialectic of communitv.

The Dialectic ofthe Subject

My work on the dialectic of the subject, I realized
after readingVoegelin, is geared to providing among other
things the basis for what he calls a psychology of orienta-
tions as opposed to a psychology ofpassional motivations.
A psychology of orientations is 'a science of the healthy
psyche, in the Platonic sense, in which the order of the
soul is created by transcendental orientation.'A psychol-
ogy ofpassional motivation is a 'science of the disoriented
psyche which must be ordered by a balance of motiva-
tions.' It is incomplete, 'in so far as it deals only with a
certain pneumopathological rype of man.'14 More precisely,
I have attempted to articulate the reorienting influence of
the intentionality analysis ofBernard I-onergan on the sci-
ence of the sensitive psyche, and then to argue that this
reoriented science - reorienred from a psychology of

a6z
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motivations to a psychology of orientadons - complements

the intentionality analysis from which it is derived, by pro-
viding a further dimension of interiorly differentiated con-
sciousness. Such an articulation implies, I believe, a dif-
ferentiation of the Greek psyche, employed interchange-
ably byVoegelin as 'soul' or 'psyche,' into transcendentally
oriented intentionality and the sensitive psyche.

The basis for the reorientation of the science of the
psyche I found in the recognition by l,onergan in his post-

1965 writings of the existence and indeed primacy of a fourth
level ofintentional consciousness that is distinct from the

three levels uncovered in the cognitional analysis of 1z-

srgftr. Existential consciousness governs the authenticiry of
the empirical, intellectual, and rational levels ofconscious-
ness, and sublates them into its own concern for world-
constitutive and self-constitutive praxis. The fourth level

of consciousness is a notion ofvalue' It intends the human
good, which is a concrete process, at once individual and

social, and which consists in the making of human history,

the flowering of human authenticity, the fulfillment of
human affectiviry and the direction of human labor to a

good of order and to particular goods that are really and

not iust apparently worth while.l5 These potential values

are apprehended in intentional feelings,l6 which themselves

function in a relationship of reciprocal evocation with
sl,rnbols:'A symbol is an image of a real or imaginary ob)ect

that evokes a feeling or is evoked by a feeling.'17 Existential
self-appropriation) the understanding, knowledge, and self-

conscious orientation of the subject as a deliberating,
evaluating, deciding subject can, I concluded, be greatly

aided by employing these relations among symbols,
feelings, and values, and so by using one's spontaneously
produced syrnbolic manifestations as a clue to insight into
the intentional feelings that themselves are revelatory of
one's spontaneous preferential scale of values.l8
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The scale of values is determined in accord with a
criterion of self-transcendence.

Not only do feelings respond to values. They
do so in accord with some scale ofpreference.
So we may distinguish vital, social, culrural,
personal, and religious values in an ascending
order.Vital values, such as health and strength,
grace and vigor, normally are preferred to
avoiding the work, privations, pains involved
in acquiring, maintaining, restoring them. So-
cial values, such as the good of order which
conditions *re vital values of the whole com-
munity, have to be preferred to the vital values
of individual members of the community. Cul-
tural values do not exist without the underpin-
ning of vital and social values, but none the
less they rank higher. Not on bread alone doth
man live. Over and above mere living and op-
erating men have to find a meaning and value
in their living and operating. It is the function
of culture to discover, express, validate, criti-
cize, correct, develop, improve such meaning
and value. Personal value is the person in his
self-transcendence, as loving and being loved,
as originator of values in himself and in his
milieu, as an inspiration and invitation to oth-
ers to do likewise. Religious values, finally, are
at the heart of the meaning and value of man's
living and man's world.l e

A psychic conversion that establishes a working com-
merce between neural demand functions and dramatically
patterned intentional consciousness can enable a subiect
intent on existential self-knowledge to ascertain, and to
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... selects and arranges materials that emerge

in consciousness in a perspective that gives rise

to an insight; this positive activity has by im-
ptication a negative aspect, for other materials
are left behind, and other perspectives are not
brought to light; still, this negative aspect of
positive activity does not introduce any arrange-

ment or perspective into the unconscious de-

mand functions of neural patterns and pro-
cesses.22

The censorship is repressive if
... its positive activity is to prevent the

emergence into consciousness of perspectives

that would give rise to unwanted insights; it
introduces, so to speak, the exclusion of ar-
rangements into the field of the unconscious;
it dictates the manner in which neural demand
functions are not to be met; and the negative

aspect of its positive activity is the admission
to consciousness of any materials in any other
arrangement or perspective.23

The dialectic is described as follows:

participate in guiding and orienting, the development of
his or her spontaneous scale of value preferences.20

The commerce of neural demand functions and in-
tentional consciousness is dialectical, where a dialectic is

conceived as 'a concrete unfolding of linked but opposed
principles of change.'2\ Dramatically patterned imagina-
tion and intelligence operate preconsciously in the selec-

tion of images for insight, and of their concomitant af-

fects. They function as a censorship over neutal demands

for psychic representations. The censorship can be either

constructive or repressive. It is consuuctive if it
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The contents and affects emerging into
consciousness provide the requisite aggregate
of events of a determinate kind; these events
originate from two principles, namely, neural
demand functions and the exercise ofthe con-
structive or repressive censorshipl the two prin-
ciples are linked as patterned and patterning;
they are opposed inasmuch as the censorship
not only consffucts but also represses, and
again inasmuch as a misguided censorship re-
sults in neglected neural demands forcing their
way into consciousnessl finally, change is cu-
mulative, for the orientation of the censorship
at any time and the neural demands to be met
both depend on the past history of the stream
of consciousness.24

Voegelin has called our attention to the need ofde-
veloping a vocabulary for uaderstanding, not psychopa-
thology, but pneumopathology: 'spiritual disease has never
been made the obiect of systematic inquiry and no suit-
able vocabulary has been developed for its description.'25
In this regard, the instructive point about the heuristic
structure that l-onergan offers for understanding and ap-
propriating psychic processes lies in the dialectical rela-
tionship of neural demand functions and dramatically ori-
ented intentionality at the ground of the events that consti-
tute the experience of the sensitive psyche. The key issue
is what one zuazts.There is an aberration ofunderstanding
resultant upon t}te love of darkness. The issue is one of
willingness, which is more radically a spirituat orientation
than it is a psychic state of affairs.

Effective fieedom itselfhas to be won.The key
point is to reach a willingness to persuade one-
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self and to submit to the persuasion of others.
For then one can be persuaded to a universal
willingness; so one becomes antecedently will-
ing to learn all there is to be learnt about will-
ing and learning and about the enlargement of
one's freedom from external constraints and
psychoneural interferences. But to reach the
universal willingness that matches tlle unre-
stricted desire to know is indeed a high achieve-

ment, for it consists not in the mere recogni-
tion of an ideal norm but in the adoption ofan
attitude towards the universe of being, not in
the adoption ofan affective attitude that would
desire but not perform but in the adoption of
an effective attitude in which performance
matches aspiration.26

Within such a perspective, psychotherapy should be

conceived regulatively as the enlargement of one's effec-

tive freedom from the psychoneural interferences that block
one's performance as a self-transcending attentive, intelli-
gent, rational, and morally responsible person. Real therapy

ofthe psyche, then, is an extension ofan ever greater ante-
cedent willingness into the domain of the neural demand
functions themselves.The movement of conversion to will-
ingness is a movement from above downwards in con-
sciousness,2T and so is radically a therapy of pneumo-
pathology before it becomes one of psychopathology.

Moreover, the science of the sensitive psyche must be

grounded in an explanatory obiectification of the exigences

of the notions of intelligibility, truth, being, and value that
constirute the perennial and. transcultural structure ofthe
human spirit. In this regard at least, then, my attempts to

date to reorient the science of depth psychology on the

basis ofLonergan's intentionaliry analysis are also attempts

Theologt and Cuhure
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to meetVoegelin's call for'a science ofthe healthy psyche,
. .. in which the order of the soul is created by transcen-
dental orientation-'

That transcendental orientation, of course, is for
Voegelin ultimately the orientation to the divine ground.
My own reliance on I-onergan is in accord with this insis-
tence.'There is to human inquiry an unrestricted demand
for intelligibility. Ttrere is to human judgment a demand
for the unconditioned. There is to human deliberation a
criterion that criticizes every finite good. So it is ... that
man can reach basic fulfillment, peace, ioy, only by mov-
ing beyond *re realms of common sense, theory, and inte-
riority and into the realm in which God is known and
loved.'28The sensitive psyche participates in the dy'namism
of transcendentally oriented intentionaliry.

In my efforts to articulate the function of the psyche
as whatVoegelin would call a sensorium oftranscendence,2g
I have engaged in a fundamental critique of Jungian ar-
chetypal psychology, arguing principally that Jung's no-
tion of archetypal s),rnbols suffers from tlte same limita-
tions thatVoegelin finds characteristic of the cosmological
symbolization to which the archetlpes in fact correspond.
'Not much is really clear beyond the experience of partici-
pation and the quaternarian structure of the field of be-
ing, and such partial clearness tends to generate confu-
sion rather than order, as is bound to happen when varie-
gated materials are classified under too few heads.'3o In
fact, Jungian immanentism clouds even the experience of
participation in being, incurs the danger of the inflated
self-assertion that, I fear, is the ultimate meaning of Jung's
work, and reduces the cosmological quaternarian field
(gods and humans, world and society) to a matter of the
self-enclosed psychological functions of thinking, feeling,
sensation, and intuition. Jung is correct in disengaging a
dimension of transpersonal syrnbolization which he calls
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archetypal, a dimension not accounted for in Freudian
psychoanalysis. But transpersonal symbolization is itself
twofold. Archetypal symbols - a term to which I assign a
less inclusive connotation than does Jung - are taken from
nature and imitate nature, thus manifesting the participa-
tion of psyche and organism in cosmic rhythms and pro-
cesses, and providing access to the retrieval through inte-
riorly differentiated consciousness of the partial truth of
the cosmological societies. Anagogic symbols, however,
even when taken from nature as in some eschatological
sl,rnbolizations, manifest either the anthropological prin-
ciple that our transcendental orientation to the divine is
the measure of the order of the soul, and the order of the
soul the measure ofsociety,3l or the soteriological truth of
existence in Christ Jesus, existence redeemed from the
distorted dialectic of the subject and invited then to par-
ticipate in the redemptive law of the cross. (fhe laner ruth,
I believe, is not sufficiently differentiated byVoegelin from
the anthropological principle that reached its first clear
articulation in Greek philosophy. !7e will see more of this
later, when we discuss the dialectic of culture. For the
moment, it is sufficient to indicate that the antecedent
willingness that is the condition of the possibility of an
integral dialectic ofthe subiect is a fruit ofthis soteriological
vector in human consciousness, whether this soteriological
vector be expressly acknowledged as such or not.)

There is one further aspect ofVoegelin's thought that
will prove helpful to me in any future work that I do on the
dialectic of the subject. It emerges most clearly in 'The
Beginning of the Beginning,'and it has to do with the dia-
lectic - for Voegelin, paradox - of consciousness as at
once intentionality and luminosity.32 It is this dialectic (of
contraries) that in a way lies at the origin of my attempts
to complement I-onergan's work with an articuladon of
psychic conversion.These attempts began with a question



regarding the relations between the later Heidegger and
the early I-onergan. I have not yet reflected enough on
Voegelin's thoughts regarding *ris dialectic of conscious-
ness !o say more than that I suspect that psychic conver-
sion and I-onergan's intellectual conversion might repre-
sent the means ofretrieving, respectively, and in interiorly
differentiated consciousness, Voegelin's consciousness as

luminosity and his consciousness as intentionality.
Voegelin's insistence on consciousness as luminosity rep-
resents, I believe, a valuable complement to l-onergan's
analysis of intentionality; but students of Voegelin who
desire greater precision on consciousness as intentionality
should turn to I-onergan, whose objectification of this di-
mension ofconsciousness is unparalleled in accuracy, clar-
ity and explanatory power, and, incidentally, bears remark-
able resemblances to Voegelin's retrieval of the classic ex-
perience of reason.33

The Dialectic of Cornrnunity

'Society' is a generic term embracing five interre-
lated elements: spontaneous intersubiectivity, technologi-
cal institutions, an economic structure, the poliry, and
culture. Culture has two levels: the everyday and the re-
flexive. The source of technological institutions, the eco-
nomic structure, and the polity lies in practical intelligence.
The actually functioning relations among these elements
determine the health or pathology of a society. As my work
on the dialectic of the subject was concerned with the con-
stitution of the healthy psyche, so my reflections on the
dialectic ofsociety have an equally normative purpose, and
so are geared toward a regulative and heuristic understand-
ing of the constitution of a healthy society. The work on
the dialectic of the subiect was a matter of implementing
I-onergan's transcendental method so that it grounds a

Chapter 8
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reoriented science of psychic sensitivity; *rat on the dia-
lectic of community implements the same method to
ground a reoriented science, or set of sciences, of society.

The dialectic of community, as we learn from
Lonergan, is internally constituted by the two linked but
opposed principles of human intersubjectivity and the
commonsense practicality that is responsible for techno-
logical institutions, the economic structure, and the legal
and political arrangements of a society. The dialectic is
integral when the changes resulting from these two prin-
ciples take account of and keep pace with one another. It
is distorred to the extent that either principle gains the
ascendancy in the determination of tlese changes. The
condition of an integral dialectic of community lies in nei-
ther principle itselfbut in culture: infrastructurally, in the
meanings and values that inform everyday transactions,
and superstructurally, in the reflexive objectifications of
these meanings and values in the various human sciences,
in philosophy, and in theology. The integrity of culture, in
turn, is grounded in the 'dimension of consciousness' that
Lonergan calls cosmopolis: a dimension that is 'neither
class nor state, that stands above all their claims, that cuts
them down to size, that is founded on the native detach-
ment and disinterestedness ofevery intelligence, that com-
mands man's first allegiance, that implements itself pri-
marily through that allegiance, that is too universal to be
bribed, too impalpable to be forced, too effective to be
ignored.'34 From such a 'dimension of consciousness, a
heightened grasp of historical origins, a discovery of his-
torical responsibilities,' there can emerge 'an art and a lit-
erature, a theatre and a broadcasting, a journalism and a
history, a school and a university, a personal depth and a
public opinion, that through appreciation and criticism give
men of common sense the opportunity and help they need
and desire to correct the general bias of their common
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sense.'35 For that general bias is the radical source especially
of the distortions of the integral dialectic of community
that prevail in the current siruation.

General bias distorts the dialectic of intersubiectivity
and practicality in the direction of practicality. It is more
radically disintegrative of society than is tlte group bias
that displaces the dialectic in the direction ofintersubject-
ivity, for it generates a longer cycle of decline. The cycle
promoted by group bias generates its own reversal more
quickly, for the practical ideas excluded or mutilated by
powerful groups are championed later by the disadvan-
taged, whose sentiments 'can be crystallized into militant
force by the crusading of a reformer or a revolutionary,'36
while the reversal of the cycle generated primarily by gen-
eral bias depends on implementing 'ideas to which all
groups are rendered indifferent'37 by the pretensions of
practical shortsightedness to the imperious omni-
competence of instrumentalized rationaliry. Such ideas
include those 'that suppose a long view or that set up higher
integrations or that involve the solution of intricate and
disputed issues,'38 and so that demand the subordination
of common sense to a higher specialization of human in-
telligence.That higher specialization, which is at once theo-
logical, philosophic, and human-scientific, is grounded in
'the discovery, the logical expansion, and the recognition
of the principle that intelligence contains its own imma-
nent norms and that these norms are equipped with sanc-
tions which man does not have to invent or impose.'3eThis
principle is implemented on the superstructural level of
culture by developing an empirical, critical, and norma-
tive human science, where 'empirical' includes preemi-
nently taking account ofthe data ofconsciousness, and on
the everyday level in the cultural values that would sustain
and support the integral dialectic of intelligence and
intersubjectivity. Cosmopolis has a responsibility for the
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integrity of culture on bot}r levels. It fails to meet this re-
sponsibility on the superstrucrural level to the extent that
it sanctions the subordination of human science to the bi-
ased intelligence ofthose that produced the presently avail-
able data. It fails on the everyday level if it does not resist
the deterioration of culture into 'a factor within the tech-
nological, economic, political process, ... a tool that serve[s]
palpably useful ends'; and to the extent that it does not
promote culture as'an independent factor that passes a
detached yet effective judgment upon capital formation
and technology, upon economy and polity.'4o

The relations among the constitutive elements of
society can be further understood, I have found, if we re-
flect in more detail on the scale of values mentioned in the
previous section. The levels of value are related to each
other in a number of ways. Among these sets of relations I
would posit wo *rat are particularly germane to the present
discussion: a relation of differentiation and creativity that
obtains from below upwards, and a relation of condition-
ing and enablement that obtains from above downwards.
From below, problems in the recurrent realization of val-
ues at a lower level can frequently be solved only by the
creation of new arrangements at a higher level. Thus, a
breakdown of the equitable distribution of vital values to
the whole community can at times be solved only by the
creation at the level of social values of new technological
realities, or by the adjustment of the economic system, or
by a change at the level of law or politics. Moreover, it may
be the case that the changes demanded at this level ofsocial
values are so extensive as to demand the differentiation
and implementation of transformed cultural values, at
either the everyday or the reflexive level of culture, or at
both. These changes may themselves be so demanding as

to require a conversion to greater personal integrity on the
part ofpersons who would be originating values. And per-



sonal integrity cannot be sustained without the effective
operation of and cooperation with divine grace, and so

without a deepening and more pervasive religious conver-
sion.

T'hese relations ofcreativity and differentiation from
below upwards obviously imply a set ofrelations of condi-
tioning and enablement from above downwards. Religious
values condition the possibility of personal integrity. Per-
sonal integrity conditions the possibility of a culture that
neither retreats into an ivory tower nor capitulates to im-
perious practicality. Such a culture conditions the possi-
bility of the integral dialectic of community in the estab-
lishment of the good of order. And this dialectic condi-
tions the possibility of rhe effective and recurrent distribu-
tion of vital values to the whole community. lfithin the
dialectic of community itself, moreover, the elements emer-
gent from commonsense practicality technology, the
economy, and the polity - are related in a similar fashion.
The problem ofa recurrent realization ofparticular goods
evokes technology or capital formation, technology evokes

the economy, and the economy evokes the polity;al but
technology is for the sake of meeting recurrent vital de-
sires, the economy is for the sake of the effective function-
ing of the technological system, and politics is for the sake

of the integral dialectic between economic and techno-
logical arrangements, on the one hand, and intersubjective
spontaneiry on the other hand.

The position just enunciated differs on several counts
from the Marxist one. First, Marx located the basic dia-
lectic of society as a dialectic ultimately of contradictions
within practicality namely, between technology (the
forces of production) and the economy (the relations of
production), whereas Lonergan has articulated it as a dia-
lectic of contraries between practicality and intersubject-
ivity. Second, this difference implies a subordination of

Chapter 8
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practicaliry to the dramatic constitution of the human world
as a work of art.Third, this subordination implies the pos-
sibility ofgenuine and autonomous integrity at the level of
culture, and the responsibiliry of culrure for the integrity
of the dialectic of community. Fourth, the legal and politi-
cal domains constitute an element of the infrastructure,
not ofthe superstructure of sociery.The superstructure is
constituted by the reflexive level of culture.V/hen the nor-
mative scale ofvalues is respected, culture is not an ideo-
logical domain created for the conscious but mendacious
representation of the underlying conflict between forces
and relations of production, but is a pursuit of the mean-
ings and values that, among other things, will develop the
human capacities by which the integral dialectic of com-
munity can be preserved or restored. The genuine func-
tion ofpolitics is not to guarantee, by ideology, the capitu-
lation ofpractical intelligence to group ethos or of specu-
lative intelligence to instrumental practicality, but, on the
contrary, to persuade individuals and groups to subordi
nate and adapt their vital spontaneities to genuinely prac-
tical ideas and to persuade the proponents of these ideas
to respect the legitimate demands of individual and group
spontaneity. Finally, and most radically, my position dif-
fers from the Marxist one in the role it assigns to the pos-
sibility and significance ofpersonal integrity sustained and
deepened by God's grace.

The relations that I have posited among the levels of
value may be employed, I believe, as a means of under-
standing and discussing some of the problems that arise in
contemporary political philosophy.These problems, in rurn,
force a further clarification of the integrity of the scale of
values itself. In both of these areas, moreover, questions
for dialogue with EricVoegelin arise.

Liberal democratic and Marxist political philosophies
share in common one structural fearure that is illuminated
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by the scale ofvalues: in them there is found either a neg-
ligence of or a skepticism regarding the autonomy of reli-
gious, personal, and cultural values, and so a tendency to
collapse the effectively operative scale into the two more
basic levels of social and vital values. !?hen this neglect

affects the actual workings of a liberal or Marxist society,
legal and political institutions slip out ofthe infrastructure
and become the lowest rung, as it were, of a mendacious
superstructural edifice erected for the sake of preserving a

distorted dialectic of community in which intersubjectiviry
is neglected in its autonomous capacity as a formative prin-
ciple of sociery and is twisted through group bias into be-
coming an ally of a practicaliry distorted by general bias'

I-egal and political dimensions of society are then deter-
mined by economic relations rather than devised to effect
the unfolding of an integral dialectic between these rela-
tions and intersubjective groups. Politics should be the
infrasuuctural institution whereby the whole community
can be persuaded by rational argument and symbolic ex-

ample to exist and change in the tension of the opposites

of vital spontaneiry and practical ideation and decision.

Under the dominance of a group bias conscripted by gen-

eral bias, however, it becomes rather an instrument of the

distortion of the dialectic through a displacement of that
tension. Slipping out of the infrastructure, it becomes a
mendacious determinant of the meanings and values that
inform the way of life of segments of the community. Thus
it usurps the prerogatives of culture. The public determi-
nants of meaning and value that would arise from the pur-
suit of the beautiful, the intelligible, the true, and the good

are evacuated from the cultural scene. They retreat into
the margins of society.The effective culture becomes merely

an instrument of distorted practicality.The superstructure
becomes a surd when the political specialization, default-
ing on its legitimate and necessary infrastructural func-
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tion, invades the domain of culture. Genuine culture sur-
renders its function of autonomously determining the
meanings and values that, through political integrity' would
otherwise govern the economy and the institutions oftech-
nology as dialectical counterparts of spontaneous
intersubiectivity.The meanings and values that govern the
way of life of the society become nothing more than the
projections of a distorted social dialectic. As culture re-
treats, morality and religion follow suit. The good, which
is the objective that guides and orders the pursuit of the
true, the intelligible, and t}re beautiful, is rendered ineffi-
cacious in the structuring of the cultural and social order.
Religious values are either explicitly denied and even for-
bidden in the public domain, as in some Marxist states, or
nrristed into perverse supports for the distorted culture and
society, as in American civil religion. The entire structure
is upset by *re derailment of the political, a derailment
rooted in the loss of the tension between practicality and
intersubjectivity which it is the responsibility ofculture to
inform and of politics to implement. Only the integrity of
a culture that refuses to become proximately practical and
expedient, yet that insists on remaining on the scene, can
prevent such distortions from taking place.

If this is the upshot of liberal and Marxist political
philosophies, classically inspired political philosophies,
while they stress the integrity of culture and at times, as

withVoegelin, ofthe personal and religious levels ofvalues
as well, exhibit a problem contrary to that of the liberal
and Marxist positions: namely, a truncation or relative
neglect of the two more basic Ievels of value. Their ac-
knowledgment of questions of distributive iustice and the
economic order is by and large negative: they criticize with
great acumen the pretensions of liberal and Marxist ide-
ologies to promote the just social order to which they claim
to be devoted; but they neglect the extent to which their
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own oversight of the constitutive function ofvital and so-
cial values in the entire scale ofvalues can render the clas-
sical tradition susceptible to an unwitting conscription by
default or refieat into especially the liberal distortions of
the dialectic of community. More precisely, while classi-
cally inspired political philosophies correctly affirm thar
the social order is a derivative of operative cultural values
and that the latter are conditioned by personal integrity or
the lack thereot and thus while they display a sensitivity
to the relations that obtain from above downwards among
the levels ofvalue, they do not recognize that the relations
from below upwards may call for more than a reaffirma-
tion of the cultural values of the classical tradition. Per-
haps these values, however necessary they may be, must
today be sublated into an entirely new horizon that insti-
rutes a quite novel set of cultural values commensurate
with the dimensions of the social problem.

The crucial link in the scale of values vis-i-vis the
difficulties contained in both liberal and Marxist political
philosophies, on the one hand, and in classically inspired
political philosophies, on the other hand, has to do with
the relations of reflexively obiectified culture, that is, of
the superstructure, to the entire infrastructure ofeveryday
cultural values, politics, the economy, technology, and
spontaneous intersubjectivity. The opposed tendencies
manifest that t}re relations of religious, personal, and cul-
tural values among themselves and the relations between
social and vital values are easier to grasp and affirm than
are either the relations ofthe three higher levels to the two
more basic levels or the relalions within culture itself be-
tween the superstructure and the everyday. A political
philosophy must be created which, while maintaining the
permanent validity of the classical tradition, sublates this
tradition into a higher synthesis characterized as well by a

concern for t}te questions, though not the solutions, of
liberalism and Marxism.
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The distortions instituted by liberalism and Marx-
ism provide the very conditions for developing such a phi-
losophy. For, precisely as a result of the skewed dialectic of
communiry sponsored by the competing and escalating
imperialisms of late capitalism and state socialism, these
distortions are now global, and in a systemic fashion. The
relations from below upwards among the levels of value
begin with a global maldistribution of vital goods that can
be rectified only by a new global network of if-then rela-
tionships at the levels of technological institutions, eco-
nomic systems, and political relations.The need for a glo-
bally accepted social order can be met only ifcrossculturally
generated cultural values are established to insure the in-
tegrity of the social dialectic on a global scale. These val-
ues must be elaborated by cosmopolitan collaboration at
the superstructural level, bur they must be effective as well
at the everyday level of culture.The means for elaborating
them lie in the appropriation, philosophic reference speci-
fication, and integration of the various regionally inher-
ited cultural values that constitute the human heritage.
Such an enormous task of cosmopolitan collaboration,
however, will depend for its integrity on the appropriation
through interiorly differentiated consciousness of the
transcultural psychic and intentional constituents of au-

thentic human participation in the search for direction in
the movement of life. And this transformation at the level

of personal value will itself depend upon both the clarifi-
cation and the enrichment of authentic religiosity that is

demanded if the entire task is to succeed. Central to this
development will be dialogue and cooperation among the
major religions of the world.

The link between superstructure and infrastructure,
and that between cultural values in general and the social

order, are reestablished in such a perspective. The global

nature of the contemporary exigence for social order calls
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for the development of a new set of cultural values as the
condition of the possibiliry of a just social order, where
justice is a function of the integral dialectic of spontane-
ous intersubiectivity and practical intelligence. When the
social order becomes global, cultural values must become
world-cultural, if minds and hearts are to be equal to the
tasks set by the conditions of global technological, eco-
nomic, and political interdependence. A problem at a lower
level of value is not to be met simply by mere restructur-
ing at that level nor even by a retrieval of traditional cul-
tural values unmediated by attention to the concrete
infrastructural realities that set the context ofthe problem
in the first place.

It is important at this point to distinguish our antici-
pations ofa world-cultural humanity from the various ten-
dencies *rat forVoegelin constitute the modern gnosticisms.
Whether they be intellectual or political in nature, the
gnosticisms immanentize the teleological and axiological
components of Christian hope.42 Immanentizing the te-
leological constitutes progressivism, immanentizing the
axiological constitutes secular utopianism, and immanent-
izing both constitutes the activist mysticism deriving from
Comte and Marx. As we will see in more detail in the next
section, our anticipation of a world-cultural network of
communities not only does not immanentize Christian
eschatology, but takes its stand on the world-transcendent
objective of Christian hope. Moreover, while the
gnosticisms tend to reflect a less differentiated spirituality
than that which can be discovered in the classical and
Christian sources of \trYestern civilization, our anticipation
of an ecumenic consciousness entails the advancing dif-
ferentiation brought about by intellectual and psychic self-
appropriation. Finally, while the gnosticisms are meant ro
become mass movements, our anticipation recognizes the
difference between the fuller realization of ecumenic con-
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sciousness in cosmopolitan explanatory self-appropriation
and the everyday post-interiority transformations brought
about by successful communication on the part of the cos-

mopolitan minority, and sharply distinguishes its own vi-
sion of a global network of communities living in accord
with the integral scale of values from the mass movements
catalyzed by t},e libido dominandi.

Nonetheless, one critical comment regarding
Voegelin's understanding of the modern gnosticisms is in
order. He says:

lWhile we have reason for dissatisfaction with the

world in which we live, nonetheless, saysVoegelin, besides

attributing our dissatisfaction to the intrinsic drawbacks

of the situation, 'it is likewise possible to assume that the

order of being as it is given to us men (wherever its origin
is to be sought) is good and that it is we human beings

who are inadequate.'44
Surely a distinction is in order here, one that would

advance the positions and reverse the counterpositions in
the modern gnosticisms. From the ontology implicit in
many of the modern gnosticisms can be drawn the insight

that is constitutive of modern historical consciousness in
general: the human world, mediated and constituted by

meaning and motived by value, is the product of human

insights, judgments, and decisions. Human praxis rs con-

No matter to which of the three variants of
immanentization the movements belonS, the
attempt to create a new world is common to
all. This endeavor can be meaningfully under-
taken only if the constitution of being can in
fact be altered by man. The world, however,

remains as it is given to us, and it is not within
man's power to change its strucrure.43
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stitutive of being: not originatively creative of its elemen-
tal structure, but responsibly constitutive of the character
of t}re human world as good or evil.The real human world
as it is and the good human world as it ought to be are not
coincident. In the world mediated by meaning, the no-
tions of being and of value are not coincidenr. Surely tlte
movement from the real human world as it is to the good
human world as it ought to be is grounded in a transfor-
mation ofourselves; but self-constitution is coincident with
world constitution. A philosophy of world-constitutive
praxis need not violate the order of the soul masterfully
disengaged inVoegelin's rerieval of classical sources. The
conversion positions on praxis characteristic of classically
inspired political philosophies and the world-transforma-
tion positions present but counterpositionally formulated
in the modern gnosticisms can be integrated with one an-
other by forcing the meaning of the integral scale ofvalues
as a guide to authentic praxis itself. The implications of
this will be most evident in the exigence that emerges for
the development of crossculturally generated cultural val-
ues to inform a global social order constituted by tle inte-
gral dialectic of community.

3 The Dialectic of Culture

In this section I am merely stating in very rudimen-
tary and hypothetical fashion a quite recent insight that
emerged from several years of considering what Voegelin
has written about cosmological, anthropological, and (to
a far less extensive degree) soteriological symbolizations
of the experience of order. The insight is this: as there is a
dialectic of the subject between neural demands and dra-
matically patterned intentional consciousness, a dialectic
whose principle of integrity lies in a universal antecedent
willingness, and as there is a dialectic of community be-
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tween intersubiectivity and practicality, with its s)'rr*letic
principle in culture, so there is a dialectic of culture itself
between cosmological and anthropological insights, with
its syrrthetic principle ofintegriry lying in the soteriological
vector, which comes to maximal clarity in Christian rev-
elation, and which it is the function of theology at any given

time and place to mediate with the prevailing cultural
matrix so as to promote the integrity of the dialectic of
culture. Moreover, this soteriological vector is the source
ofthe universal willingness and ofthe integral culture that
are the principles of integrity, respectively, for the dialec-
tics of the subject and of communiry.

In Israel and ReztelationYoegelin enunciates a set of
three principles that he uses to understand and relate the
experiences and s1nnbolizations oforder that appear in the
course of human history. These three principles are:

0) The nature of man is constant.
(z) The range of human experience is always

present in the fullness of its dimensions.
(l) The structure of the range varies from com-

pactness to differentiation.a5
Following Voegelin let us call the range of experi-

ence that is always fully present but never fully differenti-
ated the search for direction in the movement of life; 'life
is experienced as man's participation in a movement with
a direction to be found or missed.'46 And let us risk *re
judgrnent that the participatory qualiry of tle experience
constitutes consciousness as luminosity, and the search for
direction consciousness as intentionality.

Not only is life experienced as a movement with a

direction that can be found or missed. In addition, every-

thing depends on finding the direction and following it,
each step of the way. This nuclear element of all experi-
ence is at the base of culture. Cultural order and the self-

understanding informing it are a function of the search
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and ofthe incremental answers to it arrived at in the course
of history. No maner how compact or differentiated an
individual's consciousness or a culture's self-understand-
ing may be, the ordering symbols that express the mean-
ing of a way of life are always a function of this 'original
experience' of consciousness.

The sructure ofthe range ofthis experience,Voegelin
says, varies from compacmess to differentiation. Compact
cosmological symbolizations find the paradigrn of order
in the cosmic rhythms. This order is analogously realized
first in the society, and social order provides the frame-
work determining individual rectitude. Cultures minimally
or maximally informed by a differentiation of insight and
rational reflection from the sensitive flow, on the other hand,
have expressed the experience of life in either incipient or
highly developed philosophies.Then the aspired-to world-
transcendent measure of integrity is the standard for the
integrity of the individual, and the well-artuned individual
measures the integrity of the society. Such is the basic
structure of anthropological truth.

There is a basic and ineradicable tension between
cosmological and anthropological uuth. It is another in-
stance of the dialectical tension of limitation and transcen-
dence. An anticipatory and purely descriptive understand-
ing of this tension may be arrived at by distinguishing the
different experiences of time that permeate the two ways
of experiencing and understanding the participarory en-
gagement in the movement of life. It would seem that cos-
mological truti is rooted in the affective and so biologi-
cally based sympathy of the human organism with the
rhlthms and processes of nonhuman nature, whereas an-
thropological differentiations are implicitly or thematically
constitutive ofhistory as a process involving the contribu-
tion of human insight, reflection, and deliberation. From
a purely descriptive point of view, the difference appears
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to be one between cyclical and linear time. If we start from
the present ecological crisis generated by the technologies
of societies whose scientific expertise is ultimately depen-
dent on the theoretic differentiation of a Western variant
of the anthropological breakthrough - however sharply
modern science differs from classicist ideals - we see that,
while Western cultures have pursued scientific and tech-
nological expertise to such an extent as to lose affective
sympathy with the rhlthms and processes of nature, less

technologically advanced cultures, while maintaining this
affective s;nnpathy, have succumbed too massively to the
rhythms and processes with which they feel themselves to
be in harmony. The ecological crisis is due, it seems, to
our allowing the apparent linearity of humanly constituted
history to play fast and loose with the apparent cycles of
nature, and to interfere with them in a cavalier fashion
that inuoduces a fourth, mechanomorphic process of ex-
perience and symbolization. Cultures, on the other hand,
that have not undergone the axial transformation of theo-
retic differentiation, have allowed the rhlthms of their own
cultural lives to be determined too exclusively by the af-
fective sympathy they enjoy with the cycles of narure, so

that their experience, if not interfered with by alien expan-
sionism, is nonlinear and to that extent ahistorical. Be-
cause the only linearity they experience is due to alien in-
trusion, their sense of historical self-constitution is more
negative than positive: it is radically a sense of the destruc-
tion of their own culture, an experience oftheir victimiza-
tion by cultures affected by a contrary distortion of the
dialectic of community.

In acrual fact, nonhuman nature is not strictly speak-
ing cyclical, nor is history precisely linear. If nonhuman
nature were cyclical, it would display no emergence of
novelry. And if history were strictly linear we could not
account for the conditioning of later events by the poten-

28t
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tialities inherent in earlier events.The whole concrete uni-
verse is informed by an intelligibility that Lonergan calls
emergent probability. In nonhuman nature as well as in
human history there are neitler cycles nor linear sequences
of ever new events, but schemes of recurrence that have a
certain probability ofemergence and a quite distinct prob-
ability of survival.4T Nonetheless, t}te emergence and sur-
vival of schemes of recurrence in nonhuman nature differ
from the emergence and survival of schemes ofrecurrence
that can be changed by the execution offree decisions based
on new insights.Iifhat we are dealing with here is a differ-
ence not between cyclical and linear time but between dif-
ferent probabilities of emergence and survival due to the
presence or absence of human intelligence, rationaliry, and
decision.

I(/hen a culture is in affective slrnpatly with the rela-
tively fixed schemes ofrecurrence in nonhuman nature, it
displays a profound respect and even reverence for the
exigences of those schemes and regards them as exhibit-
ing something like a sacred order. Care will then be taken
not to violate these exigences, a care that has to be de-
scribed as religious. But the same culture is liable to be
burdened with a fatalistic conception of its own historical
life. It will regard human society as subordinate to the same
schemes of recurrence or, it appears, cycles, that inform
the process of the cosmos. The capacity of insight and de-
cision to change society and history by introducing new
schemes of recurrence into a distinctly human and so in-
telligent emergent probability, is liable to be overlooked.
Such an oversight, of course, today makes such a culture
an easy prey for domination by those ofa different persua-
sion, who do acknowledge and employ practical insight
and decision in their capacity to change the course ofhis-
tory. Particularly is this the case if the historically-minded
group is insensitive to the affective sympathies of the cos-
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mological culture with the rh]thms and processes of na-
ture. Cultures and peoples with an affective ecological sym-
pathy with nature thus tend to a mythical or magical view
of human affairs, seeing themselves as massively subordi-
nate to and reliant on cosmic powers for the determina-
tion of their destinies.Their distrust in or ignorance ofthe
power ofinsight and freedom to change the course ofhu-
man events is exploited by expansionist imperialist amb!
tions of whatever variety. In fact, the clash of mentalities
and cultures is a conflict between a way of life too closely
identified with nonhuman schemes of recurrence, on the
one hand, and an inflated self-constitutive process too
sharply divorced from these schemes ofrecurrence, on the
otler hand. In the cosmological societies we find a dis-
placing of the tension of limitation and transcendence in
the direction of limitation, and in the technologically ad-
vanced societies a displacement ofthe same tension in the
direction of transcendence. Contrary distortions of the
integral dialectic of community confiont one anotier un-
der these circumstances.

The acknowledgment of the power of understand-
ing and freedom to change both history and nature is a

constitutive feature ofthe rise and success of modern sci-
ence. Yet that very process is itself dependent on a rheo-
retic differentiation of consciousness that long antedates
the modern scientific revolution, however different classi-
cal ideals of science may be fiom modern objectives. In
this sense it may legitimately be asked if the distortion of
the integral dialectic of sociery in the direction of tran-
scendence that is characteristic of technologically advanced
societies is not rooted in an inherent danger immanent in
the anthropological breakthrough itself.The cosmological
tendency to identift too closely and in the last analysis
fatalistically with the rhlthms and processes of nonhuman
nature is, I believe, readily intelligible due to the human
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organism's radical participation in precisely those schemes
of recurrence and the human sensitive psyche's radical
participation in the human organism.$rhat is not so clear
is why the mechanomorphic distortion of the same dialec-
tic in the direction of transcendence is rooted in an
exclusivism of anthropological truth to at least the same
extent that the cosmological distortion is grounded in the
fatalistic temptation inherent in cosmological truth. If we
consider this question we will be able to understand why
the integrity of the dialectic of culture can be grounded
neither in cosmological truth alone nor in anthropological
truth alone, but in some third process of experience, in-
sight, symbolization, conceptualization, reflection, iudg-
ment, deliberation, and decision that we will call
soteriological, and that grounds the integrity of the dialec-
tic of cosmological and anthropological uuth.

What we must try to understand is why anthropo-
logical uuth without cosmological truth is apt to become
eoentually mechanomorphic distortion, and so to promote
a relatively post-historic mode of existence counterbalanc-
ing the relatively prehistoric existence ofthe cosmological
societies. Historical existence is normatively constioted
by an integral dialectic of limitation and transcendence.
But the prehistoric distortion of that dialectic is more
readily intelligible than the post-historic. rWhat is it about
anthropological uuth itself that renders it susceptible to
mechanomorphic derailment, and so to a reversal of the
axial advances achieved in the anthropological break-
through?I7hat is the internal flaw constitutive of this break-
through that, unless guarded against by a set of defensive
circles, lessens its probability of survival? r07hy is this di
minishing probability of survival not to be understood as

a reversion to cosmological cycles, as Voegelin seems to
suppose,4s but as a fall into post-historic mechano-
morphism? Finally, why is it the case that or,/y 'a society in
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eistence under God is in historical form,'ae and what does
this realization say about the crucial significance of the
soteriological vector with respect not only to the cosmo-
logical form of existence this Voegelin begins to expli-
cate quite profoun dly in Israel and Reoelation -but also to
the anthropological?

The key to the potential derailment ofthe anthropo-
logical breakthrough is to be found, I believe, in the fate of
'the myth' and the subsequent loss of the experience not
so much ofconsciousness as intentionaliry but ofconscious-
ness as luminosity, not so much ofthe search for direction
but of the movement in which life participates and in which
intentional consciousness searches for, finds, and misses
direction. Voegelin has displayed the sensitivity of Plato to
the fate of the m1'th, and so *re fate of tlte sensitive sym-
bolizing psyche and its energic compositions and distribu-
tions, under the impact of the anthropological break-
through to the order of the soul as the measure of society
and to the world-transcendent ground as the measure of
the order of the soul. But that sensitivity is precarious, and
with its loss or neglect there arises the forgetfulness of the
divine measure exhibited even by the sophistic antagonists
of Plato's Socrates. The m)'th is the permanent transcen-
dental guarantee of consciousness as luminosity, as the
experience of participation in the movement of life, as a
demand for attunement with what is lasting in being. And
consciousness as luminosity is the permanent transcen-
dental guarantee of the obligation of consciousness as

intentionality to find the direction ln the movement of life.
The loss of the myth is the loss of the consciousness of the
'It-reality'so within which intentionality is authentically
oriented by the intention ofintelligibiliry uuth, and good-
ness to the 'Thing-reality' partially constituted by world-
constitutive praxis. The loss of the mlth is the source of
the derailment ofintentional consciousness by general bias
into the immanentization of the modern gnosticisms.
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In Psychic Conaersi.on and Theobgical Foundatittns I
ried to show that the neglect of the sensitive psyche, which
I am here arguing to be the source of the participatory
luminosity displayed in the m1th, is as radically respon-
sible for the longer cycle ofdecline as is the derailment of
intelligence into the shortsighted omnicompetence dis-
played by Lonergan as the general bias of commonsense
practicality; and I explained the foundational role ofa tran-
scendental aesthetic in the constitution of the self-appro-
priation ofwhat I now, followingVoegelin, would call con-
sciousness as luminosity. In fact the anthropological break-
through resulted, in Plato, in a transformation of the mlth;
in parallel fashion, the generalized empirical method that
results from the self-appropriation ofconsciousness as in-
tentionality is required for an accurate self-appropriation
of consciousness as luminosiry: psychic analysis depends
for its integrity on intentionality analysis. But, as I have
argued from the beginning of my project, intentionality
analysis must be complemented by psychic analysis. The
self-appropriation of rational self-consciousness makes
possible, but also requires, 'a new Christian philosophy . ..
of mlthical syrnbols ... that would make intelligible ... the
m1,th as an objective language for the expression of a tran-
scendental irruption, more adequate and exact as an in-
strument of expression than any rational system of sfn-
bols.'51 The anthropological breakthrough to the differen-
tiation ofinsight and reason from the sensitive flow and of
explanation from description is so powerful that it could
result in a more or less grave neglect of the constitutive
contribution of t}te sensitive flow itself, a neglect in the
understanding ofexistence *rat will lead to the loss ofcon-
sciousness as luminosiry and to *re truncation ofconscious-
ness as intentionality into the instrumental manipulation
ofThing-reality within a horizon no longer constituted by
the experience of participation in It-reality.Voegelin's Plato,
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of course, did not succumb to this danger. But was he
tempted to it?52 For there is inherent in the axial differen-
tiation a tendency to forget its partiality, and to reject rarler
than sublate and transform that from which tlre new clari-
fications are differentiated . ContraYoegelin, then, may we
not root the modern gnosticisms more profoundly in a

potential derailment in the anthropological breakthrough
tlan in a supposed ambiguiry in the Christian symbols
and promise ofsalvation? In fact, I wonder whetherVoegelin
does not himself imply as much when he writes:

Philosophy and Christianity have endowed man
with the stature that enables him, with histori-
cal effectiveness, to play the role of rational
contemplator and pragmatic master of a na-
ture which has lost its demonic terrors. With
equal historical effectiveness, however, limits
were placed on human grandeur; for Christian-
i5r [emphasis added] has concentrated demon-
ism into the permanent danger of a fall from
the spirit - that is man's only by the grace of
God - into the autonomy of his own selt from
rhe amor Dei 'rnto the amor sui .T-he insight that
man in his mere humanity, without fides caritate

formata, is demonic nothingness has been
brought by Christianity to the ultimate border
of clarity which by tradition is called revela-
tion.53

The substantiating of this position will demand a
more explanatory presentation of the differentiation of the
soteriological fiom the anthropological either than appears
inVoegelin's work or than I am prepared to offer at present.
The incipient soteriology ofVoegelin is with respect to
deliverance from cosmological-imperial existence. A simi-
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lar study of the soteriological in relation to the anthropo-
logical reaching for the divine ground remains to be done.
And when it is done, it must show *re influence of the
soteriological on ttre integrity of the cosmological-anthro-
pological tension that constitutes the dialectic of culture.
Such a study would begin, I believe, not with culture it-
self, but with the person as originating value. There it would
show the soteriological as the condition of the possibility
of the integral dialectic of the subiect between neural de-
mand funcdons and dramatically patterned intentional
consciousness, and so between the two radical sources,
respectively, of cosmological and anthropological truth.
And because the integrity ofculture itselfis the condition
of the possibility of the integral dialectic of community,
the soteriological dimension of participation in the move-
ment of life is the radical source of the integriry of all three
of the dialectics that we have discussed in this paper,
grounding the integral dialectic first of the subject (per-
sonal value), then of culture (cultural value), and finally of
community (social value). This would make of Christian
foundational and systematic theology a more comprehen-
sive and exact form ofreflection on this participation than
is the philosophy that articulates the eros for the divine
ground. And yet the Christian theologian can perhaps find
no better source in the contemporary scene for an
understanding of and a challenge to, a life of authentic
reflection on the experience of participation in a move-
ment that has a direction that can eitherbe found or missed,
than is offered in the rich meditations *rat have been shared
with us by Eric Voegelin.
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A thorough introduction to the thought of Bernard
I-onergan would occupy several volumes. Moreover, such
a work cannot be written for a number ofyears, since many
of I-onergan's writings are as yet unpublished, important
notes and fragments are still to be made available and in
some instances still to be deciphered, and some ofhis lec-
tures are still to be edited from tape in a publishable form.
But already it is clear that the work of few if any other
twentieth-century thinkers has a comparable range of im-
plications for various fields or a comparable importance
for the future of thought and indeed of human living. It
can reasonably be argued that I-onergan penetrates more
direcdy and swiftly to the heart of the matter than do most,
if any, other contemporary figures.

That 'heart of the matter' is, for the early Lonergan,
the act of human understanding, and for the later
Lonergan, the events that constitute intellectual, moral,
and religious conversion. I-onergan says on the opening
page of his first great book, Irrsrgl2r, that to grasp the act of
understanding 'in its conditions, its working, and its re-
sults is to confer a basic yet startling unity on the whole
field of human inquiry and human opinion.'l And at the
turning point of a later great b ook, Method inTheology,he
writes that'the basic idea of the method we are trying to
develop takes its stand on discovering what human au-
thenticity is and showing how to appeal to it.'2
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I-onergan's work is formidable. Most of his readers
frnd Insight an enormously difficult work. The mastery of
this one book alone would be, for most ofus, the task ofa
lifetime.The book cannot adequately be taught in one se-
mester, not even in an entire year, even to the most tal-
ented and advanced doctoral students. Only a series of
seminars over several years, such as have been devoted
occasionally to Hegel's Phenomenology, could begin to do
it justice. Many readers are easily discouraged especially
by the opening five chapters, with their exploration of the
nature of understanding in mathematics and contempo-
rary physics. And if they breathe a sigh of relief when the
more familiar terrain of common sense begins to be dis-
cussed in the sixth chapter, it is not long before another
kind of challenge is posed, an existential invitation to the
major personal transformation that is Lonergan's primary
intention in all of his work. The transformation is to an
authentic personhood or subjectiviry whose intellectual,
moral, and religious constituents are explored with rigor-
ous consistency and ever more comprehensive inclusive-
ness as he moves from an account of understanding to a
position on judgment, then to an analysis of the consritu-
ents of responsible choice, and finally to a description of
religious love.

Preceding Insight I-onergan wrote two ground-break-
ing, perhaps definitive, interpretations of Aquinas,s and
following Insight he worked out a theology of the Incar-
nate Word and theTrinity,a moved ever so slowly and care-
fully to a theological method t]rat, if implemented, will
entail the complete reconstruction of Catholic theology,5
and returned to earlier work elaborating a macroeconomic
theory whose implications, many believe, are as important
for economics as his earlier work is for philosophy and
theology.6 His unpublished papers and as yet unedited
lectures delivered over a period of some twenty-five years
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only add to the list of materials to be studied by anyone
who would reach up to the mind of a genius and bring
that mind to bear on the problems of our day.7

Fortunately, I have been asked to write an introduc-
tion, not to I-onergan, but to a book ofessays on I-onergan.
It is the burden of these essays, and not of my introduc-
tion, to explore in some detail the contribution that
Lonergan makes to the solution of various pressing ques-
tions, especially in theology.The present volume is intended
to meet t}Ie need for an interim introduction to Lonergan's
work that would begin to point to its implications for the-
ology, and that would show the central importance of the
invitation to transformation and self-appropriation that is

the unifring theme throughout his work. That leaves me
free to devote my attention to a matter that is perhaps more
elusive, but that will probably attract increasing attention
over the next years and decades as others begin to reap the
rich harvest of Lonergan's work.What sort of commitment
lies behind this monumental achievement? rVhat values
motivated I-onergan? What atmosphere would he promote
in the academy, the church, and the wider society?8 Why
did he undertake to do what he did? What were his
fu ndamental convictions?

\X/hat I will say in response to these questions I dis-
covered first by reading Lonergan's works, and only later
confirmed during the years when I was privileged to know
him personally. But the items that I single out in response
to these questions are what drew me to Lonergan in the
first place. And they are perhaps even more important to-
day than they were at t}te time I first encountered his work.
I will mention three interrelated items: uadition and mo-
dernity in thinking, the promotion of a 'perhaps not too
numerous center' in the church,g and the detachment ofa
long-range point of view in society, a 'witldrawal from
practicality to save practicality.'10 The three are related in
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that they are analogous embodiments in I-onergan's own
life and thought ofthe creative tension that constitutes for
him the immanent intelligibility of human genuineness or
authenticity.l I

Tradition and ModernityI

A former student of mine, who has continued to read
I-onergan for many years after he was first introduced to
Insight, rccently commented to me, after having read a

collection of some of I-onergan's later ',rritings, 
12 that these

papers show a remarkably sane and balanced attitude to-
ward modernity. I-onergan's attitude contrasted with my
former student's own preconciliar Catholic upbringing,
with its fear of modern developments and its long-stand-
ing rejection of modern methods of inquiry. But I remarked
in response that Lonergan's critical and discerning respect
for modern advances - a respect at least partly rooted in
his love of mathematics and science - is balanced by an
equally pervasive, if also equally critical, reverence for the
best in the classical intellectual tradition of the West - for
Plato and Aristotle, Augustine and Aquinas, the Greek
breaktlrough to theory, and t}re medieval sl,nthesis of faith
and reason. Here is a mind, one ofthe few I have encoun-
tered, that is e4zaly at home in both the old and the new,13

and equally critical of both.
To illustrate this, I need only turn to the book of

essays that my friend had been reading. It manifests both
ever deepening interpretations of Aristotle and Aquinas
and a penetrating and appreciative reflection on the emerg-
ing religious consciousness of our time, both an affirma-
tion of the Nicene and Chalcedonian doctrines regarding
Christ and a reinterpretation of those docuines in terms
of I-onergan's own transformation of the modern notion
ofthe subject, both a retrieval of the Aristotelian notion of
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praxis and a commitment to the socially uansformative
overcoming of contemporary alienation and determinism.
The list could go on and on. In fact, almost all ofl-onergan's
published writings can be filtered through the hermeneutic
grid ofhis respectfi, attention to, learning from, and critical
reorientation of both tradition and moderniry.

Behind this balanced and comprehensive attitude
there lies a profound reverence for the life of the mind, the
spirit of inquiry, the desire to understand, wherever and
under whatever circumstances human questioning is ex-
ercised. Yet this reverence is neither uncritical nor
atemporal. It combines with perhaps the most lucid un-
derstanding yet achieved of the actual workings of the in-
quiring mind, to enable an appreciation of classical and
modern thinkers *rat sorts out what is to be brought for-
ward from what is to be reoriented or left behind. And it
acknowledges with pinpoint accuracy how a priori struc-
tures develop with historical advances in understanding.
The calculus, for example, originated at a precise and eas-
ily identifiable time in the history of modern marhemati-
cal inquiry; but differential equations are now a dimen-
sion of the physicist's heuristic anticipations 'fiom above'
of the immanent intelligibiliry of the data investigated 'from
below.'14

lTorking hand in hand with this respect for the life of
inquiry at any time and place is a commitment to honor
the charge of Pope I-eo XIII's encyclical on the revival of
Thomist studies, Aeterni Patris'. a commitrnent, in the Pope's
own words, aetera notis augere et perficere, to augment and
complete the old with the new.To my knowledge, I-onergan
first cites the Pope's mandate in a latter to his Jesuit
Provincial in 1935, and he adds,'I take him at his word.'15
He mentions the encyclical again in the last of t,is aerbum
articles, where he explains what he was about as follows:

Theologr atd Culure
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My purpose has been the konine purpose,
aetera noris augere et perficere, though with this
modality that I believed the basic task still to
be the determination of what the aetera really
were.l6

A third mention of the same papal challenge appears

at t1re very end of Insight,where the determination of what
the tetera really were has given way to a methodological
anticipation of what the zoua could be. Neither the schol-
arly research that establishes texts nor the intellectual pen-
etration that reaches to the development of another
thinker's mind and to its motives and causes is sufiicient.

After spending years reaching up to the mind
ofAquinas,I came to a twofold conclusion. On
the one hand, that reaching had changed me
profoundly. On the other hand, that change was

the essential benefit. For not only did it make
me capable of grasping what, in the light of my
conclusions, rhe aetera really were, but also it
opened challenging vistas on what the noua

could be.l7

2 The NotToo Nurnerous Center

Mention of a papal encyclical and of the commit-
ment that it inspired in the mind and heart of a modern
thinker is an obvious springboard to my next topic,
I-onergan's attitude toward the church and its aggiorn-
amentn.

I-onergan was a peitus at rhe SecondVatican Coun-
cil. He was named by Pope PaulVI as an original member
of the International Theological Commission. He served

other special Vatican commissions, including the Secre-
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tariat for Non-Believers. But I think it accurate to say that
his main ecclesial concern after the SecondVatican Coun-
cil was with the depth, both religious and intellectual, to
which the church must penetrate if it is to realize'Pope
John's Intention.'18 That depth is manifest in the cenral-
ity of the notion of authenticiry in all of his writings bear-
ing on aggiornamento.rg Btt it is clear, too, in his reflec-
tions on the forces within the church that would militate
against a real renewal.

There is bound to be formed a solid right that
is determined to live in a world that no longer
exists.There is bound to be formed a scattered
left, captivated by now this and now that new
possibility. But what will count is a perhaps not
numerous center, big enough to be at home in
both the old and the new, painstaking enough
to work out one by one the transitions to be
made, strong enough to refuse half measures
and insist on complete solutions even though
it has to wait.2o

If the scattered left dominated some aspects of the
church's life during the fust twenty years following the
Council, it is no secret that the solid right is flexing its
muscles today. I-onergan understood the difficulty as a
crisis ofculture, and referred to the problematic mentality
of the right as 'classicism.'If he was distressed by the'scat-
tered left,'he also was fearful of the'solid right.'For if he
could describe himself as 'a Roman Catholic with quite
conservative views on religious and church doctrines,'2l
he also could write the following about 'the shabby shell
of Catholicism':
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There are rwo ways in which *re unity of the
faith may be conceived. On classicist assump-
tions there is just one culture.That one culture
is not attained by the simple faithfirl, the people,
the natives, the barbarians. None the less, career
is always open to talent. One enters upon such
a career by diligent study of the ancient I-atin
and Greek authors. One pursues such a career
by learning Scholastic philosophy and theol-
ogy. One aims at high office by becoming profi-
cient in canon law. One succeeds by winning the
approbation and favor of ttre right personages.

Within this set-up the unity of faith is a matter of
everyone subscribing to the correct formulae.22

the wimess is to the mysteries revealed by God
and, for Catholics, infallibly declared by the
church. The meaning of such declarations lies
beyond the vicissitudes of human historical
process. But the context, within which such
meaning is grasped, and so the manner, in
which such meaning is expressed, vary both
with cultural differences and with the measure
in which human consciousness is differenti-
ated.24

The essential, again, is the human authenticity that begins
with the acceptance of the gift of God's love that 'consti-

The other way of conceiving the unity of faith is to find
the 'real root and ground of uniry' in 'being in love with
God - the fact that God's love has flooded our inmost
hearts through the Holy Spirit he has given us (Romans

5.5).'23Then one will find the function of church doctrines
to lie within the function of Christian wimess. And
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tutes religious conversion and leads to moral and even in-
tellectual conversion.'25 And this authenticity, ever precari-
ous, is twofold:

It is not simply with the tradition, then, but with the
authenticity of the tradition that Lonergan was con-
cerned,27 and more precisely with the communication of
an authentic religious tradition in the pluralistic context
of modern culture. Essential to this communication is the
distinction between classicist and modern notions of cul-
ture, and the clean break that the church must make with
classicism, so as to become'all to all.'28 On the difficulties
attendant on this challenge, I-onergan wrote, in words *rat
comprise aspects of his campaign against both the solid
right and the scattered left:

On the one hand, it demands a many-sided
development in those that govern or teach. On
the other hand, every achievement is apt to be
challenged by those that fail to achieve. People
with little notion of modern scholarship can

There is the minor authenticity or unauthent-
icity of the subject with respect to the tradition
that nourishes him.There is the major authen-
ticity that justifies or condemns the tradition
itself. In the first case there is passed a human
judgment on subjects. In the second case his-
tory and, ultimately, divine providence pass
judgrnent on traditions ... ff]he unauthenticity
of individuals becomes t}re unautlenticity of a
tradition. Then, in the measure a subject takes
the tradition, as it stands, for his standard, in
that measure he can do no more than authen-
tically realize unauthenticiry. 26
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urge that attending to the literary genre ofbib-
lical writings is just a fraudulent device for re-
jecting the plain meaning of scripture. Those
with no taste for systematic meaning will keep
repeating that it is better to feel compunction
than to define it, even if those that attempt
definition insist that one can hardly define what
one does not experience. Those, finally, whose
consciousness is unmitigated by any tincture
of systematic meaning, will be unable to grasp
the meaning of such dogmas as Nicea and they
may gaily leap to the conclusion that what has
no meaning for them is iust meaningless.29

First, when the absence of conversron occurs
in those that govern the church or teach in its
name. Secondly, when, as at present, there is
going forward in the church a movement out
of classicist and into modern culture. Thirdly,
when persons with partially differentiated con-
sciousness not only do not understand one
another but also so extol system or method or
scholarship or interiority or slightly advanced

It was against 'the real menace to unity of faith' that
Lonergan struggled against 'the absence of intellectual or
moral or religious conversion.'30 And it was in the interest
of promoting those conversions of mind and heart that he
made his extraordinary contribution to the differentiation
of consciousness through the process of self-appropriation.
For with sufficient differentiation of consciousness, one
can exercise a pluralism of communications without fall-
ing prey to the threefold peril of a distinct kind of plural-
ism resulting from lack ofconversion, a peril that I-onergan
described as follows:
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prayer as to set aside achievement and block
development in the other four.3l

1 The Long-range Point ofView

The extraordinary balance that Lonergan's mind
reached between fidelity to tradition and respect for mo-
dernity, between fidelity to doctrine and the promotion of
responsible pluralism, is a function, I think, of what per-
haps more than any'thing else characterizes both his own
mode of thinking and the cognitive authenticiry that he
would encourage in others: his approach to practicality or
praxis.

The seventi chapter of Insighl is our main source of
data on this facet of Lonergan's thinking and mentaliry.
This complex text, I have come to believe, is a fairly sus-
tained and quite subtle reorientation of Marx. It was this
chapter ttlat first persuaded me I had encountered not only
a brilliant mind, but also a thinker with a message of pro-
found importance for our time. But the practical upshot
ofI-onergan's work was already indicated in the preface to
Insight. One qtotation !\rill sufiice to show what I-onergan
thought to be the ulterior finality of what he was about.

Insight into insight brings to light the cumula-
dve process ofprogress. For concrete situadons
give rise to insights which issue into policies
and courses of action. Action transforms the
existing situation to give rise to further insights,
better policies, more effective courses ofaction.
It follows that if insight occurs, it keeps recur-
ring; and at each recurrence knowledge devel-
ops, action increases its scope, and situations
improve.

Theology and Cubure
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Similarly, insight into oversight reveals the
cumulative process of decline. For the flight
from understanding blocks the insights that
concrete situations demand. There follow un-
intelligent policies and inept courses ofaction.
The situation deteriorates to demand still fur-
ther insights, and as they are blocked, policies
become more unintelligent and action more
inept. Vhat is worse, the deteriorating situa-
tion seems to provide the uncritical, biased
mind with factual evidence in which the bias is

claimed to be verified. So in ever increasing
measure intelligence comes to be regarded as

irrelevant to practical living. Human activiry
settles down to a decadent routine, and initia-
tive becomes the privilege ofviolence.32

l-onergan told me in several conversations during the year

before he died that the chapters on common sense (6 and

7) and on iudgment (9 and Io) were the first chapters of
Insight that he wrote, that they contained what he most
wanted to say, and that it was in order to substantiate his
point in these chapters that he wrote the first five, which
treat of insight in mathematics and modern science.33What
he most wanted to say, then, included preeminently a po-
sition on the role of human intelligence in history and so-

ciety, and on the relation of intelligence to social and cul-
tural progress and decline, especially in view of the dis-
tinct dangers confronting human society today.

Lonergan's concern with these questions can be

traced back at least to the same 1935 letter to his Jesuit
Provincial in which he mentions Pope ko Xlll's Aeterni
Parrrs. Indeed, the charge uetera notis augere et perficere is

there appealed to, precisely in order to explain his 'excur-
sion into the metaphysic of history.' He admitted the 'enor-
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Newton's planetary theory had a first approxi-
mation in the first law of motion: bodies move

Theologlt and Cubure

mity' of the influence of Hegel and Marx on his position
on history, but maintained *rat his own position, already
drafted, would go quite beyond them. 'It takes the "obiec-
tive and inevitable laws" of economics, ofpsychology (en-
vironment, tradition) and of progress (material, intellec-
tual; automatic up to a point, then either deliberate and
planned or the end ofa civilization) to find the higher syr-
thesis of these laws in the mystical Body.'34 Between the
lines one can read the basic sketch of what later would
become a quite thorough position on the structure ofhis-
tory.

The reorientation of Marx tlat I-onergan's position
entails locates the basic social dialectic, not between forces
and relations of production, but between practical com-
mon sense as it erects technological, economic, and politi-
cal structures, on the one hand, and vital intersubjectiviry
on the other hand. The political dimension of society is

located, not in the superstructure, as in Marx, but in the
infrastructure. The superstructure is constituted by the
reflective, objectiffing dimension of culture that steps back
from everyday practicality and exercises critical, dialecti-
cal, and normative iudgment on the workings of practical
common sense. The forces that militate against a harmo-
nious or integral dialectic ofpracticality with intersubiect-
ivity - individual, group, and general bias - are exam-
ined, and the stress is laid on the distorting influence of
the general bias against long-term consequences, ultimate
issues, and theoretical questions.

Of this analysis, Lonergan wrote many years later
that it was worked out on the model of a threefold ap-
proximation. He used the analogy of Newton's planetary
theory to explain what he meant.
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in a straight line with constant velocity unless
some force intervenes. There was a second ap-
proximation when the addition of the law of
graviry between the sun and the planet yielded
an elliptical orbit for the planet. A third ap-
proximation was reached when the influence
of the gravity of the planets on one another is
taken into account to reveal the perturbed el-
lipses in which the planets actually move. The
point to this model is, of course, that in the
intellectual construction ofreality it is not any
of the earlier stages of the construction but only
the final product that actually exists. Planets
do not move in sraight lines nor in properly
elliptical orbitsl but these conceptions are
needed to arrive at the perturbed ellipses in
which they actually do move.

In my rather theological analysis of hu-
man history, my first approximation was the
assumption that men always do what is intelli-
gent and reasonable, and its implication was
an ever increasing progress. The second ap-
proximation was the radical inverse insight that
men can be biased, and so unintelligent and
unreasonable in their choices and decisions.
The third approximation was the redemptive
process resulting from God's gift of his grace
to individuals and from the manifestation of
his love in Christ Jesus.35

A later expansion and refinement of the theory ap-
pears in I-onergan's paper 'Narural Right and Historical
Mindedness.'36 There the'dialectic of history'is set forth
under six headings. First, human meaning develops in
human collaboration. Second, tlere is a succession ofpla-
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teaus on which expansions of meaning occur: the devel-
opment of common sense or practical intelligence; the
specialization of intelligence in theory; and the move to
interiority and method.Third, there are quite specific ide-
als proper to the third plateau, which was the one on which
I-onergan himself was working. These ideals are

and

such self-transcendence as includes an intel-
lectual, a moral, and an affective conversion.
As intellectual, this conversion draws a sharp
distinction between the world of immediacy
and the world mediated by meaning, between
the criteria appropriate to operations in the
former and, on the other hand, the criteria
appropriate to operations in the latter. Next,
as moral, it acknowledges a distinction benveen
satisfactions and values, and it is committed to
values even where they conflict with satisfac-
tions. Finally, as affective, it is commitment to
love in the home, loyalty in the community, faith
in the destiny of man.37

such self-awareness, such self-understanding,
such self-knowledge, as to grasp the similari-
ties and the differences of common sense, sci-
ence, and history, to grasp the foundations of
these three in interiority ... and, beyond all
knowledge of knowledge, to give also knowl-
edge of affectivity in its threefold manifesta-
tion of love in the family, loyalty in the com-
munity, and faith in God
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Fourth, there is needed a critique, in the light of the
first three headings, of what our past has made us. Fifth,
ambigrrity arises 'when first-plateau minds live in a sec-
ond-plateau context of meaning, or when first- and sec-
ond-plateau minds find themselves in a third-plateau con-
text.'38 And sixth, beyond all dialectic, there is the dia-
logue in which this ambiguity can be resolved.

Dialectic describes concrete process in which
intelligence and obtuseness, reasonableness and
silliness, responsibiliry and sin, love and haued
commingle and conflict. But the very people
that investigate the dialectic ofhistory also are
part of that dialectic and even in their
investigating represent its conuadictories. To
their work too the dialectic is to be applied.

But it can be more helpful, especially
when oppositions are less radical, for the in-
vestigators to move beyond dialectic to dia-
logue, to transpose issues from a conflict of
statements to an encounter of persons. For
every person is an embodiment ofnatural right.
Every person can reveal to any other his natu-
ral propensity to seek understanding, to iudge
reasonably, to evaluate fairly, to be open to
friendship.While the dialectic of history coldly
relates our conllicts, dialogue adds the prin-
ciple that prompts us to cure them, the natural
right that is the inmost core of our being.3e

Iflonergan here mentions 'natural right,' it is, I be-
lieve, in order to relate his position to that of l-eo Strauss
and his followers.a0 The latter position, for all its acumen
in retrieving the tradition of classical political philosophy,
bo*r remains on the second plateau, and is unable to adopt
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a balanced anitude toward modernity. But I-onergan's third
plateau, which would recover and integrate the advances
toward which modernity has been moving, at the same
time does not reflect modernity's rejection of the classical
tradition.The move to interiority enables the recovery and
reorientation ofthe aetera and theil. integration with a criti-
cally reoriented set of nora. For modernity, no less than
the classical uadition, moves on the second plateau. The
'second stage of meaning' comes to its term, perhaps, in
Hegel. The advance to a third plateau grounded in the
self-appropriation of interiority is required if humanity is

not to fall victim to the series of ever less comprehensive
syntheses that today threaten civilization with desuuction.

There is to be distinguished in the structure of hu-
man history, then, a shorter cycle and a longer cycle.The
distinction marks another contrast with Marxist analysis.
The shorter cycle turns on the ascendancies to power of
various groups or nations and their subsequent replace-
ment by other groups who champion the rights of the pre-
viously downtrodden. The longer cycle cuts through all
such reversals ofpower, to reveal a sustained decline that
results from the neglect by all groups of long-term conse-
quences, ultimate issues, and theoretical questions. It is to
responsibility for the longer cycle that Lonergan would
call his readers. And it is the awareness of this responsibil-
ity that again enables him to strike such a delicate balance
in his thinking. The balance is not only between the old
and the new, *re classical and the modern, but also be-
tween the political 'right' and 'left,' 'conservative' and'lib-
eral,' liberal and Marxist. In historical thinking, I-onergan
reaches and invites to a higher synthesis ofthe liberal the-
sis and the Marxist antithesisal in a philosophy of history
that accounts for both and moves beyond them by criticiz-
ing their defects.
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I-onergan's historical and political thinking has yet
to be appreciated to the same extent as have other dimen-
sions of his work. But in many ways it represents what
may be the most important aspect of his remarkable
achievement. A case can be made that his entire life's work
may be understood from and organized around the six
points that I summarized above on *re dialectic of history.
If that summary seems more obscure than the rest of what
I have written here, perhaps it is because his thought in
the area ofa philosophy and theology ofhistory is so com-
prehensive and far-reaching. But with this excuse I must
end this section, for any further explication would make
my introduction far lengthier than it should be.

I close by reflecting on a strange phenomenon tlat
perhaps has not escaped the attention of some readers.
I-onergan's thought meets with an intensity of emotional
response that, it seems, is more vehement than that given
to tlre work of most other thinkers. This is true both of
those who accept his work and of those who reiect it.!7hile
the reasons for opposition to I-onergan's work are no doubt
multiform and complex, I suggest that they may be partly
due to the extraordinary balance that I have tried to focus
on here.

In other words, if one finds oneself firmly planted on
one side or the other of the various dichotomies that
I-onergan manages to transcend by a higher synthesis, if
one belongs to one or other of the various groups that
achieve ascendancy and then are supplanted in the shorter
cycle, whether in the academy, the church, or the wider
society, will one not resent and reject a thought that would
relativize one's own position by sublating it into a higher
viewpoint, a viewpoint that brings forward what is to be

4 Conclusion
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brought forward and leaves behind what is to be left be-
hind? I-onergan's thought meets with resistance from the
advocates of both the old and the new, the right and the
left, the reactionary, the liberal, and the Marxist. And the
resistance is not due to the fact that, transcending these
oppositions, he stands for nothing at all, but is rather the
manifestation of an all too human tendency to oppose
moving beyond the limitations of one's own position, es-
pecially when the achievement and maintenance of that
position have already cost one dearly in terms of the poli-
tics of everyday living.

Perhaps this represents as well as anything the point
that I have been trying to make. I-onergan is an important
and indeed vitally significant thinker precisely because he
does invite us all beyond the narrow confines ofless inclu-
sive viewpoints to the achievement ofa horizon capable of
meeting responsibly the immense problems of academy,
church, and sociery with which we are confronted in our
day. This is not to say that he has given us the last word, so

that all we need do is make our own some l-onerganian
'system.' He comments any number of times in Izsrgir that
his own account of the processes constitutive of human
knowledge will and must be improved upon in the light of
further advances of human understanding. It is more ac-
curate to say that he has given us a first word, a founda-
tional word on which even the improvements and nuances
that are required can be built. So I close by expressing my
own persuasion that, if one wants to find one's way amidst
the welter of conflicting opinions with which we are con-
fronted today, one can do no better than to spend years

reaching up to the mind of Bernard Lonergan before one
sets out on one's own. As Lonergan's own reaching up to
the mind ofAquinas changed him profoundly, and as that
change was the most important thing, so reaching up to
the mind ofI-onergan will transform our own approach to
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every serious issue with which we attempt to come to tenns;
and precisely that uansformation will be the most impor-
tant ingredient that we can bring to the resolution of the
issues with which we must be concerned today.
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I am honored to have been asked to write the fore-
word to this important volume. It is my belief that the
essays presented here not only signal what are emerging as

the cenual themes in a new period ofl-onergan studies -community, dialogue, otherness, mediation, plurality -but also will significantly advance the discussion of these
issues.

I have been asked by the editors to limit my com-
ments to the question, How does Bernard I-onergan's work
provide a common ground? riTith my first complete read-
ing of I-onergan's Insight in ry67, I was convinced that he
had gone a long way toward meeting one of the aims he
expressed in the preface to that book, namely, to seek a

common ground on which people 'of intelligence' might
meet.Vhat I did not know then, of course, was how much
more desperate the exigence for such an open space for
dialogue would become in the latter third of the twentieth
century. The fragmentation of knowledge that I-onergan
describes so eloquently at the end of chapter 6 of Insight
has, it would seem, grown only more acute, and with it the
potential for ideological stalemates, mutual recriminations
of all sorts, and the denial through silence of the very
existence of those with views other than our own. Nor are
such crises limited to the rarefied atmosphere of the
academy. As Lonergan argues persuasively in chapter 7 of
Insight,wherevet the possibility of independent inquiry and
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open communication has been stifled, the seeds of
totalitarianism have already been sown.

It may be, though, as some of I-onergan's musings
on our age encourage us to hope, that the intensiry of the
crisis of meaning that affects us is also in part a function of
the fact that something very new, something with enor-
mous positive potential, is occurring in history. I regard
the paper 'Natural Right and Historical Mindedness' as

presenting I-onergan's most developed presentation of the
issue of the dialectic of history, a topic that he kept com-
ing back to for over forty years preceding this late state-
ment of its contours. In this paper historical process is

understood radically in terms ofthe advance and dissemi-
nation of meaning; and we stand at the very beginning of a
new stage or plateau in that process. Earlier plateaus
involved, first, the development of practical intelligence
and ideas, and second, the differentiation of conscious-
ness that occurs when people acquire habits of mathemat-
ics, science, and philosophy. But today concern has shifted
from meanings to acts ofmeaning, from products to source.
And the Babel of our day may be a function of more or
less complete success in moving onto this new plateau -and of course ofthe strident survival in our midst of minds
and hearts that will not make this move at all. From this
perspective I-onergan's search for a common ground can
be clarified as a progressive and cumuladve effort to ar-
ticulate a normadve source of meaning, and so to express
the horizon that those who have entered onto the new pla-
teau might share if that horizon could be adequately
thematized. From this perspective, too, the major moments
in the development of l-onergan's own thinking can be
viewed as successive increments in the clearing of the com-
mon ground. For, it turns out, the book that I first read in
ry67 was only the beginning of I-onergan's articulation of
the new plateau's horizon.
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I0(/hat I propose to do, ever so briefly, in this fore-
word, then, is to highlight these major moments, in the
hope that this developmental overview might provide some
context, immanent to Lonergan's own writings, for the
encounters in the space I-onergan has cleared that are the
topic or at least the obiective of most of the essays as-
sembled in this volume.

Insight is, of course, the basic breakthrough, for it is
there that the common ground emerges, not as a set of
contents of cogrritive acts, but as a basic group of opera-
tions that constitute all human beings as knowers. The
central operation emphasized is insight itself, the act of
understanding. Its structure, I-onergan tells us, is always
and everyrhere tlte same. He is convinced (and elsewhere
argues persuasively) that Aristotle and Aquinas grasped
basic features of insight that their late medieval and mod-
ern interpreters overlooked. But even if these interpreters
had not neglected insight, their articulation, Iike Aquinas's,
would have been for the most part metaphysical, not psy-
chological, and that is not the kind of radical recovery of
insight that I-onergan advances in this book.

Rather, he begins by appropriating the modes of
modern scientific understanding and by offering a gener-
alized heuristic discussion of what is common to the mgiad
instances of common sense and common nonsense. From
these he moves us step by step closer to his goal ofa com-
mon ground. In the course of the book we are presented
with and asked to appropriate at least rhe following kinds
ofinsight: the direct insight that grasps intelligibility in the
presentations ofsense and imagination, whether in science
or in common sense; the inverse insight that grasps that,
in a sense, there is no intelligibiliry to be grasped; the
identilring insight that discovers a unity-identity-whole in
data; the reflective insight that ascertains that the condi-
tions for a prospective judgment have (or have not) been
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fulfilled; the introspective insight that grasps intelligibility
in the data of consciousness; the basic philosophic insights
that articulate the structure of knowing, the meaning of
'being,' and *re elements of obiectivity; the metaphysical
insights that work out the implications of a basic isomor-
phism between knowing and known, that acknowledge that
the truly known is being, and so that greet being as intrin-
sically intelligible; the genetic insights that speciff the op-
erators of development; the dialectical insights that press

for coherence between performance and content and so

reverse what is incoherent with the basic positions on know-
ing, being, and objectivity; the practical insights that size
up siruations and, when moral, grasp what possibly it would
be good for one to do; the limit insights that grasp one's
own incapacity for sustained development on the basis of
one's own resources; the religious insights that discern the
gift of a higher integration; the theological insights that
employ analogies to ground a few stuttering words about
transcendent mystery.

But with all of this, the point is missed entirely if one
concentrates exclusively on the content of these insights.
The only common ground of all of these insights is that
they are insights, acts ofunderstanding. And this is a com-
mon ground whether they all occur in one subject or in
many. In the one subject it is a common ground whence
there can be derived, through a metaphysics, the integra-
tion of the known. In many subiects, it is a common ground
for communication and collaboration. The fact that we all
understand, and so share the common dynamic that the
early chapters of the book unfold, is, when afiirmed, the
basic and radical move onto the common ground. And
the fact that we are asked not only to acknowledge that
common ground but also to appropriate it by relating in-
sight to its antecedent conditions and its results in human
knowing and living marks that new and common ground

)11
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as also a new plateau.The beginning ofLonergan's articu-
lation of what in Iruryftr is called the common ground, which
he later would call the normative source of meaning, has
begrrn with insight into insight.

But this insight is also an owning, an appropriation,
a claim upon a natural right, and the acknowledgment ofa
task, a responsibility, an imperative. All of these different
tlpes of insights occur in a common field named conscious-
ness or self-presence the subiect as subiect. This field
can never be fully obiectified, since the subiect doing the
objectifuing is always and inescapably beyond the subject
being objectified. This is important. Lonergan's variety of
a'turn to the subject'is not a turn to the subject as object
of some controlling 'inner look.' The field in which the
turn occurs, consciousness, is not perception, representa-
tion, or knowledge (except in the limited sense that
experience is laowledge as presentalion ofdata). It is rather
the field of the awareness of selt the self-taste (Hopkins),
that accompanies all conscious acts and states. The objec-
tification of it that is possible can occur only through a

humbling and puriffing heightening of awareness itselt a

heightening that enables not only an attending to, and in-
sight into the relations of, the successive operations and
states that occur in the unfolding of conscious dlnamism,
but also a personal iudgment that this is what I am and a
decision to be faithful to it.

Moreover, Insighr discloses other operations besides
those of experience of data of sense and of consciousness
and insight into those data. The link between these two
levels of consciousness is the question for intelligence:
What?Vhy? How often? etc. And the insight itself is pro-
ductive of the 'inner word' or set of concepts that, when
formulated in language, prompts a further question, this
time for critical reflection: Is it so? This question is satis-
fied by the reflective insight that (r) grasps that the condi-
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tions for a iudgment are or are not fulfilled, (z) grounds
the inner word ofyes or no, and so (3) results in iudgment.
Holding the entire process together is the desire to knowr
which is spontaneous and unrestricted but not automatic.
!7hile it is never satisfied on any issue until the yes or no
of reasonable iudgment is reached, and while it then re-
sumes the process by turning to other questions, its gover-
nance of conscious performance can be blocked by bias.
And so l-onergan's uncovering of the various forms ofbias
is a further disclosure of the common ground, but this
time of its darker elements.

Furthermore, in Insight Lonergan made an initial
move toward clari$ing what he would only later acknowl-
edge as a distinct level of consciousness, that of decision,
so that tlre langu age that Insight will use for the clearing of
the common ground is 'the self-appropriation of one's ra-
tional self-consciousness.' And before he turns to decision
and ethics, I-onergan draws out the implications of the
self-affrrmation of the empirically, intelligently, and ratio-
nally conscious knowing subiect by outlining an integral
heuristic structure of the knoutn, a metaphysics, that con-
stitutes a brilliant beginning upon overcoming the frag-
mentation of knowledge.

With the eventual recognition that decision names a
fourth level of activity beyond those constituting us as

knowers, l-onergan gradually shifts the language for the
common ground from 'rational self-consciousness' to 'in-
tentionality.'The normative source of meaning consists of
more than the acts of meaning that rn Insight are called
formal (conceptualization) and full (iudgment). Meaning
is effective and constitutive, and grounding its constitu-
tive function is the world constitution and self-constitu-
tion, the making of being, that occurs in the existential
moments in which we realize that it is up to ourselves to
decide individually and communally what we are going to
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make of ourselves. Lonergan's later reflections on these

moments, for ex arnple ia Method in Theology Ggzz), go far
beyond the limited and somewhat limiting analysis of de-

cisior, in Insight, even as they preserve the latter's essential
grasp of the utter contingency of decision and action in
relation to the knowledge that precedes it.

One of the new emphases, which will become in-
creasingly important as we move toward Lonergan's most

complete statement on the normative source of meaning
in 'Natural Right and Historical Mindedness,' is the role
now accorded to feelings. Potential values are apprehended

in intentional feelings, that is, in those feelings that re-

spond to an apprehended obiect or course of action. The
process of deliberalion that follows is one in which a per-

son ascertains whether the possible value thus apprehended

is truly or only apparently good. The truly good, while it
may also be immediately satis$.dng, is not discerned on
the basis of that criterion, for what is satisfuing may also

not be a genuine value. The truly good, rather, carries us

to transcend ourselves, and on that basis I-onergan sug-

gests a normative scale of values that, I believe, is of ut-
most importance for historical understanding and action:

values are vital, social, cultural, personal, and religious, in
an ascending order of self-transcendence, and the levels of
value are related in a complex fashion.Thus, to focus only
on the areas most important in the present volume, the

collaborative and communicative process ofopen and hon-
est conversation about what is most significant for human

living is itself a cultural value, perhaps the central cultural
value. But it arises upon and is conditioned by the
infrastructural foundation of the social institutions that
either encourage its occurrence or, in Habermas's terms,

more or less systematically distort communication; it de-
pends upon the authenticity ofthe persons who engage in
it and so on the extent and solidity of the processes of
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conversion they have undergonel and to the extent that it
is effective it changes both these persons in their capacity
as originating personal value and the social institutions
that constitute part of its infrastructural base.

With the acknowledgment of decision as a distinct
level of what he came to call intentional consciousness,
Lonergan moved to the articulation of a far richer notion
of the human good than the purely cognitional founda-
tions of lzsrglzr permitted. I cannot here go into its elabo-
rate suucture, but will simply indicate that the grounds
for its unfolding lie at least in part in the integration that
deliberation effects of the knowing rhar Insight differenti-
ated and of the feeling tlat is acknowledged in the later
works as a distinct element in the normative source of
meaning or common ground of communication and col-
laboration.

To this point, then, the common ground, when ap-
propriated, is a distinct plateau consisting offour levels of
intentional consciousness - in shorthand, experience,
understanding, judgment, and decision - and of the feel-
ings that are tle mass and momentum of intentional con-
sciousness and that must be submitted to a self-appro-
priation analogous to that which I-onergan's analysis of
intentionality enables with respect to operations.

The next step in the clearing of the common ground
or the ascent to a new plateau is the revelation and appro-
priation oflove as the supreme instance ofpersonal value
and the highest confluence of intentional operation with
feeling. This theme emerges with particular poignancy in
the late essays published in A Third Collection Q98).I-nve
is total commitment, whether in intimacy, in the family, in
interpersonal relations, in the civic community, or in rela-
tionship with transcendent mystery. It can be so powerful
as to dismantle previous horizons, reveal new values that
one could not previously have apprehended, and start one

Chapur n
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on a whole new course ofliving, ffansform one into a new
creation. Its working, then, is often strangely independent
of the upwardly moving creative dynamism that proceeds

through knowledge to decision. However much it is some-

times preceded by knowledge of the beloved, it is always

something that happens to us.rwe fall in love. And it need

not always be preceded by knowledge, especially when our
falling in love is initiated by, and has as its term, a tran-
scendent mystery that we do not and cannot apprehend.

Love's movement through the common ground, the
field of consciousness, is inverse to the movement that has

preoccupied us to this point. It first reveals values in their
splendor and efficacy, and transvalues our values as it
shapes a new horizon. It then discloses, among values, the
value of truth, and so strengthens us in the pursuit of in-
telligibility and truth tfuough our cognitive operations. And,
usually ever so slowly, it transforms our very sensitive,

dramatic, and intersubjective spontaneiry, so that body ioins
psyche and spirit in one total loving commitment, one

complete yes to existence in the cosmos and to our
negotiated and discerned place within it.

It is my view, though, that the most important mo-
ment or step in Lonergan's clearing of a common ground

on which all men and women could, if they so wish, meet
was formulated only after all of the above elements had
been worked out in his maior writings. In some of the es-

says that he wrote in the last ten years of his life, many of
which, again, are contained in I Third Collection Gq8i), he

poruays this four-tiered structure of intentional conscious-

ness and concomitant feeling as open on both ezds, open to
what he variously calls (r) a tidal movement that precedes

waking experience on one end and that goes beyond re-
sponsible decision on the other end, or (z) the passionate-

ness of being that is the very upwardly and indeterminately
directed universal dynamism that in Insight he called fi-
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naliry. Most significant of all is the assertion that the nor-
mative source of meaning consists of more than intentional
operations. It lies in an entire ongoing process ofself-tran-
scendence that embraces the levels of intentional opera-
tions in a more inclusive whole. IJnderpinning the subject
as experientially, intelligently, rationally, morally conscious
is a sy,rnbolic operator that through image and affect coor-
dinates neural process with the goals of intentionality. Ac-
companying that same subject, as we have seen, is the mass
and momenfum of feeling. And going beyond that subject
is an operator of interpersonal relations, total commimrent,
and religious love. The latter elements are now located,
not on the fourth level of intentional consciousness, but
on a level or even levels beyond what intentionality analy-
sis alone can disclose. And the former ingredients intro-
duce a most elemental level of consciousness that can be
called, at least tenratively, primordial psychic process.

My own way of articulating this development is as
follows: ifintentional consciousness, at least in its dramatic
pattern of operations, can be called the search for direc-
tion in the movement of life, then this tidal wave or pas-
sionateness of being that underpins, accompanies, and
overarches intentional operations is the very movement of
life itself. It too calls for negotiation, as did the intentional
operations whose working and interrelations Lonergan
discloses. But negotiating the operations is distinct from
negotiating tl1e movement, however much each negotia-
tion has to be attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and respon-
sible. The normative source of meaning is, in the last
analysis, more tlan intelligence and more than intentional
operations. It is the dialectical interplay of these with an
autonomous but related movemenr of life that begins be-
fore intentional operations in neural processes and psy-
chic imagery and affect, and that reaches beyond inten-
tional operations in a total being-in-love in families, in
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communities, and with God. The entire ongoing process

ofself-transcendence that is the normative source of mean-
ing is more than intentional operations, and this 'more' is

what I-onergan pointed to and began to articulate towards
the end ofhis life. It is also what I have attempted to ar-
ticulate in the notion ofpsychic conversion, a notion which
I-onergan assured me in personal correspondence is a 'nec-
essary complement' to his own work.

And so we end, not with a fully cleared field for com-
mon ground, but with a further task to which I-onergan
pointed but which he did not complete. His own
achievement, from this perspecdve, can be viewed as

fulfilling his modest claim of providing an operadonal
analysis that is not subject to radical revision, however much
it may be further refined. That in itself is the secure
movement onto a new plateau. It remains for us who have

been brought to ourselves in a most intimate way by his
writings now to make our home on this new plateau. Being
at home on the plateau to which Lonergan brought us will
happen to us as we negotiate the tidal movement of life by
employing the very operations that he taught us to
acknowledge, discriminate, claim as our own, and relate
to one another. Eventually, while we may still limit
intentional operations to four levels of consciousness, we
will have to acknowledge in all at least six levels on which
we are present to ourselves. For we will have to add an
underpinning in elemental psychic process and an
overarching context of a total commitment of being-in-
love. \7e will also need to disengage distinct operators for
these further levels. And we will need to be far more
attentive to the feelings that accompany our intentional
operations and function as a kind of moral criterion of
their dramatic integrity or authenticiry. In building a home,
as in constructing a ship (to borrow another image from
the preface to Insight), one has to go all the way. It is to
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l-onergan's undying credit that he never claimed, at any
step in the process that I have outlined here, that he had
gone the whole way. Always there was, and, I hope, always
there will be, a next step. If I have called attention to
Lonergan's own pointing to the present next step, it is not
to imply *rat taking it will finally bring us the whole way.
For one thing, there is no possible mediation of totality
this is the very meaning of the move to the new plateau;
for another thing, there can be a totality of mediation only
asymptotically; and for a third thing, even on that media-
tion we have only begun. May this volume not only ana-
lfze, but also encourage and release, the communication
that will enable many hands together to build a common
home on the new plateau.



II Cosrnopolis and the Situation:
A Preface to Systernatics and
Comrnunications

My paper suggests an interpretation and application
of the meaning of cosmopolisl in the context of a general-
ized heuristic approach to situational analysis for direct
theological discourse, that is, for the second phase ofthe-
ology, which mediates from the present into the future. I
have presented much of this material in lectures elsewhere,
but I have chosen to repeat the material here, though in a
somewhat modified form, for several reasons. In the first
place,I have not yet had a chance for the kind offeedback
on this material that I desire before I move on into other
territory. Secondly, the next step in my endeavors is to
begin the actual task of constructing a contemporary sys-

tematic theology in the context established by this situ-
ational analysis; and I am simply not ready to present any-
thing along these lines at the present Vorkshop. Thirdly,
most of my presentations at previous Boston College
Lonergan Workshops have involved various articulations
of and refinements on my notion of psychic conversionl
questions have arisen as to the social and cultural signifi-
cance of this notion; and it is my hope that the present

review of my work on theology's contemporary situation
may at least begin to provide an answer to these questions.

Finally, the theme of the presentWorkshop deals with com-
munications; and while my analysis of the situations to be

1)r
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addressed and evoked by the second phase oftheology has
been conducted primarily with an eye to systematics, it
would be at least as relevant to methodological reflection
on and actual performance of work in the functional spe-
cialty 'communications,' where, if my analysis is correct,
much work will have to be done on the part ofthose whose
development has brought them to interiorly differentiated
consciousness, to create in the broader milieu of the
infrastructural level of culture what I would call a post-
interiority mentality: that is, a mentaliry informed by the
commonsense communication of insights first arrived at
through the specialization of intelligence in the self-ap-
propriation of human interiority.

IntroductionI

I begin with some commonplace observations. A
theology that is empirical and historically minded will
mediate the significance of Christian faith with a contem-
porary cultural matrix. In fact, all theology performs this
function, but only an age characterized by historical con-
sciousness will undertake this responsibility with explicit
awareness of the fact that this is what it is doing. Such a
theology, then, will not strive to achieve the one complete
and permanent systematic understanding of what Chris-
tians hold to be true and value as good, but will be content
to acknowledge *rat its own systematic understanding of
realiry in the light of Christ will be but one entry, as it
were, in a series of ongoing systems: an entry that is con-
tinuous with past achievements but also open to future
developments. Such a theology, then, will nor start from
scratch each time it attempts the constructive work ofsys-
tematic understanding, but will learn from, retain, and
incorporate into its own construction t}re genuine achieve-
ments of the past. If these achievements were attained
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within a classicist framework, and moreover, in a context
that gave a prioriry to theory and so in a context in which
the theoretic differentiation of consciousness predomi-
nated, their basic terms and relations will be expressed in
metaphysical categories. These categories will have to be-
come derivative in any theology that is constructed in an
age of historical mindedness. The basic terms and rela-
tions will have to be generated on the basis of the self-
appropriation of the operations of the intelligent, reason-
able, and responsible human subject.

These observations are by now commonplace among
those of us who have attempted as best we can to make
our own the directives offered by Bernard I-onergan re-
garding the procedures and tasks of contemporary theol-
ogy. uThat I wish to stress is the implication following from
these directives, to the effect that even a systematic theol-
ogy constructed on the basis of interiorly differentiated
and historically minded consciousness will address one
situation, and, as mediating to this situation the signifi-
cance of Christian faith, will evoke another situation that
approximates more closely than the prevailing one to the
conditions that would hold sway when the reign of God in
human affairs is the primary factor in the intelligibility of
the situation. A historically minded theology, as it medi-
ates between a cultural matrix and the role and signifi-
cance of Christian faith within that cultural matrix, ad-
dresses one situation in such a way as to evoke an alterna-
tive situation. Even systematic theology, then, must be self-
consciously understood as praxis: praxis not simply as cog-
nitive performance, and so as a kind of doing, but praxis
as transformative catalytic agency in historical process.

If this is the case, at least three matters of great im-
portance force themselves upon the individual theologian
and upon the community oftheological investigators. First,
historically uansformative praxis may not become practi-
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cal in the narrow and immediate sense that is subjected to
such a convincing and devastating critique in Lonergan's
pages on general bias.2 That is to say, i! cannot succumb
to the maior surrender of intelligence that, while retaining
the empirical function of intelligence, neglects and even
repudiates its critical, dialectical, and normative capaci-
ties.3 Such a capitulation, I would maintain, along with
the neglect of general categories, constitutes the maior
deficiency in much of what passes for systematic theology
today. Second, such a theology must be equipped with an
understanding of the structural features of the situation
that it is addressing and of the situation that it would evoke.
And third, this understanding of the respective situations
must be informed by a generalized heuristic anticipation
of azy situation, if it is not to become bogged down in the
details of mere description that, however significant they
may be for the construction of a systematic theology and
even more for the various tasks of communications, will
unfailingly direct theological reflection along the narrow
lines of biased and shortsighted practicality unless they
are organized by a sufficiently critical, normative, and dia-
lectical heuristic device that would keep everything in its
proper place. The main thrust of my paper, as of my re-
cent work, is to offer rudimentary elements ofsuch a heu-
ristic device in such a way as to offer for systematic theol-
ogy in particular, and second-phase theology in general, a
contribution that would help them fulfill the indispens-
able responsibilities of cosmopolis. In what sense is theol-
ogy praxis, historical world-constitutive and world-trans-
formative agency? That is the question that has occupied
my attention.

Thus I offer the affirmation that theology is minis-
ry. By this I mean that its mediation with a prevailing
cultural marix of the meanings held as true by Christian
believers and of the values acknowledged as good by the

Chapter r
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Christian community contributes to the constitutive mean-
ing of Christian witness, fellowship, and service in the con-
temporary situation. Such witness, fellowship, and service,
when authentic, are uansformative of the situation. They
are exercised with respect to the situation as it is, but they
evoke an alternative situation that more closely approxi-
mates the reign of God. As informing the constitutive
meaning of Christian living, theology is an intellectual
ministry to the church. And since the church has a re-
demptive function to perform in human history, the theol-
ogy that partly informs its constitutive meaning is also a
dimension of the church's ministry in the world. I have no
hesitation in maintaining that all genuine Christian theol-
ogy, even the most theoretical, philosophically informed
systematic theology, has a radically pastoral, prophetic, and
kerygmatic intent, purpose, and import. Theology exists

to evoke the church as a community of witness, fellow-
ship, and service with a disclosive and transformative role
to play with respect to the prevailing situation. Theology
performs tlis function precisely by mediating the signifi-
cance and role of Christian faith with the prevailing cul-
rural matrix.

If this is correct, then one dimension of the ministry
of theology to the church will consist in providing the
church with a heuristic device for speciffing the structural
determinants ofthe prevailing cultural matrix. Such a de-

vice, I would maintain, is at least implicitly operative in
every theology in the mode of direct discourse, that is, in
all second-phase theological reflection. But it is not sufft-
cient that this device remain implicit, for one of the rea-

sons for conflict and antagonism among various theolo-
gies lies precisely in their different heuristic anticipations'
their different assumptions, as to the structure ofthe situ-
adon which the theology is addressing and the structure
of the situation being evoked. No resolution of these con-

llt
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flicts is satisfactory except on the basis of rendering ex-
plicit the manner in which the respective theologies con-
ceive the prevailing and the desirable, that is, normative
structures ofthe situations with which they are concerned.

It is precisely at this point that the first and radical
options are taken, determining whether the theology in
question will represent a ma)or surender of intelligence
or whether it will insist on embodying not only the empiri-
cal, but also the critical, dialectical, and normative capaci-
ties of human intelligence. Will the theology in question
be a matter of cosmopolitan intellectual collaboration, or
will it be a contribution to the series ofever less compre-
hensive syntheses that constirute decline?The radical op-
tion in terms of which this question will be answered is
already taken when the theology forms its assumptions as

to the structure of the situations to be addressed and evoked
in direct theological discourse.What is the structure of the
reign of God?This, in special theological categories, is the
first question to be answered by a theology in direct
discourse in an age of historical consciousness, and so by
a theology that would address one situation only to evoke
an alternative situation. A theology that mediates between
a cultural matrix and the significance and role of Chris-
tian faith in that matrix has as its first systematic task the
elaboration of the structural intelligibiliry of the cultural
matrix itself. This elaboration, as not only empirical but
also critical, dialectical, and normative, will concern not
only the prevailing cultural matrix but also the alternative
matrix evoked by theological mediation. Foundationally
speaking, then, the theology must be equipped with an
adequate heuristic device for the specification ofthe struc-
tural determinants ofboth situations.The adequacy of this
heuristic device will ultimately determine the communi-
cative competence, to use Habermas's term, of the theol-
ogy in question; and even the term 'competence' is used
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here in a sense that is not only empirical, but also critical,
dialectical, and normative.

It is with questions such as these in mind that I have
recently attempted an account of 'the situation.' My ef-
forts have been to provide an adequate heuristic device,
based on my understanding of chapter 7 of Insight, for the
determination of any situation to be addressed and any
situation !o be evoked by a theology in direct discourse.
I-et me now state as briefly and as clearly as I can the
conclusions to which I have come. I intend that this analy-
sis be used as a dialectical instrument for the critical analysis
of various endeavors at direct theological discourse, as a
way of determining what these theologies conceive them-
selves as doing, how they conceive theological praxis, what
they have set as their ultimate agenda, and in the last analy-
sis how faithful they are to the Gospel which they claim to
be mediating witl the contemporary cultural matrix. For
I intend this analysis to be at least the beginning of an
attempt to speciry the general and special categories in
terms of which the reign of God in human affairs is to be
understood. In terms of the theme of the present work-
shop, 'IJnderstanding and Communication,' my claim is
that the first indispensable requirement for adequate com-
munication is an understanding of the situation that one
is addressing and of the situation that one would evoke.
My efforts have been to specifi a heuristic device for ad-
equate situational understanding.

A Situational Heuristic2

The principal categories that I have arrived at in these
efforts are the analagjt of dialectic and the integral scale of
zalzes. It is in terms ofthese categories that a crucial ques-
tion of a contemporary systematic tleology is to be an-
swered: what is the reign of God in human affairs? This
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question is crucial precisely because of the role of theol-
ogy in an age of historical consciousness. Such a theology
exists primarily to provide the constitutive meaning in
terms of which the ecclesial community would evoke in its
cultural matrix a closer approximation to the reign of God.

The Analogy of Dialectic2.1

'The analogy of dialectic' refers to three distinct but
intimately related dialectical processes: the dialectic of
community, the dialectic of the subiect, and the dialectic
of culture. The manner in which these three processes are

related to one another is specified in terms of my under-
standing of the integral scale of values.

The student of I-onergan is already familiar with the
notions of the dialectic of community and the dialectic of
the subject, and with the general notion of a scale ofval-
ues based on the degree of self-uanscendence to which we
are carried by the various objects of our aspirations. 'The
dialectic of culture' is my own construction, but it is de-
rived by analogy with the dialectics of community and of
the subject as these are set forth by l-onergan. Thus I ar-
rive at the notion of the analogy of dialectic, where the
prime analogate is the conscious dialectic of limitation and
transcendence that constitutes the immanent intelligibil-
ity of all genuine human development. The notion of the
integral scale of values is arrived at by attempting to an-
swer the question as to how the three dialectics are related
to one another. My answer is in terms of the relations that
can be found to obtain among the various levels ofvalue
already suggested by I-onergan.a

The first step in understanding what I mean by the
analogy of dialectic consists in differentiating between a

dialectic of contraries and a dialectic of contradictories.
\iThile I am not prepared to take a stand on the full posi
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tion of Ronald McKinney concerning the interpretation
of I-onergan's use ofthe term 'dialectic,'5 I do agree with
him at least to this extent, that the term 'dialectic' is used
quite differently in Insight's discussion of the dialectics of
the subject and of community from the way in which
Method in Theoktgy specifies dialectic as having to do with
the concrete, the dy,namic, and the contradicrory. For the
constitutive elements of the dialectics of the subject and of
community, as these are presented in Insight, while they
are indeed concrete and dynamic, are not contradictory.
In fact, to conceive them as contradictory is to invite pre-
cisely the distortions of these dialectics that promote per-
sonal and historical decline. The constitutive elements of
these dialectics are contraries, not contradictories. The
dialectics are integral to the extent that they are'a con-
crete unfolding of linked but opposed principles of
change.'6The respective dialectics, then, are not a matter
of either/or, as would be the case in a dialectic of
conuadictories, but of both/and. The changes emergent
fiom the dialectic must flow from both of the constitutive
elements, each in its appropriate relation to the other. The
dialectic of contradictories comes into play with respect to
the entirety of the dialectic of contraries: errler the integral
dialectic of contraries or its distortion through the trans-
formation of a dialectic of contraries into a dialectic of
contradictories opting for only one ofthe constitutive ele-
ments at the expense of the other.

The constitutive elements of the dialectic of the sub-
ject are neural demands for psychic integration and con-
scious representation, on the one hand, and *re censor-
ship over these demands exercised by dramatically pat-
terned intelligence and imagination, on the other hand.
The constitutive elements of the dialectic of community
are spontaneous intersubjectivity and practical intelligence.
To these two dialectics of contraries I have added a third,
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the dialectic of culture. It is internally constituted by cos-
mological and anthropological constitutive meaning: two
distinct and contrary sets of insights regarding the direc-
tion that can be found and missed in the movement of life.
The dialectics are analogous in that (r) each is an instance
of the conscious tension of limitation and transcendencel
(z) each is a dialectic of contraries, in that the processes of
personal, cultural, and social change represent the more
or less integral or distorted unfolding emergent from bot}r
of the constitutive principles of change in the respective
dialectic; (3) each dialectic is integral to the extent that the
relevant processes of change are a function of the harmo-
nious interaction ofborft of the internally constitutive prin-
ciples ofthe dialectic; and (4) each dialectic is distorted to
the extent that the changes are a function of one of the
internally constitutive principles at the expense, or to the
exclusion, of the other.

Two other characteristics of the analogy of dialectic
must be specified. First, in each case the integrity of the
dialectic is not a function of one or other of its internally
constitutive principles, but ofa third element beyond these;
and it is in terms of that third element that we locate for
the first time the distinctly theological significance of the
analogy of dialectic. Thus, the integral dialectic of neural
demands and the censorship is a function of divinely in-
fused chariry and also of faith and hope and of the other
virtues insofar as the acts that proceed from them are a

function of grace, of t}te created communication of the
divine nature through which our actions are meritorious
of eternal life with God. The integral dialectic of cosmo-
logical and anthropological constitutive meaning is a func-
tion ofsoteriological constitutive meaning, ofthe outer word.
And the integral dialectic of spontaneous intersubjectivity
and practical intelligence is a function of genuine cultural
values, of the integrity of the dialectic of culrure.

Chapter r
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Second, at the level ofthis third factor ofhigher s1n-

thesis for each of the dialectics of contraries, there r op-
erative a dialectic ofcontradictories: either the life ofchar-
ity or some blend or other of the biases; ei*rer soteriological
constitutive meaning or derailment into either the cosmo-
Iogical myth or the mechanomorphic deaxialization of the
anthropological breakthrough of our classical forebearsl

either authentic cultural values or the distorted constitu-
tive meanings resulting from deculturation.

An Intellectual Fundamental Opion

The relations among the three dialectics of contrar-
ies are specified in terms of the integral scale of values.

The discussion of the integral scale of values is perhaps

best inuoduced by asking the question,Which of the three

dialectics ofcontraries is the foundational one? If the three

dialectics can be understood as specifuing the immanent
intelligibility of the historical process, then the question

becomes, V/hich of them is the radical foundation of this
intelligibility? This way of introducing the question of the

integral scale ofvalues has the merit, I believe, of inviting
the disclosure of one's radical intellectual fundamental
option. In this way it aids the theologian in the critical,
dialectical, and normative exercise ofintelligence in speci-

fuing the structural determinants of the situations to be

addressed or evoked by his or her theology and in locating

the positional or counterpositional characteristics of other

contemporary attempts at direct theological discourse.The
reasons for this claim should be apparent' but it is well to

spell them out in some detail, since from this elaboration

it will become apparent what characteristics are essential

in a theology tlat would be a contribution to the cosmo-

politan intellectual collaboration through which decline is

to be reversed and progress promoted, and so in what sense

2.2
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the present efforts do in fact fulfill, however rudimenta-
rily, some of the requirements of cosmopolis.

It would perhaps be helpful at this point to locate
our reflections within the context of a particular interpre-
tation of the intellectual milieu in which theology is to per-
form its present task of praxis-oriented mediation. For in
addition to being ecclesial reflection and ultimately prac-
tical in intent and purpose, theology is also to be a fully
intellectual enterprise, and so must assume its agenda partly
from the intellectual context of its contemporary milieu.
On this point I offer the following reflections.

In 'The Future of Thomism,'7 Lonergan describes
the task that he set for himself as one of effecting five bold
transpositions from the medieval context, tfanspositions
that are needed, he says, if a contemporaryThomism is to
be able to understand, assimilate, penetrate, and trans-
form modern culture. The five transpositions, all related
to one another, are: from logic to method; from a classicist
to a modern notion of science; from tle metaphysics of
the soul to the self-appropriation of the subiect; from an
apprehension of men and women in terms of human nature
to an understanding of men and women through human
history; and from first principles to [anscendental method.

In much contemporary literature, just less than two
decades after Lonergan wrote this understanding of the
task that he was attempting to perform, we read much talk
of the end of modern culture and the beginnings of a
postmodern era. If there is any substance to such talk, it
would mean that mediating I-onergan's achievements with
modern culture is a matter, not of direct discourse, but of
oratio obliqua., mediating from the pasr into the present,
and that the direct discourse that mediates from the present
into the future addresses a different context even from the
one which occupied Lonergan just a few years ago. The
new context grows out of the previous one, out of its
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achievements as well as its shortcomings, and so the indi-
rect discourse that mediates Lonergan with modernity is

not irrelevant to the direct discourse that would mediate
his work with postmodernity.Yet the contemporary task of
those who have learned from him is qualified somewhat
differently from the task with which he was occupied for
so many years.

If one attends to the language in which talk of a

postmodern development is expressed, one will find that
two of the transpositions ofThomist thought specified by
I-onergan will be particularly relevant to the movement
from modern to postmodern culture. These two are the
transposition from the metaphysics of the soul to the self-

appropriation of the subject, and the transposition from
the apprehension of men and women in terms of human
nature to an understanding of men and women through
human history. For postmodern language speaks of the
death ofthe subject and tlte end ofhistory, and it does so

in a way that casts great doubt on the claims of modern
culture to have brought about a turn to the subject and a

definitive emergence of historical consciousness. In this

sense the oratio obliqua that would mediate Lonergan's
achievements with modern culture becomes important in
helping us understand the shortcomings of the modern
preoccupations with subjectivity and history ln other
words, the thesis that I would propose is that the talk of
postmodern authors concerning the end ofsubiectivity and

history is possible only because the modern turns to ttre
subject and to historical consciousness were radically
flawed. The indirect discourse that would mediate
Lonergan with modernity would then become pertinent
for the postmodern context in pointing to the possibiliry

of another option witlin this context besides the drastic

and ultimately nihilistic one proposed by postmodern au-

thors. For this indirect discourse would achieve, by reason
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of its dialectical encounter with modern subjectivity and
historical consciousness, the definitive fulfillment of the
turn to the subiect and to history, and so the beginnings of
a new stage of meaning that is genuinely postmodern, but
not in the nihilistic sense in which that term is so often
used today. The postmodern context becomes, not one of
a fated acceptance of absurdity as the final word, but one
of an option between, on the one hand, the dissolution of
the subiect, the end of history, the celebration of the
derisory, the cSmical, the senseless, and, on the other hand,
the self-appropriation of the subject in the fullness of the
proportions reached by I-onergan, and the definitive es-
tablishment of historical consciousness on foundations that
transcend the inevitability of a final relativism. Either op-
lion is postmodern. Posing the option forces upon us the
question of where we go from here, in a way that compels
choice and that lays bare the radical sources of the alter-
natives.

Moreover, it is possible to broaden the choice that is
ours by including among the alternatives a third possibil-
ity that, like the other two, would acknowledge the failure
of moderniry, but would then revert to a classicist mental-
ity as the only recourse. This third alternative, best repre-
sented in the conscientious work of I-eo Strauss and his
followers, is understandable, important, influential, cer-
tainly to be preferred to the nihilistic option, but also, I
believe, ultimately futile. We may speak, at any rate, of a
threefold set of alternatives constituting a postmodern
option: nihilism, a new classicism, and a new stage of
meaning grounded in the self-appropriation of the sub-
ject.

For the moment, primarily for the sake of grealer
clarity in speaking of the postmodern option, I will limit
myself to a discussion of the alternatives of nihilism and
self-appropriation. I do this despite the fact that I have far
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more sympathy for ttre neoclassicist position than for the
nihilistic one. The postmodern option can then be speci-
fied more accurately as a choice between two possibilities
at each ofthree ofthe levels ofvalue specified by I-onergan.
At the level of personal value, the choice is between self-
appropriation and the dissolution of the subject. The
postmodern proclamation of the death of the subiect is

not,I believe, simply a piece ofexistential or political rheto-
ric; nor is it intended as a bit of descriptive cultural criti-
cism metaphorically delineating a felt atmosphere that
would have to be explained in more precise and less poetic

terms. Rather, it names quite directly a process ofever less

comprehensive syntheses in both the cognitive and
existential orders, due to the breakdown ofthe schemes of
recurrence of the self-transcending operations of the hu-
man subject, a series of events or occurrences in the pro-
cess of human history whose immanent intelligibility is an
intelligent emergent probabiliry. It names the ultimate
upshot of the longer cycle of decline: the end of insight,
rational reflection and iudgment, and creative world-con-
stitutive responsibiliry as historical agency.

At the level of cultural values, the option becomes

one between the promotion of a transcultural stage of
meaning rooted in the self-appropriation of the equally
transcultural roots of human integrity, on the one hand,
and the end of history as what Eric Voegelin might call a
form of order, on the other hand.

And at the level of social values, the option is be-

tween the emergence of a global network of alternative
communities intent on the right way to live, on the one

hand, and the homogeneous and universal, that is, totali-
tarian, state, on the otler hand.

In case anyone is inclined to regard my proposed

alternative as too stark a reading ofthe contemporary situ-
adon, let me refer briefly to a book that has influenced my
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position. The clearest and most forthright instances of
postmodern consciousness, as the word is being used here,
are, I believe, still to be found in French philosophy, po-
litical thought, human science, and literary criticism from
roughly r950 to the present. But the influence ofthese cur-
rents of thought on the teaching especially of literature
but also of philosophy throughout North America today is
enough to persuade me that the series of movements and
debates involved here is more than a merely localized phe-
nomenon. One contemporary French philosopher,Vincent
Descombes, has interpreted the movement of recent
French philosophy as a passage from the generation (r93o-
196o) characterized by the influence of 'the three H's' -Hegel, Husserl, and Heidegger to the generation (from
196o on) dominated by the three masters of suspicion -Marx, Nietzsche, and Freud. In addition, Descombes has
offered the interesting and convincing thesis that one can
find the very roots of the second generation in the event
that launched the first on its course, despite the fact that
the second generation is characterized negatively by its
polemic against the first. That event, or series of events,
lies in Alexandre Kojdve's lecrures onHegel's Phenomenol-
ogjt of Spirit delivered at the Ecole Pratique des Hautes
Etudes from 19, to r9J9-B According to Descombes, the
resurgence of French philosophical interest in Hegel dur-
ing the r93os was due in part, in Merleau-Ponty's words, to
Hegel's potential for giving 'a tuth above and beyond
divergent points ofview... a new classicism, an organic
civilization, while maintaining the sharpest sense of sub-
jectivity.'g This potential was rooted, in turn, in the way in
which Hegel seemed to provide (again in Merleau-Ponty's
words) an exploration of the irrational and an integration
of it into an expanded reason: what Merleau-Ponty rightly
called 'the task of our century.'10 But Kojtve's interpreta-
tion of the Hegelian expansion ofreason is precisely zor an
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understanding of reason's ability to gain sway in such ar-
eas as 'history and its violence, existence and its contin-
gency, the unconscious and its stratagems,'11 and so is not
an extension of reason into areas previously outside its
scope. Koidve sees ra*rer a metamorphosis of reason into
its opposite, into madness as the passage to wisdom. Al-
low me, please, a fairly lengthy quotation from Descombes,

in order to capture the flavor of the mentality that calls

itself postmodern:

Far from emphasizing the reasonable and con-
ciliatory side of Hegel's thought, [KojBve's]
reading dwells on its paradoxical, excessive,

violent and, above all, sanguinary features ...
His commentary ot rhe Phenommoltp of Mind
presents it as an accouat ofuniversal history in
which bloody stdfe - and not 'reason' - is

responsible for the progress of events towards
the happy conclusion . .. This explains why we

find, among the most assiduous followers of
Koiive's course, the very figures who were to
supply most of the ammunition for the [later]
'generalized anti-Hegelianism' ... In the ver-
sion advanced by Koidve, Hegel's thought pre-

sents a number of features that might well at-

tract a Nietzschean. It contains an element of
risk and adventure; it endangers the thinker's
very person, his idcntity; it reaches out beyond
the generally accepted measure of good and
evil . .. There is little doubt that what so held
the attention of Kojdve's listeners was his abil-
ity to compromise philosophy - in the sense

that we speak of 'compromising acquaintan-
ces' - by forcing it to traverse areas of exist-

ence on which it had not impinged until then:

Theolog) ond Culture
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political c,'nicism, the virnre of massacre and
violence, and, in a global way, the unreasonable
origins of reason.Through Koidve's gift of elo-
quence, these aspects of Hegel's work, which
had long been ueated as the regrettable side of
his philosophy, now came to be seen as the
measure of its value. Reality is a fight to the
death between men for ludicrous stakes . .. and
any philosophy that neglects this essential fact
is an idealistic mystification. In brutal terms,
this was Koldve's teaching.

Kojdve bequeathed to his listeners a ler-
roist conception of h*tor9.-f-1te motif ofTerror
recurs in each successive debate up to the
present day. 1 2

Whether Kojdve is correctly interpreting Hegel is
subiect to debate. But that his own evaluation of the
Hegelian text-as-interpreted is itself an entry into the most
destructive, indeed demonic, form of madness is in my
view beyond quesdon. On this reading, then, we might say
that a so-called postmodern consciousness begins with the
explicit acceptance, at the superstructural level of culture
itselt of madness as the patl to wisdom. I-et us listen to
Descombes as he describes some of the perduring influ-
ences in French thought of Kofdve's lectures, and as we do
so let us think of events in twentieth-century history far
beyond the world of French philosophy. First, then:

The doctrine of praxis lacks all means of ori-
enting or of iudging action. It maintains that
the idealist's ideal is a mysdfication now, but
that it will have a meaning in the future. Mean-
while, then, a'morality of realism,'drawn from
experience, will have to sufEce as grounds for
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action. It will not, therefore, be possible to look
to philosophy for a rule of action. No idea can
direct the philosopher of praxis in his actions,
except the idea that he must act. Action be-
comes completely indeterminate. The revolt
against idealist abstraction gives rise only to an
abstract apologia for action and violence. The
resolution is there to act against ills in general,
but in a specific situation - and all situations
are specific - the same set of premises can
justiff any decision whatsoever.l3

Again:
Dialectical philosophy can now be de-

fined as the thinking which identifies desire with
pure negativity, and sees in it not only a nega-
tion, but a negation ofthe negation [where the
fust negation characterizes all action as labor
and struggle, and the second names the over-
coming of labor and struggle in the complete
taming of nature and the definitive establish-
ment of the homogeneous state.] l4

Again:
The final scene in this humanist version

of the Hegelian dialectic provides us also with
its principle. The last episode in the narrative
ofthe story is understood as corresponding to
a final stage in human history itselt beyond
which there are to be no further developments.
Kojdve never failed to insist, provocatively
enough, on the starding consequences of this
thesis. History is at an end, and we enter now
into its aftermath.l5

Again:
In a philosophy of action, or of history,

man is defined by the fact that he acts and

149
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changes tlre course ofthings. If history is at an
end, nothing remains to be done. But an idle
man is no longer a man. As the threshold of
post-history is crossed, humanity disappears
while at the same time the reign of frivolity
begins, the reign ofplay, of derision (for hence-
forth nothing that might be done would have
the slightest meaning.16

But
History was only concluded in theory, as

an idea, with precisely the zdea (remaining to
be achieved, most likely, witl terrorist meth-
ods) of a 'homogeneous State' an expres-
sion which for [Koidve] could apply as much
to Hegel's reasonable State as to Marx's class-
less society. In order for this idea to become a
global reality, a little more time was required,
just long enough in which to act an acrion
which would correspond to the wars and revo-
lutions in which we were mobilized.lT

The context for implementing Lonergan's already
achieved transpositions, I submit, is now precisely one
constituted by the necessity of choosing between, on the
one hand, the anticipation ofa post-historic homogeneous
State incrementally moved toward by terrorist and counter-
terrorist violence, and on the other hand, the anticipation
of what Merleau-Ponry described as a truth above and be-
yond divergent points of view, a truth that, while preserv-
ing the sharpest sense of subiectivity, provides access to a
new organic civilization on a uanscultural or world-cul-
tural basis. And the basic question on which this choice
depends is that concerning the issues raised by the mas-
ters of suspicion: is reason to be expanded so as responsi-
bly to negotiate psychological (Freud), social (Marx), and
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cultural-as-cosmological (1.{ietzsche) determinisms, or is
it to be metamorphized into madness as the passage to
wisdom?The three masters of suspicion raise, respectively,
the question regarding each of the three dialectical pro-
cesses which, in their interrelation with one another, con-
stitute the intelligible core of the historical process.

In terms of the previous question as to which of the
three dialectics is foundational, a question whose answer,
I said, betrays a radical intellectual fundamental option,
we might indicate the following: if one answers 'the dialec-
tic of community,' one implicitly joins hands with Marx
and his disciples, that is, with one of the current varieties
of the nihilistic option, since cultural and personal values
become here at besr a function ofthe social infrastructure;
if one answers 'the dialectic of culture,' one risks a classi-
cist or at least premodern view of a given culture as nor-
mative; and so, if one wants to avoid both nihilism and
classicism, one must hold that the foundational set ofpro-
cesses responsible for the intelligibility or absurdiry ofhis-
tory lies in the dialectic of the subject.The authenticity or
inauthenticity of subjects grounds the authenticity or
inauthenticity of cultural traditions. And the authenticiry
or inauthenticity of cultural traditions grounds the integ-
rity or disarray of the social order.

2.3 The Integral Scale ofValues

The latter two sentences already imply a position on
what constitutes the integrity of the scale of values. This
position must be delineated more carefully. My usual way
into this material has been through a more careful analysis
of the dialectic of community and of the conditions of its
integrity, as these are explicated by I-onergan. I-et me, ttren,
review this material once again in the present context.

There is an 'original' or primordial experience of the
subject-as-subject, which forms the foundational reality
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for the various reflections that I have done in an attempt
to complement and especially implement Lonergan's
thought. In reliance on Eric Voegelin, I call this original
experience the search for direction in the movement of
life. The movement as such is experienced in the sensitive
psyche.The search for and discovery of direction are con-
ducted by intentional consciousness raising and answer-
ing questions for understanding, reflection, and delibera-
tion. In proportion to one's success in finding the direc-
tion that can also be missed or lost, one so forges the ma-
terials that constitute the movement of life as to make of
one's world, one's relations with others, and oneselfa work
of dramatic art.

Society provides the context for the proiect of dra-
matic artistry, and the latter project changes the social
context for better or for worse. From my interpretation of
chapter 7 of lruighr,I find sociery to consist of five interre-
lated aspects or dimensions: primordial intersubjectivity;
the technological institutions whose primary function is
t}te formation of capital; the economic system; the politi-
cal orderl and culture. I find, too, that culrure is under-
stood by I-onergan to consist of two dimensions. There is

the everyday level of meanings and values informing a given
way of life; and there is a reflexive or superstructural level
of scientific, scholarly, philosophical, and theological ob-
jectifications.

'We said above that the dialectic of community is the
concrete unfolding of the changes resulting from the ten-
sion of spontaneous intersubiectivity and practical intelli-
gence. Now, practical intelligence is the source of three of
the constitutive elements of society: technology, the eco-
nomic system, and the political order.The integrity or dis-
tortion of the dialectic is a function ofculture: proximatelS
of the everyday level, and remotely of the superstructural
level. The infrastructure of society is constituted by spon-
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taneous intersubiectivity, technology, economic relations,
politics, and the everyday level of culture. The reflexive
level of culture constitutes the society's superstructure.
Culture at both levels is the condition of the possibiliry of
*re integrity of the dialectic of spontaneous intersubiect-
ivity with the technological, economic, and political insti-
tutions created by practical intelligence. The integrity of
the dialectic 'rests on the concrete unity of opposed prin-
ciples [intersubjectivity and practical intelligence]; the
dominance of either principle results in a distortion, and
the distortion both weakens the dominance and strength-
ens the opposed principle to restore an equilibrium.'ta 11

is the function of the dimension of consciousness that
I-onergan calls cosmopolis to inform an intellectual col-
laboration at the superstructural level ofculture that would
assume responsibility for the dialectic of communiry, by
attending to tle cultural meanings and values that are op-
erative at borft the infrastructural and the superstructural
level of culture. Authentic cultural values, uuly operative
and correc, assumptions about the right way to live, consti-
tute the higher sl,nthesis upon which the integrity of the
dialectic of communiry depends, whereas the breakdown
of tlle dialectic of community is due to the breakdown of
culture, either because culture has been'forced into an
ivory tower of ineffectualness by the social surd' or be-
cause it has 'capitulate [d] to its absurdity'by becoming
narrowly practical or exclusively instrumental. 1e

The analysis of society presented in fzsrg}r is but-
tressed by reflection on the scale ofvalues that Lonergan
proposes in Method in Theology. Reflection on the scale of
values, especially in the light of Lonergan's analysis of
progress and decline in chapter 7 of Insight, reveals that,
among the various relations that obtain among the levels
ofvalue, two are of special moment for a generalized heu-
ristic anticipation of the situations to be addressed and
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evoked by a theology in oratione recra. First, there is the set
ofreladons from above downwards. Higher levels ofvalue
condition the schemes of recurrence of more basic levels.

Thus, God's grace is the condition of sustained personal
integrity; such integrity is the condition of recurrently
operative cultural valuesl authentic cultural values at both
the infrastructural and superstructural levels condition the
integrity of the dialectic of community that is the consti-
tutive structure of social valuesl and the integral dialectic
of community conditions the possibility of the equitable
distribution of vital goods to the whole communiry, assur-
ing liberation not only ftom hunger and misery but also

from servitude and personal degradation, hopelessness and
meaninglessness. Conversely, there is the set of relations
that obtain from below upwards. I-et us call them rela-
tions of differentiation and creativity. Thus, problems at
the level of the recurrent distribution ofvital goods can be
met only by a realignment of the dialectic of community
(new technological institudons, economic relations, po-
litical relations, or a new adaptation of sensitive inter-
subjectivity to practical necessity); this realignment de-
mands changes in constirutive meaning, and so new cul-
tural values at the infrastructural level of culrure; the de-
velopment of these cultural values may require superstruc-
tural reflection in the germane disciplines; in either case,

changes in constitutive meaning may be so radical as to
call for personal conversion or at least for a quite signifi-
cant deepening and extension ofone's present orientalionl
and the latter changes in furn are in need of God's grace.

Now the realities constitutive not only of the level of
social values but also of the levels of cultural and personal
values are revealed by our analysis to be dialectical pro-
cesses, where the respective dialectics are understood in
accord with our position on the analogy ofdialectic spelled
out above.When this position is ioined with what we have
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iust said about the relations that obtain among the levels
ofvalue, we find that the dialectic of culture is the condi-
tion of the possibility of an integral dialectic of commu-
nity; and that an integral dialectic ofsubjects is the condi-
tion of the possibility of the integral dialectic of culture.
Ttre foundational dialectic is thus the dialectic of the sub-
iect.

3 Cosmopolis Today

One step remains to be taken before the situations
to be addressed and evoked by a theology in direct dis-
course mediating from the present into the future are ad-
equately conceived at least to get us started. That step in-
volves a further implication of our analysis of the integral
scale of values. The question that prompts us to take this
step has to do with the application to the present situation
ofthe entire analysis to this point. In other words, can the
heuristic anticipation of theology's situations be further
extended so as to provide the proximate clue that enables
sufficient objectification of the current situation so rhar
our tleology will genuinely mediate between a cultural
matrix and the significance and role of Christian faith
within that matrix?The answer to tlis question arises from
grasping an implication ofour analysis of the relations fiom
below upwards among the levels ofvalue.

That implication is to the effect that rhe proportions
of the relevant synthesis at higher levels required to meet
the problem of schemes of recurrence at the more basic
levels are set by the difiiculties at the more basic levels
themselves. And today the problem of the effective distri-
bution ofvital goods is markedly global in nature. Its solu-
tion will call for new social-infrastuctural relations on a

global scale.The socioeconomic relations and political re-
alities that constitute a globally interdependent common-
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wealth will demand for their realignment the generation
of cultural values that are somehow crosscultural. The cul-
ture that is adequate to the proportions ofa globally inter-
dependent technological, economic, and political order in
dialectical relationship wirh a crosscultural intersubiect-
ivity is at best emergent in our present situation. A theol-
ogy that would mediate in direct discourse from the present
into the future at this ,uncture in human history will be
mediating what Christians believe as true and value as good,
not with a relatively stable set of cultural meanings and
values, but with an emergent set required to meet the
exigences ofthe present social order. Second-phase theol-
ogy today will be participating in the very emergence of a
new cultural matrix. It will be forging the very materials of
constitutive meaning required for the emergence of a le-
gitimate alternative to the present situation. rJThat will be
the constitutive meaning of the global nenvork of alterna-
tive communities, catalyzed in part by ecclesial ministry
but extending far beyond the formal boundaries of any
church communiry that will constitute the world-cultural
humanity for which cosmopolis must opt in the face of the
post-historic threat of contemporary nihilism?Theology is
in the position today ofcontributing to the emergence ofa
new and decidedly global cultural matrix, by its very me-
diation to a cultural matrix of the significance and role of
Chrisrian faith. Second-phase theology, mediating from
the present into the future, must conceive its task some-
what along these lines if it is to meet its responsibility to
the church and to the world.

Limitations of space permit me to offer only a few
suggestions along the lines of an answer to this question. I
said above that the integral dialectic of culture is consti-
tuted by the tense interplay of cosmological and anthro-
pological constitutive meaning, under the higher synthe-
sis provided by soteriological constitutive meaning. The
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suggestions offered here constitute but a brief amplifica-
tion of this assertion. But they are offered as a contribu-
tion to answering the question of what qualities are desir-
able in the categories employed by a theology mediating
in direct discourse from the present into the furure. 1i7e

know already from I-onergan that these categories are to
be as transcultural as the self-appropriation of the
transcultural constituents of converted subjectivity will
permit. Among these constituents is the conscious dialec-
tic of limitation and transcendence, and it is from this that
my suggestion derives whatever force it may have.

If my assertion regarding the structure ofthe dialec-
tic of culture is correct, then the integriry of a human cul-
rure is a function of the concrete unfolding of cosmologi-
cal and anthropological insight and truth, and the
inauthenticity of a human culrure is a function of a break-
down of this integral unfolding due to the displacement of
the tension in favor of one or other pole of the dialectic.

A generalized account ofresearch into cosmological
slmbolizations would reveal, I trust, that in these symbol-
izations the experience of life as a movement with a direc-
tion that can be found, but also missed or lost, is proiected
onto the cosmic rhythms, where the paradigm of order is

discovered.The movement proceeds from the order of the
cosmos, first to the sociery and then to the individual. In
other words, the order of the cosmos prescribes the social
order, and the order of society dictates the constitution of
individual rectitude. Anthropological insight reverses this
movement, in that, since the measure of integrity is ac-
knowledged to lie beyond the cosmos and so to be world-
transcendent, it provides the standard of integrity first for
the individual; and the well-ordered attunement of the in-
dividual to the world-transcendent measure of integrity
measures the integriry of the society.

The integrity of the dialectic of culture is the func-
tion, not of either of its internally constitutive poles, and
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so not ofcosmological nor of anthropological constitutive
meaning, but of soteriological insight and truth. Now, it is
precisely soteriological insight and truth that theology in
direct discourse is to mediate to the prevailing constitu-
tive meaning of a cultural matrix. Cosmological constitu-
tive meaning, when exclusive of anthropological insight
and truth, binds the schemes of recurrence of individual
and social development too stringently to the schemes of
recurrence of nonhuman nature; cosmological conscious-
ness thus is prone to succumbing massively to a fatalism
that seems inscribed in cosmic rhJ.thms; and cosmological
cultures all too easily become the prey of forces whose
exclusively instrumental rationality has released conscious-
ness from cosmic fatalism but at the expense of ecological
participation in nature. Anthropological constitutive mean-
ing exclusive of cosmological insight and truth is insensi-
tive to its biologically based, rhythmic parricipation in
nonhuman nature. Given a loss or disappearance of its
original revelatory experience of being drawn beyond the
cosmos for its standard of integrity, it becomes increas-
ingly a matter of exclusively instrumental rationality. Lack-
ing the pole of limitation that would be provided by its
tense unity with cosmological consritutive meaning. it gives
way to imperialistic ambitions, where imperialism is un-
derstood with Joseph Schumpeter as tle objectless dispo-
sition on the part of a state or other macrosystem to un-
limited forcible expansion.20The end result is t}te homo-
geneous state hailed by Koidve as the death ofthe subiect
and the end ofhistory.

My suggestions for theology as cosmopolis, then, lead
to the hope that a theology mediating in direct discourse
from the present into the future will display the
soteriological significance of the divinely originated solu-
tion to the mystery of evil with respect to both cosmologi-
cal fatalism and the mechanomorphic distortion ofanthro-
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pological insight and truth. The integral dialectic of cul-
ture, of cosmological and anthropological constitutive
meaning under the higher synthesis of a soteriological dif-
ferentiation of consciousness, could provide the ecumeni-
cally available set of meanings and values that are needed

to inform the social infiastructure of a global network of
communities alternative to the imperialistic distortions of
the dialectic of community. Again, because such a set of
cultural meanings and values is not yet constitutive of a
stable cultural matrix, theology's task of mediation in di-
rect discourse will itselfbe constitudve ofthe cultural val-

ues of a world-cultural humaniry.
luith these suggestions, I must close.The stage is set

now to move to the actual work of systematic theology. I
enter on this task with trepidation, for it is tempting to
remain forever at the level of foundational refinement. I
have no doubt that I have much more foundational reflec-

tion to do. But I will have to do it ambulando.I know, too,

that my attempts at a contemporary systematic theology

wilt be inadequate, and will be transcended, better sooner

rather than later, by more adequate efforts than my own.

Yet there surely is an awareness in the Lonergan conunu-
nity that it is time to begin the task of systematic theology,
however rudimentary present efforts will shortly appear

to be.What my work on the situations to be addressed and

evoked by a contemporary systematic theology has pro-

vided is the hlpothesis that the analogy of dialectic and

the integral scale of values can provide the core intelligi-
bilities or focal meanings of a systematics that is at once

ecclesial reflection, rigorous system, and praxis-oriented

mediation of constitutive meaning. Only the execution of
the systematic task will verifu whether that hypothesis is

correct.
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t2 Education for Cosrnopolis

This paper is a greatly revised version of a lecture
that I delivered first at I-oyola University in New Orleans
in 1978 and then at the 1979 I-onergan $Torkshop at Boston
College. The revision derives from subsequent and fuller
reflection on the situations addressed and evoked by a con-
temporary Cfuistian systematic theology. A summary of
the results of this reflection is given in the first part of the
paper. It is followed by a description of the development
of intelligent, rational, and existential consciousness that
would be required to meet this situation. Then the plaus!
bility crisis of the contemporary academy is discussed in
the light ofthe educational ideals proposed in the preced-
ing section.The paper concludes with a proposal for a four-
year liberal curriculum oriented to the development needed

to meet the situation. This final section may serve more
either as a regulative ideal or as the starting point for a

discussion than as a set ofpractical prescriptions that could
readily be implemented iust as they stand.

The Situation

In the second chapter of Method inTheolaglt,Lntergarr
offers us a scale ofvalues whose ascending order, it seems,

is determined by the degree ofself-transcendence to which
we are carried at each level.

161
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... We may distinguish vital, social, cultural,
personal, and religious values in an ascending
order.Vital values, such as health and strength,
grace and vigor, normally are preferred to
avoiding the work, privations, pains involved
in acquiring, maintaining, restoring them. So-
cial values, such as the good of order which
conditions the vital values of the whole com-
munity, have to be preferred to t}te vital values
of individual members of the community. Cul-
tural values do not exist without the underpin-
ning of vital and social values, but none the
less they rank higher. Not on bread alone doth
man live. Over and above mere living and op-
erating, men have to find a meaning and value
in their living and operating. It is the function
of culture to discover, express, validate, criti-
cize, correct, develop, improve such meaning
and value. Personal value is the person in his
self-transcendence, as loving and being loved,
as originator of values in himself and in his
milieu, as an inspiration and invitation to oth-
ers to do likewise. Religious values, finally, are
at the heart of the meaning and value of man's
living and man's world.l

The situation that would be addressed by a contemporary
Christian systematic theology, as well as the anticipated
situation which such a theology would evoke, can be un-
derstood best by disengaging some of the relations that
obtain among the levels of value, and by employing this
disengagement to understand (r) the breakdown of the
integrity of human valuation that characterizes the present
situation and (z) the integrity itself that would constirure
the situation to be evoked.
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Among the relations that obtain in the scale of val-
ues we may speciry a relation from below upwards of dif-
ferentiation and creativity and a relation from above down-
wards of conditioning and enablement.Thus a problem in
the recurrent realization or effective distribution of vital
values may give rise to the questions that, ifpursued, would
lead to new technological, economic, and political institu-
tions at the level of social values. For these institutions to
be promotive of a good of order that is truly wortl while,
they must respect the two principles ofchange that consti-
tute the integral dialectic of community: the spontaneity
of human intersubjectivity and the practical agency that is
responsible for the maintenance and transformation of the
organization of human affairs.2If Method inTheology states
the function of culture to be one of discovering, express-
ing, validating, criticizing, correcting, developing, and
improving the meanings and values that inform a given
way of life, Insighr makes it clear that the ulterior purpose
of such refinements lies in the integrity of the dialectic of
community.s More concrerely, the development and imple-
mentation of new technological, economic, and political
institutions may prove to be impossible short of a trans-
formation of the cultural values informing a society's way
oflife. Culture functions at the two levels ofeveryday trans-
actions and reflexive, superstructural objectification.a But
for it to function \,\rith integriry at eitler level there is re-
quired the integriry of self-transcending persons originat-
ing values in themselves and their milieu, and inspiring
and inviting others to do likewise. And sustained personal
integrity is impossible without a living relationship of part-
nership and love with the absolutely transcendent source
and goal ofthe human exigence for true meaning and real
goodness, and so without the effective realization of reli-
gious values.
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This relationship ofdifferentiadon and creativity from
below upwards in the scale of values obviously implies a
relationship of conditioning and enablement from above

downwards. Religious values condition the possibility of
personal integrity. Personal integrity conditions the possi-

bility ofthe integrity ofculture at both the superstructural
and the infrastructural levels.The integrity of culrure con-
ditions the possibiliry ofa social order that exists and func-
tions in accord with the integral dialectic of community.
And only such a social order renders possible the effec-
tively recurrent disuibution of vital values to the whole
community.

The situation that a contemporary systematic theol-
ogy would address, which in the present paper is consid-
ered also as the situation within which liberal education
takes place, must be thought of in global terms. For the
problem of the effective distribution of vital values is a
global one, to be solved only by the creation and develop-
ment of political, economic, and technological structures
constructed from within such a global perspective. Such a

solution is impossible without the crosscultural genera-

tion ofsuch cultural values as could initiate, promote, and
maintain the integral dialectic of community, and this in a
global nenvork of communities that would provide a genu-
ine alternative to globally pervasive distortions ofthe scale

of values. Such crosscultural communication will break
down without the discovery and implementation of the
crosscultural constituents of personal integrity that lie in
the transcendental imperatives constituting the levels of
human consciousness and in the refined affectivity neces-

sary to be faithful to these imperatives. Finally, the imple-
mentation of *rese imperatives by truly attentive, intelli-
gent, reasonable, responsible, and loving subiects in com-
muniry demands their cooperation with God in working
out, not our solution, but God's, to our problem of evil: a
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cooperation that, given the global context of the present
situation, would be furthered by the dialogue of world re-
ligions.5

The principal agents ofthe global distortions of the
scale of values are the various representatives of central-
ized state socialism that take their inspiration from one or
other interpretation of Marx, and the network of disinte-
gration spawned by multinational corporational capital-
ism. The structure of the distortions operadve in Marxist
states parallels that found in capitalist societies.6 And the
conflict between these two imperialistic networks is as pro-
ductive of disintegration as are the distortions themselves
that constitute each system of imperial ambition taken sin-
gly. The situation within which a liberal education today
would take place, then, may be characterized largely in
terms of global distortions of the integral scale of values,
due in great measure to the exploits of competing and es-
calating imperial ambitions. A liberal education would be
oriented to medi 

^ting 
lhe cubural ?rdlrss constitutive of an

anticipated alternative situation in which the integrity of
the scale ofvalues would be the effectively operative norm
of procedure.

Cosmopolis

2.r The Probhm

There is at least one problem in our articulation of
the relations among the various levels ofvalue that needs
further treatment. Its contours become clear if we reflect
on two opposed tendencies in contemporary political ph!
losophy. Liberal democratic and Marxist political philoso-
phies may be considered together, insofar as they reveal
either a neglect of or a skepticism regarding the autonomy
of, religious, personal, and cultural values, and a tendency

2
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to collapse at least the effectively operative scale into the
two more basic levels of vital and social values. Political
philosophies which draw their inspiration from the classi-

cal tradition, on the other hand, emphasize the upper
reaches ofthe scale of values but tend to neglect the more
basic everyday-cultural and especially the social and vital
values. In either case what is missed is the conditioning
link between the superstructure and the infrastructure of
society. Thus ctassically inspired political philosophies

maintain a conversion position regarding praxis, whereas

liberal and especially Marxist orientations stress social-

structural transformation; and each praxis position is sus-

picious of the other. The relations among religious, per-

sonal, and culrural values and the relations between social

and vital values are easier to grasp and assent to than is

the relation of the three higher levels to the two more basic

levels. If our position on the scale of values is to be ac-

cepted, then, we must establish that the relation that ob-

tains between authentic culrural values and iustice in the

social order is every bit as firm as those that hold between

other levels of value.
Our position regarding the levels ofvalue and tleir

relations is a component in a philosophy ofworld-consti-
tutive praxis. From this perspective we may discern a blind
spot in classically inspired political philosophies. Correct-
ing this inadequacy may enable us to solve the larger prob-
lem of grasping the firm relation of conditioning and

enablement that must obtain between the superstructure
and the infrastructure of a healthy society. For, while clas-

sically inspired political philosophies do affirm correctly
that the social order is a derivative of cultural values, they
neglect to ascertain that breakdowns in the social order
may signal a demand for more than simply a reaffrrmation

and reappropriation of the cultural values of the classical

uadition.The latter values, while by and large valid, espe-
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cially when retrieved by such a sensitive thinker as Eric
Voegelin,T may have to be sublated into an entirely new
horizon that institutes a quite novel set of cultural values
commensurate with the dimensions of the social problem.
This becomes particularly the challenge when the social
order is a g/obal network of if-then' relationships. The glo-
bal nature of our contemporary social order calls for the
development of a new set of cultural values as the condi-
tion of the possibility of a just global social order. This
new set of cultural values must be crossculturally gener-
ated and must consist in a higher synthesis of the various
regionally delimited culrural uaditions participating in the
institution of a crosscultural community. Moreover, ap-
plying the same principle of creativity and differentiation
from below upwards among the levels of value, a major
tfansformation at the level of personal value, a transfor-
mation measured by the proportions set by the task of the
crosscultural generation ofcultural values, will be required,
in the form of the sellappropriation of the invariant and
so crosscultural constituents of human integriry. And this
personal ransformation will call for a reconstitution of
religious experience itself in the form of a willingness that
is not only universal, in the sense in which I-onergan em-
ploys this term,8 bur explicitly and thematically ecumenic
in its orientation toward the emergence, promotion, and
survival of a world-cultural communitarian alternative to
the distortions of the dialectic of community emergent fiom
the agents of imperialism. These creative differentiations
at the levels of cultural, personal, and religious values set
the context for a concrete discussion and application of
the higher viewpoint that I-onergan calls cosmopolis.e This
higher viewpoint defines the obiective ofan adequare con-
temporary liberal education.

l-onergan speaks of a divinely originared solution to
the mystery of evil, a solution informed by the following
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three components: (r) 'a renovation of will that matches

intellectual detachment and aspiration'; (z) 'a new and
higher collaboration of intellects through faith in God';
and (3) 'a mystery that is at once symbol of the
uncomprehended and sign ofwhat is grasped and psychic

force that sweeps living human bodies, linked in charity,
to the io$-rl, courageous' wholehearted, yet intelligently
conuolled performance of the tasks set by a world order in
which the problem of evil is not suppressed but tran-
scended.'1o Our concern at present is primarily with the
new and higher collaboration of intellects through faith in
God, *rat is, with a religiously and theologically trans-
formed cosmopolis.l I The mystery of evil confionts us to-
day in part in the specue of a post-historic humanityl2 as

the limit or end result of the series of ever less comprehen-
sive syntheses in the understanding and organization of
human affairs: a series that is rooted in the exclusively

insmmentalized rationality emergent from the general bias

of common sense.l3 Cosmopolis provides the corrective
to general bias; but, as a higher viewpoint in the mind, it is
dependent upon an actual higher integration in the being
of those informed by it, upon a universal willingness that
renders possible the effective freedom to collaborate in the
institution of a world-cultural humanity.

w'e must analyze the general characteristics of this

cosmopolitan collaboration before applying our under-
standing of cosmopolis to the current situation with its
invitation to, and indeed exigence for, the crosscultural
generation ofthe cultural values ofa global communitarian
alternative to imperialism.

The General Features of Cosmopolis2.2

Cosmopolis is a development of intelligence that
grounds a collaborative enterprise of subjects committed
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to understanding, affirming, and implementing the inte-
gral dialectic of community.I7e can perhaps best move to
an understanding of the dialectic of communiry if we be-
gin by differentiating the several components of society.

I follow DavidTracy in employing the term 'society,
as a broad generic term encompassing several more spe-
cific dimensions. But whileTracy differentiates society into
the three components of the technoeconomic order, the
polity, and culture,l4 I find it more exactr firsr, to accept
from Karl Marx a distinction of technological institutions
(Marx's 'forces of production') fiom the economic system
(Marx's 'relations of production'), to add wi*r Lonergan
yet another dimension, that of intersubjective spontaneity
or primordial human intersubjectiviry 15 and to distinguish
two dimensions to culture: the everyday and the reflexive.
Society, then, consists ofthe five dimensions ofspontane-
ous intersubiectivity, technological institutions, the eco-
nomic system, the legal and political domain, and culture,
where culture is a matter of both everyday meanings and
values and reflexive obiectifications of everyday transac-
tions. The actually functioning dialectic of community is
constituted by the relations that obtain among these com-
ponents of society. The dialectic is integral when the rela-
tions are sound, and distorted when they are awry. The
issue, then, is one of determining the constitution ofsound
relations among these dimensions of society.

Now the progress or decline ofa society is to be un-
derstood in relation to the development or maldevelopment
of the person as a dramatic artist.16 W'e may interpret t}te
relations in the following way: first, the desire to make of
one's life, one's relations with others, and one's world a
work of art, by discovering and following in freedom the
direction to be found in the movement of life, is more
readily fulfilled to the extent that the social conditions that
stimulate personal change allow for and foster the use and
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development of intelligence and the exercise of freedom,
and is subject to frustration to the extent that the factors
ofunderstanding and freedom are restricted by the mecha-
nisms of psychological conditioning, social absurdity, and
in the limit totalitarian controll second, a society will tran-
scend the grip of chance or fate or destiny, of condition-
ing, bias, and control, to the extent that the persons who
compose it are exercising intelligence and freedom in genu-
inely forging a work of art as they constitute their world,
their relations with others, and concomitantly themselvesl
third, this is not a vicious circle, for the process of society
has a certain dominance over that ofthe individual, who is
born into, raised in, and stimulated by the already given

social situation: the culture, the polity, the economic reali-
ties, the technological institutions, and the habits ofsensi-
tive spontaneity that prevail in the person's society; and
fourth, conditions of cultural, political, and general social
decline pose a special problem: how is the decline to be
reversed if the development of the individuals who might
initiate and promote the reversal is so intimately condi-
tioned by social realities? Only the formation of a creative
minority that grasps what is going forward, understands
its roots, anticipates its consequences, and decides to re-
sist it and to offer an alternative, seems to be adequate to
the realities of maior decline. And the roots of such de-

cline lie in the perversion of intelligence, the neglect of the
sensitive psyche, and the misuse of freedom that all are

involved in what I-onergan calls general bias.
Effective resistance, then, demands the development

of the intellectual, psychic, and moral capacities that can

meet the decline at its roots. I-onergan's proiect ofthe self-

appropriation ofrational self-consciousness is in the inter-
ests of precisely such a development. Cosmopolis is

I-onergan's term for the relevant development especially
of intelligence. Its commitment is to the understanding
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and implementation of the integral dialectic of commu-
nity.

The integral dialectic of community is a function of
a taut balance between two linked but opposed principles
of change: spontaneous intersubjectivity and the practical
intelligence that institutes a good ofsocial order. Practical
intelligence is responsible for three of the dimensions of
society: technology, the economic system, and the politi-
cal order.The relation ofthese dimensions with spontane-
ous intersubjectivity is a function proximately of the ev-
eryday, and remotely of the reflexive, level of culture. The
infrastructure ofa healthy society is constituted by the di-
mensions of intersubjectivity, practicality, and the every-
day level of culture. The reflexive level of culture consti-
tutes the society's superstructure. The condition of the
possibiliry ofthe integrity ofthe dialectic between sponta-
neous intersub jectivity and the technological, economic,
and political arrangements instituted by practical intelli-
gence is culture, in both its everyday and its reflexive com-
ponents. A cosmopolitan intelligence thus assumes as its
responsibility the integrity of culture in both of its dimen-
sions. Its principal task lies in the transformation and inte-
gration of t}te sciences and scholarly disciplines that con-
stitute the reflexive level ofculture. But it must envision as

well a uansformation and integration of the myriad in-
stances of common sense. Cosmopolitan intelligence, then,
will inform an intellectual collaboration that assumes the
integrity of culture as its principal responsibility and that
implements this responsibility through a reorientation es-
pecially ofthe human sciences and of commonsense prac-
ticality, so as to promote in society and history an integral
dialectic between spontaneous intersubjectivity and the
practical constitution of technological, economic, and
political institutions.
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The reorientation of the sciences will be grounded
in a neus science that disengages the constitutive features
of integral intelligence, rationality, and responsibility, and
that reorients, I believe, first of all the science ofthe sensi-
tive psyche and of the unconscious on the basis of its ap-
propriation of intellectual, rational, and moral genuine-
ness.lTThe reorientation of common sense would emerge
as a post-interiority mentality influenced by the reorienta-
tion of culture promoted by the science of interioriry.
Cosmopolis, then, assumes responsibility for the integrity
ofculture by devoting itselfto three interrelated functions:
the elaboration of a science of human interiority; the con-
sequent reorientation of the human sciences; and the re-
orientation of the everyday level of culture through the
promotion and development of a post-interiority mental-
iry at the level of common sense.The central notion in the
reorientation of human science will be, I believe, the ten-
sion of limitation and transcendence,l8 which at the level
of the dialectic of the subiect obtains in the relations be-
tween neural demand functions and the censorship,lq and
at the level of the dialectic of community in the relations
between spontaneous intersubjectivity and practical intel-
ligence. Every instance of an integral dialectic of limita-
tion and transcendence depends on a synthesis that stands
above either pole. Thus, the dialectic of intersubiectivity
and practicality depends on culture, and that of psychic
spontaneity and dramatic intelligence on universal will-
ingness; and so the grounds ofreorienting human science
in accord with that tension lie in an appropriation of that
tension itself in the psychic and intellectual conversions
consritutive of the science of interiority. The intellectual
collaboration instituted by cosmopolitan intelligence thus

. . . stands on a basic analysis of the compound-
in-tension that is man; it confronts problems
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of which men are aware; it invites the vast po-
tentialities and pent-up energies ofour time to
conffibute to their solution by developing an
art and a literature, a theatre and a broadcast-
ing, a lournalism and a history, a school and a
universiry, a personal depth and a public opin-
ion, that through appreciation and criticism
give men of common sense the opportunity and
help they need and desire to correct the gen-
eral bias of their common sense.2o

2.3 Cosmopolis Tbday

We remarked earlier tlat the dialectic of political
philosophies - at least ofliberal and Marxist philosophies,
on the one hand, and classically inspired positions on the
other - could be resolved by strengthening the link be-
tween cultural and social valuesl for this is the point at
which all ofthese philosophies depart from a position con-
sistent with the integral dialectic of community. And we
suggested that this link can be strengthened by correcting
a blind spot in the classically inspired political philoso-
phies. These philosophies correctly maintain that the so-
cial order is a derivative ofcultural values. But they do not
grasp the isomorphism that is demanded between the pro-
portions of the social problem and the differentiated in-
clusiveness demanded of tlte cultural values that would
meet it. The global nature of the contemporary problem
of social order calls for a crossculturally generated set of
cultural values tlat consists in a higher slrrtlesis of vari-
ous regionally defined cultural traditions. This ecumenic
set ofcultural values will depend on the self-appropriation
of the transcultural intentional and psychic constifuents
of human integrity, and thus on as thorough a retrieval as

possible of (r) the prehistoric rhythms of psychic process,
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(z) the history-constituting operations of autonomous in-
tentionality, and (l) the tension of limitation and transcen-
dence, of psyche and intentionaliry that constitutes the
integral dialectic ofthe subiect, and that is the core of au-
thentic personal values.

The regionally defined cultural traditions that would
constitute the heritage of a world-cultural humanity may'
for purposes of clarity, be differentiated into cosmologi-
cal, anthropological, and soteriological variants.2l The task
of cosmopolis today is to generate a set of cultural values

that is a function of the integration of these three distinct
disclosures regarding the direction to be found in the move-
ment of life. More precisely, it seems that the basic dialec-
tic here is between cosmological and anthropological truth,
and the integrity of the dialectic is a function of the
soteriological vector that moves fiom above downwards in
human consciousness,

The cosmological societies regard the recurrent
events of nature, often linked with intracosmic divinities,
as what from a more differentiated perspective may be
called the prime analogate of order. The order of reality
moves from nature to sociery and from society to the indi-
vidual.Thus a society is invested with integrity to the extent
that its order is a participation in and reenactment or
embodiment of *te cosmic order; and the individual is

invested with integrity ifhe or she takes one's allotted place

in a society whose order is dictated by cosmic process.

In the anthropological symbolizations the order of
being undergoes a dramatic shift, so dramatic that it is

spoken ofby Karl Jaspers and others as axial.22The mea-
sure of order now becomes a world-transcendent divine
reality, and order in society arises from that divine reality's
attracting force within the minds and hearts of individu-
als.The society then takes on integrity to the extent that it
is composed of persons ofintegrity, where personal integ-
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rity is a matter of responding to those inclinations that
draw one to attunement with the world-transcendent
ground of order, and of rejecting those inclinations that
draw one away from such attunement. The relationship
between individual and society is shifted from what it was
in the cosmological societies. There the society was pat-
terned after the cosmos, and the individual after the soci-
ery. The cosmos was the measure of integrity for the soci-
ery, and the society the measure of integrity for the indi-
vidual. In the anthropological societies the divinity is the
measure of the integriry ofthe individual, and the attuned
individual the measure of the integrity of the society.

An integral world-cultural communiry would be in-
formed by the dialectic of cosmological and anthropologi-
cal truth. Not only is each mode of synbolization an ex-
pression of insights attained in humanity's search for di-
rection in the movement of life.The cosmological mode is

not simply superseded by the anthropological. It retains
its validity in areas not covered by the anthropological dif-
ferentiation: a validity that once again is being acknowl-
edged in the development of an ecological sensitivity to
the limits imposed by nature on human exploitation, domi-
nation, and control. Human individuals and cultures share

an irreplaceable parmership in being with nonhuman na-
ture, a partnership expressed in cosmological modes of
symbolization, a parmership, finally, whose loss generates

falsehood in human self-understanding and alienation in
world constitution and self-constitution. The truth of this
partnership is still available in the spontaneous psychic

symbols that Jung calls archetypal: s)"rnbols taken from
nature and imitating nature and so expressing our inti-
mate participation in the schemes of recurrence of the
material cosmos. The anthropological differentiation, on
the other hand, is a recognition of certain dimensions of
the truth about humanity that the cosmological or arche-

Theolo{y and Cuhure
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typal horizon is too compact to encompass. Our native
capacity for transcendence is world-transcendent. As such
it is differentiated in Greece by philosophy and in the Ori-
ent by the praxis ofaffective detachment. Voegelin conjec-
tures that it takes a cultural crisis to awaken this recogrri-
tion, which can arise when cosmologically ordered societ-
ies break down and so lose trust in cosmic order as a mea-
sure of integrity. Then the human soul ordered by
attunement to the unseen measure becomes the criterion,
sometimes even the model, of a social order rightly at-
tuned to the sacred order of being. The integrity of the
soul measures the integrity of the society, and God mea-
sures the integrity of the soul. Our participation in the
rhythms and processes of nonhuman nature remains in-
tact, but it is no longer the ultimate source ofthe integriry
of our partnership in being and so no longer the measure
of the rightness of our search for direction in the move-
ment of life.

The integral dialectic of cosmological and anthro-
pological truth ioins the dialectic of the subiect between
neural demands and the censorship and the dialectic of
communify between spontaneous intersubiectivity and
practicality as an instance of the tension of limitation and
transcendence that characterizes all genuine development
in the concrete universe ofbeing. The source of the integ-
rity of the dialectic of the subject lies in neither of its rwo
poles taken singly but in universal willingness. The source
of the integriry of *re dialectic of community lies not in
intersubjectivity nor in practicality but in culture. So too,
the source of the integriry of the dialectic of cosmological
and anthropological truth - let us call it the dialectic of
culture - lies in neither of its two poles taken singly and
in independence of the other, but in the transformative
soteriological vector in consciousness whose differentia-
tion constitutes in part the disclosive element in the events
of divine revelation in Israel and Christianitv.
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Anthropological differentiation displays the emer-
gence of the individual ego, its dissociation from t}le col-
lective identifications of the cosmologically ordered soci-
eties.These collective identifications are twofold: the iden-
tification of the individual with the people and the identi-
fication of the people with the cosmos.These two forms of
non-individuation can be understood in an interiorly dif-
ferentiated mode in terms of Jung's notions, respectively,
of collective consciousness and the collective unconscious.
They still threaten the individuation of the person, but
that threat is now acknowledged as an impediment to or-
der rather than as the source of order. The individual is

expected to differentiate between self and group and to
assume personal responsibility for his or her own insights,

iudgrnents, and decisions. \7e are further expected to dif-
ferentiate the agency of these intentional operations from
the cosmic energic connections that link the human body
to the nonhuman universe and that make archetypal s1'rn-

bolism such a perennial human phenomenon. Archerypal
s).rnbols are hindrances to individuation, however, only if
one identifies with them or regards them as ultimate. They
facilitate individuation ifnegotiated by an intelligence, ra-
tionaliry and existential freedom that is distinct from the
energic sources out of which these syrnbols arise. Anthro-
pological truth is the source of the differentiation of such
intelligence, rationality, and freedom. But cosmological
truth preserves a place in the unfolding of integral devel-
opment due to the abiding validity of the archetypal. An
analysis of the soteriological vector would show its tlera-
peutic efiicacy vis-i-vis a displacement in either dhection
of the tension between cosmological rootedness and an-
thropological emancipation. A displacement toward the
cosmological dehistoricizes our participation in being by
linking us too compactly with the schemes of recurrence
of nonhuman nature. A displacement toward the anthro-
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pological results in a loss ofthe mlth as a constitutive fea-
ture of human self-understanding, and so in a sacrifice of
consciousness as participatory luminosiry to consciousness
as world-constitutive intentionaliry. At its extreme, this
displacement immanentizes the world-ranscendent mea-
sure. It usurps the prerogatives of divinity. Ultimately it
sacrifices the agency of the individual responsible for his
or her own questions, insights, iudgments, and decisions
to the instruments of a potentially totalitarian power. Such
a power absorbs personal responsibility into a new form of
collectivism, one modeled now not on the cosmos but on
the efficiently functioning machine, and objectifies its as-
piration in social structures that invade the total fabric of
human life like a creeping cancer.

In my most recent work, I have been attempting to
develop an argument that it will be the role ofa construc-
tive contemporary syrstematic theology to disclose the thera-
peutic function of the soteriological vector vis-d-vis cos-
mological and antlropological displacements, and so the
conditioning function of religious values on the integral
dialectic of culture. Such a theology would function as a

consdtutive element in a cosmopolitan education. But our
subject at the moment is not theology but education itself:
the education that would mediate the integrity of culture
to a situation that calls for a world-cultural integration of
the dialectic of cosmological and anthropological truth as

the condition of the possibility of a global order that is in
harmony with the integral dialectic of communiry and thus
promotive of the equitable distribution of vital values to
the whole human community.

3 The Academy: A Crisis of Plausibility

ln Psychic Comtersion and Theological Foundations I
called attention to the way in which the potential plateau

Chapter tz
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of intellecrual synthesis achieved particularly in the work
ofAquinas never became a consolidated basis for the fur-
ther differentiating advances effected through the discov-
eries and methods of modern science, modern historical
scholarship, and the two phases of the philosophic En-
lightenment regarding, first, cognitive interiority, and then,
world-constitutive praxis.The breakdown of the medieval
synthesis was due largely to its employrnent of the Aristo-
telian notion of science as true and certain knowledge of
the universal and necessary23 and to the intellectual disas-
ters consequent upon Scotistic conceptualism.24 These
inherent weaknesses at the heart of scholasticism prevented
it from grounding ahiglter existenrlal synthesis from which
the speculative synthesis of Aquinas could be both inte-
grated into a base of world-constitutive agency and inter-
nally criticized in dialectic with modern advances in sci-
ence, history, and philosophy. The result of the conceptu-
alistic derailment of the medieval achievement is the se-
ries of ever less comprehensive syntheses in cognitive and
existential praxis that I-onergan calls the longer cycle of
decline.25The scale ofvalues has been operatively reduced
to the objects of sensitive desires and to the social order
whose purpose it is to assure the recurrent satisfaction of
such desires.The surrender ofour orientation to religious,
personal, and cultural values in the face of the demands of
shortsighted practicality results as well in a disharmoni-
ous and nonsequential, incongruous and nonrhlthmic dis-
tortion of the flow of our sensations, memories, images,
emotions, conations, associations, bodily movements, and
spontaneous intersubiective responses, in a dissociation of
the complexes ofour psychic energy, and so in a sequence
of ever less comprehensive syntheses in personal living.26

A genuine liberal educadon must be concerned with
reversing this decline in the dialectics of ttre subject and of
community. The distorted dialectics today manifest prin-
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cipally a displacement of the tension of limitation and tran-
scendence in the direction oftranscendence. Ironically, the
neglect of limitation unduly limits the genuine transcen-
dence of the human spirit, thus reducing the operadve scale

of values to a practical conspiracy between the levels of
vital and social values. A contemporary liberal education
would include an interpretive reconstruction of the
historical constructions of the human spirit, of the inten-
tional and psychic orientations out of which these con-
structions arose, and of the world opened up in front of
these constructions. But it would engage its participants
as well in the cumulative construction of a critical and
normative human science that enables us to mediate not
only from the past into the present but more radically and
foundationally from the present into the furure, on the basis
of a thoroughgoing appropriation of the psychic and
intentional roots of the tension of limitation and transcen-
dence. Both mediations must occur in the context of a

fundamental critique of the present situation as a result-
ant of the distorted dialectics of the subiect, community,
and culture. And both must be grounded in an explana-
tory self-appropriation of the tension of limitation and tran-
scendence through the psychic and intellectual conversions
that constitute the science of interioriry. The appropria-
tion of cultural acquisitions must not be merely a fusion of
conversational horizons, much less a function of
commonsense eclecticism,2T but an evaluative or dialect!
cal hermeneutic that, while allowing no past achievements
to be forgotten, pushes them relentlessly to the transfor-
mations through which they can assume their appropriate
place in the integral constitution of a global nework of
communities capable of providing an alternative to the dis-
tortions of the dialectic of community. The mediation from
the present into the future, which is pardy grounded in the
appropriation, integration, and transformation of cultural
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acquisitions, is an implementation of the exigences gener-
ated by what, following others, we will call the second phase
of the Enlightenment: eigences not only to clariS but also
to effect the integrity of our cognitive and existential praxis.

The question of academic integrity is a question of
hdelity to the normative scale ofvalues as the source of an
intellectual focus. An academy not so focused is guilty on
a massive institutional scale of the major surrender of in-
telligence that is the principal agent of the longer cycle of
decline.28 Such an academy capitulates to one of two ab-
errations: either the ideological ruse that defines excellence
in terms of proficiency within a distorted dialectic of com-
munity, or the escape of culture into the ivory tower of
ever more dilletantish conceptualistic glass-bead games.
In either case the academy is contributing only to the per-
petuation of schemes of recurrence that are victimizing
history. Authentic intellectual praxis in the contemporary
situation involves the reorientation of common sense and
science.2g That reorientation today involves not only the
liberation of dramatic intersubjectivity and of the practi-
cal organization of human affairs from tlte biases that have
generated distortions in the dialectics of subiects, com-
munity, and culturel not only the purging from science of
confused notions regarding reality, objectivity, knowledge,
and value; not only a methodical integration of science
derived from and grounded in an affrrmation of the suuc-
ture and implications of normative intentionality; but also
the global perspective that would promote a human sci-
ence and a common sense capable of informing the way of
life of a crosscultural network of communities devoted to
the integral dialectics of subiects, community, and culture.
Structural conditions currently affecting the academy both
internally and in its external relations with the economic
and governmental institutions of the wider society, how-
ever, severely frustrate such an intellectual vocation.
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My articulation of an internal critique of the acad-
emy has been aided by recent papers by Frederick
I-awrence. The modern philosophic differentiation ofcon-
sciousness has advanced to the recognition ofthe primacy
ofauthentic praxis - both cognitive and existential - over
theory. I-awrence finds a turning point from a first to a

second phase of the Enlightenment in Kant's second Cri-
tique,where the emphasis of modern philosophy shifts from
the cognitional activities and claims that preoccupied phi-
losophers from Descartes to Kant's Critique of Pure Rea-
son, and begins to center around 'faith, will, conscience,
decision, action.'3o With this shift there arises a question
about the normative significance and limits of the first
phase of the Enlightenment. This question emerges as the
modern philosophic differentiation moves from interior-
ity as cognirive and technical to interioriry as constitutive
and practical, as rationally and humanely constituting hu-
man history. The second phase of the Enlightenment is

related to the concerns of what I-onergan calls dialectic
and foundations, where the issues ofcognitive, moral, reli-
gious, and psychological integrity are the matter under
investigation, and where, as I-awrence puts it elsewhere,
there ensues a painstaking elaboration and refinement of
the assumptions which shape and frame our view of the
main issues of living, the ultimate grounds for preferring
one way of life to another, and so the basic alternative
standards ofpolitical judgment.sl I-awrence draws on Leo
Strauss to argue that 'the tajectory of political thought
stretching in one wave from Machiavelli through Hobbes,
I-ocke, Smith, and in a second wave from Rousseau through
Kant, Hegel, and Marx is rooted in the Machiavellian
option to, in Lonergan's formulation, "develop 'realist'
views in which theory is adjusted to practice and practice
means whatever happens to be done."32 But from the
standpoint of the concern of the second phase of the En-
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lightenment to mediate theory and praxis, science's con-
cern for utility so championed by the first phase, its de-
mand for autonomy from philosophy, and its exclusion of
questions that cannot be resolved by appeal to observa-
tion and experiment simply lend plausibility to 'the Ma-
chiavellian argument that tIue answers to the questions
how we ought to live are so far removed from how we do
in fact live as to be practically or politically irrelevant.'33
On the grounds of the hrst phase of the Enlightenment
alone, as I-awrence shows, politics and moraliry are com-
pletely separated from one another, human ends are
privatized, and the common good gives way as the raron
d'6tre of the political order to the purely private vital val-
ues of the protection and security of the individual; sci-
ence itselfis manipulatively derailed to serve what Bacon
called'the relief of man's estatel'and so knowledge is placed
at the service of power; and even Marx, who criticized the
bourgeois politics of the first phase of the Enlightenment,
never suggested a motivation for revolution other than the
maximation ofsatisfactions, and so failed to transcend tle
primacy of 'economic man' characteristic of t}re first wave
of modern political thought and of bourgeois politics in
general. The result, says I-awrence, is that 'in both liberal
and communist political thought, the classical political
orientation which judged the desire for wealth, glory, and
freedom to do what one pleased utterly subordinate to the
requirements of the good life is turned upside down. The
political order is governed strictly in the light of the stan-
dards of security, comfort, and disoriented fieedom.'34

For our purposes here, this means that to the extent
that the academy remains an institution after the mold of
the first phase of the Enlightenment, it operates on the
assumption that education can proceed without a govern-
ing concern for a series of profound transformations in
the presuppositions that shape and frame our view of the
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main issues of life, in the ultimate grounds for preferring
one way of life to another, and so in the basic alternative
standards of political judgment and choice; knowledge
remains in the service of the relief of the human estate in
the realms of security, comfort, and disoriented freedom;
and curricula and methodologies neglect the normative
exigences ofinquiry and rather treat as normative the facts
as they are. To that extent the academy is little more than
a finishing school for agents of the longer cycle of decline.

The academy's neglect of the transformative issues

of *re second phase of *re Enlightenment is due not only
to its acceptance ofan outmoded scientistic methodology,
however, but also and perhaps more radically to the wider
society's interest in preserving such an epistemology in-
tact. The economic and governmental agencies that sup-
port the academy's existence either reiect the concerns of
the second phase of the Enlightenment or at least do not
encourage that they be brought to bear on the unfolding
and constitution of the public domain. The academy is

not a promising environment for the intellectual vocation
of cosmopolitan inquiry, when that inquiry is oriented to
reversing the very distortions that keep the academy func-
tioning. The task of developing within the academy the
grounds for a cosmopolitan cognitive and existential syn-
thesis that meets the surd of contemporary history at its
roots will be a formidable one.

4 A Proposed Liberal Curriculum

Nonetheless, we must dream. I conclude, then, by
proposing a liberal curriculum to serve as a point of de-
parture for a discussion that would promote the agency
required for cosmopolitan collaboration in the face of the
longer cycle of decline. There are two aspects to this cur-
riculum: a hermeneutic and a foundational aspect. The
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hermeneutic aspect would be guided by an approach some-
what along the lines of the Great Books tradition; but the
core of the total educational experience would be found in
the foundational aspect. For the cosmopolitan vocation
espouses more than an exclusively disclosive notion of
truth. Its reuieval ofthe great constructions ofthe human
spirit is done from the basis of a developing foundational,
and so transformative, position on the integral dialectics
of the subiect, community, and culture.

The general characteristics of my proposal are as
follows. One year of the curriculum here suggested is de-
voted to the exploration of the current situation in these
three dialectics; two years are devoted to a retrieval ofhow
we got to this point; and a final year focuses on the ques-
tion of where we go from here. The first year centers on
awakening the question through the study and dialectical
appropriation of the thought forms of modernity and of
their reciprocal relationship with the organization of hu-
man affairs at the level of social values. The second and
third years would emphasize the study of cosmological and
anthropological thought forms in antiquity and in the de-
velopment of the major civilizations of the world. The fi-
nal year would focus on the critical mediation ofcognitive
and existential praxis from the present into the future,
through the articulation and/or exercise of the scientific
and philosophic, literary and artisric, political and eco-
nomic, religious and theological positions and orientations
that would evoke the world-culrural alternative to the longer
cycle of decline.

Under the semester system, the usual undergradu-
ate curriculum totals something in the neighborhood of
rz8 hours. I suggest that sixty-four of these hours, or six-
teen each year, be devoted to the core curriculum, with
support courses being added in accord with the needs of
individual students. Eight hours would be devoted each
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semester to the core curriculum. In the first three years,

six ofthese hours each semester would be concerned with
the hermeneutic aspect of the program, and two with the
foundational dimension. In the final year, all sixteen hours
would be foundational in intent.

In the first year of the program, then, two six-hour
hermeneutic courses - one each semester - would be
taught by an interdisciplinary team of scholars whose ex-
pertise enables them to help students not only to study
some of the representative primary sources of the modern
period in science and philosophy, art and literature, eco-

nomic and political theory, religion and theology, but also

to exercise themselves critically in the intentionality that
produced these sources and to grasp the obiective correla-
tives of such intentionaliry at the level of the social order.
These two hermeneutic courses would be divided as fol-
lows: in the first semester the course would be devoted to
primary sources from the late medieval period (Machia-
velli) through the first phase of the Enlightenment; in the
second six-hour course, the same approach would cover

the period from Kant's second Crrir4ae to the present.The
two foundational courses during the first year - two hours
each semester would be devoted to a basic introduction
to the self-appropriation of the modern scientific, schol-
arly, and modern-philosophic differentiations of conscious-
ness.

The second and third years of the curriculum are

concerned with the course of civilizational history that led
humanity into the modern period. In their second year,

snrdents would be exercised in retrieving the various dif-
ferentiations that resulted in what Jaspers and others re-
gard as the axial period in the maior civilizations of the
world. Four traditions would be studied: the Chinese, the

Indian, the Israelite, and the Hellenic.The emphasis would
be placed on testing the hypothesis ofindependendy origi-

Chaptcr 12
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nadng axial breakhroughs from cosmological to some foim
and degree of anthropological and soteriological truth.
Students would read in translation primary sources in these

traditions, with the explicit intention of disengaging the
differentiations among cosmological, anthropological, and

soteriological mentalities.
The foundational aspect of the curriculum in the

second year, and again in the third, would focus upon fur-
thering students' self-appropriation of intentional con-

sciousness, and upon introducing them to the self-appro-
priation of symbolic consciousness. An effort would be

made to enable them to contrast and relate to one another

their s]rynbolic and theoretic procedures. $Tithin the realm

of theory, they would be called upon to contrast the mod-
ern praxis of scientific intelligence with which they became

familiar in their first year with the classical ideals of science

expressed in the works of Plato and Aristotle, whom they

will study in the second year. Thus their appreciation will
be heightened of the characteristic difference between

modern and classical thought forms. An effort would be

made, too, to enable the students to discover their own

mlthopoetic imaginations and to integrate this discovery

with their ongoing appropriation ofintelligence and ratio-
nality.Thus the notions ofintellectual and psychic conver-

sion become central to the foundational dimension ofthe
second and third years.

The hermeneutic tleme of the third year of the cur-
riculum would be religion and culture.The axial religions
would be srudied in greater depth precisely as religions,

and attention would be directed to the question of reli-
gious dialectic both within the religious traditions taken

singly and among them. Presuming that most of the stu-

dents would come from a Christian background, specific

attention would be devoted to the intentionaliry behind
and worlds opened in front of New Testament texts. The
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relationship of religious to personal and cultural values
would be studied.The process of mediating the Christian
differentiation in contemporary terms would also be be-
gun, and students would thus be invited to experience what
it is to do theology. The question, too, of the development
ofreligious doctrine in the various traditions would be stud-
ied, and an effort made to understand the respective man-
ners in which the task of mediating religion and culture
eventually had to give rise, at least in some of tlese reli-
gions, to a technical theology distinct but not separate ftom
living religion. The continuing foundational aspect of the
third year would include an introduction to the self-ap-
propriation ofone's dialectical capacities and ofone's reli-
gious orientations.

Finally, in the fourth year of the curriculum, empha-
sis shifts to the predominance of the foundational aspect.
The theme of the fourth year is the integration of theory
and praxis. The intention is, first, to arrive at an
understanding of the options regarding foundational is-
sues that lie behind current methods being employed in
various fields; and second, to move to a resolution ofthese
dialectical conflicts by coming to one's own position on
foundational issues. The accent is on being able to give an
account of one's own foundational stance. The emphasis
shifts from an intellectual hfe in oratione obliqua, :under-
standing and reporting on what others have said and done,
to an intellecfual life in oratione recta, saying and doing
oneself, mediating the movement from the present into
the future.

Obviously, the entire thrust of the curiculum and
the intellectual and emotional demands it imposes make
it probable that only a small number of students might be
able to participate in it. Selecting these students will be
difficult. Moreover, because of the demands upon faculty
for individual contact with students, most of the faculty
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engaged in such a program would have to be freed from
other responsibilities. To adopt this kind of curriculum as

an alternative option involves, then, at least a rearrange-

ment offinancial priorities, if not downright financial sac-

rifice, on the part of an academic institution. Let me con-
clude, then, with the persuasion that such sacrifices are

called for on the part ofeducational institutions genuinely

devoted to the continuing transformative influence of a

humanistic and religious heritage. For the goal of this pro-
gram is to arrive at the foundations ofa new sryle ofinter-
disciplinary collaboration in the understanding and mak-
ing of humanity. The hope is that the students would gradu-

ate from the program with a commitment to precisely this
kind of ongoing collaboration with one another and wi*r
their professors a commitment, I might add, that is

suong enough to enable them to endure the sacrifices that
are entailed when one decides to commit one's life and one's

intellectual and psychic energies to the reversal of the longer

cycle of decline before it reaches the point of no return.
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r3 Self-knowledge and the Interpreta-
tion of Imaginal Expression

My intention in this paper is to indicate the relation of
psychic conversion to the interpretation of imaginal ex-
pression.

By psychic conversion I mean gaining a capacity for
internal communication in the third stage of meaning,
through the attentive, intelligent, rational, and responsible
negotiation of one's own spontaneous elemental symbol-
izing, as the latter occurs in such events as one's dreams.
As a conversion, psychic conversion is a transformation of
the repressive censorship vis-i-vis neural demands for psy-
chic integration and conscious representation, into a con-
structive censorship in their regard.l As occurring in
complementariry with religious, moral, and especially in-
tellectual conversion, psychic conversion is a dimension
of the foundational reality of a generalized empirical
method that takes its stand on the self-appropriation of
human interiority. In fact, if my previous arguments are
correct,2 psychic conversion brings to completion the quest
for the heuristic structure offoundations that achieved its
first decisive systematization in the eleventh chapter of
l-nnergan's Insighr, where there is reached the explanatory
position on human knowing with which one enters the
third stage of meaning.

By imaginal expression I mean all linguistic discourse,
whether oral or written, that unfolds on, and is meant to

)97
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be responded to on, the psychological and literary levels
of expression as contrasted with the scientific and philo-
sophic levels. The notion of levels of expression is intro-
duced in I-onergan's discussion ofinterpretation in Insigrt.3
There modes of expression are classified, not in terms of
language, sryle, or genre, but in terms of the sources of
meaning both in the speaker or writer and in the hearer or
reader. While scientific expression originates centrally in
the sources of explanatory understanding in a speaker or
writer and is meant to reproduce such cognitional sources
of meaning in a hearer or reader, and while philosophic
expression originates centrally in the critical reflection of
a speaker or writer and is meant to reproduce such criti-
cally reflective sources of meaning in a hearer or reader,
imaginal expression originates centrally simply in the ex-
perience of the speaker or writer or in an artistically or-
dered set of experiential elements, and is meant (r) to ef-
fect in the hearer or reader purely psychological condi-
tioning at the experiential level of sensations, memories,
images, emotions, conations, associations, bodily move-
ments, and spontaneous intersubjective responses, or (z)
to elicit a more or less comprehensive and determinately
ordered emotional response, or, finally, (3) to convey in-
sight, stimulate reflection, or prompt evaluation, but in an
indirect or suggestive manner.

The category of imaginal expression, then, is open
enough to include several diverse literary genres. r07hat

qualifies it as a distinct level of expression is that its in-
tended response from hearer or reader consists in an or-
dering of psychic sensitivity and, in some cases, in the in-
sinuation of insights through this ordering, or in the call-
ing forth of iudgments either by the display of the freld of
evidence in which the judgments could be verified, or by
the affective shaping or reinforcement of a moral or reli-
gious, or an amoral or antireligious, horizon. The elicited
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responses would be ordered in some paftern ofexperience
other than the intellectual: that is, in the dramatic, the
practical, the aesthetic, the biological, the moral, or the
religious pattern ofexperience. Emphasis is placed in such
expression and intended response on that level of con-
sciousness that we properly call the psyche, on the first
level of awareness, on either the manipulation or the stimu-
lation of that dimension of our intentionality whose crite-
rion of authentic performance is attentiveness.

My paper, then, represents an attempt to advance
the kind of interpretation theory that is already well un-
derway in Lonergan's writings, and that in many ways,
precisely because ofthe centraliry ofthe notion oflevels of
expression, has advantages over the more prevalent
hermeneutic theories employed in much contemporary
philosophical and theological discussion. For this reason I
hope that I may be excused for devoting tlle first two sec-
tions simply to an exposition of my interpretation of the
relationship in Lonergan's thought between foundations
and interpretation. I concentrate on this relationship for
two reasons. First, I believe that it is here that I-onergan's
contribution to contemporary hermeneutic theory becomes

most apparent. Second, only within this framework can I
speak of the significance of psychic conversion for inter-
pretation, since psychic conversion is a dimension offoun-
dational reality. The relation of psychic conversion to in-
terpreEtion will be treated in the third section. I conclude
the paper with a suggestion regarding the dialectical
sublation of structuralist methodology into the interpreta-
don of narrative that is made possible by Lonergan's un-
derstanding of foundations complemented by my notion
of psychic conversion.
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Foundations and Interpretation:
The Position of Insight

I

Mystery and MythI.I

The functional equivalent in Insight of what was later to
become the specialry 'foundations' lies in the three basic
positions on knowing, the real, and obiectivity that are
exposed, respectively, in the eleventh, twelfth, and thir-
teenth chapters ofthis book.5The functional equivalent of
the later specialty 'interpretation' is explained in the sev-
enteenth chapter, 'Metaphysics as Dialectic.' lrhat is the
relationship offered there between the three basic posi
tions and the method of interpretation?

The explicit problem of Insight's seventeenth chap-
ter is the interpretation and dialectical negotiation ofphilo-
sophical texts. And from the beginning, *re relationship
that is affirmed between the foundational positions of cog-
nitional analysis and the objectives ofinterpretation is quite

Since psychic conversion is a matter of foundational real-
ity, we must begin our discussion with a study of the rela-
tions between the functional specialties offoundations and
interpretation.!(rhat in general is the relationship between
explanatory self-knowledge and interpretation? First, we
shall explore these relations as they appear in Insight,be-
fore the notion of functional specialization became explic-
itly differentiated; then we will study the same relations as

*rey appear in Me thod inTheologt,a where the breaktlrough
has been achieved to the structure of theological opera-
tions and of d:e comprehensive reflection on the human
condition that is grounded in theological foundations. Our
specific concern in studying both of these works centers
on the interpretadon of what I have called imaginal ex-
pression.
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direct.'ffie propose to ask whether there exists a single
base of operations from which any philosophy can be in-
terpreted correctly, and we propose to show that our cog-
nitional analysis provides such a base.'6 But before address-
ing himself to the interpretation of philosophical texts,
I-onergan offers, trom the same 6ase, a set of suggestions
that are relevant to the concerns of this paper. He presents

'a genetic account of the radical meaning of mystery and
myth, of their sigrrificance and function, of the grounds of
their emergence, survival, and disappearance,'7 and he
treats the questions of whether mystery and m1'th are to
be regarded as cognate to earlier stages of metaphysics in
its latent and problematic phases, and whether they van-
ish as metaphysics becomes both explicit and critically
grounded.

By 'mystery' I-onergan means 'symbolic expressions
of positions,' and by 'myth,' 'symbolic expressions of
counterpo sitions.'8 By referring to positions and
counterpositions, he is assuming t}tat his cogrridonal-theo-
retic foundations are relevant to the interpretation and
evaluation ofprephilosophic levels ofexpression as well as

to the philosophical level that is his central concern in this
chapter. It is his notion of metaphysics that establishes the
connection.

For Lonergan, explicit and adequate metaphysics
consists in the intelligent grasp, reasonable amrmation, and
responsible implementation of the integral heuristic
structure of proportionate being. Thus metaphysics is, as

it were, a detailed and open-ended corollary to Insight's
functional equivalent ofthe later specialty foundations -
that is, to the explicit and adequate self-knowledge that is

attained in the affirmation of the basic positions on know-
ing, the real, and objectivity. The implementation of this
integral heuristic structure of proportionate being involves

the philosopher in the reorientation ofcontemporary com-
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mon sense and in the reorientation and integration ofcon-
temporary scientific knowledge, through advancing those
assertions that are coherent with the basic positions on
knowing, the real, and obiectivity, and reversing those as-
sertions that cannot be reconciled with these basic posi-
tions.

The affirmation of the basic positions that consti-
tutes the functional equivalent in lzsrglzr of what later would
become the specialry 'foundations' (r) depends on the prior
development of science and the prior philosophical clar!
fication of general issues that enabled Lonergan to devote
the first ten chapters of Insight to 'a study of insight in
mathematics, in classical and statistical science, in com-
mon sense and its fourfold bias, in the ambiguity of things
and bodies, and in the reflective understanding that leads
to judgment';e (z) issues in the distinctions between the
activities of experiencing and imagining, understanding,
and iudging, and so in t}te distinctions not only between
positions and counterpositions on the basis of an accurate
and universally applicable criterion of realiry and of real
distinctness, but also between explanation and description
on the basis of the rigorous detachment of the intellectual
pattern of experience that makes of the knower 'an
inconspicuous term in the real that is afiirmed';10 and (3)

enables one to acknowledge the heuristic and progressive
character of human intelligence, to distinguish between
anticipations of insight and the actual achievement of in-
sight, and between partial insight and mastery ofa field or
domain of human knowledge.

Now such a foundational base enables one not only
to understand the general significance ofthe symbolic ex-
pressions *rat l-onergan calls mystery and myth, both in
themselves and in the development of the human mind
and of human language, but also to distinguish berween
the expression ofpositions in mystery and the expression
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of counterpositions in my'th, and so to discredit the latter
while still paying due allegiance to the former. For, when
we speak of mystery and m!'th we are concerned with the
intimation of unplumbed depths that accrues to our psy-
chic feelings, emotions, and sentiments,ll and with the
linguistic expression of such an intimation; and this inti-
mation corresponds on the psychic level to our intellec-
tual and rational anticipation of being, through which,
because of our unanswered questions, we know of an un-
known. Our orientation by the notion ofbeing, or the de-
sire to know, is an orientation into a known unknown, and
it calls for a corresponding orientation on the psychic level
to participation in some cosmic meaningfulness. More-
over, just as being is differentiated into the variable spheres
ofwhat is already known and ofwhat remains to be known
and so is intended as to be known, so the psychic orienta-
tion is differentiated into the variable realms of 'the sphere
of realiry that is domesticated, familiar, common' and'the
sphere of tlte ulterior unknown, of the unexplored and
suange, of the undefined surplus of significance and mo-
mentousness.'l2 It is in the latter sphere that we find the
primary held of mystery and myth, where affect-laden
images and names are employed to mediate the known
unknown.

Now, while mlthic consciousness thinks that its im-
ages and names so mediate the known unknown as to make
it known, the attitude of mystery preserves the images and
names rather as expressions of the cosmic orientation ofa
psychic level of subiective events linked to an unrestricted
nodon of being. M,.thic consciousness, then, is 'an untu-
tored desire to understand and formulate the nature of
things,'t3 while mystery complements the unrestricted
openness ofour intelligence and reasonableness that is the
concrete operator of our intellectual development with 'a
corresponding operator that deeply and powerfully holds

Theoloty and Cuhure
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our sensitive integrations open to transforming change.'t+
Mystery survives the development of science and meta-
physics, because'even adequate self-knowledge and ex-
plicit metaphysics may contract but cannot eliminate a

"known unknown," and ... they cannot issue into a con-
trol of human living without being transposed into dynamic
images which make sensible to human sensitivity what in-
telligence reaches for or grasps.'I5 And so, while mythic
consciousness is the lack of self-knowledge, and mlth is

the opposite of metaphysics, mystery is the necessary and
permanent imaginal counterpart and complement of the
unrestricted desire to know whose concrete unfolding in
history is the source, among other things, of adequate and
explicit self-knowledge and of a derivative adequate and
explicit metaphysics.

The images that qualiff as mystery or as myth, pre-
cisely as images, are operative on the first, experiential level
of consciousness. They function 'within the psychic syn-
drome of associations, affects, exclamations, and articu-
lated speech and actions.'16 But as symbols and as signs,
these images stand in correspondence with intellectual
dlmamism. As symbols, they are simply linked with the
known unknown. As signs, they are linked with some in-
terpretation that would understand the image.l7 Such in-
terpretations, moreover, are manifold, for the question of
the goal ofhuman finality'receives countless answers, prag-
matic or conceptual, naturalistic, humanistic, or religious,
enthusiastically positive or militandy negative.'18 But cor-
rect interpretation of such symbolic utterances can now
be based in the explicit and adequate self-knowledge that
affirms the self as a uniry of empirical, intelligent, and ra-
tional consciousness, and that recognizes the imaginal
operator ofpsychic development as the sensitive correla-
tive to an unrestricted intellectual intending ofbeing. Such
interpretation will not be a matter, then, of reconstructing
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in ourselves the experiences of others and of uncritically
adding our own intellectual viewpoints which fhese others

did not share. Rather, because one understands what a

viewpoint is, how viewpoints develop, and what the dia-
lectical laws are that govern their unfolding, one's inter-
pretation ofsuch utterances will be a matter ofrecovering
the viewpoint of the past by approximating the insights,

iudgments, beliefs, and decisions that made the words and

deeds, the feelings and sendments, of another 'the activi-
ties of a more or less intelligent and reasonable being.'t9

Cognitional analysis, then, is foundational for tle
interpretation ofthe imaginal deliverances both of mythic
consciousness and of the openness of mystery to human
intelligence's unrestricted obiective. Such interpretation
will be essentially dialectical, for the interpreter knows that
the sensitive field of mystery and myth is the locus of the

origin, the expression, and the application of intelligent
and rational contents and directives; that the integrating
activities of the intellectual and rational levels stand in a

dialectical uniry-in-tension with the integrated activities

of the sensitive level; and that because the intellectual and

rational activities are either the proper unfolding of the

detached and disinterested desire to know or a distorted
unfolding due to the interference of other desire, the sen-

sitive activities themselves are involved either in t}te mys-

teries of the proper unfolding or in the mlths into which

these mysteries are distorted because of the aberrations of
intellectual and rational performance.20 The primary is-

sues, then, in the interpretation of imaginal utterance have

to do with the cognitional authenticity of the human spirit'

The interpretation of mystery and myth, finally, is

not limited to the study of historically prescientific and

prephilosophic utterance. The tense opposition of sensi-

tive and intellectual operations is the source of a perma-

nent challenge to the dominion ofthe detached and disin-
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terested desire to know. The advance of science and phi-
losophy may mean simply that later mJnhs are now comple-
mented and reinforced by corresponding philosophies and
made historically effective 'through the discoveries of sci-
ence and the inventions of technology.' My'th, then, is ./ze

permanent ahernatizte to mystery.'2r

The UnioersalVieupoint and the Interpretation of
Imaginal Exprexion

1.2

lVithin the context of Insight,what is ultimately at stake in
both imaginal expression and its interpretation is the ques-
tion of truth: more precisely, the sensitive psychic cunple-
ment of the intellectual and rational intending through
which alone truth can be attained. Consequently, the foun-
dational appropriation of one's intelligent and reasonable
intending is a constituent feature of any methodically ad-
equate interpretation that would formulate the viewpoint,
the intendonality, that corresponds to and produces the
content of the original imaginal expression. Nor is such a
notion of interpretation to be classified among the various
romantic notions ofhermeneudcs, according to which in-
terpretation is a matter of repeating in experience and ex-
pression the inner experience of the original author. !7hat
is at stake here is something quite different: the articula-
tion, through the medium of interiorly differentiated con-
sciousness, of the horizon that comes to expression in the
original text. One need not choose between an interpreta-
tion *lat articulates a'world behind the text, (romandc
hermeneutics) and one that articulates a world disclosed
'in fiont of the text.'22 In understanding and articulating
the horizon of the text, the interpreter captures the simul-
taneously world-constitutive and self-constitutive mean-
ing of the original expression. A scientific interpretation of
imaginal expression, then, would understand and formu-

406
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late for a contemporaly audience or readership at least the
ordering of psychic sensitivity that was the response
intended in the original expression, and, depending on the
given instance, perhaps also the insights that were intended
to be emergent from such an ordering, or the judgments

for which such an ordering was to display the sensitive or
imaginal field of evidence. The particular ordering of
sensitivity intended, as well as the insights and iudgments
insinuated, are to introduce the reader or hearer into
participadon in the horizon ofthe original expression.

A hermeneutic theory that would account for and
promote such interpretation must indicate a basis from
which the interpreter can assign grounds for his or her

interpretation that enable one to transcend the limitations
and errors inherent in the biases of one's own common
sense. Such a basis must be a heuristic device that accounts

in principle for the development of a// viewpoints and a//

intentionality. One needs to specifu a technical instrument
that puts one in possession of the constants of all subiec-

tivity.These constants would be common to the recipients

of the original expression and the recipients of the inter-
pretation. They lie behind the genesis, the development,
and the dialectical unfolding of all viewpoints. While they

are always expressed in culturally, historically, and linguis-
tically relative forms of expression, in themselves they tran-
scend all retativity to particular audiences and readerships,

since they are at the origin of all expression, and thus are

universally human.
The discovery of these constants constitutes what

Lonergan calls a universal viewpoint.'By a universal view-
point will be meant a potential totality of genetically and

dialectically ordered viewpoints,'23'a heuristic structure

that contains virtually the various ranges ofpossible alter-

natives of interpretations.'24 The concern of a universal

viewpoint is with acrs of meaning, the insights and iudg-
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ments that are expressed or insinuated in texts, the inlen-
tionality that produced the original expression. One's fa-
miliariry with these acts is rooted in one's self-appropria-
tion of one's own experience, understanding, and critical
reflection.

There are the external sources ofhistorical in-
terpretation, and in the main they consist in
spatially ordered marks on paper orparchment,
papyrus or stone. But there are also sources of
interpretation immanent in rhe historiographer
himselt in his abiliry to distinguish and recom-
bine elements in his own experience, in his
ability to work backwards from contemporary
to earlier accumulations of insights in human
development, in his ability to envisage the pro-
tean possibilities ofthe notion ofbeing, the core
of all meaning, which varies in content with
the experience, ttre insights, the judgrnents, and
the habitual orientation of each individual.25

The base or foundation of this ordered totality of
viewpoints is self-knowledge: the positions on knowing,
being, and obiectivity. The viewpoints are ordered geneti-
cally, in that they are arranged as series of discoveries
through which human subjectivity could advance to its
present position. They are ordered dialectically, in that
adequate self-knowledge enables one to compare and con-
trast the many formulations of discoveries on the basis of
whether they are coherent or not with the basic positions.
Because ofsuch an ordered totaliry one 'can reach a con-
crete presentation of any formulation of any discovery
through the identification in personal experience of the
elements that, as confused or as distinguished and related,
as related under this or that orientation of polymorphic
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consciousness, could combine to make the position or
counterposition humanly convincing.'26

The universal viewpoint differs radically fiom uni-
versal history and from Hegelian dialectic in that the to-
tality, the ordering, and the ordered viewpoints are all po-
tenial.Tlrc totality is not a series of known contents but a

heuristic structure whose contents are sequences of un-
knowns whose relations are only generically determinate.
The genetic ordering heads toward sequences ofdiscover-
ies, but ofdiscoveries that could be and indeed were made
in a variety of manners. The dialectical ordering heads to-
ward the furthering of positions and the reversal of
counterpositions, but the oppositions are by no means as

clear-cut as the antitheses of the basic positions and
counterpositions. What is ordered, finally, is the sequence

of viewpoints, and this sequence is itself 'advancing from
the generic to the specific, from the undifferentiated to
the differentiated, from the awkward, the global, the spon-
taneous to the expert, the precise, the methodical.'27

The foundations, again, of a universal viewpoint lie
in a fact: the universe of meanings consists in 'the full range

of possible combinations (r) of experiences and lack of
experience, (z) of insights and lack of insight, Q) of iudg-
ments and of failures to judge, and (4) of the various ori-
entations of the polymorphic consciousness of man.'28

Thus: 'in the measure that one grasps the structure of this
protean notion ofbeing, one possesses the base and ground

from which one can proceed to the content and context of
every meaning. In the measure *rat one explores human ex-
perience, human insigha, human reflection, and human poly-
morphic consciousness, one becomes capable, when provided

with ttre appropriate data, of approximating to the content
and context of the meaning of any given expression.'2e

Now the notion of a universal viewpoint combines
with the notion of levels and sequences of expression to
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generate an upper blade ofgeneralities or presuppositions
for methodical and accurate interpretation of t}te expres-
sions of another. That is to say, the interpreter must be
familiar not only with the lower blade of techniques for
dealing with the documents and monuments through
which others have expressed their meanings, but also, and
foundationally, with the manner in which meanings form
a genetically and dialectically related sequence of un-
knowns, and with the manner in which expressions de-
velop from the undifferentiated to the specialized.3o The
scientific interpretation that emerges fiom such familiar-
ity is a matter of an adequate and accurate differentiation
of the protean notion of being by a set of genetically and
dialectically related determinations3l of patterns of expe-
rience, accumulations of insights, and sets of meanings32
_ and. no more.'33

The application to imaginal expression of the uni-
versal viewpoint and of the notion of sequences of modes
of expression is complicated by the fact that such expres-
sion unfolds on, and is responded to on, the prescientific
and prephilosophic psychological and literary levels ofex-
pression.The intended response may insinuate insights or
display the field ofevidence for judgments, but the level of
consciousness from which the expression primarily emerges
and on which it must be responded to is the experiential
level. Moreover, if the interpretation is to be scientific, it
must do more than convey a new set of images and asso-
ciations from which its recipient can reach tlte insights and
form the iudgments through which the original expres-
sion can be interpreted. A scientific interpretation must
itself formulate these insights and iudgments, which them-
selves concern in the present instance an expression whose
source of meaning is experiential and whose term of mean-
ing is, perhaps, the psychological correlative ofwhat could
be or is meant to be affirmed or denied.
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r.3 SummarY

Our exposition and interpretation of the theory of
hermeneutics that appears in Lonergan's ftsrgftr has not
covered all the details of the theory. Our intention has been
to indicate the intimate connection that I-onergan posits

there between the foundational positions on knowing, be-
ing, and objectiviry and the task and goal of interpreta-
tion.lfe have studied that relation in respect to Lonergan's
genetic account of those imaginal expressions that qualifu

Despite this added difficulty, it seems that the vari-
ous canons of a methodical interpretation offered by
Lonergan still obtain. Thus, the interpretation must con-
vey the psychic correlative of some differentiation of the
protean notion of being. It must do so in an explanatory
fashion, taking account of *re genetic sequence of such
differentiations, of the dialectic of positions and
counterpositions, of the symbolic expressions that psychi-
cally correspond to such alternatives, of the possibility of
the differentiation and specialization of modes of expres-
sion, and of the psychic or imaginal correlatives of such
differentiation and specialization. Again, the interpretation
will be at first hypothetical, but it will increase in probabil-
ity or approximate certainty by coming into coherence with
the universal viewpoint, wi*r the genetic sequence ofmodes
of expression, and with the possible gaps that might exist
between meaning, on the one hand, and available resources

of expression, on the other. Finally, the interpretation will
be, not logical, but intelligent, and so it will take into
account the nonsystematic component offields of meaning,
of expression in relation to meaning, of expression in
relation to dynamic psychic constellations in the original
author or speaker, and of documents in their origins,
production, and survival.
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for the titles of mystery and myth, and in respect to the
notion of a universal viewpoint as horizon for a scientific
interpretation.ttrTe have extended the import of I-onergan's
discussion of the universal viewpoint so that it includes
more explicitly an account ofttre horizon that lzslgftr's basic
positions would constitute for the interpretation precisely
of imaginal expression. Thus we may now move on to a
discussion of the relations that seem to obtain between
foundations and interpretation in rUe thod inTheohgt,whete
the notion of functional specialization has emerged with
differentiated clarity. Once again, we shall pay special heed
to this relation as it affects the interpretation of imaginal
expression.

Foundations and Interpretation:
The Position of Method in Theology

The issue of the relationship between foundations and in-
terpretation becomes more complex in Method in Theol-
ogr. Four points seem to call for attention: the expansion
of the foundational position on the subiect, the explicit
differentiation of functional specialties, the difference be-
tween the intellectual hermeneudcs of the functional spe-
cialty 'interpretation' and the evaluative hermeneutics of
the functional specialty'dialectic,' and the issue ofthe upper
blade of the universal viewpoint as this is transposed into
the context of Method in Theology.

The Expansion of the Foundational Position on
the Subject

z

2.r

The central development in Lonergan's thought between
Insight and Method in Theologjt concerns the expansion of
foundations. The basic position on the subject includes
but now goes beyond the position on the knower. There is
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2,2 The Explicit Dffirentiation of Functional
Speciahies

The suspicion is verified when one reflects on the implica-
tions ofthe fact that the expansion ofthe basic position on
the subiect is what made possible the breakthrough to the
differentiation of functional specialties in the first place.

affrrmed a fourth level of consciousness, a level on which
we apprehend potential values, evaluate, deliberate, dis-
cern, decide, and act. In Insight, this level was compacted
into intelligent and reasonable consciousness; in Method
in Theology, it is recognized as involving operations quite
distinct from, and sublating, the operations of intelligent
inquiry and reasonable reflection through which the real
world is known. Fourth-level operations, moreover, con-
stitute, not a notion of being, but a notion of value. Thus,
as the position on being is a corollary of the position on
knowing, so the position on value is a corollary of the po-
sition on deciding. And the basic position on objectivity is

implicitly expanded so as to include an affrrmation of the
affective and existential dimensions of self-transcendence.s4

The details of the expanded foundational position
are familiar enough to those who have followed I-onergan's
development to need no further elaboration here. It is suf-
ficient to indicate that, while the self-affirmation of the
knower is now equated with a philosophic conversion, foun-
dations consist in the objectification not only of this con-
version but also of moral and religious conversion. The
suspicion already arises that, ifpreviously cognitional analy-
sis was posited as providing a base ofoperations from which
both philosophical and imaginal texts could be interpreted,
a further differentiation now appears in that base, a nu-
anced clarification that includes existential analysis, the
objectification of the moral and religious self-transcendence
of the interpreting subject.
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Correlative to the fourth level of intentional conscious-
ness are the functional specialties of dialectic and founda-
tions. Only these functional specialties make possible the
transition from the first phase of theology, which studies
the past, to the second phase, which directly addresses the
present and the future.35The link from the critical media-
tion of the past into the present to critical mediation in the
present and from the present into the future is intrinsi-
cally dependent upon exposure and resolution of the is-
sues of cognitive and existential authenticity. These issues
arise as questions from the very performance of the tasks
of studying the past in interpretation and history; they are
explicitly confronted in dialectic, and they are resolved in
foundations. The expansion of the basic position on the
subiect and t}te correlation of the cardinal functional spe-
cialties of dialectic and foundations with fourthJevel ob-
iectives means that appealing to authenticity as tlte crite-
rion of positions to be developed and of counterpositions
to be reversed involves more than the appropriation ofone's
own intelligence and rationality. It entails also tlte appro-
priation of oneself as a moral and religious being. The ad-
equate sellknowledge that can ground one's own philo-
sophical and theological positions is a more complicated
achievement than it was in Insight.It involves the self-af-
firmation of the moral and religious, as well as of the intel-
lectual, subject.

Foundations, moreover, specifies directly the ground-
ing only of the last three functional specialties: doctrines
or positions, systematics, and communications. And even
with regard to these three sets of tasks, the objectification
of the three conversions and the consequent derivation of
general and special categories to be employed in the sec-
ond phase of theology is only a partial foundarion. Also
foundational is the work of the first four functional spe-
cialties: research, interpretation, history, and dialectic.
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We are seeking the foundations, not of the
whole oftheology, but ofthe last three special-
ties, doctrines, systematics, and communica-
tions.rWe are seeking not the whole foundation
of these specialties - for they obviously will
depend on research, interpretation, history, and
dialectic - but iust the added foundation
needed to move from the indirect discourse that
sets forth the convictions and opinions of oth-
ers to the direct discourse that states what is
so.36

This statement raises a host of problems. It Insight,
Lonergan was seeking a 'single base of operations from
which any philosophy can be interpreted correctly,'37 and
he specifies that the equivalent of foundations in Insight is
directly foundational of the task of interpretation. h Method
in Theology, on t}te other hand, the expanded set of foun-
dational positions, which includes the positions of Insight,
is explicitly affirmed as foundational, not of interpreta-
tion, but only of the second phase. Are we to infer that
there has occurred a fundamental transposition of the is-
sue of the relation between foundations and interpreta-
tion? Have we moved from a position according to which
adequate self-knowledge is foundational of interpretation,
to a position in which interpretation and adequate self-
knowledge are co-foundational of one's own statement of
truth? Or is t}le relationship between foundations and in-
terpretation more complicated, and the transposition of
the issue consequently less drastic?

A srudy of the relevant sections of Method in Theol-

ogy would indicate that the latter alternative is the correct
one. Not only are the categories derived in foundations
employed in alt eight functional specialties,3s but also there
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is explicitly amrmed an interdependence, first, offounda-
tions and dialectic, and secondly ofdialectic and interpre-
tation. In fact, all eight functional specialties are involved
in at least an indirect interdependence.39 Moreover, inter-
pretation itselfis said to be related to and dependent upon
the other seven functional specialties, including founda-
tions.a0 What, then, is the relationship that emerges in the
chapter on interpretadon between adequate self-knowledge
and the tasks of interpretation? And how does this rela-
tionship move into the issues of dialectic?

z-3 Intellectual Hermeneutics and Ez;aluatiae
Hermeneutics

Interpretation, or intellectual hermeneutics, comprises
three tasks: understanding the text one is studying, judg-
ing the accuracy of one's understanding of the text, and
stating to one's contemporaries what one has judged to be
the correct understanding ofthe text.The texts with which
I-onergan is concerned in the chapter on interpretation in
Method in Theologt are a mafter, not of philosophical, but
of commonsense, expression.

Horizons, values, interests, intellectual devel-
opment, experience may differ. Expression may
have intersubjective, artistic, sl,rnbolic compo-
nents that appear strange.Then there arises the
question, What is meant by the sentence, the
paragraph, the chapter, the book? ... Such in
general is the problem of interpretation.4l

It is in regard to the first of the three tasks of interpreta-
tion, that of understanding the text, that there emerges a
discussion of the relation between self-knowledge and in-
terpretation.
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l-onergan's procedure here, as in lzslfr, prescinds
from a discussion oflower-blade techniques - form criti-
cism, redaction criticism, literary criticism, erc. - and
moves rather to a discussion of the levels of conditions of
possibiliry for accurate interpretation. That is, the steps
that I-onergan unfolds as intrinsic to the understanding of
texts involve a move from proximate to more remote con-
ditions ofpossibility, until the final step, that of self-knowl-
edge, is reached; and this final step is not strictly part of
one's task or method as an interpreter, but is 'an event ofa
higher order, an event in [one's] own personal develop-
ment.'42 Each of tlle conditions of possibility of interpre-
tation involves one in the self-correcting process of learn-
ing, but the final condition involves a familiarity that one
gains, not in learning the method of interpretation, but in
learning the art of living. The concern of interpretation is
to understand'what happened to be the objects, real or
imaginary, intended by the author of the text.'41 One's ini-
dal resources for fulfrlling this task lie in one's knowledge
of the language in which the text is written, and in the
amplitude of one's own accumulated experience, under-
standing, and judgment. Even with these resources, one's
assumptions regarding precisely what it is that the text in-
tends may be mistaken. Then one must acknowledge that
one's knowledge of the obiect is not sufficient for passing
an accurate interpretation on to others; one must (note

one's every failure to understand clearly and exactly and
... sustain one's reading and rereading until one's inven-
tiveness or good luck have eliminated one's failures in com-
prehension.'44 But a third and more remote exegetical
condition may also be required. One may have to appro-
priate the common sense of the people to whom the author
belongs and whom the author is addressing in the text.
One may have to extend one's self-correcting process of
learning to the point of coming to understand 'the author
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himself, his nation, Ianguage, time, culture, way of life, and
cast of mind.'45 In order to understand the obiects intended
in the text, one may need mote than one's own general

and potential knowledge about these objects, and more
than the rereading and inventiveness that clear up lesser
problems of miscomprehension. To be an interpreter, one
may have to be a scholar.

But the series ofstages in the self-correcting process

of learning involved in understanding the obiect intended
in the text can move decisively beyond the developments
intrinsic to the process of becoming an expert in exegeti-
cal methods. Even with a knowledge of the common sense

of another people, even with the sustained rereading of
the text, even with a knowledge of the language in which
the text is written and the general and potential knowl-
edge of the obiects that necessarily is concomitant with
the knowledge of the language, it may happen that one is

still unable to understand the text.The self-correcting pro-
cess of learning may have to be pushed to the limit of ef-
fecting a radical change in oneself before one is able to
understand the objects intended in a text. One may have

to come to a revolution in one's own outlook or viewpoint.
'The major texts, the classics, in religion, Ietters, philoso-
phy, theology, not only are beyond the initial horizon of
their interpreters but also may demand an intellectual,
moral, religious conversion of the interpreter over and
above *re broadening ofhis horizon.'+o And following upon
such a conversion, one may have to rethink the entire is-
sue ftom the basis of one's new and more profound view-
point. One may be dealing with that kind of writing that'is
never fully understood. But those that are educated and
educate themselves must always want to learn more from
it.'a? One may be dealing with a writing that grounds an
entire Eadition, that creates the very milieu in which it
can be studied and understood, that actually produces in
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the interpreter the preunderstanding from which it can be
correctly interpreted. Or one may be dealing with a writ-
ing that departs from an authentic tradition, that grounds
a recasting of the intended obiects in such a way that it
adapts them to a biased set of assumptions and convic-
tions grounded in a flight from conversion. One may be
pushed to the limit of determining which is the case. But
one can decide only if one has oneself faced the issue of
intellectual, moral, and religious conversion and come to
some conclusion for oneself on these foundational mat-
ters. One can decide only if the event of coming to under-
stand oneselfhas occurred in one's personal development
as a human subiect.

At this point, then, we have moved away from the
tasks of scholarly or intellectual interpretation to evalua-
tive interpretation. We have moved from the functional
specialty'interpretation' !o the functional specialty'dia-
lectic.'rJUe have raised the very questions that are to be
resolved in foundations. And it is clear how these ques-
tions impinge on interpretation. For without having faced
these dialectical and foundational questions, we may not
be in a position to achieve the very purpose of scholarly
interpretation. rore may simply not be able to understand
the objects that are intended in the text that we are study-
ing. And coming to the position of being able to under-
stand these obiects may no longer be a matter of one's
development as a scholar, but of one's growth as a human
being. We are now acnrally encounterizg the past, where
encounter is a matter of 'meeting persons, appreciating
the values they represent, criticizing their defects, and al-
lowing one's living to be challenged at its very roots by
their words and by their deeds.'es Scholarly interpretation
of some texts demands that one have put one's self-under-
standing to the test, by admitting into one's ueatment of
the text this existential encounter with the text's horizon.
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We can see, then, how the issues offoundations now
affect the task ofinterpretation.These issues state the limit
ofthe conditions ofpossibility ofunderstanding a text, the
limit of the self-correcting process of learning that may be

required in order to understand, the limit of familiarity
with intended objects that may be needed in order to un-
derstand the objects that in fact are intended in a given

text.

z. 4 The ExiswntiallyTiansformed UniversalVieu,point

As we have seen, the relationships between foundations
and interpretation are more complicated'tn Method inThe'
o/ogy, not only because ofthe explicit differentiation of the

functional specialties, but also because of the greater com-
plexity of the foundational issues themselves. In addition
to the basic positions on the knower, on *re real, and on
obiectivity, there are basic positions on the moral agent,

on value, on affectivity, on the religious subiect, on the
divine, and on love. There is still affirmed, however, 'the
notion of a potential universal viewpoint that moves over

different levels and sequences of expression.'{9 In fact, the
sequences ofexpression are more clear\ differentiated *ran
they were in Insight.5o But the universal viewpoint is now
reached 'by advocating a distinct functional specialty
named dialectic.'5l And in dialectic the issues are raised,

not only of knowing, but also of choosing and of relating
to the divine. The universal viewpoint thus becomes the
upper blade, not only for a series of differentiations of the
protean notion ofbeing and of the imaginal counterparts
ofthese differentiations, but also for a series ofdifferentia-
dons of the nodon of value and of the imaginal counter-
parts ofthese differentiations. In fact, the base from which
an accurate interpretation can be given consists now, not
only of a cognitional theory that contains positions on the
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basic philosophic issues of knowing, reality, and obiectiv-
ity, but atso of a transcendental analysis of the notion of
value, of human subiectivity's natural desire for the knowl-

edge and love of God, and ofthe heuristic structure ofthe
soteriological satisfaction of that natural desire.52 But the

function of the universal viewpoint remains basically the

same, even if it is expressed in a more differentiated un-

derstanding of the relationship between the foundational
issues and the tasks of interpretation.

)

I have already stated that I regard psychic conversion as

an aspect of foundational realty. IfI am correct, then psy-

chic self-appropriation is a constitutive feature of one's

foundations. My task in the present secdon is to indicate,

on the basis of the previous analysis of the relations of
foundations and interpretation, the pertinence of psychic

conversion for the interpretation of imaginal expression'

The clue that opened me upon the notion ofpsychic

conversion lies in the expansion of the basic position on

the subiect that, as we have seen, represents the central

development in I-,onergan's thought between Insight and

Method inTheology. The notion of value that is fourthlevel
consciousness is such that potential values are first appre-

hended in intentional feelings. And such feelings them-

selves are related intimately to symbols. 'A s)T nbol is an

image of a real or imaginary object that evokes a feeling or

is evoked by a feeling.'53 There are, then, imaginal coun-

terpartsJ not only to the notion of being, as in Insight,btt
also, and most intimately, to the notion of value. In fact, it
seems reasonable to argue that, ifLonergan is correct con-

cerning the relationships between intentional feelings and

values, on the one hand, and between these same feelings

and syrnbols, on the other, then if one were to come to the
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point of genuine familiarity with the spontaneous elemen-
tal s),rnbolizations of one's olerl psyche, one would also
gain a familiarity with the affective responses t}trough which
one apprehends and initially moves toward the good. One
would be discovering and appropriating the aesthetic and
dramatic base of one's morals and of one,s religion. One
would be gaining explanatory understanding ofone,s own
story, of the movement of one's own life precisely as that
movement is experienced and s).rnbolically reflected by the
sensitively psychic level ofone's consciousness. One would
be in a position to appropriate both the first level of con-
sciousness, the experiential level, and the fourth level as it
sublates this experiential component and the two intellec-
tual levels ofconsciousness into tlte affectively intentional
response to the good. One would be significantly aided by
such a change in oneself in the concrete self-appropria-
tion ofone's own being as an existential subject. One would
be, perhaps, approximating the same explanatory under-
standing of the experiential and existential levels of one,s
consciousness as Lonergan enables of the intellectual and
rational levels. One would perhaps even be bringing to
completion the foundational quest that reached its deci-
sive turning point, its genuine systematization, its first for-
mative discover-v, in the self-affirmation of the knower, but
that has already been extended by Lonergan himself to an
afiirmation of higher levels of consciousness than those
through which we know what is so. One would be provid-
ing oneself with a set of defensive circles to safeguard the
authenticity of one's being as an intellectual, moral, and
religious subject.54

The foundational role ofpsychic conversion for the
task of interpretation appears most directly in the
hermeneutic of imaginal expression. The self that one has
come to know is a self that not only inquires and under-
stands, reflects and judges, and so is a notion ofbeing, but
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that also evaluates and deliberates, decides and acts, and
so is a notion of value. By the very ontological constitu-
tion of such a self, there inevitably will be released imagi-
nal counterparts of one's intentions ofbeing and ofvalue.
Both intentions, then, are connected with the symbols that
reveal the dramatic component, the story, of one's inten-
donality. To disengage that story intelligently, rationally,
responsibly is to gain a greater depth of understanding of
oneselfas a cognitive intention ofbeing and as an existen-

tial intention of value. Such disengagement is a decisive

aid in answering the questions,V/hat do I really want?ri(/hat

am I doing to achieve what I really want? Is what I want
really worth while? Is what I am doing to achieve it in keep-

ing with genuine self-esteem, or is it a promotion of my
own advantage at the expense of others, or of the advan-

tage of my group at the expense of other groups, or of
shortsighted practicality at the expense of ultimate issues

and long-term consequences? Am I an agent of tle shorter
or longer cycles ofdecline or oftheir reversal? Am I part of
the problem or part of the solution?

The solution, of course, lies in self-transcendence,

and psychic conversion is a conversion of the censorship

that admits or refuses to admit those imaginal materials
that are needed for insight, reflection, and decision - for
intellectual, rational, and moral self-transcendence.55 It is
a conversion of the preconscious collaboration of imagi-
nation and inteltigence through which the materials are

presented out ofwhich I can make a work ofart out of my
own life. It is the condition of the possibility of dramatic
artistry in the third stage of meaning, that is, in that stage

in which such artistry is strictly dependent upon self-ap-

propriation.
Much work witl have to be done to relate the notion

of psychic conversion to the depth-psychological systems

of Freud and Jung. That work will reveal the significance
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and necessity of a correct position on self-transcendence
if one wants to understand the human psyche.56 But my
task at present is not to construct this elaboration, but to
proceed to ttre question of the relation that obtains be-
tween psychic conversion as foundational and the inter-
pretation of imaginal expression.

The relationship can be succinctly stated: come to
know as existential subject the contingent figures, the struc-
ture, the process, and the archetypal and anagogic sponta-
neity of your own psyche, and you will come into posses-
sion of an expanding base and an intelligible pattern
illuminating the imaginal counterparts of spiritual desire
that come to expression in those texts that originate from
and are meant to be responded to on the psychological
and literary levels of expression. That is: (r) appropriate
tle relationships that obtain among the levels of conscious-
ness57 as Lonergan has delineated these levels; (z) discover
the relationship between the syrnbolizations of your own
psyche and t}te authentic or inauthentic orientation ofyour
intellecrual, rational, and exisrential intentionaliry; (3) dis-
tinguish the modalities of these symbols and their respec-
tive meanings as either personal or archetypal or anagogic;
(4) and you will be able to understand imaginal expres-
sion as the psychic correlative of some differentiation of
the polymorphic intellectual and existential consciousness
of human subiectivity as this consciousness either remains
faithful to the exigences of intentionality or departs fiom
the desire to know and the desire for the genuine good.

If psychic conversion is as foundational as intellec-
tual conversion, it will stand in the same relationship to
the task of interpretarion as does the affirmation of the
positions on knowing, the real, and obiectivity. Moreover,
I believe that psychic conversion will be the instrument
through which moral and religious conversion are able to
assume their own foundational stance alongside intellec-
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tual conversion as the existential condition of the possibil-
ity of scientific interpretation. For it is through psychic

conversion that one is enabled to appropriate the moral
and religious dimensions of one's own consciousness.V/hat
one comes to through such an appropriation is not simply
a further set of positions that can be set over against basic

antitheses. Rather, one arrives at an explanatory unfold-
ing of the story ofone's own existence as a moral and reli-
gious agent.The story is uncovered in explanatory fashion
because one has reached the standpoint from which one

can, by insight, fix terms and relations by one another'
The insight in question is an insight into the symbols that
elementally and spontaneously proceed fiom one's own
sensitive psyche. The insight grasps the relations that ob-
tain, not only among the various dimensions of these sym-

bols, but also between these symbols and the unfolding of
one's intentionality as an intelligent and existential being-
in-the-world. The insight is verified as one tries it out. And
the verified insight enters the constitution of the habitual
intellectual, moral, and religious orientations that one

adopts as a subiect. The orientations provide an expand-
ing base for the interpretation of the imaginal expressions

of others, because these others too are dlmamic unities-
in-tension of sensitive psychological consciousness and
intentionality.Their elemental symbolizing, too, is the sen-

sitive psychological counterpart and complement of the
protean notions ofbeing and value. One's universal view-
point is enriched as one comes to know the relations that
obtain between one's sensitive psychological symboliza-
tions and one's intention of being and value. One is able

to move more readily to that interpretation of imaginal
expression that explains such expression as the psycho-

logical correlative ofwhat could be, or is meant to be, not
simply affirmed or denied, but also chosen or rejected. One

understands syrnbolic language as complementary on the
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psychic level to the differentiations ofthe notions ofbeing
and value achieved by the subject ofsuch language. Psychic
conversion thus enters into the dialectical base of
interpretation, and finds its most direct relevance to inter-
pretation when one is treating texts that are already writ-
ten in the symbolic mode, texts whose expression, then,
originates from and is intended to be responded to on the
prescienrific levels of human expression.

The Sublation of Structuralism into
Interpretation

I conclude with a few methodological suggestions regard-
ing the dialectic of structuralism and hermeneutics and
with a tentative claim that psychic conversion may per-
haps be relevant ro the debate.

'Structuralism,' it would seem, like 'existentialism,'
is a term that is used to refer to markedly different meth-
odologies and ideologies. For Jean Piaget, structuralism is
a study of systems of transformations-under-laws, where
'the structure is preserved or enriched by the interplay of
its transformation laws, which never feld results external
to the system nor employ elements that are external to it.
In short, the notion of structure is comprised of three key
ideas: the idea of wholeness, the idea of transformation,
and the idea of self-regulation.'58 Unless I am mistaken,
however, the structuralism of Piager differs notably from
that of Claude livi-Strauss, for whom the systems in ques-
tion result not at all from the terms within the system, but
solely from the differences among the terms, the differen-
tial elements; for whom, moreover, this sysrem of differ-
ences exists only on an axis of simultaneities that is to be
sharply distinguished from an axis of successions or alter-
nations; and for whom, finally, the unconscious nature of
the systems, their existence and functioning on a

4
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nonhistorical level of the mind, leads to the development
of an anti-humanistic and anti-hermeneutical philosophy
for which genetic growth is an arbitrary notion, culture is
reduced to nature, and 'the ultimate goal of the human
sciences [is] not to constitute but to dissolve man.'59
Piaget's notion of structure as it functions operatively in
his thought corresponds quite well, it seems, to that ex-
pressed by Lonergan when he speaks of human knowing
as a formally dynamic structure.6o The principal differ-
ence between this notion and that of Gvi-Srauss seems

to be with respect to the relative priority of synchronic
and diachronic relations within the totality.The conflict of
Levi-Suaussian structuralism with hermeneutics seems to
be rooted in the priority assigned by the former to uncon-
scious, automatically functioning, and codified relations
of simultaneity at the expense of genetically or dialecti-
cally unfolding relations that permit a semantic compre-
hension.

'What perhaps has not been sufficiendy acknowledged
by the hermeneutic protagonists in the debate, however, is

the relevance to semantic understanding of the notion of
structure i*elf as diachronic. It would seem, too' from my
admittedly limited reading of efforts at structural exege-

sis, that the functioning notion of structure that is fie-
quently employed is not the generalized structuralism of
synchronicity that is featured, for example, in livi-Srauss's
The Saaage Mind, but is, rather, germane to the notion of
a formally dynamic and diachronic structure that seems

to be the functioning notion in Piagel's Structuralism.Yaia-
tions on the conflict appear when L6vi-Strauss indicates
that the differences between 'primitive' classifications and
modern science are a function, not of different stages of
mental development, but of different synchronic levels of
knowledge;61 while those who hold the contrary view do
not dispense with structural relations among levels ofcon-
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scious performance, but rather arrange the structure in a
diachronic fashion that accounts for genuine develop-
ment.62 I-6vi-Strauss's option is picked up and applauded
by John Dominic Crossan, for whom what matters are'cer-
tain witnesses for change without progress and for evolu-
tion without improvement,'63 and for whom 'evolutionary
progress is simply a piece of major Western arrogance.'64
But it would seem that, if hermeneurics is to continue ro
dispute the claims that arise from l-evi-Suaussian brands
of structuralism - claims that are not simply exegetical
and so relevant to lower-blade techniques, but meta-
methodological and so affecting the upper blade of the
universal viewpoint and of t}re levels and sequences of
expression hermeneutical understanding will have to
incorporate into its procedures the explanatory perspective
of formally dynamic and diachronic structures, and to point
out to proponents of structuralism that it is in fact a

diachronic notion of structure that they frequently are
employing and should employ if they wish to correlate
structure and meaning.

Among the imaginal expressions for whose interpre-
tation psychic conversion may be foundational are nara-
tives. Narratives have also been the focus of much struc-
turalist exegesis. If I am correct in my claim regarding the
foundational role of psychic conversion, one of the ele-
ments that it provides the interpreter is the possibility of
an explanatory understanding ofstories. But the base that
is psychic conversion is itself an explanatory understand-
ing of one's own storyi and that understanding, as it
emerges from the attentive, intelligent, reasonable, and
responsible negotiation of one's own elemental symboliz-
ing, is a matter of fixing in a diachronic manner the terms
and relations of one's own spontaneous symbolic system,
and the terms and relations that obtain between this sys-
tem and one's intelligent, reasonable, and responsible in-
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tentionality. The symbolic system is structured; so is in-
tentionality; and so, finally, is the interaction of symboliz-
ing and intending. But the structuring in each case is
diachronic. And the story ttlat is told by the symbolic slstem
is the story of one's own development or reversal, both of
which are revealed precisely in the diachronic structuring of
the relations that obtain among the terms of the rystem.

The question arises, then, whether the transposition
of structuralism from the field of linguistics to that of hu-
man studies does not inevitably introduce into the very
notion of structure a diachronic primacy that perhaps can
be dispensed with in linguistics. Structuralism changes its
own very structure when it becomes a methodological tool
for the study of human relations. And surely, structural-
ism is changed with my proposal or tentative suggestion of
a diachronic comprehension of narrative. But hermeneutics
has been changed no less. The hermeneutics of narrative
becomes, on the basis of psychic conversion, explanatory
understanding of the diachronic structure of a story. It
becomes a matter of fixing terms and relations by one an-
other, on the basis of one's knowledge of the terms and
diachronic relations that obtain in one's own story. The
relations are those of emergence, of development, of con-
version, of decline, of reversal, of breakdown. Perhaps
through the complementary mediations of the self that are
intentionality analysis and psychic self-appropriation, one
comes into possession ofthe ground theme ofevery story.
And perhaps what psychic conversion specifically provides
the interpreter is foundational familiarity with that ground
theme as it is expressed on t}te very imaginal level of con-
sciousness from which the narratives one is studying have
emerged.

It may be, then, that the hermeneutics of narrative is
best understood as a diachronic structuralism. It is cer-
tainly uue that in such an understanding our notions both
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of hermeneutics and of sructuralism would be changed.
But such change is precisely what happens in any dialectic
in which the tension of the opposites is not prematurely
displaced.

A dialectic is a concrete unfolding of linked
but opposed principles of change. Thus, there
will be a dialectic, if (r) there is an aggregate of
events ofa determinate character, (z) the events
may be traced to either or both of two prin-
ciples, (i) the principles are opposed yet bound
together, and (4) they are modified by the
changes that successively result from them.65

Such a notion of dialectic seems to support my still quite
tentative suggestion that the hermeneutics of narrative
might itself be profitably understood in terms of a

diachronic application of transformed structuralist insiglrts.

y Conclusion

The intention and scope of this paper have been deliber-
ately quite limited. All that I have attempted to do is to
indicate what I understand to be the relation between my
work on psychic conversion and Lonergan's positions in
Insight and Method in Theologg on the relation of founda-
tions to interpretation. I am quite confident that I-onergan's
hermeneutic theory is of crucial importance to contem-
porary debates in the fields of both literary criticism and
hermeneutics. I-onergan provides, I believe, access to a

quite unique reinstatement of the subiect as center of the
interpretive process. I do not believe that his position is

subject to the critiques of Cartesian and Husserlian sub-
jectivity that have influenced many of the most influential
literary and hermeneutical tleories. And I do believe that
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his understanding ofthe relation between foundations and
interpretation can do much to resolve the present impasse
that these disciplines seem to have reached.

Nonetheless, I do not intend this paper as an attempt
to argue these beliefs. I have explicitly limited myself to
indicating the complementary relation of psychic conver-
sion to Lonergan's foundations, as these foundations im-
pinge on the tasks of interpretation. Moreover, before
I-onergan's position on hermeneutics can be fruitfully re-
lated to contemporary debates in literary criticism and
interpretation theory, the relations between his notion of
the dialectic of the subject which constitutes his explicit
foundations and the dialectics of community and culture
which relate these foundations to society will have to be
articulated in a manner which shows the pertinence of these
relations to theories ofliterary criticism and hermeneutics.
The present paper indicates simply and exclusively the
grounds from which I believe anyone convinced of the cru-
cial importance of l-onergan's position on the subject would
enter the present discussion in these fields. And no doubt
before one would be able to make any impact on these
fields, one would have had to demonstrate a grasp ofthe
issues at stake in the current debates.These are all proiects
yet to be undertaken. But I hope the present paper con-
tributes to the basic positions from which further dialogue
and dialectic in these areas may proceed.

Theologt and Culure
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Notes

I See Bernard I-onergan, fasiglr (see above, chapter r, note zo)
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2 Robert M. Doran , Psychic Coaaersion atd Theological Foutda-
abns (see above, chapter r, note 9).

3 latetga$ Insight j68-7Jlt9z-9t

4 Bernard Lonerga4 Method it Theologt (see above, chapter r,
note r)

5 '[fln any philosophy, it is possible to distinguish beMeen its
cognitional theory and, on the other hand, its pronouncements on
metaphysical, ethical, and theological issues. I-et us name tie cogni-
tional theory the basis, and the other pronouncements dre expansion.

'... [T]he inevitable philosophic component immanent in the
formulation ofcognitional theory will be either a basic position or else

a basic counterposition.
'h will be a basic position (r) if the real is the conctete urdverse

ofbeing and not a subdivision of the "already out there now"; (z) if the
subiect becomes known when it affirms itself intelligendy and reason-

ably and so is not known yet in any prior "existential" state; and (l) if
obiectiviry is conceived as a consequence ofintelligent inquiry and criti-
cal reflection, and not as a properry ofvital anticipation, extoversion,
and setisfaction-

'On the otier hand, it will be a basic counterposition, if it con-
tradicts one or more of dre basic positions.' l-nnergan' lnsight 387-88/

4t),-t\.

6 lbid. 53o-3r,/554.

7 Ibid. 53rl554.

8 Bernard l-onergan, 'Irurgr, Revisited,' in A Second Collection
(see above, chapter ;, note 1) 275.

9 l-nrrergat, Insight 1151558.

Lo lbid. 5791561-'.
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rl Ibid.53zl15y.

12 rbid. 92J56.

t1 lbid,- t4rtt66.

14 lbid. 54e157o.

15 Ibid. 548/57,.

t6 lbid. 517557.

l7 On image, symbol, and sign, see ibid. jrl-t4tt7-t8.

tB lbid. 514/557-58.

19 lbid. 54r15e4.

20 rbid.54157r-72.

2r lbid. 548-491s72. Emphasis added.

22 This distinction appeas frequently in David Tracy's discus-
sions ofinterpretation. See, for example, 71e Aulogicol Imagination (see
above, chapter 7, note 14) rzo, afld the texs teferred to in the same book
on r4t, note 57.

23 l-onergan, Insight 64t5e7.

2a tbid. 5e45u.

25 rbid. 5eltsat

26 rbid. 5e5t5t9.

27 tbid.6el5t9.

28 lbid. 5671s9o.

2e lbid.

30 Ibid. t78l6oo-6or.
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3l Ibid. s8r/ro+.

32 tbid. 5t5teoe.

33 Ibid. 5ty'6o4. Emphasis added.

34 See Frederick Crowe,'An Exploration of Lonergan's New
Notioo ofvalue,' .S.ience et Esprit z9:.z (1977) rzr-4r; see also Robert M.
Doran,'Subiect, Psyche, andTheology's Foundalions' (see.bove, chap-

ter r, note rr).

35 On the two phases of theology, see I-onetgan, Method in
Theologt r11, r4o.

36 rbid- ret.

17 l-nnerga1 Insighr 51o-3Il554, emphasis added.

38 l-nrrergao, M"thod inTheologt z9z.

39 rbid. ,44.

40 Ibid.,53.

4t Ibid.,54.

42 lbid. ,7o.

43 Ibid. rt6.

44 lbid.49-6o.

45 rbid. ,ro.

46 Ibid. ,6r.

47 Ibid., quoting Friedrich Schlegel's description ofthe classic

a8 Ibid. ,+2.

4e Ibid. rss.
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50 See the section'srages of Meaning'in ibid. 8189.

5l Ibid. t53.

52 1993 note: It is important that I not be interpreted as claiming
that tie natural desire ro see God or what in the next chapter will be
called the notion of rranscendent mystery is a fifth-level notion. My
references to the 'fifth level ofconsciousness' in Theohg3t and the Dialec-
tics oJ Historjt have been so interpreted by Michael Vertin, in his article
'I-onergan on Consciousness: Is Ttrere a Frfttl*vel?', Method: Journal
oJ Lonergan Studies rz (1994). I have never held that what in some writ-
ings I call a fifth level ofconsciousness is a ,rorro, in Lonergan's sense of
rhat term. lvhar I call the notion of transcendent mystery is idendcal
witi what in De ezre rupettaturali ('foronto: Regis College edition, r97r)
I-onergan calls the obedienrial potency for the absolutely supernatural,
or again wirh what I-onergan calls the natural desire to see God (Co,//rc-
,ion, chapter i), or with what in Method in Theologt he calls the tran-
scendent exigence. ft is identified in Theologt afid the Dialectics of His-
tor! as'an obediential potency for the self-communication of God in
revelation and gmce, for the self-communication rhar begins to fulfill
the transcendent exigence drat consciousness is.'It is true that, as Vertin
notes, my references to the fifth level tn Theology and the Dialectics of
I{islory are less clear than they are in the ot}rer writing thatVertin inter-
prets (correcdy) and criticizes, 'Consciousness ar,d Grace' (Method:

Journal oJ lr'nergan Studies r.z, 1991,5r-75), where the fifth level is clearly
the inchoate sarr'sJracrr'oz of that natural exigence, and so is grace. But
Theologg and the Dialectics of Histort itself speaks of the fifth level as a
resting ftom the striving of intentional consciousness (3r).

This flote is not meant in any way to detract from the value of
Vertin's article; he has made a serious conrtibution to clearing up a
decisive issue. But he has not interprered correctly my position in ,n e-
ology and the Dialectics of History.Whathe has in facr called our atren-
tion to is the significance of the hermeneutical canon ofresidues (,r-
sight 6\-6). Theolog! and the Dialectics oJ Hisro4,, took ten yeats to write.
In the course of that time my rhought on rhis issue developed, but the
articulation did not always keep pace. Earlier passages were not always
rewritten, perhaps rhe shift in viewpoint was not clearly noticed, or ifit
was noticed, the earlier articulation was not adequarely corrected. Ar
no pointr however) would I have answered'Yes' to the question, Is what
you are calling the fifth level of consciousness a notion in I-onergan's
sense of that rerm? Perhaps I may offer the hermeneuric key that the
passages that speak of a nolion of tmnscendent mystery) as defined
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above, were \- tten rather late in the process. May I point out as well
that the lack of clarity thatVertin correctly finds in some ofmy expres-

sions on this issue also affects the following statement of Lonergan
himself: 'conversion ... is total surrender to the demands of the human
spirit: be attentive, be intelligent, be reasonable, be responsible, be in
love.' Method in Theologjt 268.

53 Ibid. 14

54 On the notion ofdefensive circles, see l-nrtergan, Insight :,:,8l

141

55 On the censorship, see ibid. 189-96/212-zo. On the shorter and
longer cycles of declin e, ibid. zzz-t\lt47-9. On the relation of the dialectic
of communiry to the dialectic of the subject, ibid. zr8l241.

56 For tire pertinence of Paul Ricoeur's study ofFreud to the
profect I envision, see Robelt M. Doran, Subject and Psyche (see above,
chapter r, note u) chapter 3.The basic dialectic with Jung will be over
the issue of a distinction to be drawn among the orders of elemental
symbols. I have found quite helpful Northrop Frye's discussion of ar-
chetlpal and anagogic s)rynbols. See his Anammy of Criticism: Four Es-

says (Princeton: Princeton Universiry Press) 9t-r28. For the rudiments
of my psychological use of this distinction, see my papel 'Aesthetic
Subiectivity and Generalized Empirical Method' (see above, chapter r,

note 27).

57 199l note: Arr e*rmple of ttte lack ofclariry thatVertin picked

up on (see above, note ;z) and that grounded his interpretation can be
given here: the original version of this paper had 'tle five levels of in-
tentional consciousness.' Tltere are four, not five, levels of intentional
consciousness (see above, chapter ro).

58 Jean Piaget, Srzcraralrsrz (NewYork: Basic Books, r97o) 5

59 Claude Iivi-Stra uss, The Satnge Mind (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1971) 247.

60 I-onergan, 'Cognitional Structure,'in Collection (see above,
chapte! 9, note 9) 206.

6l l-et i-St ar"", The Saooge Mind ry
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63 John Domiaic Cro ssan, Tfu Darh Intental:Ti*tatds aThcohgt
o/Srory (Niles, IL: Argus Commuoications, r97t) 27.
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14 Psychic Conversion and Lonergan's
Hermeneutics

r Introduction

In an important section of }],is Anatomlt of Criticism'
Northrop Frye writes: 'ff]here are two fundamental move-
ments of narrative: a cyclical movement within the order
ofnature, and a dialectical movement from that order into
the apocalyptic world above.'He notes that'the movement
to the demonic world below is very rare, because a con-
stant rotadon within the order of nature is demonic in it-
self.'l

Such an observation has a ground in the critic's own
differentiation of desire, the desire that Frye maintains is

the center of the order of words,2 and, further, in the critic's
sensitive appropriation of that differentiation.l W'hat Frye
expresses here is also the fundamental element in my cri-
tique of the Jungian hermeneutic of archetlpal symbol-
ism. ForJung does not distinguish the two narrative move-
ments of which Frye speaks, but collapses the elementally
meaningful symbols of the narrative of the individuating
subject into a 'constant rotation within the order of na-
rure.'Without descending to the demonic world below, Jung
plays with the demonic in the world of the here and now.
Constant rotation is symbolized for Jung in the mandala,
the symbol of wholeness. Thus Erich Neumann, one of
the most creative and original thinkers in the Jungian

119
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school, writes, 'So long as man shall exist, perfection will
continue to appear as the circle, the sphere, and the round,
and the Personal Deity who is suffrcient unto himselt and
the self who has gone beyond the opposites, will reappear
in the image of the round, the mandala.'aThe mandala is
the self beyond the opposites, and that self is the image of
the primal deity sufficient unto itself. But the restriction
of the self to constant rotation in the order of nature is a

rejection of the apocalyptic movement to the world above,
a repudiation of the supernatural,5 and, precisely as such,
a choice for the demonic. The identification of such a re-
suicted self with the image of God is an apotheosis of t}le
self, not as the mystery of divinization by grace, but as the
my'th that expresses acquiescence to the primordial temp-
tation, 'You shall be as gods.'6

The position in Jung's work can be advanced, and
the counterposition reversed, by realizing that the conflict
of opposites must be differentiated into two distinct real-
izations ofthe single but complex notion ofdialectic.TThere
are various dialectics of contraries, among which is the
dialectic of consciousness and the unconscious. Jung re-
mains one of *re most asrute guides to their negotiation.
But there is also the dialectic of contradictories between
good and evil.The entire series of dialectics of contraries
can reach with God's grace an ever precarious integrity
beyond that tendency of our sinful nature to disequi-
librium8 which theology calls concupiscence. But the dia-
lectic ofconuadictories cannot be resolved by ambitioning
an integrity beyond its opposite poles. For here there is
'not a suuggle between any opposites whatever but the
very precise opposition between authenticity and
unauthenticity.'q The ambition to resolve this dialectic
through an integration of good and evil is precisely what
constitutes the essence of the demonic. To choose con-
stant rotation within the order of nature when invited to

44()
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acquiesce to the movement of grace represented in the
anagogic slmbolization of the movement to 'the apoca-
lyptic world above' is, in Bernard I-onergan's terms, to
refuse to surrender to the relentless transformation of'the
integrator' by 'the operator.'lo In this case the operator is
not only the natural desire for what cannot be achieved
within the resources of nature, but also the supelnatural
gift ofgrace responding to nature's yearnings. And the re-
fusal is no integration ofgood and evil; it is choice ofcon-
stant rotation within a presently achieved flexible circle of
ranges of schemes of recurrence, when the invitation to a
supernaturally transformed finality is to transcend the circle
to a new and higher integration effected by an 'otherworldly
love.' Such a choice

rests on man's proud content to be iust a man,
and its tragedy is that, on the present supposi-
tion ofa supernatural solution, to be just a man
is what man cannot be. If he would be truly a

man, he would submit to the unrestricted de-
sire and discover the problem of evil and af-
firm *re existence of a solution and accept the
solution that exists. But if he would be only a
man, he has to be less. He has to forsake the
openness of the pure desire; he has to take ref-
uge in the counterpositions; he has to develop
what counterphilosophies he can to save his
dwindling humanism from further losses; and
there will not be lacking men clear-sighted
enough to grasp that the issue is between God
and man, logical enough to grant that intelli-
gence and reason are orientated towards God,
ru* ess enough to summon to their aid the
dark forces of passion and of violence.l I
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This is not to negate, but to relativize, the mandala
as s).rnbol of the flexible circle of ranges of schemes of
recurrence. The mandala is a legitimate elemental sym-
bolization of a temporary integration of the various dia-
lectics of contraries that consolidate human development.
It becomes demonic when it is willed as constant rotation,
and so when it becomes the symbol ofa consolidated re-
sistance against the transformative dynamism of 'the op-
erator.' rWhat is good is the process of ever higher organ!
zations of the dialectics of contraries resultant from the
fact that we are incarnate spirits. rJ7hat is evil is the dis-
placement ofthese dialectics in one direction or the other,
the capitulation to the tendency of sinful nature to
disequilibrium. And what is demonic is the choice of a

constant rotation within that sinful nature, against the pres-
sure of the heightened tension consequent upon the fact
that the solution to the problem of evil is supernatural.

Now the foregoing comments began with an obser-
vation on the foundations of a particular judgment on
imaginal expression made by one of the foremost literary
critics of our time. They moved to a critique of the
hermeneutics of imaginal expression offered by a particu-
lar school of depth psychology that lacks precisely those
foundations. But the positive observation on Frye and the
cririque of Jung are both based in the work of Bernard
Lonergan, and witness to my conviction that the signifi-
cance of Lonergan's work for the hermeneutics of imagi-
nal expression in general and literary criticism in particu-
lar is as great as is the importance of his work for under-
standing and developing philosophic positions and for
understanding and reversing philosophic counterpositions.
That the work of Lonergan can ground a critique and re-
orientation ofdepth psychology has been a constant theme
in most of my work. The connection of the synbols stud-
ied by depth psychology with the literary universe mapped
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out by Frye would lead us to suspect that I-onergan's sig-
nificance for a hermeneutic ofall imaginal expression, in-
cluding literary, is far-reaching and momentous.

I cannot develop here a full Lonergan-inspired
hermeneutics of the symbolic. I will argue, though, that
there are grounds in the principal elements ofLonergan's
theory of interpretation for a hermeneutics of the imagi-
nal that might enable someone someday to write the gen-

eralized poetics that has occupied hermeneutic thinkers at
least from Dilthey to Ricoeurll2 and that the notion of
psychic conversion that I have tried to develop on the
grounds of Lonergan's work might provide an important
ingredient in the foundations of a Lonergan-inspired
hermeneutics of imaginal expression. I will first review what
I regard as the elements in I-onergan's notion of interpre-
tation that I think would be the most important facets of
his thought for the development of a generalized poetics.

Second, I will show the connection of psychic conversion
with these elements.Third,I will apply the position worked
out in these two sections to several examples. This final
section will suggest how a I-onergan-inspired poetics might
reflect back on the Jungian hermeneutics of syrnbolic ex-
pression, to reorient its account ofthe sequences of imagi-
nal expression in the direction of a hermeneutics of the
s)rynbolic expressions of the emergence of consciousness
as transcendental notion of being, of the good, and of ab-
solute mystery.l3 I had hoped to conclude with a further
development that I will have to postpone due to dre length
of the paper. But I cannot resist at least mentioning it,
especially since it has influenced my interpretation of the
hermeneutic rheory of Insight.

I-onergan first treats interpretation in a chapter de-
voted to metaphysics. The first sentence of this chapter
begins with a statement of his intention to meet Hegel's

challenge that philosophers 'not only ... account for their
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own views but also ... explain t}te existence of contrary
convictions and opinions.'ta And the last sentence of the
chapter states that the challenge has been met in a way
quite distinct from that of Hegel himself. I propose that
we are to interpret I-onergan on the interpretation of dif-
ferentiations of the notion of being and the interpretation
ofthe symbolic expressions ofthese differentiations as of-
fering tlre heuristic structure of a history of the being of
meaning, a history that has to be contrasted not only with
Hegel's dialectical necessitarianism, but also with
Heidegger's poetic meditations on the destiny of Being
mediated in the temporal appropriation of Being in the
Verstehen of Daseln. This proposal is confirmed by the first
two sections of Method inTheolog.,'s chapter on communi-
cations, treating respectively 'Meaning and Ontology' and
'Common Meaning and Ontology.'15

z Lonergan's Hermeneutics and the
Interpretation of Irnaginal and Literary
Expression

The hermeneutics of Insight has a philosophic finality. It
would show how 'the historical series ofphilosophies would
be regarded as a sequence of contributions to a single but
complex goal.'I6That goal is the self-appropriation ofthe
polymorphism of human consciousness. It is grounded in
the self-affirmation of consciousness as empirical, intelli-
gent, and rational notion of being.The implementation of
tlre philosophical hermeneutics of Insight would yield a

phenomenology of spirit, where spirit is notion of being.
The phenomenology would represent philosophy's appro-
priation of its own genesis, an appropriation at once con-
crete, historical, dialectical, and as with Hegel's Phenom-
enology, partly foundational of further development in
oratione recta. When integrated with the later sea change
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that became functional specialization, it would be differ-
entiated into the essential elements of the first five func-
tional specialties of a methodical philosophy.

The pertinence of the hermeneutics of Insight,hovt-
ever, extends beyond its explicit objective. Both the base
and the objective of the hermeneutic theory lie in the ap-
propriation of the polymorphriz of human consciousness.
Most directly for the concerns of Insight, of course, this
polymorphism is the source ofdiverse and conflicting cog-
nitional theories, so that there is possible a hermeneutic
'general theorem to the effect that any philosophy, whether
acrual or possible, will rest upon the dlmamic structure of
cognitional activity either as correctly conceived or as dis-
torted by oversights and by mistaken orientadons.'17 But
if we direct our self-appropriating attention to the poly-
morphism as such, in the light of the correct conception
of the dynamic structure of cogrritional activity, we will
find a clue to the understanding and evaluation of
extraphilosophic utterances and texts as well. In fact, if
not in explicit intention, the hermeneutic theory of Izsrgftr
is a development of a position on'a single base'from which
not only 'any philosophy' but any nonphilosophic text as

well 'can be interpreted correctly.'18
That single base is human desire, the same desire

that for Northrop Frye is the 'center of tlte order of words.'
Its limits, Frye says, are'not the real, but the conceivable,
...the world of fulfilled desire emancipated from all anxi-
eties and frustrations.'1e By differentiating \./ithin that poly-
morphic desire, first a notion of being, and then a notion
ofvalue, and by understanding both ofthese as manifesta-
tions of a 'natural desire to see God,' a transcendent
exigence, I-onergan turns Frye's'self-contained literary
universe'20 into an intentional strucrure, an order that is
only provisionally centripetal. It is centripetal as a region
of withdrawal, but the withdrawal is for the sake of a re-
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turn to'concrete living in its concrete potentialities.'21 Art,
including literary art, thus becomes, without the
instrumentalization of didacticism, a 're-creation of the lib-
erty ofthe subiect, the recognition of the freedom of con-
sciousness' beyond environrnental or neurobiological
determinisms.22 It enables us to explore 'the full freedom
of our ways of feeling and perceiving'23 beyond all
instrumentalizations of experience.

Potentially emergent from the implementation of the
hermeneutic theory of Insight, then, is a phenomenology,
a phenomenology not only of the explicit philosophic
achievements and mistakes of humankind, but also of other
constructions of the human spirit, including artistic and
imaginal literary constructions. To emphasize the
hermeneutics of Insight as a source for literary criticism is

not to take an unnecessary detour around the path that
would lead most directly to our obiective. This is clear al-
ready from the fact that Lonergan begins his discussion of
hermeneutics with 'a genetic account of the radical mean-
ing of mystery and mlth, of their significance and func-
tion, of the grounds of their emergence, survival, and dis-
appearance.'24 The path to our obiective, I believe, will be
smoothed by complementing Lonergan's hermeneutics in
Insight not only with the further differentiations found in
his later work, but also with the position on psychic con-
version. But it is the hermeneutics precisely oflnszgftr that
provides the essential point of articulation of the position
on psychic conversion with I-onergan's theory ofinterpre-
tation, even if the essential advances of Method in Theologt
have to be included in any complete account.

!flhat makes lzsrgft, a particularly apt vehicle for de-
veloping a hermeneutics of the imaginal and for articulat-
ing psychic conversion with I-onergan's position is the fact
that there is explicit attention paid throughout lzsight, and
in particular in the treatment of interpretation, to the dia-
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lectical unity in tension of psyche and intentionaliry. The
notion of being and the principle of correspondence be-
tween the operators of intellectual and psychic develop-
ment constitute the major conributions of Insight to a
hermeneutics of the imaginal. Moreover, as we will see,
the dialectic within consciousness between the spirit and
the sensitive psyche is the basic element in the explication
ofpsychic conversion. For it is the causa cognoscendi of rhe
more radical dialectic of consciousness and the uncon-
scious. This dialectical unity in tension is, I think, more
presupposed than explicitly adverted to throughout Method
inTheology.

The basic notion in the hermeneutics of Insight,rhen,
is the notion of being.lVhen coupled with Merftodt notion
of value, with the transcendent exigence, and with the
soteriological differentiation of consciousness created by
the divine response to that exigence of our nature, it
grounds a semantics of desire and fulfillment that consti-
tutes the upper blade of a generalized hermeneutics for
reconstructing the constructions of the human spirit
through which the world has been mediated and consti-
tuted by meaning. To this upper blade there can evefiu-
ally be added, as I will argue in the next section, a psychic
or imaginal complement, a semantics of uanscendental
imagination as sensorium oftranscendence, that will greatly
aid interpretation ofliterary texts. But the addition is pos-
sible in virtue of the principle of correspondence already
explained by Lonergan. And this principle implies that the
semantics of imagination would contribute as well to the
interpretation even ofphilosophic texts. For it would en-
able the interpreter to understand and express what would
be the sensitive appropriation on the part of the author
being interpreted of what that author thought was intell!
gently grasped and reasonably affirmed in the positions or
counterpositions ofhis orherphilosophic expressions.That
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is to say, there is an archetlpal, figurative, mlthic reso-
nance even to those expressions that have their source,
not in the sensitive psyche, but 'in a reflectively tested in-
telligent ordering of experiential elements' or 'in the addi-
tion of acts of will, such as wishes and commands, to intel-
lectual and rational knowledge,' and that are meant to be
responded to 'on the three levels of experience, insight,
and judgment, or . .. not only on the three cognitional lev-
els but also in the practical manner tlat includes an act of
will.'25 Hermeneutics is a theory of interpretation of both
literary and post-literary ranges ofexpression, and a theory
ofboth intellectual and evaluative or transformative inter-
pretation of these texts. In all ofttrese applications, its upper
blade entails l-onergan's transcendental notions and the
principle of correspondence between these notions and
the sensitive psyche. I-onergan's 'single base ofoperations'
remains the ultimate foundation, even with the comple-
ment of psychic conversion, for from this base is derived,
by the principle of correspondence between sensitive de-
sire and the notions of being, value, and transcendence,
the criterion for distinguishing symbolic expressions of
positions from symbolic expressions of counterpositions,
and for locating with precision the relative placing of the
levels and sequences of expression.

Thus imaginal expression is to be interpreted, in pure
formulations,26 as the sensitive appropriation of the par-
ticular differentiations of the higher notions attained and
symbolized by the author whose text is being interpreted.
Discourse that unfolds on, and that is meant to be re-
sponded to on, the psychological levels of expression as

contrasted with scientific and philosophical levels, is, then,
the expression of sensitivity's consolidation of and adapta-
tion to the differentiations of the polymorphic set oftran-
scendental notions that the consciousness ofits author has
reached. Insight grornds this affirmation in three steps.

448
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First, it posits a principle of correspondence betlveen the
operator of intellectual development and a psychic opera-
tor. Second, it identifies the operator of intellectual devel-
opment precisely as the notion of being. And third, it lo-
cates in the notion ofbeing both the ground and the ob-
jective of scientific or metlodical interpretation. Let us
consider the third of*rese steps first, since in the last analy-
sis it is the crucial factor.

The notion ofbeing is the ground of scientific inter-
pretation, in that the upper blade of appropriate
hermeneutic performance has two components, both of
which are based in the notion of being. The first compo-
nent regards meaning, and it consists of 'the assertion that
the protean notion of being is differentiated by a series of
genetically and dialecrically related unknowns'27 that are
to become known precisely through methodical interpre-
tation. That is, first, the universe of meanings consists of

the full range of possible combinations (r) of
experiences and lack of experience (z) of in-
sights and lack of insight $) of judgments and
of failures to judge, and (4) of the various ori-
entations of the polymorphic consciousness of
man.28

And, second,

in the measure that one grasps the structure of
this protean notion ofbeing, one possesses the
ground from which one can proceed to the
content and context of every meaning. In the
measure that one explores human experience,
human insights, human reflections, and human
poll,rnorphic consciousness, one becomes ca-
pable, when provided with the appropriate dam,
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of approximating to the content and context
of the meaning of any given expression.29

The second component of the upper blade concerns ex-
pression itself, and it lies in'the assertion that there is a

genetic process in which modes of expression move to-
wards their specialization and differentiation on sharply
distinguishable levels.'3o But the source of the notion ofa
sequence of expressions on distinct levels is the notion of
being. That is to say, first, that there are different levels of
expression insofar as the expression has its source

(r) simply in the experience of the speaker, as

in an exclamation, or (z) in artistically ordered
experiential elements, as in a song, or (1) in a

reflectively tested intelligent ordering of expe-
riential elements, as in a statement of fact, or
(4) in the addition ofacts of will, such as wishes
and commands, to intellectual and rational
knowledge.

In turn, the hearer or reader may be in-
tended to respond (r) simply on the experien-
tial level in an intersubjective reproduction of
the speaker's feelings, mood, sentiments, im-
ages, associations, or (z) both on the level of
experience and on the level of insight and con-
sideration, or (3) on the three levels of experi-
ence, insight, and iudgment, or (4) not only on
the three cogrritional levels but also in the prac-
tical manner that includes an act of will.3l

Next,

Besides levels of expression, there also are se-
quences. Development in general is a process
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from the undifferentiated to the differentiated,
from the generic to the specific, from the glo-
bal and awkward to the expert and precise. It
would simpliff enormously the task of the in-
terpreter if, from the beginning of human
speech and writing, there existed and were rec-
ognized the full range of specialized modes of
expression. But the fact is that the specializa-
tions had to be invented, and the use of the
inventions presupposes a corresponding devel-
opment or education ofprospective audiences
or readers.32

The source of the invention of specialized modes of
expression lies in the insights through which the notion of
being is differentiated. And the same notion of being that
grounds hermeneutic method is also its objective.That is,
the canon ofrelevance for a methodical hermeneutics 'de-
mands that the interpreter begin fiom the universal view-
point dnd that his interpretation convey some differentia-
tion of the protean notion of being.' And the canon of ex-
planation demands that this differentiation 'be not descrip-
tive but explanatory. It will aim at relating, not to us, but
to one another, the contents and contexts of t}Ie totaliry of
documents and interpretations.' An explanatory differen-
tiation of the notion of being will thus account for 'the
genetic sequence in which insights gradually are accumu-
lated,' for 'the dialectical alternatives in which accumu-
lated insights are formulated, with positions inviting fur-
ther development and counterpositions shifting their
ground to avoid the reversal they demand,' and for 'the
possibiliry ofthe differentiation and specialization ofmodes
of expression.'33

The notion ofbeing that is the ground and obiective
of adequate interpretation is the authentic orientation of
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human consciousness as the desire to know, as a concrete
and dynamic unity of empirical, intelligent, and rational
operations generating the true iudgrnents in which the real
is known. It is thus the operator of intellectual develop-
ment. And human consciousness is itself a uniry in ten-
sion of the sensitive psyche with the intentionality of the
human spirit. It is the latter element, the spiritual, that
makes of human consciousness a nodon of being, where
'being is (or is thought to be) whatever is (or is thought to
be) grasped intelligently and afftrmed reasonably.'la But

because the integrating activities of the intel-
lectual level and the integrated activities ofthe
sensitive level form a dialectical unity in ten-
sion, it follows G) that *re intellectual activi-
ties are either the proper unfolding of the de-
tached and disinterested desire to know or else

a distorted unfolding due to the interference
of other desires, and (z) that the sensitive ac-

tivities, from which intellectual contents emerge

and in which they are represented, expressed,
and applied, either are involved in the myster-
ies of the proper unfolding or distort these
mysteries into myths.35

The term 'mystery' means for Lonergan the s1,rn-

bolic expression of a position, and the term 'myth' the
symbolic expression of a counterposition.36 The dialecti-
cal unity in tension ofthe psyche and the spirit thus exhib-
its 'a principle ofcorrespondence between otherwise coin-
cidental manifolds on each lower level and systematizing
forms on the next higher level.'Thus 'the principle of dy-
namic correspondence calls for a harmonious orientation
on the psychic level, and from the nature of the case such
an orientation would have to consist in some cosmic di-
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mension, in some intimation of unplumbed depths that
accrued to man's feelings, emotions, sentiments.'37 Thus
imaginal expressions, the elemental meanings found in the

spontaneous symbolizing of the psychic operator, can and
should be interpreted as s)'mbolic of differentiations ofthe
notion of being that is human consciousness. Moreover,
such expressions consolidate these differentiations in the
dialectical unity in tension of the subiect; for

as the cognitional and volitional appropriations
of truth are solidary with each other, so also

they condition and are conditioned by adapta-

tions of human sensibility. Here the basic prob-
lem is to discover the dynamic images that both
correspond to intellectual contents, orienta-
tions, and determinations, yet also possess in
the sensitive field the power to issue forth not
only into words but also into deeds ... [A]s in-
tellectual development occurs through insights
into sensible presentations and imaginative rep-
resentations, so also the intelligent and reason-

able control of human living can be effective
only in the measure that it has at its disposal
the symbols and signs by which it translates its
directives to human sensibility.38

As with the interpretation of the philosophic mean-
ings with which Insight is primarily concerned, tien, so

with the interpretation of elemental symbolic meanings'
'if [one's] understanding is correct, it will provide a differ-
entiation of the protean notion of being, and it will pro-
vide no more.'3e This interpretation will be expressed in
'pure formulations,' that is, in formulations that 'proceed
from the immanent sources of meaning to determine dif-
ferentiations of the protean notion of being.'4o But it will
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be expressed as well in hypothetical expressions that uans-
pose the pure formulation into the equivalent content that
would proceed from the particular viewpoint behind the
expression being interpreted. Knowledge of this particu-
lar viewpoint is a function of one's understanding of the
levels and sequences ofexpression, and so of the differen-
tiation of the notion of being which the author was ca-
pable of expressing. The hypothetical expression must ap-
proximate or coincide with the actual expression being
interpreted, and if it does, it may be pronounced a prob-
able or correct interpretation.

The materials are completely in place, I believe, in
chapter ry of Insighr for a remarkably thorough and illumi-
nating theory regarding the interpretation of elemental
meanings.The principal elements in that theory would be,
first, the position that interpretation in general is to deter-
mine differentiations of the notion of being, and second,
the position that such differentiations would have psychic
correlatives and correspondences in the realms dialecti-
cally differentiated by mystery and mlth. These latter ex-
pressions would be understood as themselves symbolic
precisely of the differentiation of ihe notion of being
reached by the individual whose work is being interpreted.
The history of elemental human symbolizing would be
understood, on such an analysis, as the history of the se-
quences of expression of t}te dialectic of the psyche with
the intentional consciousness that is a notion of being.This
dialectic is the source of the understanding of symbolic
expressions. These expressions are elementally meaning-
ful dramatizations of the successive differentiations of the
notion of being that constitute the history of human con-
sciousness. The understanding of these expressions will
be verbalized in pure formulations to the extent that ir
grasps these expressions precisely as symbolic of the dif-
ferentiation of consciousness itself as a notion of being.
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Such differentiation is, consequently, the ground of the
meaning of s]'rnbolic expression. From the pure formula-
tion the interpretation will proceed to the hypothetical for-
mulation that would correspond to the original speaker's

or writer's context. To the extent that the hypothetical ex-
pression truly matches the real expression, the interpreta-
tion may be iudged to be true.

Wl;at Method in Theology would add to this analysis
is the distinct relevance ofthe notion ofvalue and ofabso-
lute transcendence for an understanding of the heuristic
anticipation that authentic human consciousness is. The
position suggested in the previous paragraph can be ex-
panded in light of Method in Theology, then, by adding to
the expression 'differentiations of the notion of being'the
phrase'or of the notion ofvalue'and the phrase'or of the
transcendent exigence.'Thus, the upper blade of
hermeneutic method becomes the assertion that the no-
tions ofbeing and ofvalue, and the transcendent exigence
of human consciousness, are differentiated by a series of
genetically and dialectically related unknowns. Pure for-
mulations will proceed to determine differentiations of the
notion of being or of the notion of value or of the tran-
scendent exigence. Hypothetical expressions will transpose

the pure formulation into an equivalent content thar will
be appropriate to the original writer's viewpoint not only
as regards being but also as regards value and as regards
transcendent mystery. Correct understanding will provide

a differentiation of the notion of being or of the notion of
value or of the transcendent efgence, and nothing more.
lTithin these notions 'the transition from one differentia-
don to another is the quite determinate and determinable
process' not only of 'changing patterns of experience, ac-
cumulations of insights, and sets of iudgments'41 but also

of decisions and of distinctly religious experience. The
canon of relevance demands that the interpretation con-
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vey some differentiation of either the notion of being or
the notion ofvalue or the transcendent exigence, and the
canon of explanation that the differentiation be explana-
tory. The basic principle by means of which the
hermeneutic theory is applicable to elemental symbolic
meaning is the same dialectical unity in tension of the
psyche and the spirit that was the ground of extending to
tlre psyche the hermeneutic tbeory of Insight For, as re-
gards the notion of value, the apprehension of values oc-
curs in feelings,a2 and these feelings are reciprocally re-
lated to symbols, in that a s)rynbol is an image of a real or
imaginary obiect that evokes a feeling or is evoked by a

feeling.+3 And as regards the transcendent exigence and
its incremental satisfaction in religious experience, we know
already from lzslgir that there is a religiously transformed
universal viewpoint, in which

the solution will be not only a renovation of
will that matches intellectual detachment and
aspiration, not only a new and higher collabo-
ration of intellects through faith in God, but
also a mystery that is at once symbol of the
uncomprehended and sigrr ofwhat is grasped
and psychic force that sweeps living human
bodies, linked in charity, to the joyful, coura-
geous, wholehearted, yet intelligently controlled
performance of the tasks set by a world order
in which the problem of evil is not suppressed
but transcended.44

The principal assertions ofthis section can be stated
succinctly as follows.

First, the position of chapter ry of Insight on the
hermeneutic upper blade of the notion of being, when
combined with the principle of correspondence between
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the operators of intellectual and psychic development,
grounds a hermeneutics of the meanings carried in such
embodimeits as symbols and literary language.

Second, to this upper blade may be added Methods
differentiation of the notion of value and the articulation
of the transcendent exigence whose fulfillment in religious
love is made foundational in Method in Theology.

Third, the principle of correspondence remains in
effect with these further differentiations, so that the mean-
ings carried in these embodiments would be interpreted
as expressing a sensitive appropriation of some differen-
tiation of the nodons of being, value, and transcendence
reached by the one expressing himself or herself in these

carriers of meaning.

The position on the meaning of elemental symbolic ex-
pressions as imaginally correspondent to differentiations
of consciousness as a notion of being, a notion of value,

and a transcendent exigence has radical implications for
the reorientation of depth psychology. A science of the
psyche grounded in the science of intentional conscious-
ness provided by I-onergan would regard the elemental
meanings expressed in the spontaneous symbolic deliver-
ances of the psyche in such events as dreams and other
occurrences at the same level, as symbolic precisely of dif-
ferentiations of consciousness as a notion ofbeing, a no-
tion ofvalue, and a true exigence for unrestricted intelligi-
bility, unconditioned truth, unqualifi ed goodness. Because

of the dialectical uniry in tension of human consciousness
as at once psychic and spiritual, the dream of a human
being, especially if it is archetypal or anagogic, symbolizes
oneself as a more or less differentiated and authentic no-

Psychic Conversion and the Interpretation
of Imaginal Expression

1
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tion of being, of value, of God. Interpreting the dream is
understanding oneself precisely in the differentiations one
has achieved of the notions ofbeing, ofvalue, and ofGod
that one i. Such interpretation of oneself grounds one's
interpretation of the elemental symbolic productions of
others, past and present, as indications of a genetic and
dialectical series of differentiations of rhese notions. A re-
oriented depth psychology thus becomes a dimension of
the upper blade of a methodical hermeneutics.

Such a position on the genuine obiective of depth
psychology can be grounded rather conclusively, I believe,
in what Lonergan has written about the psyche and its
symbols. fnslght grounds the position on the elemental
symbol as a sensitive expression of consciousness as no-
tion of being. This is precisely the significance of the sec-
tion on mystery and m]'th in the chapter devoted to inter-
pretation. Method inTheolngjt unites slrnbols to the notion
of value by the medium of the feelings in which values are
apprehended and with which sy,rnbols stand in a relation-
ship of reciprocal evocation. Method in Theology speaks in
this context of the significance, from a basic point ofview,
ofthe existential approach to rhe interpretation of dreams.45
Finally, as we just have seen, Insight highlights the s],rn-
bolic dimensions ofthe uanscendent exigence and its su-
pernatural fulfrllment, by speaking of the mystery that at
once symbolizes the uncomprehended, signifies our lim-
ited grasp of it, and empowers the life of charity that would
further the reign of God in this world.

!0hat I now must do is relate psychic conversion to
this position. Psychic conversion is a transformation ofthe
subiect, a particular dimension or set of events in the full
conversion process. Its peculiar finality lies in consolidat-
ing the integral and basic dialectic of the subject toward
which each of the other dimensions of conversion - reli-
gious, moral, intellectual makes its proper contribu-
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tion.The integrity of the dialectic ofthe subject is the goal
ofthe entire and precarious process ofconversion. For the
tendency to distort the dialectic of t}re subiect is what is
meant by the theological category 'concupiscence,' and
conversion is the change of direction effected by grace, a

movement away fiom that distortion and towards an ever
precarious integrity. Psychic conversion is a defensive circle,
as it were, around the contributions of the other, more
foundational, dimensions of conversion.

The first step in understanding psychic conversion,
then, lies in understanding the dialectic of the subject.
Dialectic, as I have argued elsewhere,a6 is a single but quite
complex notion in l-onergan's work. The complexiry of
the notion has to be brought under some control, and I
have tried to do this on the basis of the distinction be-
tween consciousness and knowledge. Thus, there is a du-
ality both to knowledge and to consciousness. The duality
of knowledge is broken tlrough the self-affirmation of t}te
knower that represents the first and foundational step, not
in conversion but in self-appropriation, in the movement
to the stage of meaning governed by interiorly differenti-
ated consciousness. But the dualiry of consciousness is to
be, not broken, but preserved and strengthened. The du-
ality of consciousness is a dialectic of conuaries, whereas
the duality of knowledge grounds a series of dialectics of
contradictories. Both instances of dialectic are discussed
in Lonergan's work, though not in the terms of contraries
and contradictories; and the distinction of consciousness
and knowledge provides a thorough grounding of such a
complex use of the single term 'dialectic.'

Dialectic, moreover, is a feature of the upper blade
of the heuristic structure of human science. It 'stands to
generalized method, as the differential equation to classi-
cal physics, or the operator equation to the more recent
physics.'47 It is 'applicable to any concrete unfolding of



linked but opposed principles that are modified cumula-
tively by the unfolding.'as The complexity of the notion
derives from the fact that the opposition to which dialectic
is applied can be one either of contrariety or ofcontradic-
tion. !(/hen the opposition is ooe of contrariery the linked
but opposed principles are to work harmoniously, in func-
tional interdependence. When the principles are so oper-
ating, the dialectic is an integral dialectic of contraries.
But when one of these principles is dominant over the other,
the unfolding ofthe changes resultant from the principles
is a distorted dialectic ofcontraries. And 'the essential logic
of the distorted dialectic is a reversal. For dialectic rests
on the concrete unity ofopposed principles, the dominance
ofeither principle results in a distortion, and the distortion
both weakens the dominance and strengthens the opposed
principle to restore an equilibrium.'ae

r hen the opposition is one of contradiction, how-
ever, the linked but opposed principles cannot function
harmoniously with one anothet. Then there is 'not a

suuggle between any opposites whatever but the very pre-
cise opposition between authenticity and unauthentigity.'50
Then the resolution of the conflict involves opting for one
alternative and rejecting the other. But the dialectic of
contradictories is related to the dialectic of contraries in
that authenticity is a function of opting for the integral
dialectic of contraries, and inauthenticiry a function of
opting for or capitulating to the distortion of the dialectic
of contraries. The integral dialectic of contraries is the
obiective ofthe process toward authenticity that is conver-
sion.

In the dialectic of the subject, the radical contraries
are neural demands for psychic integration, which consti-
tute 'the unconscious,' and the orientation of dramatically
patterned intentionaliry. This radical dialectic of the sub-
iect is the causa essendi of a derived dialectic that is prior

46o Chapter 4
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quoad nos and so the causa cogfloscendi of the more radical
dialectic. The derived dialectic is the dialectic within con-
sciousness between the sensitive psyche and the spirit that
constitutes the unity in tension of the subiect of which we
spoke in the previous section. The radical dialectic is the
causa essendi also of a dialectic within the psyche itselt
between the psyche's vertical finality to participation in
the life ofthe spirit and the regressive tendency 'ever back-
wards' that figures so prominendy in Freudian specula-
tion. This regressive tendency is a function of the limita-
tions imposed by the neural base and its particular schemes
of recurrence. The dialectic of the psyche can be under-
stood in the terms provided by Paul Ricoeur's masterful
interpretation of Freud, where a Freudian archeology of
the subiect is joined with a teleology that Ricoeur derives
from reflection on Hegel's Phenomenology. But, since the
archeology affects the psyche, perhaps it would better be
understood from an interpretation of some of the more
positive tendencies in the psychology ofJung than through
an appropriation of Hegel.5l

Of the orientation of dramatically patterned inten-
tionality that is one pole of the radical dialectic ofthe sub-
ject, I-onergan writes:

[I]n so far as [the] thrust of the self regularly
opts, not for the merely apparent good, but for
the true good, the self thereby is achieving
moral self-transcendencel he is existing authen-
tically; he is constituting himself as an origi-
nating value, and he is bringing about termi-
nal values, namely a good of order that is truly
good and instances of the particular good that
are truly good. On tlte other hand, in so far as

one's decisions have their principal motives, not
in the values at stake, but in a calculus of the
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pleasures and pains involved, one is failing in
self-transcendence, in authentic human exist-
ence, in the origination ofvalue in oneself and
in one's society.52

At its root this orientation 'consists in the transcendental
notions that both enable us and require us to advance in
understanding, to judge truthfully, to respond to values.'53
Moreover, 'this possibility and exigence become effective
only through development. One has to acquire the skills
and learning of a competent human being in some walk of
life. One has to grow in sensitivity and responsiveness to
values if one's humanity is to be authentic.'54 And such
'development is not inevitable, and so results vary. There
are human failures.There are mediocrities.There are those
that keep developing and growing throughout a long life-
time, and their achievement varies with their initial back-
ground, with their opportunities, with their luck in avoid-
ing pitfalls and setbacks, and with the pace of their ad-
vance.'55 The 'direction of development' that is orienta-
tion undergoes a change for the better through conver-
sion. Then 'one frees oneself from the unauthentic. One
grows in authenticity. Harmful, dangerous, misleading
satisfactions are dropped. Fears of discomfort, pain, pri-
vation have less power to deflect one from one's course.
Values are apprehended where before they were overlooked.
Scales of preference shift. Errors, rationalizations, ideolo-
gies fall and shatter to leave one open to things as they are
and to man as he should be.'56

The orientation of the dramatic subject5T is, then, a
response to the dialectic of contradictories, to that dialec-
tic that has to do not with any opposition whatever but
with the very precise opposition between authenticity and
inauthenticiry. But precisely that orientation, ttrat response,
is in dialectical tension with the unconscious, with neural
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Every development involves a starting point in
the subiect as he is, a term in the subject as he
is to be, and a process from the starting point
to the term. However, inasmuch as a develop-
ment is conscious, there is some apprehension
of the starting point, the term, and the pro-
cess. But such apprehensions may be correct
or mistaken. If they are correct, the conscious
and unconscious components of the develop-
ment are operatinB from the same base along
the same route to the same goal. If they are
mistaken, the conscious and unconscious com-
ponents, to a greater or less extent, are operat-
ing at cross-purposes. Such a conflict is inimi-
cal to the development, and so we have the
conditional law ofgenuineness, namely, that if
a development is conscious, then its success
demands correct apprehensions of its starting
point, its process, and its goal.58

demands for psychic integration. And here the dialectic is
in principle one not of contradictories but of contraries.
Only inauthenticity transforms it into a dialectic of
contradictories. The conscious and the nonconscious are
to cooperate harmoniously in one's development, and they
will do so in proportion to one's authenticity. They will do
so, too, insofar as one correctly apprehends the starting
point, the process, and the term of any stage of this devel-
opment, and acts on this knowledge. This apprehension
and consequent action constitute what Lonergan calls the
law of genuineness.

This law is not only conditional, however, but also analo-
gous. '!7hat it demands will be spontaneous in some cases
and in others only obtained through more or less exten-
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sive self-scrutiny.'5e The need for self-scrutiny is spoken of
in /zsrgftr as dependent on the extent to which'errors have
become lodged in the habitual background whence spring
our direct and reflective insights,' so *rat 'if we relied upon
our virtual and implicit self-knowledge to provide us with
concrete guidance through a conscious development, then
the minimal series [of apprehensions that make a develop-
ment conscious] so far from being probably correct would
be certainly mistaken.'60 But we may also speak, I think,
ofself-scrutiny as a requirement proportionate to the stage
of meaning that one has reached. A subiect intent on inte-
riorly differentiated consciousness will be moved by this
intention to the exploration of what a less differentiated
subject would not be moved to investigate.

Psychic conversion serves to aid one in attaining a
proper understanding of the starting point, the process,
and the goal of any stage of one's development. It fulfills
this function insofar as, by transforming the censorship
over neural demands from exercising a repressive control
to administering their enuy into consciousness in a con-
structive fashion, it renders accessible to conscious nego-
tiation the neural demand functions that, strictly speak-
ing, constitute the unconscious. These demand functions
are a coincidental manifold on the neural-physiological
level, but they reach integration in conscious images and
accompanying affects. Thus by interpreting these images
and affects, one reaches an understanding of the
nonconscious components ofdevelopment. Images are the
proximate materials for insight, and insight is a step along
the way to the iudgments through which the real is medi-
ated by truth. Moreover, knowledge of fact is merely a

base for the consequent iudgments of value and the deci-
sions through which one constitutes oneselfand one's world
as works of genuine or inauthentic dramatic art. The in-
tention ofartistry on the dramatic stage of life governs the
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entire process of achieving authenticity, and provides t}te
most appropriate paradigm for praxis.

Among the images through which neural demand
functions reach a higher integration are dreams. Dreams
have been emphasized by the depth psychologists as a maior
source of data on the unconscious, and I support this
emphasis. For in the dream, the censorship over neural
materials exercised by the orientation of dramatically pat-
terned intentionality is somewhat relaxed, so that the dream
provides a closer and more trustworthy approximation to
the materials one must understand and negotiate if one is
to have a correct apprehension of the various stages of a
development tian do many other images more subiect to
biased manipulation and control. An inauthentic orienta-
tion of dramatically patterned intentionality will exercise
what I-onergan calls a repressive censorship over the neu-
ral demands that would achieve conscious integrarion in
images and concomitant affects. Thus it would institute a

distortion in the dialecric ofconuaries between conscious-
ness and the unconscious. But that distortion manifesrs
itself in dreams, and the manifestation provides one with
the images through whose interpretation one can move to
a correction of the distortion. An authentic orientation
would exercise a constructive censorship regarding the
same demands, so that the images that are required for
developing self-understanding and self-constitution are
permitted to find their way into consciousness joined with
their appropriate affective responses. Dreams will also dis-
play this integriry of the imaginal field in an authentic sub-
ject.Thus Jung can emphasize quite correctly that dreams
are sometimes compensatory and sometimes complemen-
tary to the orientation of the conscious ego. They will be
compensatory !o the extent that the dialectic of the sub-
jecr is distorted; the compensation is precisely for the sake
of providing the materials through which an intelligent,
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rational, and responsible subiect can take the steps to cor-
rect the distortion in the constitution of his or her being as

a sub,ect.6l Dreams will be complementary to the extent
that one is already on the path toward a relative integrity
in the subiective dialectic. They will confirm the path one
has taken, and consolidate one's orientation on that path.
Furthermore, attentiveness to dreams through a respect-
ful remembering, intelligent interpretation, and careful
existential negotiation through intrasubjective dialogic
communication establishes in the subiect a habitual open-
ness to the deliverances of the unconscious in other forms
besides dreams, that is, in the very flow of waking sensitive
consciousness itself. Such a habitual negotiation of the
unconscious through the intermediary of the sensitive,
imaginal, and affective flow of empirical consciousness is

the state in which one abides insofar as one has undergone,
and remains in, what I am calling psychic conversion.

Psychic conversion is a change ofattitude on the part
of the dramatically patterned orientation of consciousness
with respect proximately to the sensitive psyche and re-
motely to the unconscious. This change is in effect a trans-
formation of the censorship exercised by consciousness
over neural demands, a Eansformation from a repressive
to a constructive exercise of control over what will be al-
lowed to come into consciousness in the first place. It es-
tablishes what Jung called 'the transcendent function,'62
where the word 'transcendent' expresses, not what it means

in I-onergan's term 'the transcendent exigence,'but the
capacity of the ego to go beyond itselfto the negotiation of
the unconscious.

The dialectic of contradictories that affects proxi-
mately the orientation of conscious intentionality - the
dialectic of authenticity and inauthenticity - will inevita-
bly be resolved in a manner that makes of the dialectic of
contraries between this same conscious orientation and
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the unconscious either an integral or a distorted dialectic.
Psychic conversion is an extension of the full conversion
process, which changes t}re direction of one's orientation,
so that the repressive censorship becomes constructive. It
thus helps to establish *re habitual integrity of the dialec-
tic of the subject.

The course ofevents issuing from an integral dialec-
tic of the subject moves in a direction quite opposed to
that resultant from a distorted dialectic. As the censorship
becomes constructive, one's orientation becomes charac-
ter, in Philip Rieff's sense of this term as the restrictive
shaping ofpossibilities.63 It becomes the responsible exer-
cise of conscious finality. It becomes virtue. And the un-
derlying neural manifold becomes a more pliable support
and instrument ofartistic world constitution and self-con-
stitution. But to the extent that the censorship is repres-
sive, there occurs a cumulative fragmentation of the neu-
ral manifold.This fragmentation is described quite exactly
by I-onergan in his treamrent of the censorship.64 Demands
for affects are unhinged fiom appropriate imaginal coun-
terparts and joined to incongruous cognirive elements.
Moreover, the orientation of the dramatic subiect becomes
lxed in a determinate but regressive direction.There needs
to be opened a commerce between the conscious and tlle
unconscious components of development, and for that to
happen there is required a change in the very orientation
of the subject. That change is what I have meant by psy-
chic conversion, the aansformation of the censorship ex-
ercised by one's dramatic orientation from a repressive to
a constructive functioning in one's development.

The avenues to psychic conversion are many. \0(/hile

I continue to agree with the depth psychologists on the
importance of dreams, I would add that in some respects,
the path taken is less important than the transformation
itself. All of these avenues complement one another, and
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none has exclusive prerogatives. What is essential is the
transformation itself. My principal caution to those who
would emphasize other avenues besides the dream is by
way of a mild hermeneutic of suspicion.That is to say,Yes,

there are other ways, but if one's dreams are presenting
materials that one does not want to face, then to embark
on these other ways to the neglect of the dream is to es-

cape from the task at hand into an inauthentic aestheti-
cism.

There is, however, a further advantage to the inclu-
sion ofdream interpretation among the resources on which
one relies in moving toward a habitual abiding in the ten-
sion of the radical dialectic of the subiect.This advantage
is of particular importance in relating psychic conversion
to the issues of hermeneutics. For dreams make available
in a unique way one's own peculiar symbolic system, and,
when they are archetypal or anagogic, they also enable one
to experience the participation ofone's own symbolic sys-

tem in the mythic adventure through which humanity has
participated in the drama of eistence.The symbolic rep-
resents a pardcularly difficult field for hermeneutics, since
in a sense it is furthest removed from the systematic-theo-
logical, the rigorously conceptual and intellectual. As we
have seen, Lonergan has emphasized that the more sys-

tematic a work is, the less difficult is the task of interpreta-
tion, whereas the more a work moves in and is addressed
to the sensitive and imaginal dimensions of the subiect,
the more difficult it is not only to interpret such a work
but also to find an appropriate horizon of hermeneutic
understanding valid for all such interpretation.

Paul Ricoeur has insisted that the interpretation of
such works cannot radically ptoceed from, but rather must
inform, self-knowledge. In this respect I have disagreed

with him. As l-onergan holds that, if one truly understands
what it is to understand, one possesses a fixed base and an
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invariant pattern opening upon all further developments
of understanding, so I would hold that if one comes to
know the imaginal structure and process of one's own
psyche as higher integration of coincidental neural mani-
folds, one will come into possession of an expanding base
and an intelligible pattem enabling one to understand sym-
bolic expressions of human desire as these are found in
other cultural and religious objectifications in t}re course
of human history.65 Ricoeur insists that we can understand
human experience only by understanding human expres-
sions. Obviously I do not deny that study of the syrnbolic
and imaginal productions of the human spirit is a rich and
essential dimension of self-understanding. But I reject the
exclusivity of Ricoeur's approach. I believe that a reori-
ented depth psychology can enable us to understand hu-
man sgnbolic expressions through a more radical and con-
crete understanding ofone's own experience, as this expe-
rience reaches an inuasubiective expression in the sym-
bolic articulations of the psyche. These syrnbolic expres-
sions are understood as reflective of the differentiation of
consciousness as a notion of being, a notion ofvalue, and
a transcendent exigence. Just as the theological functional
specialty 'foundations' is informed by one's interpretation
of the past and one's appropriation of a historical inter-
pretation, while on the other hand this interpretation and
appropriation are themselves grounded in the foundational
self one is, so one's understanding of one's own psyche is
informed by one's interpretation ofthe slrnbolic expressions
available from past history while this interpretation is itself
grounded in the selfone is and knows oneselfto be.

I have noted Lonergan's sympathy for the existential
approach to the dream. The sympathy is grounded in his
position on tlte relations of feelings, on the one hand, to
values, and on the other hand, to symbols. Feelings are, as

it were, the middle term that links elemental symbols to

469
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the issues of existential orientation. As values are appre-
hended in feelings, so symbols are images that evoke feel-
ings or are evoked by feelings.The elemental s1nnbols that
are our dreams are thus intimately related to the question
of one's orientation as existential subject responsible for
the constitution of self and world in originating freedom.
Thus these s).nnbols must be sublated to the level of origi-
nating freedom itselfifthey are to be negotiated properly.
They are not to be simply interpreted, much less wallowed
in at the sensitive level itself. The interpretation must be
correct, and here, as elsewhere, a correct interpretation is
possible. And the correct interpretation must be acted
upon, if the finality manifested in the very appearance of
the dream is to come to fruition. The acting in question
here is, first of all, the intrasubjective dialogic communi-
cation that can be established through such techniques as

Jung's 'active imagination,'66 but it does not remain here.
From the outset it must be oriented to the free and re-
sponsible constitution of the self as originating value in
the communiry and in history.

The grounds or foundations ofthe possibility ofcor-
rect interpretation of a dream lie precisely in the same
universal viewpoint and position on levels and sequences
ofexpression that for Lonergan is the source ofthe possi-
bility of a correct interpretation of texts. Conversely, the
application to elemental symbols of these elements of the
upper blade of hermeneutic method can result in a satis-
factory theory of such symbols. That theory itself would
join the other elements of the heuristic procedures of a
methodical hermeneutics as an incremental addition to
the integral heuristic structure of proportionate being. The
'being' here is the being of meaning, meaning as being.

$7hile I am in complete agreement with Lonergan's
preference for the existential approach to the dream, since
this approach places the dream more explicitly in the con-
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text ofthe notion ofvalue than do either Freudian orJun-
gian hermeneutic systems, I would add that important in-
gredients of an as-yet-incomplete theory of dreams will
be provided by both Freud and Jung. Ernest Becker has
begun to work out an existential reinterpretation ofFreud
*rat I find most fruitful.67 As for Jung, his essential and
lasting contribution is the insistence on the transpersonal
dimensions of some dream symbols, or on what he has
called the archetypal. He has correctly criticized Freud for
overlooking the significance of this dimension of the
elementally s)'rnbolic. There are data of consciousness in
the form oftranspersonal dreams that cannot be accounted
for in the terms provided by the Freudian theories of re-
pression and the personal unconscious. Jung has recog-
nized these data and tried ro understand rhem. But, as I
indicated at the beginning, his understanding tends to
compact all transpersonal dream symbols under one cat-
egory, the archetypal, whereas there are at least two dis-
tinct dimensions to the transpersonal symbolic realm.We
can continue to speak with Jung ofa basic duality ofdream
sy"rnbols, namely the personal and the transpersonal; but I
would add to this position the thesis that we must subdi-
vide the category of the transpersonal into the archetlpal
and the anagogic.

Archetypal s)"rnbols are taken from nature and imi-
tate nature.Thus a maternal slrnbol in an archerypal dream
represents not one's mother but the nourishing or, as the
case may be, destructive character of the psyche itself.The
symbol is 'chosen,' as it were, by reason of personal asso-
ciations with one's own mother. But the associations have
a transpersonal significance, and it is the latter that the
dream embodies. Anagogic symbols are also taken from
nature or, somedmes, from history, but, so far from imi-
tating nature, they represent the supernatural - the in-
volvement of the subject in the mysterium iniquitatis, on
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the one hand, and the redemptive mystery of God's grace'
on the other hand.Thus they simultaneously syrnbolize and
effect the transformation of the subiect and *re world under
the power of the divinely originated solution to the mystery
ofevil.6sThey are experiences ofgrace. In this sense they are

sacramental, giving the very transformation of energy be-
come conscious in the psyche which they symbolize.

Psychic conversion is thus related to Lonergan's
hermeneutics insofar as, by effecting the transformation
of the censorship from a repressive to a constructive func-
tioning in one's development, it provides access to the
images which either express the differentiations of the no-
tion of being, of the notion of value, and of the transcen-
dent exigence achieved by the subiect in question, or con-
solidate these differentiations in the sensitive appropria-
tion of their truth, thereby increasing their probabiliry of
survival.

The principal points made in this section can be sum-
marized under four headings. First, the position maintained
in the previous section regarding the interpretation of el-
emental s1rnbols grounds a reorientation ofdepth psychol-
ogy, according to which the elemental meanings analyzed
and interpreted by this science are understood as sensitive
appropriations of differentiations of the notions of being,
value, and transcendence.

Second, the self-knowledge or psychic self-appropria-
tion that such a science renders possible enters into the
upper blade of one's interpretation, history' and evalua-

tion ofthe elemental meanings expressed by others, in that
it provides one witl a potential totality ofgenetically and

dialectically related elemental embodiments of differen-
tiations of consciousness.

Third, a reoriented depth psychology thus enters into
the upper blade of a methodical and dialectical hermen-
eutics.
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Fourth, psychic conversion, as the Eansformation of
the censorship from a repressive to a constructive func-
tioning, makes available important data for this under-
standing of oneself. By making possible an understanding
of one's own elemental embodiments of differentiations
of the notions of being, value, and transcendence, it pro-
vides a base and pattern from which one proceeds to un-
derstand other such expressions of the differentiation of
consciousness as notion of being, notion of value, notion
of absolute mystery. As informing foundational self-knowl-
edge, it enters into the grounds of a methodical
hermeneutics of the elemental meanings embodied or car-
ried in such vehicles as symbols and literary language.

Perhaps furtler clarity can emerge from a contrast
of this position with the Jungian hermeneutics of symbolic
expressions.

4 Clarilication by Contrast

In this final section, I will come full circle on my opening
remarks by arguing that Lonergan's hermeneutic upper
blade complemented by the depth psychology just sketched
provides a more adequate foundation for the interpreta-
tion of elemental symbolic expression than is found in

Jungian thought, and serves to reorient the Jungian
hermeneutic by providing a criterion for distinguishing
mystery from myth, symbolic expressions of positions from
symbolic expressions of counterpositions. I will rely on
Erich Neumann's book 77ie Origins and History of Con-
sciousness, since this book bears some affinities with my
position on the interpretation of elemental syrnbols and is

expressly concerned with a hermeneutic for understand-
ing the development or sequences of imaginal expression.
For Neumann, as for the position presented here, the his-
tory ofthe sequence of archerypal symbols is to be under-
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stood as a series of s5rmbolic expressions of the differentia-
tion of consciousness.69 A few comments must sulfice to
show the enrichment and clarification that could be
brought to Neumann's work and to the Jungian psychol-
ogy on which it relies, when one understands the conscious-
ness whose differentiation is expressed in the elemental
meanings of symbolic expressions to be a notion ofbeing,
a notion ofvalue, a notion of God.

First, some terminological clarifications are in or-
der.The title of the English translation of Neumann's book
is misleading.The original Germar. :Jtle Ursprungsgeschichte
des Bewusstseins is better translated rhe History of the Ori
gins (or Aising) of Consciousness. Moreover, the'conscious-
ness'whose arising and development is being studied is
the ego. The closest approximation in I-onergan to what
Jungians mean by the ego or by consciousness, I think, is
the orientation of dramatically patterned intentionality as
one understands oneself to be and has sensitively appro-
priated that understanding. That understanding may or
may not correspond to the self one is. !?hether it does or
does not depends largely on whether conscious and un-
conscious, and intentional and psychic, components of
development are working in harmony with one another,
from the same base, along the same route, towards the
same obiectives. Neurosis develops to the extent that these
components are in conflict with one another, and psycho-
sis when the ego's defenses against its intrasubjective an-
tagonists collapse in some definitive fashion. Neumann's
study concentrates on the archetypal symbols that express
the arising and development ofan ego increasingly capable
of orienting itself in life in harmony with the other
intrasubjective forces and relying on their resources and
able to tap into them. The ego is faced as well with the
danger of surrendering its potential of originating freedom,
with the possibilities of self-deception and illusion, and
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with the perils of being overwhelmed by all that is 'other'
within the very constifution of the subject. Thus the term
'consciousness' has for Neumann and forJungians in gen-
eral a more restricted meaning than it has for I-onergan.

Conversely, the term 'the unconscious' has a more
inclusive meaning for Neumann and for Jungians than it
has for Lonergan. It denotes not only the neural manifold,
but also all of the psychic integrations of that manifold
that have not been obiectified or made part of the ego, and
that influence one's orientations without one being reflec-
tively cognizant of their effects.70

Again, the Jungian terms 'collective unconscious' and
'transpersonal elements of the psyche' correspond to what
for I-onergan is the sezse of the unknown, the cosmic di-
mension, t}te intimation of unplumbed depths that accrues
to our feelings, emotions, and sentiments, and that ex-
presses itselfin the affect-laden images and names that are
the primary field of mystery and mlth.Tl

Thus Neumann's work can be understood, in
Lonergan's terms, as a study of the affect-laden images
that accompany, express, and indeed catalyze the trans-
formation of the psychic dimensions of consciousness un-
der the force of the development ofparticular orientations
of the subject as originating freedom and ofparticular self-
objectifications of dramatically patterned intentionality. My
thesis is that Neumann's already extremely rich and sug-
gestive account would only be strengthened by understand-
ing consciousness far more broadly as transcendental no-
tion or pure question heading for being, value, and tran-
scendent myster5 and by understanding psychic develop-
ment and elemental symbolic sequences of expression in
accord with the principle of correspondence between the
intentional and the psychic operators in that conscious-
ness. On the basis ofsuch an understanding of the psyche,
Neumann, and Jungians in general, would be provided with
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a critically based criterion they now lack for differentiat-
ing in the realm of the symbolic between position and
counterposition, mystery and my'th.72

For Neumann as for I-onergan, there is a 'dialectic
between consciousness and the unconscious' that, when it
is transformed and liberated, gives birth to integrated hu-
man personality.T3 Nonetheless, the terminological clari-
fications that I just indicated are very important. Without
them, the poles of the dialectic are not correctly appre-
hended.After the crucial and basic distinction ofconscious-
ness and knowledge, the most important step is the dis-
tinction of a dialectic of contraries from a dialectic of
contradictories. Without such a distinction, one runs the
risk of confusing two different kinds of opposites, those
which can be and should be integrated with one another,
and those which call for a choice ofone pole ofthe dialec-
tic and a rejection of the other. The confusion manifests
itself in many Jungian treatments of the problem of good
and evil. Ifgood and evil are considered to be opposites in
the same way as intentionality and ttre psyche, or conscious-
ness and the unconscious, or the masculine and feminine
components of the psyche itselt an attempt will be made
to integrate good and evil, to achieve a position beyond
these opposites in the same manner as one attempts to
achieve a position beyond conuaries. Such an attempt rests

on a profoundly destructive and demonic illusion. Jung
comes quite close to recogrrizing ttre distinction of*re differ-
ent kinds of opposites when he writes, '[] nstinct is not in
itself bad any more than spirit is good. Both can be both.'14

But the position is not maintained consistendy even in Jungt
own writings, and some of his followers have abandoned this
insight and attempted to achieve for themselves and to en-
courage in others an integration of good and evil analogous

to the integration ofconsciousness and the unconscious that
represents the genuine dialectic of *re subiect.
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Next, what is slnnbolized by the archetypal or, bet-
ter, transpersonal symbols that Jung has recovered for us
is the emergence not so much ofconsciousness itselt since
what Jung calls the collective unconscious is itself, at least
to a large extent, already a conscious sense of the unknown
invested with an intimation of unplumbed depths. It is
rather the emergence ofan integral dialectic in conscious-
ness between that psychic sense of the unknown and the
various higher differentiations of consciousness, under the
orientation of dramatically patterned intentionality that
constitutes what Jungians call the ego. This integral dia-
lectic, in turn, is grounded in the more radical dialectic
between the whole of consciousness, as both psyche and
spirit, both sense of the unknown and question, on the
one hand, and the genuinely unconscious neural mani-
fold, on the otler hand.

To this clarification there can be added the persua-
sion ofLonergan that the entire set of dialectically related
events that constitute the human subiect or self is to be
understood on the grounds of t}le perspective afforded by
understanding the possibilities of differentiating conscious-
ness. Lonergan brings needed clarifications to the issue of
precisely what the possibilities ofthe differentiation ofcon-
sciousness are: possibilities of the emergence ofconscious-
ness as an unbiased and dialectically structured notion of
being, notion ofvalue, notion of transcendent mystery.The
authentic emergence of the ego then would be understood
to lie in the self-affirmation of the subject as precisely an
unrestricted notion of being, the good, and world-tran-
scendent mystery.

Finally, then, I would locate in the clarification of
these possibilities the precise contribution that I-onergan
can make to Jungian psychology. IfJung can show the way
to a recovery of the primary field of mystery and mlrh,
Lonergan can provide the criterion for distinguishing mys-
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tery ftom myth. In I-onergan's work there is a sharper,
more precise, and more complete account than can be
found elsewhere of the possibilities of various differentia-
tions of consciousness, and so of the ultimate foundations
from which the archetypal and transpersonal symbols of
the psyche are to be understood and discriminated.

The directives, then, for a hermeneutic of symbolic
expression are the following. First, work out with
I-onergan's help an understanding of consciousness as a
notion of being, a notion of value, and a notion of tran-
scendent mystery. Second, add to that the principle that
dictates a correspondence between the operators ofdevel-
opment in intentional consciousness so understood and
the operators of development on the psychic level of con-
sciousness. And third, correlate the laner operators with
the transpersonal symbols that Jungian psychology has
recovered.Then you will have the grounds for understand-
ing these symbols as not only expressing but also effecting
precisely through these expressions the energic transfor-
mation of the sensitive dimensions of consciousness as the
'sensorium of transcendence' that 'makes sensible to hu-
man sensitivity what human intelligence reaches for or
grasps.'75

One of the most important clarifications that such
an approach brings to the Jungian understanding of
transpersonal symbolism, and the only one that I can dwell
on here, is the distinction between integrator and opera-
tor. Most of Neumann's work in The Origins and History of
Conscbusness is easily adjustable to the position on the
psyche as the sensitive correlative to intentional orienta-
tions. But the distinction ofintegrator and operator would
enable a reorientation at the precise point where it is
needed. And it will do so without reversing any ofthe genu-
ine positions afforded by the Jungian understanding of the
psyche as the primary field of mystery and myth. Jung has
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made genuine and irreversible advances beyond the Freud-
ian understanding ofthe psyche. In fact, the distinction of
integrator and operator will be in the interest of the genu-
ine Jungian concern, which is to study the transpersonal
symbols that not only express but also catallze tie emer-
gence of tlte individuated ego. But that ego will now be
understood as a dramatically patterned orientation to self-
transcendence toward what is, what is good, and what is
the unsurpassable ground of all that is and of all that is
good. Elemental symbolic meanings, then, will mean the
differentiation of consciousness as such a set of transcen-
dental notions, and will be understood as effecting the
energic transformation ofthe sensitive component ofcon-
sciousness in correspondence with the differentiation of
the intelligent, rational, existential, and religious compo-
nents. Such a distinction, too, coupled with the principle
of correspondence between psychic operators and the op-
erators ofconsciousness as notion ofbeing, notion ofvalue,
notion of transcendent mystery, will give to Jungian psy-
chology the solid criteria it now lacks for distinguishing
between mystery and myth, between synnbolic expressions
of positions and sl,rnbolic expressions of counterpositions.

An examination of the starting point and the con-
clusion of Neumann's study will display the need it has for
a distinction between integrator and operator. Neumann
discovers eight stages in the Ursprungsgeschichte of the ir,-
dividuated ego.The first three represent stages in the cos-
mological myth. They are repeated in the ontogenetic de-
velopment of the modern ego. The first of these stages,
and the only one on which I will concentrate here, is that
of 'the uroboros,' where 'the ego is contained in the un-
conscious,' and so where consciousness is completely un-
differentiated from the unplumbed depths accruing to ex-
clusively psychic consciousness. The appropriate symbol-
izations of the beginning are the symbolizations of the dark-
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ness that precedes the creation of light. In this darkness
psyche and world are one.'There is as yet no reflecting,
self-conscious ego that could refer anything to itself, that
is, reflect. Not only is the psyche open to the world, it is
still identical with and undifferentiated from the worldi it
knows itself as world and in the world and experiences its
own becoming as a world-becoming, its own images as

the starry heavens, and its own contents as the world-cre-
ating god5.'zo

The self-containment of the darkness that precedes

the light is expressed especially and universally in symbols
of the circle, the sphere, the round. Here there are as yet
no before and after, no above and below, and in fact no
differentiated opposites at all. 'Living the cycle of its own
life, it is the circular snake, the primal dragon of the begin-
ning that bites its own tail,' the self-begetting uroboros.TT
But, as we saw at the beginning of this paper, for Neumann
and for Jungians in general, 'so long as man shall exist,
perfection will continue to appear as the circle, the sphere,
and the roundl and the Primal Deity who is sufiicient unto
himselt and the self who has gone beyond the opposites,
will reappear in the image of the round, the mandala.'78
The symbolism includes preeminently the womb,'the pri-
mordial symbol of the place of origin from whence we
come,'79 as well as'anything deep - abyss, valley, ground,
also the sea and the bottom of the sea, fountains, lakes,
and pools, the earth, the underworld, the cave, the house,
and the city ... anything big and embracing which con-
tains, surrounds, enwraps, shelters, preserves, and nour-
ishes anlthing small.'8oThe symbol perdures in images of
restoration, where differentiated opposites achieve a new
integration after their conflict has effected their seeming
destruction.

Much of this analysis can be confirmed from the
approach suggested here. I-et us consider, for example,
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the descriptions of the NewJerusalem in both the Old and
New Testaments. Even after the emergence not only of
soteriological but also ofat least incipient anthropological
s)rynbolizations originally in conflict with the cosmological
constitutive meaning of preindividuated consciousness,
they show the perman€nt significance of such s].,rnbols of
the beginning, and the transformations they can undergo.
A suiking OldTestament instance occurs in Ezekiel 48.3o-
35, and thus in a writing that also manifests the emergence
of individuated consciousness in Israelite religion (see

Ezekiel r8.y-32). Cosmological symbolization is not re-
placed, only relativized, by the emergence of what, follow-
ing Eric Voegelin, we can call anthropological symboliza-
tion.sl

Many of the symbols expressive of the identity of
self and world in the beginning are maternal.

All the positive maternal traits are in evidence
at this stage, when the ego is still embryonic
and has no activity ofits own.The uroboros of
the maternal world is life and psyche in one; it
gives nourishment and pleasure, protects and
warms, comforts and forgives. It is the refuge
for all suffering, the goal of all desire. For al-
ways this mother is she who fulfills, the bestower
and helper. This living image of the Great and
Good Mother has at all times of distress been
the refuge of humaniry and ever shall be; for
the state of being contained in the whole,
without responsibiliry or effort, with no doubts
and no division of the world into two, is
paradisal, and can never again be realized in
its pristine happy-go-luckiness in adult life.

The positive side of the Great Mother
seems to be embodied in this stage of the
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uroboros. Only at a very much higher level will
the 'good' Mother appear again. Then, when
she no longer has to do with an embryonic ego,
but with an adult personality matured by rich
experience of the world, she reveals herself
anew as Sophia, the 'gracious'Mother, or, pour-
ing forth her riches in the creative fullness of
true productivity, as the 'Mother of All Liv-
ing.'82

There are also negative aspects to the force expressed
in this symbolism, however. For it is an image of the force
that counteracts what is specifically human, tlle orienta-
tion to the differentiation ofconsciousness. As such, it sy'rn-

bolizes not life but death.

The Great Mother takes the little child back
into herselt and always over uroboric incest
there stand the insignia of death, signifuing fi-
nal dissolution in union with the Mother. Cave,
earth, tomb, sarcophagus, and coffin are sym-
bols of this ritual recombination, which begins
with burial in the posture of the embryo in the
barrows of the Stone Age and ends with the
cinerary urns of the moderns.83

The unknown character of the beginning symbol-
ized by the uroboros is a source of the sense of mystery
that will ever remain a feature of human consciousness.
The autarchy of the uroboric stage becomes narcissistic
only when the stage persists beyond the time when ego
consciousness should begin to emerge in its own right.
Nor is a return to the symbolism of this stage to be viewed
as necessarily and exclusively regressive.
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[T]he development of the ego, of conscious-
ness, of personality, and, lastly, of individuality
itselfis actually fostered by the autarchy whose
symbol is the uroboros. In many cases, there-
fore, the appearance of uroboric symbolism,
especially if its formative and stabilizing char-
acter is strongly marked as, for instance, in the
mandala, indicates that the ego is moving to-
ward the self, rather than in the direction of
objective adaptation.sa

In the symbols associated with the 'Great Round,'
then, we have a clear example of the manner in which one
and the same elemental expression can indicate positions
or counterpositions. On this Neumann is clear. But what
are his criteria for distinguishing mystery from my'th? How
does a Jungian know when the uroboros is symbolic of
creativity and when it indicates regression and a death wish?

Criteria are provided by the distinction between integra-
tor and operator.The distinction relativizes the primacy of
mandala symbolism, without discounting its importance
in the life of a mature adult. Symbols reminiscent of the
uroboric stage reflect and, in fact, cata\ze integration.They
represent and, in a very definite sense are, the self as inte-
grator. But in addition to tlte self as integrator there is the
self as operator, and'the operator is relentless in trans-
forming the integrator.'The mandala is 'the subiect as he
is functioning more or less successfu y in a flexible circle
of ranges of schemes of recurrence.'The operator is 'the
subject as a higher system on the move.'

The integrator resides in successive levels of
interrelated conjugate forms that are more fa-
miliar under the common name of acquired
habits. But habits are inertial. The whole ten-
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dency of present perceptiveness, of present af-
fectivity and aggressiviry, of present ways of
understanding and judging, deliberating and
choosing, speaking and doing is for them to
remain as they are. Against this solid and salu-
tary conservatism, however, there operate the
same principles that gave rise to the acquired
habits and now persist in attempting to trans-
form them. Unconsciously operative is the fi-
nality that consists in the upwardly but inde-
terminately directed dynamism of all propor-
tionate being. Consciously operative is the de-
tached and disinterested desire raising ever fur-
ther questions. Among the topics for question-
ing are one's own unconscious initiatives, their
subsumption under the general order intelli-
gence discovers in the universe of being, their
integration in the fabric of one's habitual liv-
ing. So there emerges into consciousness a con-
crete apprehension of an obviously practicable
and proximate ideal self; but along with it there
also emerges the tension between limitation and
transcendencel and it is no vague tension be-
tween limitation in general and transcendence
in general, but an unwelcome invasion of con-
sciousness by opposed apprehensions of one-
self as one concretely is and as one concretely
is to be.85

The dialectic of limitation and transcendence is in
the pure case a dialectic of contraries representing a ge-
netic relationship. But when the tension is displaced, the
opposed apprehensions of oneself can become contradic-
tory, and the dialectic becomes one of contradictories.The
dynamics are expressed in the following account:

Chapw 14
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To fail in genuineness is not to escape but only
to displace the tension between limitation and
transcendence. Such a displacement is the root
of the dialectical phenomena of scotosis in the
individual, of the bias of common sense, of basic
philosophical differences, and of their prolonga-
tion in natural and human science, in morals
and religion, in educational theory and
history.s6

On the basis of the principle of correspondence, we may
say that, if the mandala as integrator is not complemented
by symbols of the self as operator, a displacement occurs
in the direction of limitation. If syrnbols of the self as op-
erator are not accompanied by syrnbols of present levels
of integration, a displacement has occurred in the direc-
tion of transcendence. '[T]he perfecrion of the higher in-
tegration does not eliminate the integrated.'87 Jungian psy-
chology, with its emphasis on the symbols of the self as
integrator, complements, but also needs to be comple-
mented by, Lonergan's insistence on the relentless trans-
formation of the integrator by the operator, where the prin-
cipal operator in question is consciousness as an unre-
stricted notion ofbeing, of the good, and oftranscendent
mystery.

I will conclude by risking interpretation of several
examples of imaginal expression, so as to provide an illus-
uation of what I am talking about. The first example is a

very important dream ofJung's.The second interprets the
sl"rnbolic significance of the Oedipus and Orestes cycles.
The third example is the image of the Heavenly Jerusalem
in the concluding chapters ofthe Book ofRevelation. Jung's
dream manifests a refusal of the relentless transformation
of the integrator by the operator.The Oedipus and Orestes
trilogies display the psychic tension caused by a world-
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constitutive differentiation of the notion of being. In the
Oedipus story, we find the tragic failure of consciousness
to differentiate, and in the Orestes story we see the diffi-
culties entailed in the differentiation, and witness the con-
ditions ofits success. And in the concluding images of the
Bible we see the transformation of the cosmological
mandala symbolism under the pressure of a soteriological
differentiation of consciousness.

The dream ofJung's that I will interpret here is an
invitation to Jung to transcend the mandala ofpresent lev-
els of integration under the force of consciousness as a
notion of ffanscendent mystery. In the dream Jung rejects
the invitation, and given the fact that the dream of refusal,
as he admits, prefigured his writing of his most problem-
atic book, Ansuer to Job, the book most suggestive of the
integration ofgood and evil, the refusal of the operator is

linked with the failure to distinguish contradictories from
conuaries, and so with the potential present in Jungian
psychology for promoting the attempt to integrate good
and evil in the same way as one would integrate the genu-
ine dialectic of the subject.

The dream, as narrated by Jung in his autobiographi
cal reflections, is quite complex. Before it manifests itself
as an invitation to submit to the transcendent exigence, it
displays a quite intimately related invitation to transcend
the lifelong problems that Jung had with his father, prob-
lems that, because his father was a clergyman, deeply in-
fluenced his relation to Christianity and to religious ques-
tions in general.

At the beginning of this extaordinarily significant
dream, Jung's father fetches from a shelf a heavy folio vol-
ume of the Bible bound in a fishskin, opens it to the Old
Testament and to the Pentateuch in particular, and begins
to deliver an extraordinarily profound interpretation of a

certain passage.'[H]is argument was so intelligent and so
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learned that we in our stupidity could not follow it.'88The
'we' are Jung himself and two other psychiatrists. In the
next scene, Jung and his father enter a house which Jung's
father indicates is haunted, and where they could hear loud
noises made by its preternatural inhabitants. I-,et me now
quote the remainder of Jung's presentation of the dream.

'We then entered the house, and I saw that it
had very thick walls. ri(le climbed a narrow stair-
case to the second floor. There a strange sight
presented itself: a large hall which was the ex-
act replica of the diaan-i-haas (council hall) of
Sultan Akbar at Fatehpur Sikri. It was a high,
circular room with a gallery running along the
wall, from which four bridges led to a basin-
shaped center. The basin rested upon a huge
column and formed the sultan's round seat.

From this elevated place he spoke to his coun-
cilors and philosophers, who sat along the walls
in the gallery. The whole was a gigantic
mandala. It corresponded precisely to the real
dioan-i-kaas.

In the dream I suddenly saw that from
the center a steep flight of stairs ascended to a
spot high up on the wall - which no longer
corresponded to realiry. At the top of *re stair
was a small door, and my father said, 'Now I
will lead you into the highest presence.'Then
he knelt down and touched his forehead to the
floor. I imitated him, likewise kneeling, with
great emotion. For some reason I could not
bring my forehead quite down to the floor
there was perhaps a millimeter to spare. But at
least I had made the gesture with him. Sud-
denly I knew - perhaps my father had told
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me - that that upper door led to a solitary
chamber where lived Uriah, King David's gen-
eral, whom David had shamefully betrayed for
the sake of his wife Bathsheba, by command-
ing his soldiers to abandon Uriah in the face of
the enemy.sq

Jung indicates that the portion of the Bible which
his father was interpreting was probably Genesis. He in-
terprets the fishskin on the Bible as symbolic of the mute-
ness and unconsciousness offishes. He admits that his fa-
ther does not succeed in communicating, due partly to
the stupidity of himself and his companions, and partly to
their malice. Uriah, he says, is a guiltless victim, a prefigu-
ration of Christ. And for Jung, the figure of Uriah meant
his own mission to speak publicly about'the ambivalence
of the God-image in the Old Testament,' and prefigured
as well the loss of his own wife by death.'These were the
things that awaited me, hidden in the unconscious. I had
to submit to this fate, and ought really to have touched my
forehead to the floor, so that my submission would be com-
plete. But something prevented me from doing so entirely,
and kept me just a millimeter away.'eo The result, prefig-
ured by the dream, as Jung admits, was lzszuer to lob, the
one book Jung said he would not revise.

My own interpretation of the dream runs counter to
Jung's at several points. His father is trying to get some-
thing across to him and to his psychiatrist colleagues, some-
thing very important. 'It dealt with something extremely
important which fascinated him.'el But neither Jung nor
his psychiatrist friends can understand what his father is
trying to say.The fishskin around the Bible is a symbol not
of mute unconscious stupidity but of salvation. It is the
Ichthus.T"he passage his father is interpreting, if indeed it
was Genesis as Jung seems to think, is allusive to Godb
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'answer to Job,' 't(/here were you when I laid the founda-
tions of the earth?' (Job 18.4). The dream indeed prefig-
.ures Answer to Jo6, but Jung's father is trying to urge him
not to go in the direction that would lead him to write that
book. His father is communicating an urgent message to
him and to psychiatry, to acknowledge the Eanscendent
exigence and submit to it, to integrate it with their knowl-
edge of the archetypal sense of the unknown which they
have discovered. Jung and his fiiends cannot understand
the message, but, as Jung himself says, their incomprehen-
sion is due not only to stupidity but also to their desire not
to understand what was being said. His father tries again,
by showing him the alternative, the haunted house, the
occult realm where people try to achieve a position beyond
all opposites, including tlte contradictories of good and
evil, the realm of the demonic.This is the Great Round as

something to be transcended, not abided in; it is the Self
chosen by tle ego as supreme principle, but understood
by Jung's father as something to be transcended in
adoration of the Highest Presence. Even the fact that the
invitation occurs on the second floor of the house may be
significant. The second floor may be the second level of
consciousness, the level which an idealist does not tran-
scend. At any rate,Jung will not submit to the invitation to
tanscend the Self, especially as the symbol of such uan-
scendence is the mystery ofinnocent su-ffering represented
in Uriah the Hittite. It is not impossible that Uriah figures
in the dream not because Jung's wife was to be taken from
him but because of certain facts regarding Jung's marital
relations that have only recently become known.92 Jung
would not submit to the relentless transformation of the
integrator, the perfect and gigantic mandala that becomes
demonic when it is apotheosized, and the result is avail-
able in the religious position ofJung's alternative answer
to Job, an answer in which the problem of coming to terms
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with evil is made radically, not the problem of human be-
ings, but the problem of God. For Jung, we help God come
to terms with God's own 'shadow problem'by integrating
evil into the self beyond the opposites. This was Jung's
choice, made in the face of and contrary to an eloquent
invitation from his father to submit to the gift of redemp-
tion offered by the same Highest Presence who laid *re
foundations of the earth.The meaning of the dream is not
archerypal but anagogic, not natural but supernatural, not
simply psychological but religious.The dream indeed pre-
ftgores Answer to Job, but is an important and urgent mes-
sage that Jung zor write this book, but rethink his position.
He refused, and the dream catalyzed that refusal, appro-
priated it at the sensitive level ofJung's consciousness. '[A]
constant rotation within the order of narure is demonic in
itself.'

My interpretation in no way denies the positive sig-
nificance of mandala symbols as expressive and cataly'tic
of integration. It simply adds to this emphasis the insis-
lence on the relentless transformation ofthe psychic inte-
grator by the psychic operator in correspondence with the
operators of consciousness as a notion of being, a notion
ofvalue, a tanscendent exigence. Nor is the enduring sig-
nificance of the cosmological symbolism to which the
mandala belongs to be denied. Such symbolism is to be
integrated with the anthropological symbolism that
emerges with the differentiation of intentional conscious-
ness from the cosmological psyche. Such an integration
constitutes a dialectic of culture analogous to the dialec-
tics in the subject between intentionality and the psyche

and between the whole of consciousness and the uncon-
scious.

Next, some of the great Greek tragedies display in
imaginal and narrative form the anthropological sl,rnbols
that expressed the differentiation of the notion of being
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fiom psychic enclosure in the great maternal round, the
differentiation that was occurring in the axial period of
Greek civilization in which these tragedies were composed.
The time was a period of the gestation of differentiated
consciousness, and the dramas express in imaginal lan-
guage the differentiation of the notion of being that was
going forward. From the upper blade of t}te hermeneutical
method that I am suggesting, the Oedipus story is, pace

Freud, the dramatization of the a*firl precariousness of
the emerging differentiation of the notion of being from
the Great Round, and the Orestes cycle is the dramatiza-
tion of its success, the breakthrough, the miraculum
Graecum.The srtccess requires not the elimination but the
transformation of the psychic furies under the persuasion
of the psyche, the mother, as wisdom, as Sophia, in the
person of Atlena. As wisdom, the psyche guarantees to
these psychic realities a permanent place in the under-
ground of the ciry built by the intelligence that was emerg-
ing in its own right. As long as the psychic powers are
allowed their abode in the depths, they are the Eumenides,
the favorable psychic forces that wish us well. These myths
are elemental symbolic articulations of the emergence of a

world-constitutive differentiation of the norion of being.
Different from these are the scriptural articulations

of the differentiation of the transcendent exigence. In their
most unrelieved aspect, these articulations take the form
of apocalypse. But, as Frye indicates, there is a point be-
yond the apocalyptic, where 'the undisplaced apocalyptic
world and the cyclical world of nature come into align-
ment.'This Frye calls 'the point of epiphany,' where heaven
and earth achieve their connection. ri7hile Frye finds the
most common settings of such symbols to be 'the
mountaintop, the island, the tower, the lighthouse, and
the ladder or staircase,'e3 I think we may include in a pre-
eminent fashion the final vision of the Heavenly Jerusalem



in the Book of Revelation. For here the mandala symbol-
ism of cosmological consciousness has undergone an
anagogic transformation, without losing any of its original
archetypal sigrrifi cance.The anagogically transformed cos-
mological mandala is the redemption of the self-enclosed
psyche. In contrast with the scene in Jung's dream, the
throne in the center of the mandala is now the seat ofno
'lord of this world,' the seat not of the apotheosized self
but of the I-amb slain before ttre foundation of the world,
the innocent victim, the suffering servant who bore the sin
of many and whose bride is now the holy ciry, the integrity
of the anagogically transformed wholeness of redeemed
nafure and history. The solution is 'a new level on which
human living develops and rejoices.'Its constituents are
'absolutely supernatural, because their sole ground and
measure is the divine nature itself. Then faith includes
objects beyond the natural reach ofany finite understand-
ing. Then hope is for a vision of God that exhausts the
unrestricted desire of intelligence.Then charity is the trans-
port, the ecstasy and unbounded intimacy that result from
the communication of the absolute love that is God him-
self and alone can respond to the vision of God.'ea

Then he showed me the river of the water of
life, bright as crystal, flowing from the throne
of God and of the I-amb through the middle of
the street of the city; also, on either side of the
river, the tree of life with its twelve kinds of
fruit, yielding its fruit each month; and the
leaves of the tree for the healing of the nations.
There shall no more be anything accursed, but
the throne of God and of the I-amb shall be in
it, and his servants shall worship him; they shall
see his face, and his name shall be on thet fore-
heads. And night shall be no more; they need

492 Chap*r 4
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no light of lamp or sun for the I-ord God will
be their light, and they shall reign for ever and
ever. (Revelation zz.r-;)
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Part Four

Tbward a Systematic Theology



In this paper I will present in summary fashion some in-
sights reached along the way toward writing the first in-
stallment on a systematic theology.l I began with the as-
sumptions, first, that, if a theology mediates between a

cultural matrix and the significance and role of a religion
within that matrix,2 then the first task in constructing a

contemporary systematic theology would involve working
out basic terms and relations for understanding the cul-
tural matrix being addressed; and second, that these terms
and relations would be found by reflecting on Bernard
Lonergan's understanding of the structure of society, es-
pecially in the seventh chapter of Insight.

The first assumption was significantly expanded,
however, as the work proceeded, and the expansion was
Iargely due to following through on the second assump-
tion. For what I-onergan offers is not simply guidance for
the sizing up of a given situation. His reflections on soci-
ety and its immanent dialectic of community contain a

key to the heuristic anticipation of an understanding of
the intelligible core of historical process itself. After sev-

eral years of work, I have come to see that the principal
general categories of a systematic theology can be derived
from reflecting on Lonergan's contributions to an under-
standing of history. The significance of this insight for the
construction of a systematic theology lies in the fact that
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Christian doctrines can thus be understood in the context
of a general-categorial understanding of history. System-
atic theology becomes throughout a tieological theory of
history, as the realities named by the special categories are
mediated with the realities articulated in the general cat-
egories of a theory of history.3 Systematics thus becomes
praxis, in that it articulates the meaning constitutive of
Christian fellowship, wimess, and service as the latter ex-
ercise a catalltic agency in evoking an alternative situation
more closely approximating the reign of God in this world.

My first assumption, then, while broadened far be-
yond its original scope and range, retains an element of
truth. The understanding of theology as mediating between
a cultural matrix and the significance and role ofa religion
within that matrix does imply that the theologian addresses
one siruation only to evoke another one. A mediating the-
ology has not only a disclosive but also a transformative
function with respect to its situation. In the perspective
provided by I-onergan's understanding of the entire theo-
logical enterprise as consdruted by eight distinct but re-
lated functional specialties, where the first four specialties
mediate in indirect discourse from the past into the present,
and the second four in direct discourse from the present
into the future, the burden of the transformative function
falls upon the second phase. !7hat remains true from my
fust assumption is that a theologian working in the second
phase - in foundations, doctrines, systematics, and
communications - has to understand, and articulate his or
her understanding of the situation which is being addressed
and of the altemative situation which one would evoke. But
the widening of the scope and range of this assumption in-
volved for me the grasp of what I would call the heuristic
smlcttre of azy situation, the a priori element involved in
the theological understanding of history itself. I will attempt
to set forrh here the basic elements of this understanding.
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The Analogy of Dialectic

tot

I

The principal categories that I would offer to express an
understanding of the structure of history are the analogjt of
diakctic and the integral scale of aalues.T"hese will become
the principal general categories of a systematic theology
that would understand the meaning of Christian docuines
in the light of an understanding of history. The realities
named in the principal Christian doctrines - in David
Tracy's summation'God, Christ, gracel creation-redemp-
tion-eschatology; church-world; nature-grace, grace-sinl
revelation; faith, hope, love; word-sacrament; cross-resur-
rection-incarnation'4 - are to be understood in this sys-
tematic theology within the overall context of the dialec-
tics of the subiect, culture, and community, as these dia-
lectical processes are related to one another by the struc-
ture of the scale of values.

The dialectic ofthe subject and the dialectic of com-
munity are discussed by I-onergan in the chapters on com-
mon sense in Insight.5 T\e dialectic of culture is my own
contdbution. The scale of values is set forth by I-onergan
in Method in Theologt,6 and my own efforts have been to
understand three of the levels ofvalue social, cultural,
personal - as constituted, respectivelyJ by the three dia-
lectics of communiry culture, and the subiect, and to specify
the relations which prevail among the various levels ofvalue
both from below and from above. What would these rela-
tions be in a line of pure progress in history? How does the
breakdown of these relations enable us to achieve some un-
derstanding of the dynamics of decline?These are questions

to which I would suggest a response. The category of the
analogy of dialectic expresses my understanding of the dia-
Iectics of the subject, culture, and community. And I try to
relate ttrese to one another by specifying their respective fi.rnc-

tions within the integral scale ofvalues.
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Each of the three dialectics is internally constituted
as 'a concrete unfolding of linked but opposed principles
of change.'7 The principles constitutive of the dialectic of
the subject are neural demands for psychic integration and
conscious representation, on the one hand, and the cen-
sorship over these demands exercised by dramatically pat-
terned intelligence and imagination, on the other hand.8
The principles constitutive of the dialectic of community
are spontaneous intersubjectivity and the practical intelli-
gence that institutes the technological, economic, and
political structures of society.e The principles constitutive
of the dialectic ofculture are cosmological and anthropo-
logical constitutive meaning, which are two diverse but
interrelated sets of insights regarding the direction that
can be found or missed in the movement of life.Io The
dialectics are analogous, first, in that each is an embodi-
ment of the creative tension of limitation and transcen-
dence constituting an unfolding of linked but opposed
principles of change; I I second, in that each is a dialectic
of contraries, not of contradictories; and third, in that in
each case the integriry of the dialectic is a function of a

third principle of higher synthesis beyond the principles
internally constitutive of the respective dialectic.

A dialectic of contraries, as opposed to a dialectic of
contradictories, is a particular realization ofthe single but
complex notion ofdialectic in which the constitutive prin-
ciples are to work harmoniously in the unfolding of the
changes that emerge from their interaction.The processes
of individual, social, and cultural change proceed along a
line ofpure progress to the extent that they are marked by
the integral unfolding of the changes emergent from both
of the constitutive principles of the relevant dialectic.l2 A
dialectic of contraries is a matter, not of either/or, but of
bot}./and: both neural demand functions and the construc-
tive censorship; both spontaneous intersubjectivity and
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practical common sense; both cosmological and anthro-
pological meaning and truth.The dialectics ofthe subject,
community, and culture are integral dialectics to the ex-
tent that the processes ofchange that they constitute are a
function of the harmonious interaction of both of the op-
posed principles of change internally constitutive of the
dialectic. Each dialectic becomes distorted when the
changes are a function of the dominance of one principle
over the other, that is to say, when the dialectic ofcontrar-
ies is treated as if it were a dialectic of contradictories -either neural demands or the (now repressive) censorship,
either spontaneous intersubjectivity or practical (and now
exclusively instrumentalized) intelligence, either cosmo-
logical or anthropological @ecome mechanomorphic) con-
stitutive meaning. In a distorted dialectic, each internally
constitutive principle is displaced from its normative func-
tion in the concrete unfolding oflinked but opposed prin-
ciples, and the displacements affect the entire process of
change emergent in the skewed dialectic.

A dialectic ofconuadictories does function, however,
with respect to a third principle of higher synthesis
responsible for the integrity of the respective dialectics.
The integral dialectic of neural demand functions and the
censorship is a function ofthe chariry that I-onergan calls
universal willingness.l3The integral dialectic of spontane-
ous intersubjectivity and practical common sense is a func-
tion of genuine cultural values. And genuine cultural val-
ues, themselves constituted by the integration of cosmo-
logical and antlropological meaning and tru*r, are a func-
don of a soteriological differentiation of consciousness. A
dialectic of contradictories operates with respect to these
principles of higher synthesis: either universal willingness
or some blend of the biases; either authentic or inauthen-
tic culture; either soteriological meaning and tru*r or bond-
age to a one-sided vision of reality that either overly imman-
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entizes the ultimate measure of integrity (the cosmologi-
cal horizon) or renders this measure so inaccessible to the
questing mind and heart (the anthropological horizon) that
it is eventually reiected altogether (the death of God and
the end of history proclaimed by some contemporary post-
structuralists).

The Dialectic of Cornmunityz

'Society' is a generic term embracing five elements: tech-
nological institutions, the economic system, the political
order, primordial intersubjectivity, and culture. Culture
has two dimensions: the everyday level of meanings and
values informing a given way of life, and the reflexive or
superstructural level of scientific, philosophic, scholarly,
and theological obiectifications.

I said above that there is a dialectic of community
internally constiruted by the linked but opposed principles
of spontaneous intersubiectiviry and practical intelligence.
Spontaneous intersubjectivity is one of the five elements
constitutive ofa society. Practical intelligence is the source
of three of the other elements: technology, the economic
system, and the political order. The dialectic of commu-
nity is the concrete unfolding of the changes that result
from the tension of spontaneous intersub jectivity with the
dimensions of society emergent from corrunonsense prac-
ticality. The integrity of the dialectic, and so of the society
that it informs 'rests on the concrete unity of opposed prin-
ciplesi the dominance of either principle results in a distor-
tion, and the distortion both weakens the dominance and
strengthens the opposed principle to restore an equilibrium.'I a

The integrity or distortion of the dialectic of com-
munity is a function, proximately, of the everyday level of
culture, and remotely of the reflexive scientific, scholarly,
philosophical, and theological dimension of culture. '[!f
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men are to meet the challenge set by maior decline and its
longer cycle, it will be through their culture that they do
so.' I 5 Spontaneous intersubiectivity, technology, economic
relations, politics, and the everyday level ofculture consti-
tute the infrastructure of a society; the reflexive level con-
stitutes a society's superstructure. Culture, in both its ev-
eryday infrastructural and its reflexive supersrructural di-
mensions, is t}re condition of the possibility of the integ-
rity of the dialectic of spontaneous intersubjectivity and
the technological-economic-political structures created by
practical intelligence for the sake of social order.

ln Insight I-onergan speaks of a dimension of con-
sciousness that he calls cosmopolis, which informs an in-
tellectual collaboration that assumes responsibility for the
integrity of the dialectic of community by attending to the
cultural values operative at borh the infrastructural and
superstrucrural levels of culture. The integrity of the dia-
lectic of community is a function of neither of the prin-
ciples internally constitutive of the dialectic, but of cul-
ture. Culture is to see to the harmonious cooperation, the
creative tension, of intersubjectivity and practicality,
through which the communiry becomes, if you want, a

work of art. Authentic cultural values constitute a higher
slmthesis of the internally constitutive poles of the dialec-
tic of community, a synthesis upon which the integrity of
the dialectic depends. Conversely, the breakdown of the
dialectic is due to a culture that either has been'forced
into an ivory tower ofineffectualness by the social surd' or
has 'capitulate[d] to its absurdity'by becoming practical.r6
Cosmopolis assumes the responsibility of preventing ei-
ther of these defaults of transpractical intelligence in the
constitution of the meanings and values informing a given
way of life.

The analysis to this point is transcendental. It is
grounded in the concrete unity-in-tension that is human
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consciousness itself, the unity-in-duality of sensitive spon-
taneiry and ordering intelligence.lT Any situation is con-
stituted in part by a particular condition, more or less in-
tegral or distorted, of the dialectic of community. But a

theology that would mediate between a cultural matrix and
the significance and role of Christian faith within that
matrix must speci$ more concretely the factors that con-
stitute the particular dialectic that the theology would ad-
dress. I understand the sigrrificant dialectic of community
today to be global. Almost every regional cultural matrix
today must be understood in terms ofplanetary structural
realities at the levels of technology, economics, and poli
tics. These realities have been created in large part by the
exploits of competing and escalating imperialistic systems.
I use the term 'imperialism' in accord with a modification
ofJoseph Schumpeter's definition:'the objectless disposi-
tion on the part of a state to unlimited forcible expan-
sion.'l8The modification is to the effect that such a dispo-
sition can constitute either a state or an economic
macrosystem controlling even states. At its base imperial-
ism is constituted by a neglect of the limitation poles in
the three dialectics of community, culture, and the sub-
ject: a neglect ofspontaneous intersubjectiviry of cosmo-
logical constitutive meaning, and of aesthetic participa-
tion in the movement of life.The distortions of imperialis-
tic praxis represent a skewing of the threefold dialectic in
the direction of transcendence: of practical intelligence
become exclusively instrumental reason, of anthropologi-
cal meaning become mechanomorphic nihilism, of cen-
sorship become repressive of the major portion of the
materials through which persons can make a work of art
out of their lives. And in each case the distortion weakens
the dominant principle and calls forth the reversal of the de-
railed dialectic by evoking the contribution of the neglected
element. But the suppressed element, when awakened, can
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be just as tyrannical as was its suppressor. From the sup-
pressed intersubiectivity, there can result mob violence; from
neglected cosmological meaning, a demonic entrapment on
the great mandala that would measure on purely intracosmic
standards whatever human integrity it still acknowledges; from
the repressed psyche, a psychotic breakdown.

The task is one of reversing the distortion of the dia-
lectic of community due to the ascendancy of the practi-
cal intelligence that institutes technological, economic, and
political structures, over the contrary but essential exigences
of intersubjective spontaneity; this task is in part the
responsibility of the cosmopolitan intellectual collabora-
tion that, by assuming responsibility for the integrity of
culture, is, in Hannah Arendt's words, to 'develop a new
guarantee which can be found only in a new political prin-
ciple, a new law on earth, whose validity tlis time must
comprehend the whole of humanity while its power must
remain strictly limited, rooted in and conuolled by newly
defined territorial entities.'leThe combined facts, that, first,
technologicaI institutions, an economic system, and a po-
litical order are constitutive elements of sociery, and sec-

ond, that these realities are to be understood ultimately in
global terms, lead to the conclusion that the dialectic of
community is today a global tension. Because culture is

the condition of the possibility of the integriry of the dia-
lectic of community, cosmopolitan intellectual collabora-
tion is confronted with a demand for the generation of
world-cultural values capable of slrtthesizing the internally
constitutive poles of a global dialectic of community.20

The perversions of the dialectic of community con-
stituted by the objectless disposition to forcible expansion
that is imperialism are rooted in *re aberration of intelli-
gence that CriticalTheory calls the exclusive instrumental-
ization of reason, and I-onergan the general bias of com-
mon sense. Practicality or instrumental intelligence in origi-
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nating and developing capital and technology, the economy
and the state, can be properly subordinate to the constitu-
tion of the human world as a work of art only by being
brought into and maintained in a state of taut balance or
poised equilibrium with spontaneous intersubjectivity. And
this is possible only by the subjection to th€ higher,
noninstrumentalized specialization of intelligence that con-
stitutes and indeed generates authentic cultural values. For
this it needs to be invested with the detachment tlat is
required to honor long-range, ultimate, and theoretical
questions. The dramatic artistry of subiects in communiry
requires that detachment if it is to preserve intact the deli-
cate and nuanced unfolding of the dialectic ofintersubiect-
ivity and practicaliry in the constitution of the social or-
der.The function of culture is to render intellectual com-
prehension of, and existential engagement in, social real-
ity critical, dialectical, and normative: critical, because any
social situation is a compound of the intelligible and the
unintelligible, the good and the evil, and one must able to
judge the difference; dialectical, because our intellectual
and existential participation in society must advance the
intelligible and good dimensions of the situation and re-
verse the unintelligible and evil dimensions (the dialectic
of contradictories), and because the intelligible and good
are a function of the integral dialectic of intersubjectivity
and practicality (a dialectic ofcontraries) and the unintel-
ligible and evil are a function of the distortion of this dia-
lectic; normative, in that neither of the principles inter-
nally constitutive of the dialectic is the immanent form of
the intelligibiliry and goodness ofthe situation.That intel-
ligibility and goodness must be rooted in the higher syn-
thesis ofcultural meanings and values embracing both poles
of the dialectic in a concrete unity-in-tension.

One of the major principles of the transcendental
analysis of historical process - a principle that will be-

Chapur ry
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3 The Integral Scale ofValues

The position just stated regarding the relation between the
dialectic of community at the level ofthe social order and
the need for cultural values commensurate with the de-
mands of the common good implies a particular stance on
t}le scale of values in general which we must articulate
before moving on to other instances of dialectic. The per-
tinence of the dialectics of culrure and the subject for an

come clearer when we discuss the scale ofvalues - is that
only cultural values commensurate with the proportions
ofthe social dialectic can assure the integrity of the dialec-
tic itself. This means that if the social dialectic itself is of
global proportions, the culture that would sustain it in its
integrity must be in some sense a world culture.The inte-
gral dialectic of community today calls for schemes of re-
currence in the social infrastructure that are both global
and alternative to the schemes that emerge from the com-
peting and escalating imperialisms. These alternative
schemes depend upon a set ofcultural values that are both
different from those informing the imperialistic systems
and capable of uniting in crosscultural community and
collaboration the members of the various regionally cir-
cumscribed cultural traditions of humankind. Cosmopolis
today must see to the generation of those cultural values,
at both levels of culture. The possibility and necessity of
the vast interdisciplinary effort required to meet this task
constitute the intellectual context ofa contemporary Chris-
tian systematic theology. Such a theology must be part of
that wider interdisciplinary collaboration, employing cat-
egories used in other fields as well, but also providing its
own special categories. I propose the general systematic
rubric of the analogy ofdialectic, as a framework in which
theology can assume these responsibilities.
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[W] e may distinguish vital, social, cultural,
personal, and religious values in an ascending

order. Vital values, such as health and suength,
grace and vigor, normally are preferred to avoid-
ing the work, privations, pains involved in
acquiring, maintaining, restoring them. Social
values, such as the good of order which conditions
the vital values of the whole community, have to
be preferred to the vital values of individual
members of ttre communiry. Cultural values do
not exist without the underpinning of vital and
social values, but nonetheless they rank higher.
Not on bread alone doth man live. Over and
above mere living and operating, men have to
find a meaning and value in their living and
operating. It is the function ofculture to discover,
express, validate, criticize, correct, develop,
improve such meaning and value. Personal value
is the person in his self-transcendence, as loving
and being loved, as originator ofvalues in himself
and in his milieu, as an inspiration and invitation
to others to do likewise. Religious values, finally,
are at the heart of ttre meaning and value of man's
living and man's world.2l

I would offer the following understanding of the scale

ofvalues.
First, technology, economic relations, and the legal

and political stratum ofsociety, in dialectical relation with

understanding of history will emerge in the course of our
discussion of the integral scale of values and especially of
the relations among the various levels of the scale.

Lonergan presents the following account of the
scale of values:
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intersubjective spontaneity, with the dialectic constituted
as a function ofthe everyday level of culture, compose the
infrastructure of a healthy society.

Second, tlre superstructure of s,uc}:, a society lies in the
reflexive, obiectirying dimension of culture.

Third, the infrastructure is thus constituted by the
vital, social, and everyday cultural levels ofvalue, and the

superstructure by refl exively articulated cultural values.

Fourth, beyond these levels of value constitutive of
the infrastructure and superstructure ofsociety lie the lev-

els ofpersonal and religious value.
Fifth, the relations among the levels of value may be

understood in part as follows: the higher levels condition
the schemes of recurrence of the more basic levels, while
problems in the effective recurrence of the more basic lev-

els offer an occasion for, and establish the proportions to
be met by, the questions that prompt the needed develop-
ments at the higher'levels. Thus religious values condition
the possibility ofpersonal integriry. Personal integrity con-
ditions the possibiliry of genuine cultural values. At the
reflexive level of culture such integriry would inform the
cosmopolitan intellectual collaboration of which we spoke

above, one function of which is to keep alive in *re infra-
structure a concern for the integrity of cultural values.

Cultural integrity conditions the possibility of a just social

order, where justice is a function of the integral dialectic
of communiry. And a just social order conditions the pos-

sibility of the equitable distribution of vital goods in such

a way as to assure liberation not only from hunger and

misery but also from servitude and personal degradation,
from hopelessness and meaninglessness. Conversely,prob-
lems in the effective recurrence ofvital goods for the whole
community can be met only by a reversal of distortions in
the dialectic of community at the level of social values. A
new dl.namic equilibrium between intersubjective inter-
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action and technological, economic, and political changes
demands a transformation at the everyday level of culture.
The latter tansformation frequently calls for and depends
upon reflexive scholarly and theoretical developments at
the superstrucfural level of culture. And new cultural val-
ues at both levels call for changes at the level of personal
integriry.The latter, finally, depends for its sustenance and
consistency on the religious development of the person.

There are, then, two basic and mutual sets of rela-
tions among the levels of value: a movement from above
downwards determines the integral functioning of the scale;
a movement from below upwards demands the creativity
that will result in new developments, further differentia-
tions, at the higher levels.

Sixth, the integrity of the superstructure thus condi-
tions that of the infrastructure.

Seventh, the breakdown of infrastructural integrity
consequently calls for developments at the superstructural
level of culture.

And eighth, the personal integriry of the individual
and the authenticity of his or her religious life, while they
lie beyond both infiastructure and superstrucrure, are es-
sential to the integral unfolding ofhistorical process.

A society, then, is composed ofan infrastructure and
a superstructure. But the condition of any given society
depends on what in fact constitutes these two dimensions
of that society. The sociery is healthy to the extent that its
infrastructure is constituted by the dialectical tension of
intersubjective interaction with the technological, eco-
nomic, and political institutions emergent from practical
intelligence. The cultural values operative at the everyday
level determine the integriry ofthis basic social dialectic.22
But the breakdown ofeveryday cultural values can at times
be reversed only by prolonged and difficult collaborative
scholarly and theoretical labor at the superstructural level,
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labor that aims at either the restoration of cultural values
that have been eclipsed, or, as in periods ofepochal change
such as our own, the generation of a new and more inclu-
sive set ofcultural values. The cultural values in general of
a healthy society are constituted by the operative assump-
tions consequent upon the pursuit of the beautiful in story
and song, ritual and dance, art and literature; the pursuit
of the intelligible in science, scholarship, and common
sense; the pursuit of the true in philosophy and theology;
and the pursuit of the good in all questions regarding the
normative relations among the elements constifutive of the
human world. The values constiruting cultural integrity
are the transcendental values of the beautiful, the intelli-
gible, the true, and the good. The operative assumptions
that they engender to govern a particular way of life would
permit the subordination ofpracticality in the origination
and development ofcapital and technology, the economy
and the state, to the construction of the human world, of
human reladons, and of human subiects as works of artl
they would see that practicality is maintained in a taut
balance with the exigences of intersubjective communica-
tion and interaction, and so would guard against the ex-
clusive instrumentalization of intelligence and reason re-
sponsible for the current distortions ofthe dialectic of com-
munity.

Personal and religious values are to be understood
in relation to the values internally constitutive of the social
infrastructure and the cultural superstructure. While they
lie beyond these, they are not for that reason to be re-
garded as constituting a realm ofprivacy irrelevant to cul-
tural and social process. !7hile the values that constitute
cultural integrity condition the possibility of an integral
dialectic of communiry at the level of social values, these
culrural values in turn can be promoted only by persons of
moral and intellectual integrity. And t}le person as a self-
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transcendent originator of values in self and world does

not exist, js in fact an impossibility, without the gift of God's
grace. Higher levels ofvalue thus condition the possibility
ofthe recurrent realization of more basic levels: no personal

integriry without divine grace, no genuine cultural values

without personal integriry no good social order without
cultural integrity, and no vital values for the whole
communiry without a good social order. The movement
from above downwards among the levels of value is thus

the movement of conditioning.The movement from below,

on the other hand, is in part one of differentiation and

creativity. Problems in the effective realization of more basic

levels are solved by new developments at higher levels,

developments which must be commensurate with the
problems they are meant to solve. Thus a breakdown of
the schemes of recurrence supplying vital values to the
whole community calls for a higher integration of the dia-
lectic of community, whether through new technological
developments, new economic relations, new forms of po-

litical organization, through the adaptation ofthe sensitive

spontaneity of intersubiective groups, or through some

combination of these various elements of the dialectic.The
conversion of the dialectic of communiry from distortion
to integrity calls for either the restoration of cultural val-

ues that have suffered eclipse or the differentiation ofnew,
more inclusive, and more refined cultural values. Cultural
values are authentic to the extent that they meet the pro-
portions of the problems generated by the distorted dia-
lectic of community. \Thether eclipsed cultural values are

to be restored or, as in periods of axial cultural changes,

new cultural values are to be generated, a conversion of
persons to a new level of integrity in their constitution of
the world, of human relations, and of themselves as works

of dramatic art is required. And because the sustained in-
tegriry of self-transcendent persons is impossible without
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the gift ofthe divinely originated solution to the problem
of evil, the whole process is in effect a supplication for an
ever more refined and purified relationship with God.

V/hat is required of ttre relations among technology,
the economy and politics if these practical arrangements,
while a product of instrumentalized intelligence, are to be
a function of the integral praxis that would constirute the
human world as a work of art, and so if they would emerge
in creative tension with the intersubjective base of com-
muniry?The primary requirement is that legal and politi-
cal institutions be an element not of the superstructure
but of the infrastructure of society. Genuine culrural val-
ues keep the political in its place in the infiastructure, where
it is to mediate between culture in its everyday dimension
and the economic and technological institutions ofa soci-
ety, with a view to placing and maintaining these in dialec-
tical relation with intersubjective interaction. Thus, while
the mediation from the superstructural to the infrastruct-
ural level of culture is one function of cosmopolis, the
mediation from the infrastructural level of culture to the
economy, to capital formation, and to the intersubjective
community is the responsibility of the authentic political
specialization of common sense.

On the other hand, when the integral scale of values
is neglected, as in the societies spawned by the competing
and escalating imperialisms, legal and political institutions
slip out of the infrastructure and constitute the lowest level
ofa mendacious superstructural edifice erected for the sake
ofpreserving a distorted dialectic between practicaliry and
the intersubiective communiry. I-aw and politics then be-
come a function of economic relations rather than the guar-
antee of the dialectic between these relations and
intersubjective groups. Slipping out of the infrastructure,
they become a mendacious but quite public determinant
of the meanings and values informing the way of life of

Theolog! and Cuhure
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segments of the community. They usurp the prerogatives
of culture. Genuine culture retreats into the margins of
societ-v. The effective culture is merely the creation and
instrument of distorted practicaliry. Itr7hen the political
specialization, defaulting on its legitimate and necessary
infrasfiuctural function, invades the domain of culture,
genuine culture surrenders its function of autonomously
determining the meanings and values that, through politi-
cal integrity, would otherwise inform the economy and the
institutions of technology as dialectical counterparts of
intersubjective interaction. As culture retreats, morality and
religion follow suit, and become merely private concerns.
The entire structure of the scale of values is upset by the
derailment of the political: a derailment that is rooted in
the loss of the tension of practicality and intersubjectivity
which it is the responsibility of culrure to inform and of
politics to implement and maintain.23 The authentic po-
litical specialization of common sense is to meet the re-
current problem of effective agreement through rational
persuasion guided by genuine cultural values. But under
the dominance of the distortions generated by bias it be-
comes in a recurrent fashion the inauthentic instrument
ofthe process that produces the social surd.The subordi-
nation of the genuine function of politics to the distorted
dialectic of community can be prevented only by an ev-
eryday culture tlat has not become instrumentally practi-
cal.

I follow Lonergan in maintaining that an authentic
everyday culture depends on the development ofa dimen-
sion of consciousness that recognizes and implements the
immanent norms of intelligence and indeed of the entire
scale of values. This cosmopolitan mentality operative at
the superstructural level is to generate and support, first, a

culture in which '[d] elight and suffering, laughter and tears,
joy and sorrow, aspiration and fiustration, achievement and
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failure, wit and humor, stand not within pracdcality but above
it;'24 second, a philosophy that appropriates a normadve or-
der of inquiry; and third, a human science that is not only
empirical but also critical, dialectical, and normative, because
grounded in that philosophic appropriation.

Culture, philosophy, and human science, then, are
reflexes of a distorted infrastructure only when they have
surrendered to the exclusive instrumentalization of intelli-
gence and reason responsible for the distortion.The genu-
ine relation of superstructure and infrastructure is quite
the reverse of that which Marx discovered in capitalism
and which, ironically, his followers promoted in state so-
cialism.Theology is to evoke a superstructure that, through
the philosophy, the human science, and the culture it spon-
sors, would have a profound impact on the everyday cul-
tural, the political, the economic, and the technological
dimensions of the infrastructure.

4 The Dialectic of the Subiect

The cultural superstrucrure can influence the social infra-
structure and direct it toward integrity only if it takes its
stand on the immanent dualiry of consciousness that gives
rise in the first place to the dialectic of community. At the
level of the dialectic of communiry this duality manifesrs
itself in the tension of spontaneous intersubjecriviry and
practical intelligence. But its more radical manifestation is
to be found in a dialectic constitutive of the subjects
composing a society.The integrity of the dialectic ofthe sub-
ject at the level ofpersonal value is the condition ofthe pos-
sibility of the cultural values that would guarantee an inte-
gral dialectic of communiry at the level of social values.

The dialectic of the dramatic and existential subject
is a tension between neural demand functions and that
preconscious collaboration of imagination and intelligence
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that Freud called the censorship and that I-onergan helps
us understand within a more inclusive horizon than that
available to Freud.The dialectic ofthe subiect constitutes
a second instance of the analogy of dialectic.

The integral dialectic of the subiect is a condition of
the possibility of the cosmopolitan collaboration that as-

sumes the integrity of culture as its responsibility; for it is
the immanent intelligibility of personal value as *re ground

of culrural values. The dialectic of the subject figures in
the scale ofvalues in such a way that, while personal integ-
rity grounds the authentic function of culture in a move-

ment from above downwards arzozg the levels of l;alue, dis-
tortions in the realm of personal value are statistically al-
most inevitable if personal development is solely a matter
of a movement from below upwards in human conscious-

zessq and these distortions are to be understood precisely

in terms of a breakdown of the integral dialectic of the
subiect, due to some blend of the several biases that dis-
tort the concrete unfolding of the linked but opposed prin-
ciples of neural demand functions and the censorship. A
higher integration in the subject that functions from above

downwards in human consciousness is required ifpersons
of integrity are to be available to promote the cultural val-
ues that can sustain the integral dialectic of communiry in
the social order. That higher integration is effected by the
gift of charity, as the latter imparts an antecedent and in
the limit universal willingrress.This willingness constitutes
the immanent intelligibility of religious values.

The dialectic of subiective development functions
within the dialectic of community. The dialectic of com-
munity sets the conditions that stimulate our vital
spontaneities and mold the orientation of our intelligence
as the latter negotiates, with the help of imagination, the
spontaneities stimulated by the social situation. These
spontaneities, as neural demand functions, constirute one
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pole ofthe dialectic of the subject.The other pole consists
of the dramatic intelligence in collaboration with imagina-
tion that, as censor, negotiates the neural demands. A cre-
ative tension ofneural demands and the censorship analo-
gous to that which we have already seen between
intersubjective spontaneiry and practical intelligence is
required for the integriry of the dialectic of the subject.
The dialectic is distorted in the direction of limitation when
neural demands overwhelm intelligent, reasonable, and
responsible powers of negotiation; it is distorted in the
direction of transcendence when these powers of negotia-
tion become repressive of the very factors they are meant to
aftend to. In either case a reversal of the distortion is invited
through an appeal to the claims ofthe neglected factor.

The ground of our capaciry to shape the elements
stimulated by the dialectic of communiry into a work of
dramatic art, through the constructive rather than repres-
sive functioning of the censorship, lies in the sensitive
psyche's relative aestletic liberation from both neural pro-
cess from below and instrumentalization ftom above.Then
intelligence can artistically subordinate neural process to
psychic determinations. The censorship is the collabora-
tion of the psyche, through imagination, with intelligence
in the effecting of this subordination. It is constructive if
oriented to insight and responsible decision, and repres-
sive if directed against tlese. In my own interpretation of
this matter, the orientation of the censorship against in-
sight can be rooted in either of its constitutive elements: in
intelligence itself, as in general bias, or in the psychic com-
ponent, as in the other forms of bias, each of which im-
pairs t}te psyche's aestletic liberation from the neural un-
dertow and so its ability to collaborate with intelligence in
admitting images into consciousness for insight. As we
move from individual through group to dramatic bias, the
problem becomes progressively more a problem of psy-

Theology and Cuhure
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5 The Dialectic of Culture

Cultural values mediate between personal values and so-

cial values. If the latter two levels of value are constituted
by an integral dialectic of limitation and Eanscendence,

chic development; dramatic bias is the least available to
conscious conrol and free self-correction.

Just as the integrity of the dialectic of community is

grounded, not in either of its internally constitutive prin-
ciples taken singly, but in the higher slT rthesis provided by
authentic cultural values, so the dialectic of the subiect is
grounded, not in neural demands nor in the censorship,
but in the higher sl,nthesis of an antecedent universal will-
ingness that must be offered and accepted as a gift, as grace,

as a feature of personal development not achievable on
the basis of one's own immanent resources. If the move-
ment from below in conscious development is not met by
a movement from above, development will almost inevita-
bly fall victim to some blend of the biases. The movement
from above is the gift, the grace, of an antecedent and in
the limit universal willingness, of the detachment of di-
vinely bestowed charity. Without this grace, a functioning
relation ofconditioning from above downwards among the
levels of value is impossible; for the highest level of value
would lie in the personal, and bias would prevent an inte-
gral development precisely at that level. Personal integrity
is not self-grounding. Only a living reladonship of part-
nership and love with the absolute limit of the process of
going beyond renders possible sustained development.That
relationship is the communication of a willingness that
conforms, not to inadequately developed human intelli-
gence, but to God's understanding of the world order which
God has chosen and created and which God sustains in
being through the whole course of its emergent process'25
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we may suspect that the same is uue of authentic cultural
values. But our discussion of the issue of cultural values

and of a dialectic of culture is more convincing if it pro-
ceeds not from some a priori base of transcendental analy-
sis, however valid, but from a concrete consideration of
the crisis ofcultural values in a situation where the dialec-
tic of community is globally distorted by the competing
and escalating agents of imperialistic ambition. Our atten-
tion can shift at this point, then, to the relations *rat obtain

from below upwards among the levels of value. The social-

infrastructural dialectic of community today is a matter of
global proportions, due to the socioeconomic relations and
political realities that constirute a globally interdependent
commonwealth. These relations and realities demand the

generation of cultural values that are more complex in
suucture and inclusive of more historically transmitted
materials tlan would be the cultural values that might
function as ordering factors for less extensive and more
regionally circumscribed technoeconomic and political
relationships. The meanings and values, the culture,
adequate to the proportions of a globally interdependent
technological, economic, and political order in dialectical
relationship with what is now a crosscultural inter-
subjectivity, are at best emergent in our situation. Theol-
ogy today is to mediate what Christians believe as true
and value as good, not so much with a relatively stable set

of cultural meanings and values as with an emergent and
potentially more differentiated set adequate to a global
social order. For a systematic theology to mediate Chris-
tian faith with the contemporary cultural matrix is for it to
participate in the emergence of a new matrix informed by
cultural values suited to the proportions of the global so-

cial relations that they are to order.The transformation of
culture on a global scale is the condition of the possibiliry

of a humane infrastructural order for a global society.
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The needed transformation of culture will emerge
in part from the rerieval, crosscultural communication,
philosophic reference-specification, and dialogically
achieved integration of our presently available, historically
uansmitted knowledge of, and attitudes toward the world,
God, ourselves, and the sense of our lives. Following Eric
Voegelin, I find these presently available patterns of cul-
tural meaning and value to be threefold: cosmological,
anthropological, and soteriological symbolizations of the
primordial experience of participation in a movement with
a direction that can either be found or missed. I propose
that cosmological and anthropological constitutive mean-
ing constitute a dialectic of culture whose integrity is
grounded in neither ofits internally constitutive poles, but
in the soteriological differentiation of consciousness that
theology is to mediate with cosmological and anthropo-
logical insight and truth in such a way as to promote an
integral dialectic of culture.

Like the dialectics of the subject and of communiry,
then, the dialectic of culture is a dialectic of contraries.
Both poles are to be affirmed, each in its appropriate rela-
tion to the other. The dialectic of culture is another in-
stance of the tension of limitation and transcendence, with
the cosmological pole a limiting factor and the anthropo-
logical the promoter of transcendence. The integrity of
culture is a function of the concrete unfolding of cosmo-
logical and anthropological insight and truth; the
inauthenticiry ofculture is a function ofthe breakdown of
tlis integral unfolding due to the displacement of the ten-
sion toward one or other pole.

Cosmological symbolizations of the experience of life
as a movement with a direction that can be found or missed
find the paradigm of order in the cosmic rhythms. This
order is analogously realized in the society, and social or-
der determines individual rectitude. Cosmological insight
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thus moves from the cosmos, through the society, to the

individual. As such it is more compact than anthropologi-
cal insigfit, where the measure of integriry is recognized as

world-transcendent and as providing the standard first for
the individual, whose ordered attunement to the world-
ftanscendent measure is itself the measure of the integrity
of the society. Anthropotogical insight moves from God
through the individual to the society. The dialectic of cul-
ture, like every dialectic of contraries, is a concrete un-
folding of these linked but opposed principles of change'

These two ways of experiencing and understand-

ing the participatory engagement of consciousness in the

movement of life are characterized by quite contrasting

experiences of time. Cosmological constitutive meaning

has its roots in the affective, biologically based sympathy

of the organism with the rh]'thms and processes ofnonhu-
man nature. Anthropological truth is, on the contrary,
constitutive of history as the product of human insight,

reflection, and decision. A first approximation to the rela-

tion between them would contrast cyclical and linear time;

but in fact, cosmological time is not precisely cyclical nor
is anthropological time linear.The issue is one of schemes

of recurrence with greater or lesser probabilities of emer-

gence and survival due to the relative constitutive contri-
bution ofinsight, reason, and decision. Cosmological con-
sciousness, alone, binds human schemes ofrecurrence too
stringently to those that inform cosmic process, while an-

thropological consciousness, alone, is insensitive to its bio-
logically based, rhythmic participation in nonhuman na-
ture, and given the necessary technical skills will promote

a relatively post-historic mode ofexistence in contrast with
the relatively prehistoric existence of the cosmological so-

cieties.The distortions of the dialectic would thus take the

form either of anthropological consciousness losing affec-

tive sympathy with nature as it constitutes history, or of
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cosmological consciousness succumbing massively to a
fatalism that it supposes is inscribed in cosmic rhlthms. A
contemporary soteriology must display the deliverance ef-
fected by the divinely originated solution to the mystery of
evil, not so much from cosmological existence as from
mechanomorphic perversions of anthropological truth. The
integral dialectic of cosmological and anthropological truth
under the higher synthesis of the soteriological differen-
tiation would provide an ecumenically available set of
meanings and values to inform the social infrastructure of
a global communitarian alternative to the imperialistic dis-
tortions ofthe dialectic of community. Because such a set
of cultural meanings and values is not yet an established
feature of life, theology's mediation of the soteriological
vector with the contemporary siruation will itself contrib-
ute to the crosscultural generation ofthe cultural values of
a world-cultural humanity. In mediating faith and culture,
theology will be constituting the very meanings and values
of a new cultural order-

6 Conclusion

My hope is to construct or at least anticipate a systematic
theology that would understand Christian and theological
doctrines in the light ofan understanding ofhistorical pro-
cess. Such a systematics would have as its central general
categories those that I have expressed in this paper.

It remains to be stated how such a systematics would
be not only academic and praxis-oriented, but also
ecclesial.26The academic and praxis-oriented characteris-
tics have been developed at some length in this paper. I
will conclude with some comments about the ecclesial
context of this sysrematic theology, hoping thereby to illu-
minate the realm of religious values, whose integral func-
tioning is the condition ofthe possibility ofthe integrity of
the entire scale of values.
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From the discussion ofcultural values, it is clear that
the systematic theology that I have in mind would evoke

remotely a transecclesial world-cultural communitarian
alternative to the totalitarian potentials of the competing
and escalating imperialistic systems. But it would evoke
proximately the church as a catalytic agent of this alterna-
tive. The most satisfactory model of the church within this
perspective is that of the community of the suffering ser-
vant of God. Theology is both an intellectual minisuy to
that community and a component of that community's
ministry in the world. Thus not only must theology as an

intellectual enterprise satisry criteria of rigorous method,
so that systematic theology is genuinely systematic and not
a matter of 'rough coherence,'and not only must theology
as historically situated receive its agenda from the exigences

of its contemporary situation; it also must as ecclesial be
radically pastoral, prophetic, and kerygmatic, evoking the
church as a community of wimess, fellowship, and service
with a disclosive and transformative role to play in the con-
temporary historical situation. As such, it must be carried
on within a horizon of Christian self-understanding that is
articulately objectified in categories that are at once con-
tinuous with t}re tradition and pertinent to the ever new
demands of the prevailing situation.These categories must
articulate the constitutive intelligibility of the praxis of the
reign ofGod that itself constitutes ecclesial ministry.That
praxis, a matter of 'doing as Jesus did,' lies in a participa-
tion not only in Jesus' ministerial proclamation and enact-

ment of the kingdom, but also in the paschal self-offering
through which the alternative situation announced and

evoked in Jesus' proclamation and praxis became embod-
ied, however precariously, in a real historical community.
As the principal catalytic agency of Jesus himself lay in his

redemptive suffering, so the principal cataly'tic agency of
the community called and empowered to do as Jesus did
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